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This thesis is about changes in Frisian verbal inflection. Frisian is the minority
language spoken in the bilingual Frisian-Dutch province of Fryslân. Besides the
fact that all its speakers are bilingual, what makes Frisian especially interesting
is that it features a lot of dialectal variation and, moreover, that it has a relatively
complex inflectional system that went through some recent changes.

The results illustrate how Frisian develops as it is passed on from one generation
to the next and new language learners come to different interpretations than the
generations before them. As such, the Frisian case-study provides valuable insights
into the interplay of language variation, acquisition, contact and change, and
brings to light several limitations and benefits of different theoretical perspectives.
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Changes in Modern Frisian verbal inflection

The aim of the research reported in this book is twofold. The more concrete goal is
to give a detailed overview and account of the status quo and the developments in
the verbal inflection of Frisian. The theoretical goal is to deepen our understanding
of why certain changes occur and others do not and how morphological theory
can account for this. With the aid of two questionnaires and several analyses
along the lines of Distributed Morphology, we specifically test whether we can
explain the developments in Frisian verbal inflection using a model of categorical
productivity: the Tolerance Principle.
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In both chapters 2 and 4, the Tolerance Principle approach is described. These
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and current distribution of the alternatives. In the version printed here, section
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changes to the text and formatting were made.
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Foaropwurd
Om vat te krijgen op een proces van verandering is afstand nodig. Pas van een
afstand word je het begin- en eindpunt gewaar waarbinnen de verandering zich
afspeelt. Sommige mensen hebben talent voor afstand. Ze bezitten een natuurlijke helicopterview, zijn in no time op vlieghoogte en in staat de zaak van meerdere kanten te bekijken. Les 1 van de afgelopen jaren: zo iemand was ik niet. Les
2: het schrijven van een proefschrift is hiervoor de beste leerschool. Waarmee ik
maar wil zeggen dat een proefschrift schrijven dus eigenlijk net zoiets is als leren
vliegen.
Mijn onderzoek naar veranderingen in Friese werkwoorden heeft me doen
inzien hoe complex een veranderingsproces kan zijn. Sommige factoren trekken
de verandering, andere houden die tegen, en op zichzelf kleine veranderingen
kunnen weer andere grotere veranderingen in gang zetten. Het is daardoor soms
lastig te bepalen waar een verandering precies begint. Op een soortgelijke manier
zie ik nu hoe complex het proces van het voltooien van dit proefschrift geweest
is, en hoe het eigenlijk al lang voor de startdatum begon.
Terugkijkend begon mijn proefschrift namelijk niet in Fryslân aan de
Fryske Akademy, maar een paar jaar eerder in Amsterdam. Om precies te zijn
aan de Universiteit van Amsterdam, waar ik Nederlands kwam studeren voor
de literatuur, maar verliefd raakte op de taalkunde. Aan de wieg van die liefde
stond ongetwijfeld de destijdse vakgroep Nederlandse taalkunde met bevlogen
docenten als Jan Don, Fred Weerman, Olaf Koeneman en Hedde Zeijlstra.
Diezelfde vakgroep zorgde er samen met mijn studiegenoten Edda Veerman en Stéphanie Hoogenberk voor dat ik op de Universiteit van Amsterdam
bleef, en niet naar de dichterbijgelegen Rijksuniversiteit Groningen overstapte,
toen mijn moeder in het tweede jaar ziek werd, overleed, en ik terug naar Fryslân
verhuisde. Aan de Universiteit van Amsterdam blijven studeren betekende wel
dat ik heen en weer moest reizen tussen Fryslân en Amsterdam. Maar te weten
dat je goede mensen om je heen hebt, is veel waard. In Amsterdam kon ik bovendien de minor Frysk afmaken die ik volgde bij Siebren Dyk en Arjen Versloot.
Wat weer leidde tot het schrijven van mijn bachelorscriptie over niets minder dan
Friese werkwoorden.
Hier dreigde de rechte lijn richting dit proefschrift echter even onverwacht
spaak te lopen. Het was een zwaar jaar en een taai thema, en na het voltooien
van die scriptie, bezwoer ik nooit maar dan ook nooit meer iets met Friese werkwoorden te maken willen hebben. Ik had kennis gemaakt met een onderwerp
dat me achteraf nog jaren zou blijken te boeien, verbazen en uitdagen, maar dat
had ik toen niet kunnen vermoeden. In de master richtte ik me op heel andere
onderwerpen en na mijn afstuderen verlegde ik mijn blik in eerste instantie naar
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andere werkvelden dan het onderzoek. Toen ik de vacature voor promovendus
bij de Fryske Akademy zag, was het scriptieleed gelukkig al weer wat weggezakt,
en was ik al gauw verkocht. Het feit dat ik solliciteerde is te danken aan Arjen die
me op de vacature wees, en Jan, die ook na mijn studie nog fungeerde als tutor,
en mijn zelfvertrouwen wist op te vijzelen tot briefschrijfniveau.
Tot zover het begin. Ik solliciteerde en werd aangenomen, en toen begon
het avontuur dat proefschrift schrijven heet pas echt. Ik kreeg een pasje om in
te klokken bij de Fryske Akademy, en kon aan het werk. Dat pasje heb ik nooit
gebruikt, maar aan de Akademy had ik al gauw mijn hart verpand. Ik voelde me
er in een mum van tijd thuis. Koffie drinken in de keuken bij de mannen (ja,
sa wie dat doe noch); mee in de bus op it reiske, wandelingen door de Prinsentuin rond 13 uur en de ‘Jong FA lunsjes’. Alle collega’s, dank hiervoor. En al is
het postuum, in het bijzonder dank aan Wiebe Bergsma, die me verwelkomde
met een hartelijke waarschuwing (Wurkest hjir net wol? Sa’n jong famke noch...
Kinst no noch werom) en die dat eerste jaar, dat later zijn laatste bleek te zijn, zijn
wijsheid en humor met me deelde als we samen stonden te roken onder de poort.
Dank ook aan mijn kamergenoten op de Fryske Akademy van het eerste
uur, bij wie ik een plek op zolder kreeg: mijn collega-taalpromovendi Mirjam
Günther, Marrit Jansma, Evelyn Bosma en Nika Stefan. Wat ha wy in soad fan
elkoar leare kind yn wat tink ik perfoarst net de rêstichste tiid út ús libbens wie.
En wat ha wy it ek leuk hân. Evelyn, ik hoopje dat we nochris tegearre dûnsje
sille ûnder wurktiid en Mirjam do bliuwst myn earste en iennige carpoolbuddy.
Als akademypromovendi verenigden we ons op een bepaald moment in de
zogenaamde Ayotún, waar ook Dennis Worst toe behoorde, en later ook Lysbeth
Jongbloed en Bart Hoogeboom. Ook jullie bedankt. Bart voor de welkome afleiding in de vorm van politieke gesprekken toen we kamergenoten waren. Lysbeth
voor het samen delen van het leed dat promoveren heet, en het samen trakteren
op ijsjes. En Dennis, bedankt voor je vrolijkheid, je inspirerende enthousiasme
en oprechte interesse.
Tijdens mijn studie kreeg ik eens de raad om niet strategisch te zijn, maar
altijd te kiezen voor wat je het leukst vindt. Die raad heb ik tot nog toe altijd
opgevolgd, en zo belandde ik onder andere in de UR (de ‘Undernimmingsried’
van de Fryske Akademy) en in de gemeenteraad van De Fryske Marren namens
GroenLinks. Soms leidt kiezen voor wat je leuk vindt tot een ietwat volle agenda,
maar het was het meer dan waard. Alle UR-kollega’s tige tank foar alles wat ik
fan jim leard haw, en foar de moaie tiid dy’t wy belibbe ha. Gemeenteraad, griffie
en college van De Fryske Marren en in het bijzonder natuurlijk de GroenLinksfractie: dank voor alle welkome afleiding. En fansels tige tank foar jim moaie
Frysk, fariearjend fan Joustersk oant Lemstersk oant Gasterlânsk, mei werklik in
ferskaat oan bûgingsfoarmen dat ik net foar mooglik holden hie.
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Myn paranimfen Marit Bijlsma en Mirjam Günther. Wêr moat ik begjinne.
Betanke foar al it praten, it laitsjen, en fansels it lunsjen. Tosty-tongersdeis mei
Mirjam by Barrevoets, en ûnbeheind lunsje mei Marit by Fire of de Walrus. Ik
tocht dat ik al genôch echte freonen hie, mar op it punt dat jim foar my bestelle
koenen (tomatesop of tosty), wist ik dat ik net mear om jim freonskip hinne koe.
Er komt geen eind aan de Akademycollega’s die ik dank verschuldigd ben.
It soe te fier gean om jim hjir allegear te neamen. Mar wit dat ik jim allegear
bedoel. Ek al belibben wy drege jierren mei de Akademy, fol fan ferbouwingen,
ferhuzingen en oare feroaringen, jim bleaunen de trouste en leafste kollega’s dy’t
ik my mar winskje koe. Jim stipe en omtinken, foaral yn de foar my swiere perioade nei it ferstjerren fan myn heit, binne wier sûnder wjergea. Ik bin grutsk dat
ik noch efkes bliuwe mei.
Voor wat betreft het proefschrift is natuurlijk allereerst een woord van dank
op zijn plek aan de partijen die dit promotietraject financieel en organisatorisch
mogelijk hebben gemaakt: Provinsje Fryslân, de voormalige University Campus
Fryslân (nu RuG/Campus Fryslân), de Universiteit van Amsterdam en natuurlijk mijn standplaats, de Fryske Akademy. De staf van de voormalige UCF (Liisa
Heiman, Tonny Mulder, Githe van der Meulen) wil ik hier in het bijzonder
bedanken voor het organiseren van inspirerende workshops, congressen en het
aanbieden van cursussen voor de destijdse UCF-promovendi.
Daarnaast ben ik dank verschuldigd aan iedereen die op wat voor manier
dan ook heeft bijgedragen aan mijn onderzoek. Alle taalcollega’s op de Akademy
die me wegwijs maakten in de taalkundige praktijk (Hans Van de Velde) en
het feroarjende Frysk en waar het te vinden: Hindrik Sijens foar it ferneamde
Morfo-bestân. Eduard Drenth foar de wurdlist, Han Nijdam foar de Aldfryske
teksten. Jelske Dijkstra, betanke foar it sljochtsjen fan it paad. Foardat ik dy
kennen learde, seach ik yn 2013 it nijsberjocht datsto promovearre wiest oan
de Universiteit van Amsterdam en de Akademy, en dat dyn promoasje net yn
Amsterdam, mar yn Frjentsjer west hie. Dêrmei hast foar my in foarbyld west.
Aafke Wiegersma dank voor het sparren en onbeperkt aanhoren van mijn ideeën
tijdens onze wandelingen door Leeuwarden in die zo belangrijke eerste oriënterende fase. Charles Yang, thank you for your help and advice, and of course for
coming up with the Tolerance Principle in the first place. Dank aan Piet & Anke
van Reenen, die tijd voor me maakten op het Meertens Instituut. Odile Strik,
die me op weg hielp met het werken met analogische modellen (een deel van het
onderzoek dat helaas het boek niet gehaald heeft). Jelke Bloem, Caitlin Meyer en
andere collega’s van de Universiteit van Amsterdam, voor hun waardevolle feedback tijdens Grammar & Cognition sessies of tijdens de LOT schools waar we
elkaar tegenkwamen. Het ACLC en in het bijzonder Kees Hengeveld, bedankt
voor de begeleiding op afstand. We spraken elkaar maar één keer per jaar tijdens
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de voortgangsgesprekken, maar het waren altijd plezierige gesprekken en ik heb
veel aan je adviezen gehad. Dank ook aan alle mensen die mijn enquêtes hebben
ingevuld (voorzien van de mooiste commentaren en ongevraagde adviezen in het
opmerkingenveld). En natuurlijk dank aan Edwin Klinkenberg, die me geregeld
uit de brand hielp met het analyseren van de resultaten ervan.
Dat brengt me ook bij mijn daadwerkelijke (co)promotoren, waarvan de
samenstelling in de loop der jaren een paar keer is veranderd: Willem Visser,
Eric Hoekstra, Arjen Versloot en Jan Don. Willem, do wiest der de earste twa
jier by, en hast my de wichtige les leard saken ôf te beakenjen en dingen dien te
meitsjen. Wa’t my goed ken begrypt wat wize les oft dat foar my west hawwe
moat. Eric, do hast it de lêste jierren fan Willem oernommen, en jim follen
mekoar moai oan, want do hast my leard ek bûten myn eigen kaders troch te
tinken. Jan, jou vroeg ik zo vaak om samen over mijn project te sparren dat het
niet meer dan logisch was dat op een gegeven moment te formaliseren en je te
promoveren tot copromotor. Dank je, dat je die taak op je hebt willen nemen.
Ik kan me niet voorstellen dat ik het zonder jouw eerlijkheid, enthousiasme,
kritiek en aanmoediging had moeten stellen. Inhoudelijk werden we met jouw
toetreden tot het team van (co)promotoren een mooie mix van formalisten en
functionalisten. Zo’n diversiteit aan perspectieven zorgde natuurlijk ook voor
de nodige uitdagingen. Ik geloof bovendien dat ik het jullie of mezelf daarbij
niet per se gemakkelijk gemaakt heb, door altijd mijn eigen gang te willen gaan.
Arjen, je hebt me de ruimte en het vertrouwen gegeven mijn eigen weg in dit
project te zoeken. Ik kan niet anders dan je daar ontzettend dankbaar voor zijn.
Op de Akademy werd ik niet alleen begeleid door Willem en later Eric,
maar fungeerden alle (taal)collega’s in de wandelgangen of bij de koffie (Frits
van der Kuip) als coach: ‘Hoe fier bist? Trochsette hear’. En over de verdediging:
‘Sit der mar net oer yn. Dat komt wol goed’. Siebren Dyk, do wiest der ien fan,
en fansels net samar ien, want op de Akademy wiest myn kollega-morfolooch,
en fansels wiest ea myn earste en iennichste echte dosint Fryske taalkunde. Tige
tank foar dyn belutsenheid, dyn earlikheid en dyn entûsjasme, op alderlei mêden binnen en bûten de taalkunde en Frisistyk. Ik moat bekenne dat, fan alle
minsken, ik dy it meast freze wannear’t ik tocht oan wa’t aanst dit boek lêze sil.
Dêrom wiest fansels de persoan by útstek om myn wurk nochris kritysk troch
te nimmen foardat ik de lêste hân deroan lizze soe. In hiel wurk, dêr’t it in stik
better fan wurden is. Tankewol.
Iemand zonder wiens onovertroffen begeleiding het me vast niet gelukt was
dit boek af te maken het afgelopen coronajaar is Pieter Duijff. Ik had iemand
nodig die helemaal losstond van de inhoud, maar die wel mijn voortgang bewaakte. En dus wendde ik me begin 2020 tot Pieter, bij wie (zo weet elke Akademycollega) je altijd terecht kunt. Een goed gesprek waarin ik weinig hoefde
uit te leggen. ‘Pieter, dit giet sa net. Ik moat it dienmeitsje.’ ‘Komt klear Anne,
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ik help dy.’ En zo geschiedde. Tige tank foar al dyn bemuoien (‘Hoe fier bist?
Hast klear? Hoe stiet it? Wannear leverest it yn?’), dyn belutsenheid, bemoedigjende wurden en fansels de sykplaatsjes foar Merel.
Er zijn veel mensen om te bedanken voor de afgelopen jaren waarin ik niet
alleen dit boek schreef, maar ook een – soort van – echt groot mens werd en mijn
rol als kind inruilde voor die als ouder. Joris jij bent daar getuige van geweest, en
wat heb je wat met me te stellen gehad. Ik vrees dat daar geen einde aan komt nu
het boek af is, maar die illusie had je vast ook niet. Dank je, voor de ruimte die
je me geeft en je blinde vertrouwen in mijn kunnen.
Tot slot wil ik alle andere mensen bedanken die het niets uitmaakt wat ik
doe, hoe lang ik erover doe, of hoe veel ik erover praat: mijn vrienden en familie.
Ik ben een gezegend mens, met vrienden die als familie zijn, en familie die mijn
vrienden zijn. Mensen bij wie altijd een plekje vrij is of was aan de keukentafel.
Mensen die een rotsvast vertrouwen in me hebben, en mensen die het lef hadden
te zeggen ‘*#$!@$* Anne, maak het gewoon af’. Mensen met wie ik het altijd
pratende houd. Lieve allemaal, bedankt. Door me van het werk te houden (met
te lange gesprekken, te veel etentjes, tot te laat doorzakken, etc. etc.) zijn jullie
een van de betere redenen dat ik langer over dit boek gedaan heb dan gepland.
De beste reden daarvoor is natuurlijk Merel. Wat doe je mem? Moet je wurkje?
Ja Merel, mem skriuwt in boek. Wauw mem! Waar is die dan? …

1

1 Introduction
This thesis is about Frisian verbal inflection, and specifically about what is
changing in Frisian verbal inflection. Ultimately, however, I presume every linguistics thesis –or better even: every linguist– is driven by the Big Question of
How language works. This is actually the title of a wonderful book by linguist
David Crystal (2007), and the reason he wrote a whole book about a question,
is that we do not have the answer to that question. Not even linguists know how
language works. We know enough to fill thousands of books and papers, but
too little to formulate one clear answer to the question. We are simply unable to
search the brain for parts that are labelled ‘grammar’ and inspect them. Still, it
is the brain (or mind, if you will; see Steven Pinker’s book The language Instinct,
(1995)) where grammar comes from, rather than from grammar books. So, to
find out bits and pieces of how language works, we first and foremost have to
look at language itself. By looking at what people actually do when they use their
language, we can hypothesize on how and why they do it. The above is the main
reason that, over the past years, I have been looking at Frisian, the minority language spoken in the bilingual Frisian-Dutch province of Fryslân. What makes
Frisian specifically interesting is that, as the title of this thesis already suggests,
Frisian verbal inflection shows some recent changes. Studying such ongoing
changes can tell us a lot about the mechanisms of language. In this thesis I studied Frisian verbal inflection, in order to find out why certain changes occur and
others do not and how this relates to what we know about how language works.
First, some background information on Frisian. Frisian is the minority
language spoken in Fryslân, a province in the north of the Netherlands, where
Dutch is the majority language. Nowadays, Frisian is spoken by approximately
430.000 bilingual (Frisian and Dutch) speakers, which is around two-thirds of
the Frisian population (Provinsje Fryslân - Taalatlas, 2019). Roughly two-thirds
of these have Frisian as their first language–but all of them are early bilinguals.
Mostly because of the limited education in Frisian (compared to Dutch) and
the bilingual environment in Fryslân, where Dutch as the majority language
exerts pressure on Frisian, Frisian has quite a weak tradition as a written language
(Provinsje Fryslân - Taalatlas, 2019). As such, it has neither a very strict nor a
very clear norm. As a native speaker of Frisian myself, I was aware of this lack of
a strict norm, but during the past years this became even more clear to me, as I
noticed a difference in people’s reactions to me telling them I work in linguistics.
In their reactions, both speakers of Dutch and speakers of Frisian immediately
seem to seek for some sort of linguistic approval. But whereas speakers of Dutch
tend to do so quite self-assuredly, speakers of Frisian do not. Speakers of Dutch
will often test their knowledge of the norm and say something like “Ah, ben
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je taalkundige! Ik heb het toch goed als ik zeg ‘beter dan’ in plaats van ‘beter
als?” (“Ah you are a linguist so you should know. I am correct for saying X (a
Dutch construction) instead of Y, right?”). Speakers of Frisian tend to excuse
themselves for their Frisian and their lack of knowledge or use of the norm and
say something like “Oh ik praat gjin goed Frysk hear. Ik doch mar wat!” (“Oh,
I know I am not speaking Frisian correctly. I am just doing whatever comes to
mind”). However, it is exactly this ‘whatever comes to mind’ that is interesting
to a linguist, because it is not their sense of the norm, but what people actually
do that tells us something about how language works. Even more so when their
language behavior is not restrained so much by a norm.
That is why, when it comes to Frisian verbal inflection, it is interesting to
research what speakers of Frisian do when they do ‘whatever comes to mind’
and inflect their verbs, because, of course, they are not just producing sounds
randomly. The verbal morphology of Frisian actually shows a relatively complex
inflectional system with two classes of weak verbs (class I verbs such as bakke
(‘to bake’) end in -e (-ə)1, and class II verbs such as wurkje (‘to work’) end in -je
(-jə)) with their own inflectional paradigms and several (sub)classes of strong and
irregular verbs. Moreover, Frisian exhibits a lot of dialectical variation and its
verbal inflection shows some recent changes. Let me illustrate why these changes
are interesting by briefly introducing an example of such a change, discussed
in Chapter 7 of this book. This change concerns weak class I verbs with stems
ending in -t or -d, such as prate (‘to talk’), sette (‘to put’) or melde (‘to mention’).
Usually, past participles of weak class I verbs are marked with the weak suffix
-t or -d, as in bakke-bakt or prate-praat, shown in (1.1) (normative). Alternatively,
verbs such as prate , melde or sette, which have a stem that already ends in -t or
-d, get extended with the suffix common for strong verbs; -en (-ən), as in (1.1)
(alternative). Ik haw praat (I have talked) thus becomes Ik haw praten:
(1.1)

normative

alternative

prat-e

praat-t

 praat2

[pra:tə]
talk-inf

[pra:t]
talk.ptcp

[pra:tən]
talk-ptcp

prat-en

These alternative past participle forms have even become accepted in normative
language to the extent that they are listed as variants to the normative forms in
the normative dictionary of Frisian (Duijff et al, 2008). The obvious question, of
course, is why? What moves people to collectively inflect these verbs differently
1	These Frisian inflectional suffixes such as -je, -e, -te/-de and -en are all pronounced with a
sjwa (ə).
2	Note that the difference between single or double vowels, such as a and aa in this example, is orthographic. Both of them here represent the long vowel [a:].
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than their parents did and change praat into praten, set into setten and so on?
If we want to begin to understand why such changes occur in Frisian verbal
inflection, we first need to know more about two things: how languages change,
and how people inflect (Frisian) verbs. Chapter 2 forms the theoretical backbone
of this book and deals with these questions in more detail. As I said, in linguistics
there is a lot we do not know for sure. There are a lot of different perspectives
on what we think we know in the form of numerous theories and frameworks.
Although we linguists all look at language, we do not all look at it from the same
perspective. As Einstein famously pointed out: ‘whether you can observe a thing
or not depends on which theory you use. It is the theory which decides what can
be observed’ (Albert Einstein3). That is why it is important to be clear on which
theoretical perspective is used. In Chapter 2 I explain and clarify the theoretical
choices made in this thesis in more detail. In short, regarding language change,
the starting point of this thesis is that we consider language change to happen
when language is learned (Andersen, 1973; Anderson, 2015), thereby stepping
into a long-standing tradition of research. A new generation of language learners
acquire their language on the basis of the information (in the linguistic jargon
called input) they receive from the previous generation. This information is not
handed over in explicit instruction, though, but in the form of language data.
When the new generation makes different generalizations on the basis of the
language of the previous generation (Anderson, 2015), their grammatical analysis
of the language may differ from that of the previous generation, and hence their
linguistic output will differ too. It may, for example, be the case that the language
input is ambiguous in some way and leaves room for alternative analyses. As
a result, the language learners may come to different generalizations than their
parents, resulting in a change. In Chapter 2, I formulate this in the following
statements on morphological change:
(1.2)	If a later generation arrives at a different generalization on the basis of
the output of the former generation, change may occur;
(1.3)	If such a generalization affects the morphology of the language, we call
this a morphological change.
Considered this way, language acquisition is the primary source for language
change. This means that, if we want to know how languages change, we need
to know more about how language is acquired and, in particular, how language
learners make generalizations.

3	As quoted by Heisenberg (1968), reprinted in Salam (1990, 99).
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Specifically, if we want to know how verbal inflection may change, we need
to know how verbal inflection is acquired. But to answer that question, we first
need to know what verbal inflection actually is: What knowledge does a native
speaker need to have in order to be able to inflect verbs? This is where we need
morphological theory: a theory on what knowledge native speakers have of their
language when it comes to words and how they are formed. From this point on,
the theories and frameworks diverge and multiply even more. The interested
reader who is motivated to learn about them all is referred to Audring & Masini
(2018) or Stewart (2016) for contemporary overviews. In this thesis, I employ
the perspective of Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz, 1993), as a theory
on morphological knowledge.
From a Distributed Morphology (DM hereafter) perspective, inflectional
morphology comes down to the application of rules that spell out abstract features provided by syntax. Within that theoretical perspective, the past tense
form worked of the English verb to work is an example of the realization of the
rule in (1.4) that spells out the abstract feature [past].
(1.4)

[past]



-ed

From a DM perspective, a great deal of acquiring morphology means learning
morphological rules such as the one in (1.4). But how does the learner generalize
and construct these rules and when is such a rule successful? A recent rule-based
approach developed in Yang (2016), presented in detail in Chapter 2, treats productivity as the key factor in language processing and language acquisition. Acquiring a morphological system, then, means learning multiple productive rules.
Productive rules are rules that can be applied blindly and can be generalized to
novel cases that fulfil the criteria for that specific rule. The approach specifically
focuses on the question when a rule is productive: At which point does the learner
generalize, and is able to set up a productive rule? The answer, as Yang hypothesizes, lies at a specific threshold between the scope of the rule and the amount of
exceptions it can tolerate. A rule is productive when it has enough rule-following
items, and a tolerable amount of exceptions. This principle is called the Tolerance
Principle, and is explained in more detail in Chapter 2.
Now, if language change happens in the course of language acquisition,
and productivity is the driving force in the acquisition process, it follows that
productivity is a driving force in change as well (Yang, 2016, p. 159). As already
hinted at above, if a later generation arrives at a different generalization on the
basis of the output of the former generation, change may occur; and whenever
such a generalization affects the morphology of the language, we call this a morphological change. An example of such a generalization leading to change in
English is the generalization that, based on analogy with verbs such as write-
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wrote, drive-drove and ride-rode, all verbs with a stem in [aɪ] have a past tense
stem in [əʊ], and dive-dived changes into dive-dove. According to Yang, such ana-

logical changes “[..] result from the application of rules to words that previously
did not fall under its reign but nevertheless could have”. Following the view on
productivity, this specifically predicts that “the rule/class to which levelling and
extension take place must be productive” (2016, p. 157). In Chapter 2, the above
is formulated in the following condition for morphological change:
(1.5)	(Morphological) change occurs when alternative analyses incorporating
productive rules are possible.
It is particularly interesting to study the Frisian case from this perspective because
the input Frisian children get is likely to be quite diverse: Frisian is spoken in
a bilingual situation with the closely related language Dutch, all learners and
speakers are bilingual Dutch-Frisian, Frisian itself exhibits a lot of dialectical variation and, as I stated earlier, speakers of Frisian tend to lack a strong sense of the
norm. Such a diverse input is likely to leave room for alternative analyses, possibly
incorporating productive rules that affect the output of a new generation of learners. The Frisian situation thus seems a breeding ground for change and, indeed,
Frisian verbal inflection sometimes seems to change right under our noses.
In linguistics, there is a long tradition of studying verbal inflection and
Yang’s TP approach is one of the more recent contributions in an ongoing debate
in linguistics and cognitive science that focuses on the balance between storage
and computation as the mechanisms behind morphological processing. Since the
debate revolves around verbal past tense forms of languages like German and
English, it is referred to as the past-tense debate. A popular position in the debate
is held by so-called dual mechanism approaches (Pinker, 1998; Clahsen, 2006a),
which claim that there are two mechanisms at work: computation for the regular
verb forms (such as the rule in (1.4)) and storage for the irregular verb forms that
are not formed by such a rule. Single mechanism rule-based accounts, on the other hand, claim that computation is at work at both sides of the spectrum: regulars
and irregulars are formed by rules (Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Halle & Mohanan,
1985). Storage-based accounts claim that storage is at work at both sides of the
spectrum. But as Yang (2016) points out, it is hardly conceivable that storage is
the whole story, because if it were: “Google would have solved all the problems,
thanks to its effectively infinite ability to store linguistic data” (Yang, 2016, p 15).
The past-tense debate has mainly focused on monolingual situations and
on majority languages such as English, which are heavily standardized and show
clear distinctions between regular and irregular morphology, with one regular
rule and a handful of exceptions. Recently, however, there has been an increasing interest in the verbal morphology of languages in bilingual communities
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(Sharwood Smith & Truscott, 2014) and of languages which do not exhibit such
clear distinctions between regular and irregular verbal morphology (Tkachenko,
2010), thereby challenging traditional ideas on regular and irregular morphology. In that respect, Frisian provides an interesting case as well, as it does not
exhibit a single regular rule plus a bunch of random exceptions, but actually exhibits two separate classes of regular verbs and a large group of strong and irregular verbs that in turn also display some sub-regularities (Strik, 20154). The traditional dual-mechanism and rule-based accounts have difficulty accounting for
such a system with multiple regularities. The main claim of this thesis is that
Yang’s TP approach (2016) is able to deal with such a system, the main reason
being that it does not distinguish between regular and irregular verbs as such,
but only distinguishes between, in terms of the Tolerance Principle, productive
and non-productive rules.5 In fact, in this thesis I will try to find an answer to the
question below:
(1.6)	Can we account for the developments in or status quo of the Frisian
verbal system with a model of categorical morphological productivity
such as the Tolerance Principle?
By studying the Frisian situation and trying to find an answer to the question
in (1.6), we can learn more about two things. First: theoretically, it can tell us
more about whether the TP approach serves as a suitable model of morphological change. Second: empirically, it can tell us more about how and why Frisian
verbal inflection is changing.
Before studying the changes in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, the base situation
from which these changes take place needs to be defined. This is what this thesis
starts out with in Chapters 3 and 4, in the form of an analysis of the organization of Frisian verbal inflection. Chapter 3 serves to present the Frisian verbal system. Confronted with the facts that 1) Frisian has two classes of regular
verbs, and 2) that class membership is random, I specifically propose a particular
morpho-syntactic structure of the Frisian verb, in which class membership itself
is a feature of the root of the verb. This class feature determines whether or not
a thematic element is realized in the present tense (an analysis following Embick
4	Strik 2015 provides a historical overview and modeling of the developments in Frisian
verbal inflection. The study focuses on class shifts from Old Frisian untill Early Modern
Frisian, and uses a purely analogical model. My approach focuses on more specific recent
changes, and tries to account for them from a rule-based perspective.
5	Of course, there are similar approaches such as the Minimal Generalization Learner
model by Albright & Hayes (2003). The difference between the TP approach and other
models is that the TP approach regards productivity to be categorical (and decided by
the Tolerance Principle), rather than a probability for a rule to apply.
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& Halle (2005) and in line with Hoekstra (2013b, p. 90; 2013a, p. 3)). Subsequently, I argue that a root’s class feature also determines which tense rule to
apply, and that the rules spelling out the agreement feature are class neutral and
apply to all verbs.
Regarding Frisian’s two verbal classes, the analysis in Chapter 3 raises the
question how the classes relate to each other, and specifically whether one of the
classes actually represents the default way of inflecting Frisian verbs. This question is the topic of Chapter 4, where I analyze the productivity of the rules underlying both classes. In languages that have one weak verb class, such as English
or German, the rules underlying the regular class are considered to be the default
way of inflecting a verb. In the case of Frisian, however, there is no conclusive
answer as to whether one of the classes provides the default way of inflecting
verbs and, if so, which one. Although most weak verbs belong to class II and
most class II verbs are weak (see Chapter 4, section 2) class II is not necessarily
the default class, as both classes appear to be open and are able to attract new
members (Merkuur, 2010; Dyk, 2015). The seeming productivity of both classes,
combined with the fact that class membership is random, suggests that maybe
there is no default at all. All the more reason to analyze the rules underlying both
classes and assess their productivity along the lines of the Tolerance Principle.
The results of this analysis are in line with the results of Merkuur (2010), as they
show that the rules underlying both classes are both productive. Interestingly,
the results are not decisive as to whether one of the classes provides the default
rules for Frisian verbs, as they show that rules of both classes can be productive
in a scenario with and in a scenario without one class providing the default rules.
This brings us to the actual case study Chapters 5, 6, and 7 and thus to
the actual changes studied in this thesis. Of course, I could not include every
change ever signaled or predicted in the literature in my research, so I focused on
topics that have not (recently) been studied and that have not yet been accounted
for sufficiently in the literature. I decided to study the well-known and almost
completed change of the changing past participles of the type praten (‘spoken’)
and sjoend (‘seen’) (Chapter 7) as well as the predicted, but not yet systematically
reported, change of verbs shifting from class II to class I under the influence of
Dutch (Chapter 5). The latter seems to be influenced by Dutch (Chapter 5), the
former does not (Chapter 7). What I did not know at the beginning was that,
as a bonus, I would track down another ongoing change (Chapter 6) as well, i.e.
the change in the 2nd person singular past tense.
In general, the case studies consist of a What part and a Why part. The
What part focuses on what is changing, and comes down to establishing both
the historical and current distribution of the changed verb forms in question. We
studied the historical distribution with the aid of historical sources in the Frisian Language Database (Fryske Akademy, 2009) and literature, and the current
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 istribution with the aid of two online questionnaires (n=271, n=321) existing of
d
so-called filling-in-the-gaps sentences. The Why part focuses on accounting for
the changes from a theoretical perspective. Each of the case studies turned out to
reveal different effects or influences on the changes in Frisian verbal inflection.
However, before getting into the three case studies, let us address the elephant in the room: A note on how I dealt with the presumed influence of Dutch
(which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.5). Regarding the Frisian Dutch
bilingual context, the question arises whether the majority language Dutch has
any influence on the developments in the Frisian verbal system. Although the influence of Dutch on Frisian has been the subject of many studies (Bergstra, 2020;
Blom & Bosma, 2016; De Haan, 1997; Versloot & Hoekstra, 2016; Hoekstra &
Versloot, 2016), it remains a difficult topic to study, because we cannot compare
Frisian Dutch bilinguals with Frisian monolinguals, since the latter do not exist.
Also, it is hard to determine where Frisian is influenced by Dutch, because the
languages overlap on both the grammatical and the lexical level (Gooskens &
Heeringa, 2004; De Haan, 1997). In the present study on changes in Frisian
verbal inflection, I control for Dutch on a lexical level, but on a grammatical
level, I chose to take a minimalistic approach and see whether and for how long
we can account for the changes in the Frisian verbal system without factoring
in Dutch. It turns out that Dutch does not seem to exert such a strong direct
influence (Chapter 5), as much as it does exert an indirect influence (Chapter 6).
Chapter 5 concentrates on the question whether Frisian class II verbs shift
to class I under the influence of Dutch. Class I verbs are similar to Dutch verbs,
as they exhibit the same dental past tense suffix -te/ -de in the past tense. Class
II verbs, on the other hand, show a different pattern with no dental suffix in the
simple past, a pattern that does not exist in Dutch in any similar form. Several
studies point towards a stronger position of class I due to positive transfer from
Dutch, as they suggest that class II verbs seem to switch to the more Dutchlike paradigm of class I verbs (Feitsma, 1982; De Haan, 1990; De Haan, 1997;
Hoekstra, 1993). The question this study was designed to answer was whether
class II verbs indeed shift to class I under the influence of the latter’s resemblance
to Dutch. We conducted an online questionnaire (Q1) in order to track down
the supposed shifts and to identify possible triggers for such a shift from class II
to class I. The results imply that class II verbs are relatively stable and do not shift
to class I en masse. The suggestion of previous research that class I inflections of
class II verbs are influenced by a verb’s resemblance to Dutch holds true: Class II
verbs with stems identical or similar to their Dutch counterparts are inflected as
class I more often than verbs with stems that differ from Dutch.
In the results of the questionnaire, one form of the verbal paradigm stands
out because it gets inflected as a class I verb very often: the second person singular in the past tense. This is the subject of Chapter 6. On these 2sg past forms,
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the class II past tense suffix -e is replaced by the class I past tense suffix -te/-de : do
wurk-e-st (‘you worked’) becomes do wurk-te-st (‘you worked’). Hoekstra (2013a)
observes a similar recent development on the past tense of 2sg forms of strong
and irregular verbs. Strong and irregular verbs, which normally lack a past tense
suffix, nowadays often exhibit the class I suffix -te/-de : do sei-st (‘you said’) becomes do sei-de-st (‘you said’). The class II verbs and many of the strong and irregular verbs mentioned by Hoekstra have in common that without a dental past
tense suffix, the 2sg past tense form is homophonous with the 2sg present tense
forms, and that this homophony is dissolved by adding the dental past tense suffix -te/-de to the past tense forms. As such, from a functional perspective, it seems
clear why both these changes occurred: attaching the dental suffix dissolves this
ambiguity between the past and present forms. However, such an explanation
cannot completely account for the changing forms, as it does not solve the actuation problem (Weinreich, Labov & Herzog, 1968) of these particular changes:
What initiated them? Why did they change at a certain point in time, whereas
apparently, the homophony was not a problem/sufficient trigger in earlier stages?
And, why didn’t all classes change at the same time?
Our analysis shows that, indeed, due to both the homophony between the
past and present tense as well as the availability of the two past tense suffixes of
class I (-e) and class II (-te/-de), Frisian offers evidence for more than one grammatical analysis for the 2sg past forms. Moreover, our analysis shows that Frisian
is inconclusive about which rule to apply to the 2sg past forms, because there is
no productive and non-homophonous rule available. Usually, such an indecisive
situation is destined to result in the forms falling back to the elsewhere rule, or
by lack of an elsewhere rule, to result in a lexical gap (Yang, 2016). Clearly, in the
case of Frisians 2sg past forms, the forms do not fall back on their elsewhere rule
(since they change), but there is no lexical gap either. Following Hulk & Müller
(2000) we argue that such a deadlock situation enables cross-linguistic influence
to occur: Because Frisian is inconclusive about which rule to apply, and Dutch
only exhibits the past tense suffix -te/‑de, Dutch reinforces the use of the -te/-de
suffix. Such an explanation linked to Dutch also accounts for why the changes
regarding the homophonous second person singulars actuated in roughly the last
100 years. In this period, Frisian lost some of its relative isolation (Klinkenberg,
2017) and the bilingual relationship with Dutch intensified.
Chapter 7 studies the rise of alternative forms of past participles next to
the normative forms in Frisian. In Frisian, there are two alternative types of
past participles (type I and II) which both have their origin in the south-western
dialect region of Fryslân (Hof, 1933; Boelens & Van der Woude, 1955; Fryske
Akademy, 2009; Tiersma, 1999, pp. 63-64). Type I involves a subclass of weak
verbs, whereas type II involves a subclass of strong and irregular verbs. Past participles of weak class I verbs are marked with the weak suffix -t or -d (normative).
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Alternatively, participles of this kind with a stem already ending in -t or -d are
often extended with the suffix common for strong verbs: -en (-ən), as in (1.1)
repeated below:
(1.1) Type I
		

normative

alternative

prat-e

praat-t  praat6

prat-en

[pra:tə]
talk-inf

[pra:t]
talk.ptcp

[pra:tən]
talk-ptcp

Vice versa, monosyllabic past participles of strong verbs, which normally end in
-(e)n, sometimes get extended with the weak class I suffix -t or -d, as shown in (1.7):
(1.7) Type II
		
sjen
[sjɛn]
see.inf

normative
sjoen
[sju.ən]
see.ptcp

alternative
sjoen-d
[sju.ən-t]
see-ptcp

In order to understand and interpret the development of these forms, we need
a precise overview of their distributions over time. Therefore, we studied the
historical and current distribution of both alternative forms. It turns out that
both alternatives have already been present as dialectical forms since the late
Middle Ages in the south-western part of Fryslân, but that the alternatives of
type I are currently spreading from the south-west into the rest of the province,
whereas the alternatives of type II remain restricted to the south-west and even
seem to be on the decline. This raises the question why the type I alternative is
successful in spreading and the type II alternative is not. We therefore evaluate the competition between these two morphological dialect variants and their
normative counterparts, and argue that the difference in spreading must be due
to the present-day productivity of the underlying rules of both forms. After formulating these alternative rules, we studied their productivity by modelling the
data along the lines of Yang’s Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2005; 2016). The results
show that, indeed, the Tolerance Principle predicts the spread of the alternatives
of type I, outwards from the south-western dialect region. Once south-western
alternative forms are in one’s input, a productive rule can be derived. The Tolerance Principle thus models the two elements of the actual spreading scenario.
First, the alternative forms of type I cannot arise independently—their spreading
6	Note that the difference between single or double vowels, such as a and aa in this example, is orthographic. Both of them here represent the long vowel [a:].
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can only be the result of encountering the south-western alternative forms. And,
second, type II forms remain dialectical variants, because their underlying rule
never reaches productive status.
Concludingly, the changes studied in this thesis will show how learning
a language can lead to change, and specifically how a model of morphological
productivity such as the TP can account for these changes. The case studies
presented will specifically reveal the effect, albeit indirect, of an increasingly
multilingual learning environment on Frisian. Forms that existed for ages have
changed over the last 100 years. The monosyllabic past participles in -t/-d such
as praat and set lost out against the successful south-western dialect forms such
as praten and setten. Homophonous 2sg past forms such as seist or wurkest got
replaced by forms marked with the dental past tense suffix, leading to forms
such as seidest and wurktest, all because new language learners made different
generalizations than their parents. It is no coincidence that these changes actuated in the last 100 years, and not later or earlier, because it is in this period that
Frisian experienced a loss of relative isolation (Klinkenberg, 2017). The contact
with both Dutch as well as other Frisian dialects intensified. Learners learn their
language on the basis of the input they get from the previous generation. Over
the past 100 years, the Frisian input is likely to have gotten more diverse, because
the language exposure of Frisians became more diverse, containing more different Frisian dialect forms and more Dutch. The analyses in this thesis will show
how such a diverse input leaves more room for ambiguity and reanalysis, leading
learners to make different generalizations than the generations before them.
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2 Morphological change
2.1 Introduction

This chapter7 forms the theoretical backbone of this book. Here, we specify the
theoretical underpinnings of our analyses of the studied changes in Frisian verbal
inflection. In answering the question why certain changes occur, and others do
not, we will need three different types of theory. First, we need a theory of morphology. This theory allows us to formulate the generalizations and analyses that
speakers make about the morphology of their language. Second, we need a theory
about how this knowledge is put to use. Put differently, we need a theory about
morphological processing. This boils down to the definition of the point where
speakers decide to rely on rules, or, in the face of too many counterexamples for a
rule, where they decide to store individual items. Finally, we need a theory about
language change, or more particularly, a theory about morphological change.
We will start our theoretical exposition in section 2.2 with our perspective
on language change. Here, we step into a long-standing tradition of research that
considers language acquisition to be the primary source for language change.
In section 2.3 we explain our view on the way morphological knowledge is organized, focusing on the essential elements of Distributed Morphology that we
make use of in our analyses. In section 2.4, we offer a view on the way verbal
inflection is processed by the language learner. The central question is at which
point a learner decides to store forms individually (and basically memorize them
in full), or to set up a morphological rule that has a certain inductive power so
that it can be applied to any new forms (given some restriction). Such rules may
be applied to forms that were analyzed differently (i.e. did not fall under the
scope of this rule) in a previous generation. Specifically, we adopt Yang’s Tolerance Principle (TP) (Yang, 2016) approach as a processing theory that focuses on
productivity as the driving force behind language acquisition, and thus language
change. Subsequently, section 2.5 serves to match the TP-approach with the morphological theory of Distributed Morphology from 2.3, and see where the two
do and do not fully align and which consequences the friction between them has
for accounting for verbal inflection. We end this chapter by discussing the role of
cross-linguistic influence in section 2.6, as we hypothesize how language contact
with Dutch may or may not influence the process of changing verbal inflections.

7	The description of the Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2016) given in this chapter is based on
the description given in Merkuur et al (2019).
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2.2 Language change

This study stands in a long tradition that regards the language learner as the motor for linguistic change (Andersen, 1973; Anderson, 2015). The basic idea is that
a latter generation of learners may make different generalizations on the basis of
language input they receive from the former generation. This input may, at some
points, be open to different structural interpretations, allowing the learners to
entertain a different structural analysis than their parents. Making such different structural analyses may sometimes result in an output that differs from the
language of the previous generation. This is visualized in the schema in Figure 2.1
(Andersen, 1973, p. 767):

Grammar 1

Grammar 2

Output 1 = Input 2

Output 2

Figure 2.1 Language learning

Anderson, in his article on morphological change (2015, p. 3), formulates this as
follows:
“The structural regularities underlying linguistic forms for a generation of speakers
may not be unambiguously recoverable from the surface forms in their speech.
Since those surface forms are of course the evidence on the basis of which a subsequent generation constructs their grammar, the result may be a different grammar.”
It follows that morphological change results from morphological generalizations
learners make, and that morphological change has everything to do with learning
morphology.
But how do native speakers acquire morphology? How do learners infer
morphological structure? And how can this lead to change? In answering these
questions, it is important to realize the limited view the linguist has on the matter. The only empirically visible parts in Figure 2.1 are the output of generation
1, and the output of generation 2. The grammars underlying these outputs (also
referred to as I-language (Chomsky, 1986)) are not given. We hypothesize about
this I-language, by studying the output (E-language). When studying language
change (and thus essentially language learning), we hypothesize on the nature of
the arrow connecting output 1 with grammar 2 in Figure 2.1, which visualizes
the process of constructing a grammar.
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Anderson (2015) addresses this issue of how learning morphology can lead
to morphological change, in relating different types of morphological change to
different modes of inference, largely building on Andersen (1973). In constructing
their grammar, learners can make use of different modes of inference: induction,
deduction and abduction, which can all lead to different types of change (Andersen, 1973; Anderson, 2015). Essentially, generalizing based on the input and making
new generalizations about word formation/ morphological structure, is a form of
inductive reasoning. Analogical levelling and analogical extension are examples of
deductive change, because it is nothing more than extending the application of an
existing generalization. Reanalysis and folk etymology are examples of reinterpreting existing input, possibly leading to new generalizations. Following Andersen
(1973), Anderson refers to the latter types of change as abductive change (2015, 3).
The following statements on (morphological) change summarize the above:
(2.1)	If a latter generation arrives at a different generalization on the basis of
the output of the former generation, change may occur;
(2.2)	If such a generalization affects the morphology of the language, we call
this a morphological change.
In order to model morphological change, it is therefore essential to have a precise
idea about how learners generalize. Consequently, the next step is to hypothesize
on the nature of these generalizations, which is obviously related to how learners
organize and process morphological structure. These questions have two sides:
the first is about the what of the matter, which may be described as what does
the speaker need to know of his or her language in order to be able to be a native
speaker. Second, it is about the how. How does the speaker of a language put this
knowledge to use (see Chomsky 1986, p.3). Starting with the what, the following
section (2.3) first of all presents our standpoint in the basic theoretical issues in
morphological theory. In this respect, we heavily rely on Distributed Morphology
(Halle & Marantz, 1993), as an abstract theory of morphological knowledge. Section 2.4 focuses on the how, and discusses theories on storage and computation
of verbal inflection. Specifically, this section zooms in on when a particular structural analysis entertained by the learner may be successful. For this we rely on the
Tolerance Principle approach by Yang (2016), which offers a precise and quantitative view on morphological productivity as a model of language acquisition.

2.3 Morphological knowledge

When it comes to morphology, there are numerous theories, models and frameworks (see Audring & Masini (2018) or Stewart (2016) for contemporary overviews). This thesis looks at the changes in Frisian verbal inflection from the
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perspective of Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz, 1993). Distributed
Morphology is a formal, abstract theory of the morphological knowledge native
speakers have of their language.
The essential difference between Distributed Morphology and other morphological theories is that it locates morphology after syntax. Morphological theories
differ in their claims about the place of morphology in the grammar. All theories
assume some sort of lexicon in which, at a bare minimum, words or morphemes are
stored, but e.g. Lexical Morphology (Lieber, 1981) also regards the lexicon as the
place where morphological structure originates. Such theories differ crucially from
DM, since in these theories, the lexicon, and with it, the morphology, feeds the syntax, whereas in DM the relation is the opposite: the syntax feeds the morphology.
Lexicon
Syntax

PF

LF

Figure 2.2 The organization of grammar

In a lexical theory, complex morphological forms are built up in the lexicon first,
and are then projected into syntax. The output of the lexicon, then, contains
morphological structure, often taking the form of a bundling of morphosyntactic features which feed into syntax. For example, consider the English inflectional -s. In the lexicon a complex verbal form such as work-s is formed. After
it has been inserted in syntax, the features located in the inflectional suffix -s
somehow ‘percolate’ to the top-node and become visible in such a way that the
syntax can match these features with the features of the subject. It follows that if
the morphosyntactic information is ‘located on’ the suffix, the suffix needs to be
inserted prior to syntax. This is also referred to as the Early Insertion Hypothesis
(Lieber, 1981; Kiparsky, 1982; Di Sciullo & Williams, 1987).
Theories such as Lexical Morphology, in which syntax gets its information
from morphology (incremental or non-realizational theories), face the problem that
words are not always provided with enough information. Looking again at English
inflection, a form such as work has no features for person, number, or tense. So, if
the morphological structure does not provide the information needed by syntax,
where does syntax get its information from? Realizational models of morphology,
such as Distributed Morphology, do not face such problems, since here the syntax
itself provides the required morphosyntactic information. These models do not
situate inflectional morphology before syntax, but after syntax:
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Lexicon
Realizational

Incremental

Syntax

PF

LF

Figure 2.3 Location of morphology in the organization of grammar according to realizational /
incremental views

Contrary to these lexical models, a realizational view such as DM does not require the assumption of Early Insertion of phonological material. And indeed,
most realizational models adopt the Late Insertion Hypothesis, which assumes
that ‘insertion of phonological exponents follows all syntactic operations’ (Kiss
& Alexiadou, 2015).
A realizational model of morphology, such as DM assumes that syntax provides a hierarchical structure of bundles of morpho-syntactic features such as
([past], [plural], [1st person], etc.). These feature bundles trigger rules of Vocabulary Insertion that realize these features during a second stage in the derivation of
structures, i.e. ‘spell-out’, by inserting so-called Vocabulary Items (VIs).
In order to properly understand Yang’s approach that we adopt in this
study, it is helpful to go into the specifics of spell-out in DM. Spell-out rules are
in competition with one another. That is, the spell-out rules are organized in
such a way that for each morpho-syntactic slot there potentially is a set of more
than one spell-out rule that may apply. The competition among the spell-out
rules of each set is regulated according to the Elsewhere Principle. For example,
given a feature bundle [+F,+G], this morpheme may be realized by a suffix -p,
specified as in (2.3a). Or, it might be realized by a competing affix q which has
feature specification (2.3b):
(2.3)

a.
b.
c.

-p
-q
-i





[+F]
[+F, +G]
[]

The Subset Principle as formulated by Halle (1997, p. 428) in (2.4) is a version
of the Elsewhere Condition (Kiparsky, 1973). It determines that rule (2.3b) goes
before (2.3a) because (2.3b) has a more specific set of features that matches the
syntactic feature-bundle.
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(2.4) The Subset Principle
	“The phonological exponent of a Vocabulary item is inserted into a morpheme in the terminal string if the item matches all or a subset of the
grammatical features specified in the terminal morpheme. Insertion does
not take place if the Vocabulary item contains features not present in
the morpheme. Where several Vocabulary items meet the conditions for
insertion, the item matching the greatest number of features specified in
the terminal morpheme must be chosen.” (Halle, 1997, p. 428)
Note, furthermore, that this predicts that suffix -i, which has the empty set as its
feature specification, is inserted elsewhere, i.e. in those cases where the syntax does
not offer a [+F], or a [+G] feature. The suffix -i is often called the default realization.
To give a concrete example of such a default, consider the plural oxen. The
application of the more specific rule (2.5a) precedes, and therefore blocks the application of the general rule (2.5b). This general rule is the default (or Elsewhere)
rule, which applies when all else fails:
(2.5)

a.
b.

[pl]
[pl]




en
s

/ ox
/ ___

The logic of the Subset Principle also implies that, once spelled out, a featurebundle is discarded, and will no longer be able to trigger any further rules. This
has the further consequence that a feature such as ([past]) is only spelled out
once, by a single spell-out rule. However, a past tense form such as caught is in
a sense ‘doubly marked’. Not only is there a suffix (-t) that can be identified as
the marker of past tense, but the stem also differs from the infinitival stem. In
order to account for such ‘double markings’, Distributed Morphology distinguishes between two types of rules of exponence (Noyer 1992). Because it is a
morpheme-based theory of morphology, which means that stems and affixes are
the only units of word formation, affixation is seen as the primary way to spell
out features such as past tense. This process is referred to as primary exponence,
which is dealt with by spell-out rules such as (1.4):
(2.6)

[past]



ed

/ ___

Ablaut or other non-segmental processes are considered an altogether different
phenomenon, which does not alter the morphological structure of the word.
These are considered secondary exponents, governed by so-called readjustment
rules (such as the one in (2.7) for to do-did), which may change the phonological
form of the word in a particular morpho-syntactic context.
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Readjustment rule (Halle & Marantz, 1993, p. 128)

/i/
/ Y___
[+past, -participle]
Rime
Where Y-rime = do

In the doubly marked form caught, the -t is the primary exponent and the stem
alternation is a case of readjustment. The latter does not realize the past tense
feature (which is the job of the -t suffix), but is a purely phonological change triggered by the past tense. Past tense forms with a stem alternation, but without a
past tense suffix, are primarily marked for past tense with a so-called null suffix,
which triggers the application of the readjustment rule.
Summarizing, in a DM perspective, generalization in verbal inflection takes
the form of affixation rules that compete for spell-out of morpho-syntactic features provided by syntax, regulated by the Elsewhere Condition. The next section
addresses the question how the speaker acquires this knowledge and puts it to use:
How are inflectional rules acquired and processed?

2.4 Morphological processing

Basically, all theories about morphological processing make use of two mechanisms. On the one hand, these theories rely on the notion of storage, which
assumes that a particular complex form is not processed via decomposition but is
stored in memory as a whole8. On the other hand, processing theories may make
use of computation. This is mostly understood as the recognition of a complex
morphological form through decomposition.
A dominant position in the debate about the proper balance between storage and computation, is taken by so-called dual mechanisms theories (Pinker,
1998; Clahsen, 2006a) that rely on both mechanisms, but propose a particular distribution of labor between the two. According to such theories, irregular
forms are dealt with by storage, whereas regular morphology is dealt with by
computation.
The discussion about morphological processing has centered around the
English past tense, and therefore has often been called the ‘past-tense debate’.
After discussing the main focus points of the past-tense debate, and illustrating
the problems and implications of these approaches, this section presents a recent
rule-based approach (Yang, 2016), designed to deal with some of the problems
of the preceding ones. Yang’s TP-approach is specifically interesting in relation
to changes in inflection, because as a model of language acquisition it attributes
a crucial role to productivity as a driving force in morphological change (Yang,
8	In some cases, it is assumed that the complex form is stored together with its morphological structure, which allows the language user to make use of this structure in keeping
track of relations with its constituting parts (Clahsen, 2006b).
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2016, p. 159). After describing Yang’s TP approach and its relevance to the subject of modelling the changes in Frisian verbal inflection, the following section
(2.5) serves to match this rule-based account with the morphological theory of
Distributed Morphology.
2.4.1 Storage and computation: the Past-tense debate
The past tense debate focusses on accounting for regular and irregular verbal
inflection. The -ed rule in English past tense is the most well-known example of
a regular rule. It applies to most verbs and is applied to novel verbs as well. In
terms of the theory explained in section 2.3, the -ed-rule stands out as a candidate for the default rule. It is however not the only regularity in the English past
tense. Verbs that do not form their past tense through the default-rule also show
patterns in their stem alternations (Bybee & Slobin, 1982; Pinker & Prince,
1988). An example is the group of verbs in (2.8):
(2.8)

to begin (began), to sing (sang), to sink (sank), to sit (sat)

Such patterns, however, are not easily dealt with by a rule-based approach. A
hypothetical rule for this stem alternation is given in (2.9).
(2.9)

ɪ



æ

/ [past]

However, this rule is both too strong and too weak. Too strong since it widely
overgeneralizes: Not all verbs with a stem containing the vowel ɪ get æ. At the
same time, it is too weak, as there are also verbs with a stem vowel other than
ɪ that do get æ (such as run-ran). Furthermore, it is not clear how a rule-based
approach could somehow incorporate the role that frequency seems to play in
the strength of these patterns. Essentially, a theory of the processing of verbal
inflection not only aims to account for the regularity of rules such as the -ed rule,
but also for the regularities among its exceptions, such as the pattern in (2.8). It
will be shown that some approaches do a better job than others, and that none of
them up until recently has been able to account for regularities, and at the same
time leave room for regular patterns in the exceptions.
Words: storage-based approaches

Storage-based single-mechanism approaches (Rumelhart et al., 1986; Bybee &
Slobin, 1982; Bybee, 1995) claim that both regular and irregular verbal morphology are stored and governed by analogy. In this view, there is no need for
rules, because every item, whether morphologically complex or not, is stored.
In a network model (Rumelhart et al., 1986), the similarities among items that
express the same morphological category (such as past tense, or nominal plural)
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are represented by connections between the items (nodes). The strength of these
connections may vary, depending on the frequencies of the items and their (phonological) similarities. This network model is perfectly able to account for the
similarities among strong and irregular verbs. Where the readjustment rules of a
rule-based approach such as DM can only relate groups of verbs with the same
structural description, a network model makes use of analogy and can also relate
verbs with more gradient similarities. However, a problem with such models is
that it also predicts patterns that do not occur, and it does not explain why analogy does not seem to work everywhere (Pinker & Prince, 1988). Also, because it
treats regular and irregular verbs exactly the same, it fails to account for the fact
that overregularization occurs way more often than over-irregularization (Yang,
2016, p. 33; Xu & Pinker, 1995). Bybee and Slobin (1982) propose a different
storage-based view in which they argue that verbs are connected by schema’s
they share. These schemas tell the language user what the past tense of a verb
may look like. The schema in (2.10) (taken from Don, 2014, p. 175) shows that
a verb ending in -t or -d is likely to be seen as a past tense.
(2.10) a.

… t/d] verb past

The more types a schema has, the stronger its position. This way, this approach
is able to account for the difference between overgeneralization and over-irregularization errors, as the -ed schema for English verbs is shared by a large number
of verbs. An objection often made is that the storage-based models only rely on
phonological similarities. Structural or more abstract analogies on the basis of,
for example, morphological features such as gender are not made, and therefore
overlooked.
Words and Rules: dual-mechanism approaches

The dual-mechanism account of Pinker (1998) claims that there are two mechanisms at work: rules for the regular verb forms and storage for the irregular verb
forms. The rule part is quite similar to the rule-based view on regular verbs and
the word part follows the storage-based view on strong and irregular verbs. The
difference is in the split between the two mechanisms. In the storage part of the
approach, words are stored along the lines of the storage-based view, so analogies
and frequencies play a role, whereas they do not in the rule part. There, the idea
is that the regular rule is the default: it applies when everything else fails. This
means that the default does not apply when a past tense has a stored form: the
stored form blocks application of the default.
By making a distinction between regular and irregular inflection in terms
of processing, the dual-mechanism approach is able to account for the difference in overregularization and over-irregularization rates (Xu & Pinker, 1995;
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Yang, 2016, p. 32). However, saying that regular verbs are computed by rule and
strong/irregular verbs are stored in memory also explicitly excludes the possibility for any form of computation to apply to strong/irregular verbs. This implies
that productivity is exclusively reserved to the regular verbs, which is not the
case. As such, this approach cannot explain the existence of multiple productive rules alongside the default rule, and it predicts that any pattern other than
the default is unproductive and needs to be stored. Furthermore, Pinker’s dual
mechanism account has the same problem as single-mechanism storage based
accounts, in terms of explaining more structural or abstract regularities among
the irregular forms on the basis of morphological features such as gender or class.
In short, both single-mechanism and dual-mechanism approaches face the
problem that they cannot account for both these differences at the same time,
nor for the similarities between regular and irregular verbal inflection.
Recent rule-based approaches

Recent rule-based approaches such as those of Albright & Hayes (2003) or Yang
(2005; 2016) seem more promising in accounting for both highly regular rules
such as the past tense -ed rule, and regularities underlying the strong verbs. Both
studies approach the matter from a computational and language acquisitional
perspective. As productivity is considered the central issue in rule inference, these
approaches do not make an a priori distinction between regular and irregular, or
between competition and adjustment, or primary and secondary exponents, as
rule-based theories do, but only between productive and non-productive rules.
Theories differ on the exact definition of a productive rule. Albright &
Hayes (2003) define productivity in terms of the probability that a rule applies
given a particular context. In their theory productivity is gradual (a rule can be
more productive than another rule) and probabilistic. According to Yang (2016),
however, productivity is absolute and categorical. A rule is productive when the
evidence for it is sufficient. There is a precise threshold for productivity, which
is determined by the Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2016). The Tolerance Principle
is a precise and strict way of predicting productivity, and in recent years, it has
proven promising in different case studies. We therefore choose to analyse the developments in the Frisian verbal system along the lines of the Tolerance Principle.
2.4.2 The Tolerance Principle approach
The TP approach aims to account for structural patterns and exceptions among
both regular and irregular verbs, with the notion of productivity. Before further
explaining the Tolerance Principle approach, let us first take a closer look at
the terminology, because, while the rule-based approaches (Pinker, 1998) we
discussed earlier use the terms ‘productive’ and ‘default’ interchangeably, Yang
(2005) distinguishes the two:
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(2.11) Default (definition)
	“We take default to mean as a backup option, or ‘when all else fails’. [...]
Thus, the default is the maximally general rule possible and its application has no restrictions.” (Yang, 2005, p. 272)
(2.12) Productivity (definition)
	“We take productive to mean ‘predictable’ and ‘generalizable’. A rule is
productive if it automatically applies to a set of lexical items characterized by certain properties, producing predictable derived forms, and can
extend to others, including novel items that have the same properties.”
(Yang, 2005, p. 272)
The implication of this perspective is that “[…] a productive rule needn’t be the
default, while the default rule is, by definition, necessarily productive” (2005, p.
273). In fact, a language may have multiple productive rules to mark a particular
morpho-syntactic category, and “the existence of a default […] does not appear
to be a hard requirement […]”.
Alongside productive rules, a language may also exhibit unproductive, socalled morpholexical rules9: “Rules that apply to a fixed list of lexical items and do
not generalize to novel tokens.” (2005, p. 268). To be able to process such irregular
forms, the forms themselves do not have to be stored, but the list of lexical items
to which a rule applies has to be memorized. The hypothetical morpholexical rule
in (2.13) states that the listed verbs 1, 2 and 3 get a suffix X in the past tense:
(2.13) [past]



-X

/ _ {verb1, verb2, verb3, …}

The distinction between productive and unproductive rules does not yet tell us
when a rule is productive or not. Yang (2005) tries to determine how many exceptions are too many for a rule to take. In order to do so, the price of exceptions
has to be determined, which in turn demands a theory of processing. As a psychological model of word processing, Yang holds – in line with DM and a long
tradition in morphology – that the Elsewhere condition (Kiparsky, 1973) governs
the organization of morphology. This entails that rules that form a subset of each
other are ordered disjunctively, from specific to less specific, and that the default
rule applies when all else fails. So, if there are ten exceptions to a productive rule
R, the productive rule only applies to form X after it is determined that X is not
listed as one of the ten exceptions. In terms of the morpholexical and productive
rules described above, this means that only when all of the exceptions to the
productive rule fail (do not apply to the verb), rule R steps in.
9 A term first introduced by Anderson (1974).
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(2.14) Exceptions and rules, following the Elsewhere principle (simplified)
Exception 1
Exception 2
Exception 3
etc.
Elsewhere: Rule R
Keep in mind that the above model is a processing model. It therefore predicts that
exceptions are processed faster than regular forms because the exceptions come
first in the list, and therefore, get assigned a form earlier (and hence, the process
is completed faster) than the regular forms. Assuming that the language learner
wants to be fast and efficient, it is clear that what matters for a rule to be efficient,
is the time it takes to get to rule R in schema (14). The longer the list of exceptions,
the longer it takes for the rule to apply. Therefore, there is a balance between the
scope of the rule and the number of the exceptions: the larger the scope of a rule is
(i.e. the higher its type frequency), the longer the list of exceptions can be, because
the advantage (the number of verbs the rule may apply to) is bigger. This logic lies
at the basis of the Tolerance Principle as a measurement for productivity.
The Tolerance Principle specifically states that if it is faster to process all
forms (N) as stored forms, than to compute the forms by rule and only process
the stored exceptions (M), all forms will be stored (N,N). If this is not faster, it is
more efficient to use rule R, and only store the exceptions (N,M). This is formalized in (2.15), in which T stands for processing time, N stands for the number of
items that fall within the scope of the rule, and M for the number of exceptions:
(2.15) The Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2005, p.281)
a.	If T(N,N) < T (N,M) then R is morpholexical (N will all be explicitly stored, as if they have nothing in common).
b.	Otherwise, N is computed by a productive rule R plus a list of M
exceptions.
But when exactly is it faster to compute the forms by rule? In Figure 2.4, the
X-axis represents time complexity, the Y-axis the amount of exceptions. Time
complexity is an abstract measurement of the amount of ‘steps’ that are needed
to find or compute the correct form. For a technical background on the math
underlying this figure, we refer the interested reader to the appendix in Yang
(2005). The straight dotted line represents the average time complexity of storing
all forms (2.15a), and the curve represents the cost of computing the forms by
rule and only storing the exceptions (2.15b). The cost of exceptions is the threshold of (2.15a) versus (2.15b), and as Yang calculated it lies at N/lnN. The total of
N divided by the natural log of N is the total number of exceptions the rule can
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tolerate. Therefore, when N is 100, as in Figure 2.4, processing is only efficient
when there are no more than 22 exceptions. If there are more exceptions, one
could just as well store all of the forms.

Time complexity
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Figure 2.4 Threshold of A (storing all forms N,N) vs. B (Processing N,M). (Yang, 2005, p. 283)

The number of exceptions a rule can take, then, is the tolerance of the rule. As
explained above, the function N/lnN for calculating this tolerance is related to
the size of a rule’s scope and as such it reflects the balance between the scope of
the rule and the number of possible exceptions. Specific to the function N/lnN is
that a rule with a small scope can cope with relatively more exceptions than a rule
with a larger scope, as Table 2.1 shows. As the size of N grows, the percentage of
exceptions decreases.
Table 2.1 The tolerance threshold for rules of varying sizes (Yang, 2016, p. 67)

N
10
20
50
100
200
500
1000
5000

Tolerance N/lnN
4
7
13
23
38
80
145
587

%
40%
35%
26%
23%
19%
16%
14.5%
11.7%
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This specific feature of the TP also illustrates that the smaller the input is, the higher
the chances are of finding a productive rule. This way, the TP may account for the
advantage of younger children (who have smaller vocabularies) in learning a language
(Yang, 2016). Because the size of the input is dynamic and increases throughout the
language acquisition process, the outcome of the tolerance of a specific rule varies
accordingly. This is exactly how the TP accounts for overgeneralization patterns.
A question open for discussion is what makes up the effective vocabulary of
the learner and what one should use as input to represent this effective vocabulary
when studying and applying the TP. Yang (2016, p. 71) argues that such a set
should ideally consist of child-directed speech, for this resembles the actual input
during language acquisition best. Unfortunately, child-directed data is not always
available. In such cases Yang proposes that “as a guiding principle, I typically include only words that appear at least once per million as estimated from large-scale
corpora”, because they “can be available to most language learners” (2016, p. 71).
Type and token frequency

The Tolerance Principle is a function of type frequency. The calculation of the Tolerance Principle is about type frequency, as it concerns the ratio between the scope
of a rule and its exceptions. The role of token frequency, however, is incorporated in
the TP approach as well, in two different ways. First, productive rules are based on
words occurring often enough to be part of the effective vocabulary of the learner.
And although those words’ individual token frequencies are predicted to have no
further effect on processing because they are processed by a productive rule, token
frequency determines the effective vocabulary in the first place. Second, the token
frequencies of unproductive exceptions are expected to have an effect on processing, as the exceptions are listed and ranked on the basis of their token frequencies:
the most frequent exception is processed first. This makes token frequency a crucial element of the Tolerance Principle, as it (approximated by Zipf’s law) “figures
into the calculation of expected time complexity in the derivation of the Tolerance
Principle” (2016, p. 67). Also, the language learner needs to memorize to which
lexical items an unproductive morpholexical rule applies. This also explains the
frequency effects among some irregular forms; the more frequent a form is, the
stronger its position because the better its exceptional status can be memorized.
Rules

The actual rules are based on the types that constitute the effective vocabulary.
Yang uses the Yip Sussman model (Yang, 2016; Yip & Sussman, 1997; Molnar,
2001) to generate rules. It is an inductive learning model, which maps input
forms to output forms and tries to generalize on the basis of those. The rules the
Yip Sussman model generates are of the kind in (2.16), which describe the different allomorphs of the regular past tense suffix -ed (Yang, 2016, p 44):
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(2.16) Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø






d
d
t
əd
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/[+sonorant] ___
/[+voice, -coronal] ___
/[-voice, +strident] ___
/[+coronal, +anterior, -continuant] ___

In the TP approach, stem-changing rules can be productive and compete for
spell-out as well, alongside (multiple) affixation rules. The hypothetical rule in
(2.17) can be productive and thus compete with the regular -ed rule.
(2.17)

ɪ



æ

/ __ŋ [past]

Yang notes that “the capacities and limitations of the Yip-Sussman model are
entirely determined by the “primitives” crafted by the designer, which define
the type of rules that the model can in principle derive” (2016, p. 44). As long
as the model is not explicitly adjusted to do anything else, it will simply map
input and output forms. For past tense forms such as caught this results in rules
such as (2.18), in which both the stem alternation ɔ and the suffixation with -t
are incorporated.
(2.18) Rime



ɔt/ ___ [past]

The “primitive” of the TP approach to treat both affixation and stem alternations,
or a combination of both, as ways to spell out a feature, does not do justice to a
distinction made in morpheme-based views of morphology such as Distributed
Morphology. Since, in DM, different realizations are in competition with each
other, there is no straightforward way to allow for double markings: one marking
will always win out over the other10. This discrepancy between the TP approach
and DM will be addressed in more detail in the next section.
Concerning the existence of multiple productive rules, Yang argues that
when no productive rule can be defined over all items—because there are too
many exceptions—the learner starts to seek for productive rules among subsets
of the entire set, and the principle of Maximize Productivity comes into play
(Yang, 2016, p. 74):
(2.19) Maximize Productivity
Pursue rules that maximize productivity
10	In chapter 2.3 we have also given an empirical argument from Halle & Marantz (1993)
that supports the split of double markings in a primary marking that realizes the feature,
and a secondary marking that adds a change in the context of a particular morphosyntactic feature.
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The Tolerance Principle is then applied recursively, in search of productive rules.
In the case of multiple rules, Yang makes a distinction between nested rules and
disjunctive rules. Nested rules are a subset of each other, and as such they are in
competition. Disjunctive rules are not, as they stand in a coordinate relation11:

(+A, +B)
R1

(+A)
R1

(+B)
R2

(+A)
R2

R3

R3

(a) Nested rules

(b) Disjunctive rules

Figure 2.5 Recursive applications of the Tolerance Principle to detect structured rules (Yang,
2016, p. 74)

An example of disjunctive rules forms the metrical stress system of English,
which displays separate productive rules for nouns and verbs (Yang, 2016,
p. 93). An example of nested rules is found in English nominalization suffixes
(2016, p. 106), where the rule attaching -ness to the adjective stem is the most
general one, and the rule that is nested within this rule is the one that attaches
-ity to a subclass of these adjectives: those with stems ending in -ible, -ic and -al.
The list in (2.20) is a schematic example of nested rules. The productive
rule R is the elsewhere rule, which has both morpholexical and productive exceptions. The morpholexical rule applies to a fixed set of verbs, the productive
sub-rule to verbs with the feature [F]:
(2.20) Exceptions and rules
Exception 1 Morpholexical subrule [past]
Exception 2 Productive subrule
[past]
Elsewhere Productive rule R
[past]

X /_{verb1, verb2}
Y / [F]
 Z / ____



11 The rule R3 in the illustrations in Figure 2.5 suggests there is always an elsewhere rule.
As we will see in chapter 3 this does not necessarily hold true for the Frisian verbal system with two regular verb classes.
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The distinction between nested and disjunctive rules is particularly relevant because of the role of exceptions in the TP approach. In a disjunctive setting, verbs
under the scope of R2 do not form exceptions to R1 or vice versa. In a situation
with nested rules, verbs under the scope of R1 can form exceptions to R2. A logical consequence of the Tolerance Principle, however, is that verbs that are subject
to productive subrules themselves, do not ‘weigh’ as exceptions to the next more
general rule, because they do not delay the computational process (Yang, 2016,
p. 74). As such, items under the scope of a productive subrule do not ‘count’ in
the productivity calculations of the next more general rule.
Productivity and morphological change

This mutual dependency relation between rules and exceptions predicts a dynamic system, in which the rise or fall of the productivity of one rule can influence the productivity of other rules and as such trigger morphological change.
Recall from section 2.2 the statements on (morphological) change:
(2.1)	If a latter generation arrives at a different generalization on the basis of
the output of the former generation, change may occur;
(2.2)	If such a generalization affects the morphology of the language, we call
this a morphological change.
The question left open in section 2.2 was when the input provides enough evidence for the language learner to make a generalization. The TP approach thus
considers productivity and the TP as the key factor in answering this question.
Yang specifically claims that “morphological change must be driven by the numerical relationship between N (scope) and e(xceptions) for any given rule R”
(2016, p. 159). And that “both kinds of changes [analogical levelling and analogical extension, respectively] result from the application of rules to words that previously did not fall under its reign but nevertheless could have” and “the rule/class
to which levelling and extension take place must be productive.” (2016, p. 157).
The above can be rephrased as in (2.21) as a condition for morphological change:
(2.21)	(Morphological) change occurs when alternative analyses incorporating
productive rules are possible.
In section 2.6, we discuss this view on morphological change in the context of a
bilingual situation such as the one in Fryslân.
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2.5 Matching theory & processing

As we made clear in the introduction to this chapter, we make a distinction
between a theory that tries to answer what knowledge speakers have of their native language, and a theory that deals with the question how such knowledge is
acquired and put to use. Distributed Morphology, as described in 2.3, is a theory
of what morphological knowledge learners possess. Yang’s approach, as described
in 2.4, is an acquisition model, which deals with the question how such knowledge is acquired. Ultimately, and ideally, these theories maximally converge. In
practice, however, they do not always fully align. Of course, such non-alignment
is a sign of ‘work-in-progress’, which is a normal state of affairs in scientific work.
Unsurprisingly, this also applies to the present case, where we may observe some
friction between Yang’s approach, in which the so-called Tolerance Principle
takes a central position, and Distributed Morphology. Although Yang largely
builds on Distributed Morphology, he does not implement one of its elements
with regard to inflection: the distinction between primary and secondary marking. This section serves to explain this mismatch and show the consequences
the lack of this distinction has for the TP approach, specifically with regard to
accounting for the inflection of past tense forms.
As we have seen in section 2.3, being a realizational model of morphology, Distributed Morphology assumes that syntax provides the morpho-syntactic
features such as ([past], [plural], [1st person], etc.). These features are realized by
spell-out rules ordered according to the Elsewhere Principle. This implies that,
once spelled out, a feature no longer triggers any further spell-out rules. Consequently, a feature such as ([past]) is only spelled out once, by a single rule.
The morphology of languages such as English or Frisian, however, exhibits
two types of form alternation associated with the same morpho-syntactic features at the same time. A crucial example in this respect is that a (past) tense
suffix (such as -ed in English, or past -e, past -te or past participle -t in Frisian)
can go hand-in-hand with stem alternations such as ablaut or vowel shortening.
Some examples of these ‘double markings’ are listed in (2.22) below:
(2.22) Doubly marked forms in Frisian
bring-e
broch-t
[brIŋe]
[brɔxt]
to bring.inf
to bring-ptcp
laits-je
[lai̯tsjə]
to laugh.inf

lak-e
[la:kə]
to laugh-pst
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sje-n
[sjɛn]
to see.inf

seach-de-st
[sɪ.ə(x)dəst]
to see-pst-2sg

stjerr-e
[stjɛrə]
to die.inf

stoar-n
[sto.ən]
to die-ptcp
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Since in DM rules are in competition for the realization of features, explaining the
blocking of regular (default) rules in the context of more irregular markings (e.g.
think of oxen, blocking the form oxes through the mechanism of competition),
there is no way that the stem variation in the examples (2.22) can be considered as
a (second) realization of the past tense. Rather, the theoretical framework forces
us to an analysis in which they are considered a secondary marking, dealt with
by a different rule type, i.e. so-called ‘readjustment’ rules. Such rules may make
changes in the form of a stem or affix, in a particular morphological context.
Consequently, Distributed Morphology makes an important distinction
between the role of the suffixes and stem changes in terms of rule exponence. In
the case of the past tense in English, affixation is considered the primary way to
spell out the morpho-syntactic feature [past], and all other stem changes such as
ablaut are considered secondary, i.e. an instance of a so-called readjustment rule.
Because secondary exponents such as ablaut do not actually spell out the feature,
they are not in competition with the primary exponents. In past tense forms like
in (2.23), that only exhibit a stem change and have no overt suffix, the primary
exponent is assumed to be a null-suffix:
(2.23) dwaan
[dwa:n]
to do.inf

die-Ø
[di.ə]
to do.pst

In hypothetical forms with two suffixes, only one of them spells out past tense,
the other can only be analyzed as a secondary marking.
It is important to stress that Distributed Morphology is a theory about
morphological knowledge. This means that the distinction DM makes between
primary and secondary marking is considered to be part of the morphological
knowledge of the learner. The question for processing/acquisition models based
on such a theory is how the learner acquires this information, and learns to differentiate between secondary and primary ways of spelling out features.
The TP approach uses the Yip-Sussman model as an inductive learning
model to generate rules. Essential to such a model is that it maps input forms
to output forms. It will not treat stem alternations like ablaut differently from
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affixation if no one instructs the model to do so. And for forms with two exponents, for example forms with both stem alternation and affixation, the model
generates rules of the type in (2.24) (from Yang, 2016, p. 44), in which the stem
alternation ɔ is combined into one rule together with the suffix -t:
(2.24) Rime



ɔt/ ___ (e.g., think-thought, catch-caught, buy-bought)

The collapse of the affixation of -t and the vowel change into a single rule is not
just a practical artefact of the learning model. It is the effect of a crucial choice of
the TP approach to not let the model differentiate between primary and secondary ways of spelling out past tense. As discussed in 2.4, the advantage of this approach over earlier approaches is that it is able to account for multiple productive
rules for both regular and irregular verbs, as well as for their exceptions. Specifically, being able to treat stem change as a primary way to spell out past tense
enables the TP approach to account for productivity among the ‘irregulars’.
If the TP approach were to separate primary from secondary exponences,
it would have to treat the stem change ɔ in (2.24) as secondary. The possible
strength of this particular stem change would not become clear, as the rule for
the primary exponent would only concern the realization of [past] by the -ed suffix -ed (or its allomorph -t). Such a rule would have a far larger scope than it has
as part of the combinatory rule in (2.24), because it would cover more than this
particular stem change. Because the TP approach does not differentiate between
primary and secondary exponents, the rule in (2.24) can in fact be productive
and compete with the regular -ed rule.
However, without the distinction between primary and secondary marking, the model cannot explain doubly marked forms unless it collapses the stem
change and the suffixation into a single spell-out rule. The disadvantage of collapsing the two processes into a single rule is that the model cannot address them
separately. This has the detrimental effect that the model cannot do justice to the
individual potential productivity of either of the two processes. E.g. in the case
of double marked caught, the suffix -t cannot in any way be linked to the general
past tense rule ([past]  -t/-d/-ed), while it is hardly conceivable that for the
language learner the -t in caught is a different -t from all other instances where -t
marks past tense. Vice versa, the same type of stem alternation may extend over
verbs that get various past tense-suffixes. This deficiency of the Yip-Sussman
model is recognized by Yang as well, and he illustrates this by the example of
vowel shortening in English (2016, p. 44). In English, vowel shortening occurs
on verbs with different suffixes. To have multiple rules, as in (2.25) below, does
not seem all that efficient and, again, it is hardly conceivable that occurrences of
rule A do not serve as evidence for the learner for a rule of vowel shortening in
verbs that happen to fall under the scope of rule B and C.
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(2.25) A
B
C

Vowel Shortening + Ø
Vowel Shortening + -t
Vowel Shortening + -d
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(e.g., feed-fed, lead-led, meet-met)
(e.g., sleep-slept)
(e.g., flee-fled)

In his analysis of German Plurals (2016, p. 121), Yang encounters the same
problem and in that specific case he does choose to differentiate between the
two: The stem alternations are ignored and the analysis only focuses on the suffixes. And of course, ideally, one would want an acquisition model to be able
to differentiate between stem alternation and suffixation, and at the same time
be able to account for the possible productivity of stem alternation patterns in
past tense inflection. In order to have both, however, some questions need to
be answered. From a theoretical realizational point of view, if one accepts the
premise that both stem alternation and affixation are primary ways of spelling
out past tense (as the TP approach does), and stem alternation and affixation
compete with each other, you cannot immediately explain double marking. On
the other hand, if one does accept that there are primary and secondary ways of
spelling out past tense, and stem alternation does not spell out past tense, this
raises the question how learners learn to differentiate between stem alternation
and suffixation, and how one accounts for possible productive stem alternation
patterns. Because an acquisition model such as the TP approach is supposed to
mirror the language learner, it is the language learner that might provide more
insight to the answers to these questions. In that regard, the developments in
Frisian inflection studied in this thesis turn out to be quite informative, as they
pose serious challenges with respect to the above.

2.6 Morphological change in a bilingual context

The theoretical underpinnings presented in sections 2.3 and 2.4 should in principle be able to explain the morphological changes that we observe in the Frisian
verbal paradigm. However, the Frisian situation is not as straightforward as most
others, considering the fact that Fryslân is a bilingual province and all Frisian
speakers are also at least second-language learners, and often native speakers, of
Dutch. This section specifically serves to relate what is known about bilingual
language acquisition and the role of input and cross-linguistic influence to the
perspective on morphological change and productivity presented in the previous
part of this chapter.
Following (2.1), change may occur when a later generation arrives at a different generalization on the basis of the output of the former generation. In other
words, change may happen when language is learned. Learning two languages,
however, is not the same as learning one language, and “the bilingual is not two
monolinguals in one person” (Grosjean, 1989). This raises the questions of how
the learning process of two languages proceeds and, specifically, how the learn-
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ing process of one of these languages is influenced by the fact that learners are
bilingual or also learning another language. Furthermore, there is the related
question of how the two languages influence each other. For the Frisian situation, this translates into the questions below:
(2.26) a.	How is learning Frisian influenced by the bilingualism of the learner?
b.	How is the Frisian of bilingual Frisian-Dutch learners influenced by
Dutch?
Starting with the first question: although bilinguals eventually reach the same
level of proficiency as monolinguals (Dijkstra, 2013), in some ways bilingual
language acquisition does not proceed in the same manner as monolingual
language acquisition does. Studies have shown that bilinguals show a different
(slower) rate of development regarding both grammar and vocabulary size, and
related this to a lower amount of exposure to the target language (Gathercole &
Thomas, 2009; Hoff et al., 2012; Patterson, 1998; Paradis, 2010).
The role of exposure in bilingual learning is relevant to the perspective on
morphological change set out in the previous part of this chapter, because it relates
to the input from which the productive generalizations are derived by the language
learner. When trying to account for changes in Frisian verbal inflection, we want
to hypothesize on the generalizations that are made during language acquisition.
Therefore, it is crucial to know what the input looks like. What the input looks
like in a bilingual context is something theorists differ on. Carroll (2017) points
out that to some of the studies mentioned above, input is simply the exposure to a
language, but that simple exposure expressed in time units is not the same as input
for learning a language. First of all, language attitude plays a large role in language
learning: “Exposure makes it possible but learners themselves decide what input
they will make use of” (Carroll 2017, p. 13). Secondly, we do not know how learners differentiate between two languages. What is Frisian and what is Dutch? How
do learners decide which utterances count as Frisian input and which ones do not?
This is especially relevant in the case of Dutch and Frisian because they are such
closely related languages. They show a lot of overlap on both the lexical and grammatical level (Gooskens & Heeringa, 2004), and speakers often code-switch and
borrow from Dutch (De Haan, 1997).
The aspect of differentiating between the two languages relates to the question in (2.26b), how Dutch might influence Frisian. When learning a second language or two languages simultaneously, the bilingual learner may suffer or profit
from cross-linguistic transfer. When the learner can identify overlap between the
two languages, this can lead to positive transfer (Blom & Bosma, 2016). Vice
versa, when the languages differ, this can lead to negative transfer. However,
just like the rate of development, this influence is said to be mostly quantitative
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and not qualitative, and to disappear over time. The question in relation to language change, is “when will quantitative differences turn into qualitative ones?”
(White, 2001), or, in other words: When will cross-linguistic influence occur?
According to a hypothesis entertained by Hulk & Müller (2000) (as paraphrased
by Hulk, 2017, p. 17), cross-linguistic influence will occur:
(2.27) a.	at the interface between modules of grammar, and more particularly
between pragmatics and syntax (the external interface), since this is
an area that also creates problems in monolingual L1 acquisition;
b.	if language X offers evidence (in the ears of the child) for more than one
grammatical analysis, and language Y reinforces one of these two.
The latter is of our specific interest, as it concerns the influence of language A
on learning the rules of language B. Combined with the statement in (2.1), this
leads to the hypothesis that, in the case of Frisian and Dutch, cross-linguistic
influence may occur when Frisian offers evidence for more generalizations, and
Dutch reinforces one of these generalizations.
Applying the above to our study on changes in Frisian verbal inflection,
there are two relevant aspects of the bilingual context: What the Frisian input of
a bilingual Frisian-Dutch speaker looks like, and where we expect cross-linguistic
influence to occur. The main goal of this thesis is not to study bilingual language
acquisition or cross-linguistic influence, but to investigate and try and account
for changes in Frisian verbal inflection. The bilingual context, however, may
prove an important factor in accounting for these changes and is therefore taken
into account in each of the case studies. However, because we study change, we
have to reason backwards: We test how participants inflect verbs, investigate
what has changed as opposed to the standard/norm, and try to account for these
changes by looking at whether they could be the product of productive rules
along the lines of the TP, based on a hypothetical input. As has been pointed
out in 2.4, what to use as input thus is a hypothesis in itself, because it is the
product of a lot of choices: what data to use, whether or not to include borrowed
Dutch forms, whether or not to include often used Dutch variants, and so on.
Therefore, in each chapter, whenever relevant these choices and their possible
effect on productivity calculations are made explicit.
In general, since there are no Frisian monolinguals, we cannot compare
Frisian Dutch bilinguals with Frisian monolinguals. Therefore, and because of
the large overlap between the languages, it is hard to pinpoint where exactly
Dutch exerts influence on Frisian. We can control for Dutch on a lexical level,
and e.g. differentiate between full cognates, forms that are similar to Dutch or
different from Dutch. On a grammatical level, this proves more difficult, as e.g.
the tense suffixes of one class of verbs is similar to Dutch, but not all agreement
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suffixes are similar to Dutch. We therefore take a minimalistic approach and
look for cross-linguistic influence by seeing whether (or for how long) we can
account for the changes in the Frisian verbal system without factoring in Dutch.
Of course, we will actively look for cross-linguistic influence wherever it is expected due to overlap between the languages.
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3 Frisian verbal inflection
3.1 Introduction

Before we can fruitfully study current changes in Modern Frisian verbal inflection, we need to define the base situation from which these changes take
place. This is what we aim to do in the following two chapters (3 and 4). The
present chapter merely serves to present the Frisian inflectional system. Frisian
has two classes of regular verbs (class I with an infinitive ending in -e (-ə)12,
and class II ending in -je (-jə)), both with their own inflectional paradigms and
a range of strong and irregular verbs. The first part of this chapter comprises an
introduction to Frisian verbs and their inflectional paradigms. The second part
aims to analyze them using the framework of Distributed Morphology (Halle
& Marantz, 1993). We propose a morpho-syntactic structure of the Frisian verb,
which, in addition to T, A and V, has a special TH node (Embick & Halle,
2005). This node is governed by the root feature Class, and can realize a classspecific thematic element. Our analysis shows that in Frisian, with its two regular inflectional classes, such a thematic element occurs on class II verbs in the
present tense. Furthermore, we argue that the rules spelling out the agreement
feature are class-neutral and apply to all Frisian verbs, whereas the rules spelling
out past tense are class-specific. This analysis is in line with Hoekstra (2013b,
p. 90; 2013a, p. 3) who also distinguishes a thematic element on class II verbs.

3.2 Frisian verbs

Before analyzing the Frisian verbal inflection system in more detail, this section
serves to provide a brief overview of regular (3.2.1), and strong and irregular
inflectional paradigms (3.2.2). Note that, especially among the strong and irregular paradigms, verb forms may differ among speakers from different ages
and regions. Here, we will focus on the standard paradigms of the weak, strong
and irregular Frisian verbs, following the grammars of Popkema (2006), Eisma
& Popkema (2004), and the dictionary of the Frisian language (Frysk Hânwurdboek, Duijff et al., 2008). For more information on alternative forms, see
Tiersma (1999) or Eisma & Popkema (2004). For an extensive description of
Frisian verb morphology also see the entry on verbal inflection in the online
Frisian grammar Taalportaal (Dyk, 2015).

12	These Frisian inflectional suffixes such as -je, -e, -te/-de and -en are all pronounced with
a sjwa (ə).
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3.2.1 Two regular classes
Unlike Dutch, Frisian has not one but two regular inflection classes. The infinitive differs in both classes: class I verbs take an infinitival suffix -e, class II verbs
take -je13. Apart from different infinitival endings, the most notable difference
is that the past tense form of class I verbs is marked by the pan-Germanic dental
suffix for weak verbs, i.e. the suffix -de/-te (-də/-tə). The choice for -de or -te is
a purely phonological issue; stem-final voiceless consonants take -te (bak-te, to
bake.pst), elsewhere -de is inserted (dream-de, to dream.pst) (Tiersma, 1999).
Class II verbs show a different pattern with no dental suffix in the simple past.14
Table 3.1 shows the inflectional paradigms of both classes:
Table 3.1 Paradigms of Frisian class I verb bakke [bakə] ‘to bake’ and class II verb wurkje [vørkjə]

Class I

Class II

1sg
2sg

bakke (‘to bake’)
bak
bak-st

wurkje (‘to work’)
wurk-je
wurk-est

3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl

bak-t
bak-e
bak-te
bak-test
bak-te
bak-ten15

wurk-et
wurk-je
wurk-e
wurk-est
wurk-e
wurk-en

ptcp

bak-t

wurk-e

Person/Nr

prs

pst

The two regular classes date back to Old Frisian, where the infinitives had the
endings -a and -ia (Bremmer, 2009, p. 85):

13	Note that there is a synchronous alternation in Frisian between - [i] and - [jə], since /j/
is a semivowel, which can appear as [i] in the environment of consonants. A class II verb
form such as wurkje (‘to work’) can be interpreted as a variant of wurki, which is an allophonic realization of abstract /wurkj/. The realizations [vørki] and [vørkjə] also actually
exist synchronously in Frisian (Visser, 1992).
14	This pattern is more rare among the Germanic languages and the result of t/d-deletion. This
pattern can be found in forms of Norwegian and in Faroese (Werner, 1993, p. 221-237).
15	Note that the final -n in Frisian is often syllabic, and in those cases, the preceding schwa
is not pronounced.
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Table 3.2 Paradigms of Old West Frisian class I and II regular verbs

Person/Nr

prs

pst

1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
ptcp

Class I

Class II

dēla (‘to share’)

makia (‘to make’)

dēl-e
dēl-st
dēl-th
dēl-ath
dēl-de
dēl-dest
dēl-de
dēl-den
edēl-ed

mak-ie
mak-ast
mak-ath
mak-iath
mak-ade
mak-adest
mak-ade
mak-aden
emak-ad, -et

They have their roots in different Proto-Germanic stem suffixes, which, originally, were semantically motivated (Krahe & Meid, 1967, p. 230-265). These
formations have become semantically opaque many centuries ago. Since then,
there have not been any obvious criteria (either formal, semantic, or otherwise)
that may determine class membership, other than the phonological generalization that verbs with simplex stems ending in the sequence schwa + sonorant
belong to class II (Visser, 1997). This, however, only concerns a small subset of
the verbs. The productivity and distribution of the two regular classes are the
subject of Chapter 4, in which we assess the productivity of both classes.
3.2.2 Strong and irregular verbs
Apart from the regular verbs, Frisian also exhibits strong and irregular class I and
class II verbs. Which verbs are considered irregular and which are called strong,
seems to be a grammarian’s choice. Where some grammars hold a diachronic
view and categorize historically strong verbs (which would now seem irregular)
as strong, others categorize them as irregular on the basis of their current forms.
Here, we follow Taalportaal (Dyk, 2015) and take the latter approach, considering verbs with stem vowel change in the past tense, regular present tense inflections and a nasal suffix in the past participle to be strong, and verbs with more
or other anomalies as irregular.
Strong verbs

Strong verbs can also be divided into class I and class II verbs. In the present
tense, their inflections are quite similar to the regular verbs of their class. In the
past tense, however, they have a different structure. They have the same agreement suffixes as weak verbs, but lack a past tense suffix and often exhibit a stem
change. They also have a past participle ending in -(e)n:
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Table 3.3 Examples of Frisian class I and II strong verbs wurde [vödə] and hingje [hɪŋjə]

Person/Nr

prs

pst

1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
ptcp

Class I

Class II

Wurde (‘to become’)

Hingje (‘to hang’)

wurd
wurd-st
wurd-t
wurd -e
waard
waard-st
waard
waard-en
wurd-en

hing-je
hing-est
hing-et
hing-je
hong
hong-st
hong
hong-en
hong-en

Certain patterns can be discerned across strong verbs, based on similarities in
stem alternations. Some grammars still try to relate these to the historical ablaut
system of Germanic languages, and divide strong verbs into the five to ten classes
of that system, but verbs that used to follow the same vowel alternation pattern
do no longer form homogeneous groups (Strik, 2015, p. 89). However, where old
classes fade, new patterns may arise. We will come back to this in Chapter 4,
but also see Strik (2015) for an extensive overview of Frisian (strong and weak)
verbal classes and their development over time, and Knooihuizen et al. (2018)
for a study on the potential productivity of Frisian strong verbs. Here, it suffices
to mention that there are over 70 distinct vowel alternation patterns, of which
only some are shared by multiple verbs. An example of a group of verbs showing
the same stem alternations are verbs with a stem in –iuwe [jo.wə]. They all get
-eau [ö.ə]16 in the past and past participle:

16 The rhymes of both the past and present have several pronunciation variants.
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Table 3.4 Paradigm of strong class I verbs with a stem in -iuwe [jo.uwə]
bliuwe (‘to stay’), driuwe (‘to float’), priuwe (‘to taste’), riuwe (‘to string’), skriuwe (‘to
write’), triuwe (‘to push’), wiuwe (‘to wave’), wriuwe (‘to rub’)
Person/Nr

prs

pst

1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl

ptcp

-iuw
-iuw-st
-iuw-t
-iuw-e
-eau
-eau-st
-eau
-eau-ne(n)
-eau-n

Irregular verbs

Irregular verbs show a lot more anomalies. Some of these verbs used to be regular, and some of them used to be strong, but over time, their regularities have
faded. In the same way as the strong verbs, most of them lack a past tense inflection and their stem vowels may change in the past tense, but, in addition to this,
they may also exhibit a consonant change or a stem vowel change in the present
tense. Furthermore, some of them do exhibit a regular past tense inflection, next
to their stem alternations. Similarly, their past participles do not always end in
-(e)n, as in the strong verbs, but sometimes in the suffixes common to regular
verbs: -t or -e.
The irregular verbs that were once strong have infinitives that almost all
end in -e and are still recognizable by the ending of their participles: -(e)n. Apart
from that, most of them do not show anomalies in their present tense, and the
inflectional paradigms in both the present and past are similar to those of strong
verbs. Their irregularity compared to strong verbs is in their changing consonants in past tense forms, which is the result of historical consonant changes
that affected parts of their paradigms. This is, for instance, the case with the verb
brekke [brɛkə] (‘to break’) in Table 3.5. The past participle form –and one of the
common past tense variants– has undergone a consonant change from k to ts17:

17	Note that the past forms of other verbs ending in -ekke nowadays often also get the stem -uts.
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Table 3.5 Irregular verb (historically strong) brekke [brɛkə]

prs

pst

Person/Nr
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
ptcp

Brekke (‘to break’)

brek
brek-st
brek-t
brek-e
briek / bruts
briek-st / brutst
briek / bruts
briek-en / bruts-en
bruts-en

Most of the irregular verbs that used to be weak can still be recognized by the
endings of their past participles: the irregular verbs of class II get past participles
in -e, while those of class I get -t18.
Their irregularity lies in their changing consonants in past tense forms and,
additionally, most of them also show irregularities in their present tense paradigms; a phenomenon which is here, in line with Dammel (2010), referred to
as Wechselflexion (alternating inflection). In Frisian, this was caused by phonological changes such as palatalization, assibilation, and diphthongization19 that
have affected weak verbs. The result is that the stems of the infinitive, the first
person singular, and all plural forms in the present tense differ from the rest of
the paradigm, as is shown for the verb meitsje [ma.itsjə] (‘to make’) in Table 3.6:

18	Exceptions are the class II verbs with past participles in -t: keapje-kocht (‘to buy’) and
sykje-socht (‘to search’).
19	Wechselflexion also occurs in the paradigms of some irregular verbs in -n (stean ‘to
stand’ and gean ‘to go’), and in the paradigm of fleane (‘to fly’), which is an irregular
strong class I verb.
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Table 3.6 Wechselflexion paradigm

prs

pst

Person/Nr
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
ptcp

meitsje (‘to make’)

meits-je
makk-est
makk-et
meits-je
makk-e
makk-est
makk-e
makk-en
makk-e

Seven monosyllabic verbs, all ending in -n, form a special group: dwaan [dwa:n]
(‘to do’), gean [ɡɪ.ən] (‘to go’), jaan [ja:n] (‘to give’), sjen [sjɛn] (‘to see’), slaan
[sla:n] (‘to hit’), stean [stɪ.ən] (‘to stand’), tsjen [tsjɛn] (‘to go’, ‘to ascend’). They
are all irregular –they exhibit consonant and vowel changes– and their infinitives and past participles end in -n. In particular the verb gean ‘to go’ has many
dialectal variants throughout the paradigm beyond the forms preferred in the
standard language in Table 7.
Table 3.7 Irregular -n verbs

prs

pst

Person/Nr

Dwaan
‘to do’

Gean
‘to go’

Jaan
‘to give’

Sjen
‘to see’

1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
ptcp

doch
dochst
docht
dogge
die
diest
die
diene(n)
dien

gean
giest
giet
gean(e)
gie
giest
gie
giene(n)
gien

jou
joust
jout
jouwe
joech
joechst
joech
joegen
jûn

sjoch
sjochst
sjocht
sjogge
seach
seachst
seach
seagen
sjoen
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Person/Nr

Slaan
‘to hit’

Stean
‘to stand’

Tsjen
‘to go, to ascend’

1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
ptcp

slach
slachst
slacht
slan(e)
sloech
sloechst
sloech
sloegen
slein

stean
stiest
stiet
stean(e)
stie
stiest
stie
stiene(n)
stien

tsjoch
tsjochst
tsjocht
tsjogge
teach
teachst
teach
teagen
tein

Among the irregular verbs, certain patterns can be discerned as well. Dyk (2015)
and Strik (2015, p. 92) describe several subgroups of verbs that get the same endings, such as keapje (‘to buy’), sykje (‘to search’), bringe (‘to bring’) and tinke (‘to
think’), which all have a past and past participle stem in -ocht [ɔxt]. However,
these verbs differ in their infinitival forms and, as such, they cannot be described
by one structural change that changes a particular stem X into a past stem in
-ocht. A few shared stem alternation patterns can be found among the irregular
verbs. For example, verbs with a stem ending in ‑ekke almost all follow the pattern of brekke (‘to break’) from Table 3.5. Such patterns among both the strong
and irregular verbs will be studied further in Chapter 4, where we will analyze
the productivity of Frisian verbal inflection rules and stem alternation patterns.

3.3	Analyzing the inflectional paradigms: spell-out and
readjustment

This section serves to determine which rules underlie the Frisian weak, strong,
and irregular verbal forms. As set out in more detail in Chapter 2, realizational
models of morphology, such as Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz,
1993), assume that Tense and Agreement features, which are present in the
morpho-syntactic representation of verb forms, trigger particular (Vocabulary
Insertion) rules that can realize these features during spell-out. Before formulating these Vocabulary Insertion rules (3.3.2), we will first determine the (morpho)
syntactic structure of the verb forms involved (3.3.1). At the end of this section
(3.3.3), we will focus on the readjustment rules governing the stem alternations
of strong and irregular verbs.
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3.3.1 The morpho-syntactic structure of the Frisian verb
Frisian syntax differentiates between two functional projections: Agreement and
Tense20, which is visible on a verb form as in (3.1):
(3.1)

bakke			bak-te-st
to bake.INF		
to bake-pstclassI-2sg

In line with Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz, 1993) and different
analyses of verbal inflection in this framework (see e.g. Embick & Halle, 2005;
Bobaljik, 1995), we may assume that the syntactic structure after head-movement
is as in (3.2):
(3.2)

A
A

T
T

v
v

Features located in the functional projections, v, Tense, and Agreement trigger
so-called Vocabulary Insertion rules (VI-rules hereafter) that realize those features during spell-out. This section thus focuses on determining which VI-rules
operate for the functional nodes v, agreement, and tense in Frisian verbs.
As will be clear from the previous discussion, these rules will have to be sensitive to a class feature, as Frisian exhibits two classes of regular verbs with their own
VI-rules. Following Embick & Halle (2005), we take class membership to be an
arbitrary property of roots. Roots are specified for the class feature. This feature in
turn determines the choice for a thematic element at a special TH node. This TH
node is not part of the syntactic structure, but is only added after syntax at PF.21 In
the adjusted structure in (3.3), this TH node is placed right above the v-node:

20	Of course, an Aspect projection is not excluded, but it is left out of our considerations,
as it is not of our main interest here.
21	Here we stick to the proposal of Embick & Halle (2005). However, various alternatives
present themselves. One analytical option would be to assume that the ‘little v’ node is
the location of the thematic information. As far as we can see, there are no directly testable empirical issues that would decide between these options.
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(3.3)

A
A

T
T

TH
TH

v
[class]

v

We will adopt this morpho-syntactic structure for the Frisian verb system. We
will now turn to the question how the spell-out rules yield different paradigms,
given this morpho-syntactic structure.
3.3.4 Spell-out
Agreement

A first look at Table 3.8 already makes clear that the most right-hand element of
the inflected forms of class I and II are almost identical. In line with Hoekstra
(2013b, p. 91; 2013a, p. 3), we propose that inflected forms of both paradigms
contain the same agreement suffixes:
Table 3.8 Agreement suffixes in the inflectional paradigms of class I and class II regular/weak verbs

Tns

prs

pst

Person/Nr
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl

Class I

Class II

Bakke (‘to bake’)

Wurkje (‘to work’)

Agreement suffix

bak Ø
bak-st
bak-t
bak-e
bak-te- Ø
bak-te-st
bak-te- Ø
bak-te-n

wurk-j-e
wurk-e-st
wurk-e-t
wurk-j-e
wurk-e- Ø
wurk-e-st
wurk-e- Ø
wurk-e-n

Ø/e
st
t
e
Ø
st
Ø
n

The choice of the agreement suffix thus seems to be independent of verb class and,
taking into account that the agreement suffixes differ in the present and past tense,
are either directly or indirectly (via the realized affixes) sensitive to the information
in the Tense node.
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The odd one out with respect to the identity of the agreement suffixes across
classes is the agreement suffix of the first person singular in the present tense:
Whereas class I gets no affix (or a zero-affix), class II gets a schwa. We will come
back to this in a moment, when we discuss the realization of Tense and Class.
Thematic element

The differences between the two classes then occur in between the stem and the
agreement suffix. In the present tense, class II forms have -j or -e in between the
stem and the agreement suffix, whereas Class I forms lack a stem suffix in this
position.
Table 3.9 Thematic element and agreement suffixes in the present tense inflectional paradigms of
class I and class II regular/weak verbs

Tns

Person/Nr

prs

1sg
2sg
3sg
pl

Thematic
bakke (‘to bake’)
e lement
wurkje (‘to work’)
Class I
bak / wurk
bak / wurk
bak / wurk
bak / wurk

Thematic
element
Class II
+j
+e
+e
+j

Agreement
Ø (e)
st
t
e

These can be viewed as thematic elements realized by the TH node (Embick &
Halle, 2005), which is governed by the verbs’ class. Since we can observe that -j
and -e are in complementary distribution in the present tense, we may assume
that both are realizations of a single more abstract morpheme. Realization of
this morpheme is clearly context-dependent: before consonants it surfaces as -e,
elsewhere -j is found. This accounts for the fact that there is no -j before the 2sg
and 3sg agreement suffixes.
This analysis also sheds light on the difference between the first person
singular in the present tense of class I and class II. Class II 1sg prs forms have
both -j and -e (as in wurk-je). Of these two, -j is the thematic element. If we assume that there is no 1sg prs overt agreement suffix, as has been suggested by
Hoekstra (2013b, p. 91; 2013a, p. 3), the verb form is predicted to end in the
thematic element -j since it is not followed by a consonant. This, however, is phonologically not a valid ending in Frisian and it seems reasonable to assume that
a default vowel is inserted (i.e. schwa). This final -e is therefore not an agreement
suffix but an alternative realization, due to phonological reasons, of the thematic
element. The advantage of this analysis is that now all agreement suffixes of the
two classes are identical.
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Past tense

In the past tense, both classes have different tense suffixes: in Class I verbs, the
Tense node is realized as -te/-de in case of the feature [+past], in class II verbs the
same constellation is realized as -e.
Table 3.10 T
 ense and agreement suffixes in the past tense inflectional paradigms of class I and
class II regular/weak verbs

Tns

Person/Nr

prs

1sg
2sg
3sg
pl

bakke (‘to bake’)
wurkje (‘to work’)
bak / wurk
bak / wurk
bak / wurk
bak / wurk

Tense
Class I
te
te
te
te

Tense
Class II
e
e
e
e

Agreement
Ø
st
Ø
n

An alternative analysis may make use of the fact that the suffixes are class-specific, suggesting that these suffixes should be analyzed as thematic elements rather
than tense suffixes. The fact that the class II past tense schwa does not show the
same context dependency ([ə] or [j]) as the thematic element schwa in the present
tense, however, indicates that the suffixes in Table 3.10 are tense suffixes and not
thematic elements. We will come back to this issue when discussing the past
tense paradigms of strong and irregular verbs.
Strong/irregular verbs

The agreement suffixes distinguished above are also found in the paradigm of
the strong verbs. Most of the strong verbs are class I verbs. Their inflections are
quite like the regular class I verbs, except for the fact that there is no overt past
tense suffix, and the past participle ends in -(e)n. The same holds for the strong
class II verbs. Naturally, the strong class II verbs also have the thematic element
in the present tense, which actually reveals their class II membership, but they
do not exhibit the regular class II past tense suffix ‑e. Both the strong class I and
class II verbs have specific past tense stems, but no specific tense suffixes.
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Table 3.11 Thematic element and agreement suffixes in the inflectional paradigms of strong/
irregular class I and class II verbs

Tns

prs

pst

Person/Nr

1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl

Class I
wurde
(‘to become’)
wurd ø
wurd st
wurd t
wurd e
waard ø
waard st
waard ø
waard en

Class II
hingje
(‘to hang’)
hing j e
hing e st
hing e t
hing j e
hong ø
hong st
hong ø
hong en

Thematic
element
Class II

Agreement

+j
+e
+e
+j

Ø (e)
st
t
e
Ø
st
Ø
(e)n

If the tense suffixes in Table 3.10 would have been thematic elements rather
than tense suffixes, we would have found them on the strong/irregular verbs,
just as we find the thematic element j/e in the present tense of strong/irregular
verbs. The absence of these tense suffixes on strong/irregular verbs supports the
interpretation that the tense suffixes in Table 3.10 are best considered (past) tense
suffixes rather than thematic elements.
Almost all the agreement suffixes of strong verbs are identical to the agreement suffixes of the regular/weak verbs. Only the suffix of the plural past tense
form differs: Where the regular/weak verbs have -n, the strong/irregular verbs
have -(e)n. One could however argue that the past plural agreement suffix for all
verbs is -(e)n and that the weak/regular verbs have two underlying schwas: the
one that is part of the past tense suffix and the one in the agreement suffix. This
is highlighted in the adjusted table for the weak/regular verbs below22:

22	Again, this final -n is often syllabic and the preceding schwa is not pronounced.
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Table 3.12 Thematic element and tense and agreement suffixes in the inflectional paradigms of
class I and class II regular/weak verbs, adjusted

Tns

prs

pst

Person/Nr
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl

Thematic
bakke (‘to bake’)
e lement
wurkje (‘to work’)
Class II
bak / wurk
+j
bak / wurk
+e
bak / wurk
+e
bak / wurk
+j
bak / wurk
bak / wurk
bak / wurk
bak / wurk

Tense
Class I

te
te
te
te

Tense
Class II

Agreement

e
e
e
e

Ø (e)
st
t
e
Ø
st
Ø
(e)n

Furthermore, the 1sg prs form of strong/irregular verbs is in accordance with
our earlier assumption that the agreement suffix of 1sg prs is Ø, and the schwa
on class II verbs is only there for phonological reasons. This is also corroborated
by irregular class II verbs ending in [ɛi] or [a.i]. Here the thematic element j is
a valid phonological ending and, therefore, the analysis predicts the absence of
schwa in precisely these cases. Indeed, as can be seen in (14), these forms do not
exhibit a schwa23. This interpretation is confirmed by the present plural forms
that receive the ‑e-ending: wy krije ‘we get’ etc.:
(3.4) Krije (krije-krige-krige, to get)
		 Ik krij-j- Ø
Ik krij
		[krɛi]
		 I get-classII-1sgprs I get.classII.1sgprs
Feie (feie-fage-fage, to wipe)
		 Ik fei-j- Ø
Ik fei
		[fa.i]
		 I wipe-classII-1sgprs I wipe.classII.1sgprs

23	Dyk (2015) points out that for a subgroup of speakers krije is a class I verb, and suggests
this might be due to reanalysis on the basis of the 1sg prs form lacking a schwa. A historical and dialectal overview of the form variation of this verb can be found in Versloot
(2020, p. 428-429).
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The rules

We will now couch the above analysis by formulating a set of Vocabulary Insertion rules that will take care of the spell-out of the verb forms. These rules form
disjunctively ordered sets, where each set of rules spells out a particular node of
the morphosyntactic representation in (3.3), repeated below.
(3.3)

A
A

T
T

TH
TH

v
[class]

v

Recapitulating, the agreement suffixes of both classes and of both strong and regular/weak verbs are identical. We ascribe the only difference between the two classes
when it comes to the 1sg prs to a phonological requirement of Modern Frisian.
Furthermore, both weak and strong/irregular class II verbs have a thematic element j/e in the present tense. Class I and II have different tense suffixes in the past
tense (class I: -te, class II: -e), whereas the strong/irregular verbs have no past tense
suffix. In Table 3.13, the rules for the Frisian class I and class II verbs are hypothesized for the TH node, the agreement node, and the tense node:
Table 3.13 Thematic element, tense, and agreement rules of regular/weak class I and class II verbs

Thematic element rule
 j/e
/ [class II]
[-pst]
[-pst]
 Ø
/ [class I]
Tense rules
 e
/ [class II]
[+pst]
[+pst]
 te/de / [class I]
/ [class II]
[pst part]  e
[pst part]  t/d / [class I]
Agreement rules
 (e)n / [+pst]
[pl]
[pl]
e
/ [-pst]
 t/d
/ [-pst]
[3sg]
 st
/ ____
[2sg]
[sg]
Ø
/ ____

All present forms of class II get j/e
All present forms of class I get Ø
All past forms of class II get -e
All past forms of class I get -te/-de
All past participles of class II get -e
All past participles of class I get -t/-d
All plurals get -(e)n in the past tense
All plurals get -e in the present tense
All 3rd persons get -t/-d in the present tense
All 2nd persons get -st
All other singular persons get Ø
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Note that the rule for a thematic element Ø for class I verbs could also be formulated as the elsewhere rule to the TH-rule of class II verbs: Give class II verbs the
thematic element j/e, and elsewhere, add Ø. It is not clear whether the two classes
stand in such a subset relation to each other. Therefore, we choose to explicitly
formulate the rule for class I as well. In the next chapter, we will come back to the
issue whether one of the two regular classes serves as the default class.
Table 3.13 shows that in Frisian both Agreement and Tense show contextual allomorphy: the agreement suffix depends on the feature in Tense, whereas
both the choice for a thematic element and the choice for one of the two past
tense suffixes depend on the feature class. This is in line with the morpho-syntactic representation provided at the beginning of this section. First of all, the
feature Class is located on the root and is able to condition the choice for both
a thematic element and a tense suffix. Secondly, tense can condition the choice
for an agreement suffix. The syntactic structure is provided again below in (3.5),
this time including the suffixes:
(3.5)

A
A

T
T

TH
TH

v
[class I / II]

Ø | st | t | ә | en

tә /dә | ә | t/d | ә

jә /ә | Ø

v

3.3.3 Readjustment
The spell-out rules for Tense in Table 3.13 do not apply to the strong and irregular verbs, considering that they do not exhibit overt past tense inflection.
Rather, they exhibit stem alternations in the past tense. According to realizational models of morphology such as DM, such non-segmental processes are
merely phonological changes to the stem of the verb, which do not realize or
alter the morphological structure of the word. As such, they do not spell out the
past tense feature, and are considered secondary exponents that are governed by
so-called readjustment rules: rules that, in a specific morpho-syntactic context,
change the phonological structure of the word (see also Chapter 2).
In the case of Frisian strong and irregular verbs, the morpho-syntactic context [past tense] triggers the application of readjustment rules that alter the stem
of the verb. In (3.6) an example of a Frisian readjustment rule is given for the
verb wurde (‘to become’).
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Readjustment rule (following Halle & Marantz, 1993, p. 128)

/a/
/ Y___		
[+past, -participle]		
Rime
Where Y-rime = urd

The primary exponent of past tense on a strong / irregular verb is assumed to be
spelled-out by a null suffix, as in the spell-out rule in (3.7) which applies to a set
of listed verbs, the strong and irregular ones:
(3.7)

[past]



Ø

/

{wurde (to become), …}

This distinction between primary and secondary marking and the theoretical
implications of maintaining or lifting this distinction are discussed in more detail in section 4 of Chapter 2. In Chapter 4 we will further study the Frisian stem
alternation patterns and see that readjusted forms do not always go hand in hand
with zero marking. Furthermore, we will question whether stem alternations
must be seen as purely phonological alternations governed by readjustment rules,
or whether they might serve as primary markers of past tense, as we study their
productivity along the lines of the Tolerance Principle approach by Yang (2016).

3.4 Conclusion

We analyzed the Frisian verbal system and proposed a structure in which, following Embick & Halle (2005), class is a feature of the root. This feature triggers
the realization of a thematic element for class II in the present tense. This thematic element j/e is context-dependent: before consonants, it surfaces as e. Also,
in line with Hoekstra, our conclusion is that verbs from both classes exhibit the
same agreement suffixes, but different past tense suffixes. We formulated classoverriding VI rules for the agreement node, class-specific VI rules for the tense
node, and class-specific rules for the TH node.
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4	Multiple productive rules
& no default?
4.1 Introduction24

As we have seen in the previous chapter, Frisian has not one, but two regular25
verb classes with their own inflectional paradigms: class I with an infinitive
ending in -e (-ə)26, and class II ending in -je (-jə). Table 1 gives the inflectional
paradigms of both classes.
Table 4.1 Paradigms of Frisian class I verb bakke [bakə] ‘to bake’ and class II verb wurkje
[vørkjə]

Person/Nr

prs

pst

1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
ptcp

Class I
bakke (‘to bake’)
bak
bak-st
bak-t
bak-e
bak-te
bak-test
bak-te
bak-ten27
bak-t

Class II
wurkje (‘to work’)
wurk-je
wurk-est
wurk-et
wurk-je
wurk-e
wurk-est
wurk-e
wurk-en
wurk-e

In languages with one regular verb class, the rules underlying the regular class are
considered to be the default or unmarked way of inflecting a verb, as opposed to
the exceptional or marked inflections of strong or irregular verbs. In the case of
Frisian, there is no clear indication whether one of the two classes provides the default way of inflecting Frisian verbs. Traditionally, Frisian grammars tend to point
out the productive or even default status of class II, considering that most class II
verbs are regular and most regular verbs are class II verbs (Popkema, 2006). Others, however, point out that although most regular verbs are class II verbs, both
class I and class II are open classes and able to attract new members (Dyk, 2015).
24	The description of the Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2016) given in this chapter is based on
the description given in Merkuur et al (2019).
25	We refer to weak verbs as regular, and make a distinction between strong and irregular
verbs.
26	These Frisian inflectional suffixes such as -je, -e, -te/-de and -en are all pronounced with a
sjwa (ə).
27	Note that the final -n in Frisian is often syllabic, and in those cases, the preceding schwa
is not pronounced.
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Furthermore, Merkuur (2010) found that both verbs of class I and verbs of class
II appear to be or have been productive in the process of noun to verb conversion,
which seems to indicate that class II does not have an exclusive default status.
Apart from these empirical facts, there is a lack of data (for example overgeneralizations) demonstrating the productive use of the rules associated with both classes.
Given the conclusion that there does not seem to be a clear classification
regarding verbs’ class membership, and that there does not seem to be a default
class, we reason that there is no conclusive answer to the question whether the
class-specific rules are productive and whether there is one default way of inflecting Frisian verbs. Therefore, this chapter aims to analyze the Frisian verbal
system, by assessing the productivity of the inflectional rules of both classes, and
seeing whether one of the rules serves as a default rule for all Frisian verbs. We
will assess the rules’ productivity along the lines of the Tolerance Principle (Yang,
2016), which provides a quantitative and categorical measure of productivity.
Section 4.2 serves to describe the lexical distribution over the two classes
and summarizes what there is to know about their productivity. Section 4.3 is
the core of the chapter, and concerns the productivity assessment. After discussing the Tolerance Principle approach in more detail (4.3.1), we describe
our expectations and methods for the Frisian situation (4.3.2), and the actual
productivity results for the rules underlying the Frisian verbal system (4.3.3).
The results of the productivity calculations show that the rules underlying both
classes are both productive, but that the data are not decisive as to whether one
of the classes provides the default rules for Frisian verbs.

4.2 Two regular classes

In Chapter 3 we analyzed the Frisian verbal system with its two classes, and argued that the roots of Frisian verbs are specified for a feature Class. In the present
tense, this feature Class realizes a class-specific thematic element (j/e) on class
II verbs, and as both classes have different past tense rules, in the past tense it
determines which past tense rule is applied. When we talk about class, we have to
distinguish between class membership (class as a feature of the root) on the one
hand, and the class-specific ways of inflecting verbs on the other hand. This section focusses on what there is to know about the distribution of verbs over the two
classes and, regarding class membership, reviews the arguments in favor of the
presumed default status of one or both of the classes. Next, we focus on whether
one of the two classes provides the default way of inflecting Frisian verbs. This
leads to the conclusions that a) there do not seem to be clear (phonological or semantic) criteria that determine the classification of verbs, b) there does not seem to
be a default class for Frisian verbs, and c) both classes seem to provide productive
ways of inflecting novel verbs, and there is no conclusive answer to the question
whether one of them might provide the default way of inflecting Frisian verbs.
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4.2.1 Class membership
According to our list of Frisian unique simplex verbs (Fryske Akademy, 2015)
based on the large dictionary (WFT) (Fryske Akademy, 1984-2011), around
80% of the weak verbs belong to class II and 20 % belong to class I.
Table 4.2 Weak class I and class II verbs in Frisian (Fryske Akademy, 2015)

Class I

911 (19%)

Class II

3786 (81%)

Total

4697

Overall, class membership does not seem to be guided by phonological or semantic criteria, apart from the observation made by Visser (1997, p. 34) that “[a]
simplex verbal stem ending in the sequence schwa + sonorant consonant, viz. -/
əl/, -/əm/, -/ən/, -/ər/, belongs to the second weak conjugational class”. Indeed,
verbs such as timmerje (‘to hammer’), ergerje (‘to annoy’) and sammelje (‘to collect’) are all class II verbs according to the dictionary (Duijff et al., 2008).
Another group of verbs that are said to belong to class II are verbs with
a stem ending in -ear [ɪ.ər]. These verbs also occur in Dutch (-eren [ɪ.ərən] or
[ɪ.rən]), and in both Frisian and Dutch they are all originally loanwords from
French or Latin. Jongkind & Van Reenen (2006) state that in Frisian, class II
seems to be the productive class for these verbs, resulting in verbs ending in
-earje. However, even according to the dictionary this generalization does not
hold completely (Duijff et al., 2008). The dictionary indeed lists most -ear verbs
as class II (i.e. -earje), but, additionally, it lists the class II ending -earje as a
lemma itself, and notes that the class I alternative -eare is an accepted alternative
(Duijff et al., 2008). Also note that the ending -earje can be pronounced as [jɛrjə]
or as [ɪ.ərjə]. The alternative ending -eare is pronounced as [ɪ.ərə]. Dyk (2015), in
that respect, notes that “as broken -earje is most distant from Dutch -eren, this
form tends to be preferred as the norm”. Table 4.3 contains some doublets showing that -ear is not categorically assigned to class II, at least not for all speakers.
Table 4.3 A few Frisian -ear verbs and their Dutch counterparts

Frisian

Dutch

advisearje/adviseare
organisearje/organiseare
ynteressearje/ynteresseare
reagearje/reageare

adviseren
organiseren
interesseren
reageren

to advice
to organize
to interest
to react
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Haverkamp et al. (2014) studied whether class membership is predictable on
the basis of a verbs’ phonological structure. In their study on Old Frisian, they
argue that in Proto-Germanic, there was a semantically motivated distribution
between class I and class II verbs, which bleached through the years, but through
reanalysis, resulted in a partly phonologically motivated distribution in Early
Modern Frisian (1550-1800). They find the following generalization for EMF
(Early Modern Frisian): ‘polysyllabic verbs with a phonologically complex stem
all are –je verbs’ (Haverkamp et al., 2014). These are verbs such as beledigje ‘to
insult’, but also the verbs with stems ending in a schwa+sonorant, the category
singled out as class II verbs by Visser (1997). Haverkamp et al. predict this phonological distribution to have emerged over time, as they observe that in Modern
Frisian the mirror-image holds as well: most monosyllabic verbs with phonologically simple codas all are class I verbs (2014, p. 3)28. An example is the verb passe
‘to fit’. The results of a wug test by Knooihuizen et al. (2018), however, do not
support this claim by Haverkamp et al. that polysyllabic phonologically complex
verbs are class II verbs and monosyllabic phonologically simplex verbs are class
I verbs in Modern Frisian. Wugs that got many weak class II responses were
both monosyllabic phonologically simple as well as polysyllabic phonologically
complex.
Class membership has turned out to be quite stable over time (Dyk, 2015),
although when it comes to the classification of individual verbs, there has always
been some dialectical and individual variation (Dyk, 2015). Even when we look
at the quite normative dictionary (Duijff et al., 2008), around 200 of the in total
around 4700 regular verbs have two lemmas according to the dictionary: one
in -e and one in -je. Regarding the resemblance of the class I paradigm to the
Dutch regular verbal paradigm, some studies (Feitsma, 1982; De Haan, 1990;
De Haan, 1997; Hoekstra, 1993) predict verbs to shift from class II to class I
under the influence of Dutch. This is the subject of Chapter 5, where we study
whether class II verbs are often inflected as class I verbs, under influence of their
resemblance to Dutch.
Class membership thus does not seem to be guided by any semantic or
phonological criteria, apart from the one that verbs in a schwa and a sonorant
tend to be class II verbs. This implies that class membership is lexical, and that
learners of Frisian have to learn which class a verb belongs to on an item by
item basis, similarly to acquiring gender in languages such as Dutch, Frisian,
or German, for example. The class of the verb is recognizable to the learner by
overt class specific markings, such as the thematic element on the infinitive and
28	Simple being phonological structures with zero or one consonant in the rhyme of the
final syllable of the stem, complex being structures with a consonant cluster in the coda
of their final syllable. Possible simple structures are: VV, VC3??, VVC. Possible complex
structures are: VCC, VVCC (Haverkamp et al., 2014, p. 6)
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the present tense finite forms. Especially the infinitive might play a large role in
acquiring verb class, considering the fact that children acquire infinitives before
they inflect finite forms. This well-known optional infinitive phase language
learning children go through (Wexler, 1992; 1994) suggests that Frisian learning
children first ascribe the feature class to verbs based on their infinitives, before
they start inflecting them. This is quite similar to what Mills (1986) showed for
the acquisition of gender in German, where the acquisition of gender precedes
the acquisition of plural formation.
4.2.2 One default?
Apart from the fact that class membership is mainly lexical i.e. there are no
formal or other criteria determining to which class verbs belong, there is also
no conclusive answer as to whether one of the regular inflection classes provides
the default (or elsewhere or unmarked) way of inflecting verbs. In other words,
whether the class specific rules from chapter 3 are both productive and whether
one of them forms the default way of inflecting Frisian verbs.
Productivity of inflectional rules and class membership are often tied
together in discussions of Frisian verbal inflection. Because most weak verbs
belong to class II, the class II inflection is often considered the default way of
inflecting verbs by Frisian grammars (Popkema, 2006, p. 185). A verb count in
the list of Frisian simplex verbs (Fryske Akademy, 2015) indeed shows that most
weak verbs (but not all) are class II verbs, and most strong/irregular verbs are
class I verbs:
Table 4.4 Class I and class II verbs in Frisian (Fryske Akademy, 2015)

Class I
Class II

Weak
911 (19%)
3786 (81%)

Strong/Irregular
167 (89%)
21 (11%)

Total

4697

188

Another argument given in favor of the productivity of the class II inflections
is the observation that verbs formed through conversion are often weak class II
verbs (Dyk, 2015; Tamminga, 1963, p. 142-145). An example is the verb kealje
(‘to calve’), that is derived from the noun keal (‘calf’). The Frisian dictionary
(FHWB) (Duijff et al., 2008), however, shows that next to novel class II verbs
such as internetsje (‘to internet’), there are relatively novel words that get inflected
along the lines of a class I paradigm, such as e-maile (‘to e-mail’) as well (Duijff,
2008). An earlier study on noun-verb and verb-noun conversion in Frisian also
found that both verbs of class I and verbs of class II appear to be productive in
the process of noun to verb conversion (Merkuur, 2010).
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The above merely indicates that both classes are open and able to attract
new members, but it does not tell us anything about whether the inflectional
rules from Table 3.13 are productive, and, with regard to the class-specific inflectional rules (those for the past tense, the past participle, and the thematic
element), whether one of them forms the default rule for inflecting Frisian verbs.
Theoretically speaking, neither of the classes has to provide the default
way of inflecting Frisian verbs, because the two classes do not stand in a subset
relation to each other. Class membership is a feature that must be listed, and
the items do not overlap: to an individual language learner, verbs either belong
to class I or to class II. Therefore, both of them could in theory provide the
unmarked or default way of inflecting verbs.
Unfortunately, there are hardly any empirical arguments for the productivity of the class-specific rules, apart from the study by Knooihuizen et al. (2018),
which focused on the influence of Dutch on the usage of ablaut patterns in Frisian. Their results showed a tendency of participants to overgeneralize the weak
class II inflection in the past participles of class I verbs.
It can be concluded that class membership does not seem to be guided by
rules and thus needs to be learned lexically, similar to, for example, noun gender
in German. Also, there does not seem to be one default class and both classes
appear to be open and able to attract new members. With regard to the productivity of the class specific rules, and whether one of the classes provides a default
way of inflecting Frisian verbs, earlier studies have not offered a conclusive answer. In the following section we assess the productivity of Frisian inflectional
rules. We will do so along the lines of the Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2016).

4.3 Productivity

This section focuses on measuring the productivity of the class-specific rules,
as formulated in Chapter 3, and tries to answer the question whether the rules
belonging to one of the classes can serve as the default for all Frisian verbs or
not. We will assess the productivity of the rules with the aid of the Tolerance
Principle approach by Yang (2016). After describing the approach (4.3.1) and
our expectations and methods (4.3.2), we provide and discuss the results of the
productivity measurements (4.3.3 and 4.3.4).
4.3.1 The Tolerance Principle
As a measure for productivity we deploy the Tolerance Principle by Yang (2016).
This principle and the theory behind it, which have been explained in more
detail in Chapter 2, are based on the assumption that language acquisition is
driven by learning productive rules, and that the organization of (productive
and non-productive) morphological rules is governed by the Elsewhere condition
(Kiparsky, 1973). This means that rules are ordered from more specific to less
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specific: only when more specific rules fail to apply, the less specific rule steps
in. This predicts that exceptions are processed faster than rule-following items
because they come first in the list:
(4.1)

Exceptions and rules, following the Elsewhere principle (simplified)
Exception 1
Exception 2
Exception 3
etc.
Elsewhere: Rule R

Assuming that the language learner wants to be fast and efficient, Yang reasons
that in order for a rule to be productive, there should be some gain (in terms of
time) in computing that rule, and storing some exceptions to it, over just storing
all forms. This is expressed by the Tolerance Principle in (4.2), where T stands for
processing time, N stands for the number of items that fall within the scope of
the rule, and M for the number of exceptions. In short it states that if it is faster
to process all forms (N) stored than to compute the forms by rule and only process the stored exceptions (M), all forms will be stored (N,N). If it is not faster, it
is more efficient to use rule R, and only store the exceptions (N,M).
(4.2)

The Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2005, p. 281)
a.	If T(N,N) < T (N,M) then R is morpholexical (N will all be explicitly stored, as if they have nothing in common).
b.	Otherwise, N is computed by a productive rule R plus a list of M
exceptions.

This leads to the question how many exceptions a rule can tolerate. Yang calculated that this threshold between computing forms by rule and storing the
exceptions vs. storing all forms lies at N/lnN: The total of N divided by the
natural log of N. This number is relative to the size of a rule’s scope. The smaller
the scope, the more exceptions it can tolerate, relatively. A rule with a scope of
100 items can tolerate 22 exceptions (= 22%). A rule with a scope of 10 items can
tolerate 4,3 exceptions (= 43%).
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Rule ordering: Nested and disjunctive rules

Among the exceptions to each productive rule, there might be other productive
subrules. Such rules, marking the same morpho-syntactic category, can be ordered in two ways: Either they are nested (Figure 4.1a) or disjunctively29 ordered
(Figure 4.1b). Nested rules compete with each other, disjunctive rules do not, as
they apply to different scopes:

(+A, +B)
R1

(+A)
R2

(+A)
R1

(+B)
R2

R3

R3

(a) Nested rules

(b) Disjunctive rules

Figure 4.1 Nested and disjunctive rules (Yang, 2016, p. 74)

An example of a nested setting are the rules for English adjectival nominalization
(see Yang, 2016, p. 106). The most general rule is the one attaching the suffix -ness
to the adjective stem. The rule that attaches -ity is applied to a subclass of these
adjectives, namely the ones with stems in -ible, -ic, and -al. As such this rule is
nested within the more general -ness rule. An example of a disjunctive setting are
the separate stress rules for nouns and verbs in English (Yang, 2016, p. 93). These
rules do not compete with each other because they have different scopes: the rules
for nouns only apply to nouns, the rules for verbs only apply to verbs.
In relation to the acquisition of rules, Yang states that a learner starts out
with finding the most general productive rule covering the entire set. Whenever
the learner fails to find such a productive rule, the learner tries to generalize on
the basis of subsets of the entire set, because according to Yang the learner is
always in search of productive rules. Yang calls this the principle of Maximize
Productivity (Yang, 2016, p. 74):
29 Here, the notion disjunctive must not be confused with the notion disjunctive pertaining
to rule-ordering as it is used in Chomsky & Halle 1968), and transferred to DM to regulate the competition between spell-out rules. Here, it is used in its logical sense, meaning
that the rules stand in a coordinate, rather than a subordinate (nested) relation.
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Maximize Productivity
Pursue rules that maximize productivity

For the learner of a set of disjunctive rules as in Figure 4.1b, this means that after
s/he fails to find a productive stress rule applicable to the entire set, s/he divides
the set into nouns and verbs and finds productive rules for each.
For the learner of a set of nested rules as in Figure 4.1a, it also might be the
case that, at first, no productive rule covering the entire set (R3) can be found.
After searching for productive rules among subsets of the entire set, a productive subrule R2 might be found. The items under the scope of such a productive
subrule R2 do not ‘weigh’ as exceptions to the more general rule R3, because,
since they do not need to be listed but are computed by rule, they do not delay
the computational process. Also, because they are computed by the rule R2,
they are not rule-following items of R3. Therefore, the items under the scope of
such a productive subrule R2 do not ‘weigh’ in the tolerance balance between
rule-following items and exceptions to rule R3. In this way, a productive subrule
such as R2 can influence the tolerance of rule R3.
The relevant question here, regarding the Frisian verbal system with its two
regular classes, is whether the learner is able to identify one productive elsewhere
rule covering the entire set, or whether he/she needs to divide the verbs into subgroups. In the case the learner divides the verbs into subgroups, the subsequent
question is how these subgroups are defined and whether they stand in a nested
or in a disjunctive relation. Before we get to this in section 3.3., there is a preliminary issue that requires our attention. We have to address productive subrules,
and the related issue already raised in Chapter 2 about the way the TP approach
and DM deal with stem alternation as a marking of past tense.
Productive subrules among strong and irregular verbs

Because items that are the product of productive subrules do not weigh as exceptions to a more general rule, productive subrules affect the productivity calculations of higher ordered rules. Therefore, in the case of Frisian verbs, it is also
relevant to see to which productive subrules the exceptions to the general rules
of class I and II might be subject. The exceptions to the Frisian class I and class
II rules are the strong and irregular verbs. As set out in more detail in Chapter
3, they differ from the regular verbs because most of them do not exhibit past
tense suffixes, and instead they often show stem alternations in the past tense.
In Chapter 3, we analyzed the Frisian strong and irregular verbs from a
Distributed Morphology perspective. We showed how the stem alternations in
the past tense are the effect of readjustment rules, and how the morpho-syntactic
feature past tense is spelled out by affixation rules. Although largely in line with
realizational models of morphology such as DM, Yang’s TP approach differs
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from DM when it comes to this distinction between primary rules that spell
out the morphosyntactic feature and readjustment rules, which only alter the
phonological structure of the stem.
This difference between DM as a model of morphological knowledge and
the TP approach as a model of morphological processing is also the subject of section 4 of Chapter 2. Here, it is of specific interest because we want to determine
to which productive subrules Frisian strong and irregular verbs might be subject,
and in order to do so, we of course need to determine what kind of rules actually
underlie the past tense forms of these strong and irregular verbs. Because this
depends on the theoretical perspective, we will shortly reiterate these contrasting
perspectives of the TP approach and Distributed Morphology, and compare them
with regard to the past tense forms of Frisian strong and irregular verbs.
DM: Primary and secondary marking
As a realizational model of morphology, Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz, 1993) assumes that it is syntax that provides morphosyntactic information
in the form of features such as ([past], [plural], [1st person], etc.). Spell-out rules
realize these features or feature bundles. For example, the feature [past] can be
spelled out in English by the rule in (4.4):
(4.4)

[past]



ed

/ ___

As explained in more detail in chapter 2, spell-out rules compete with each other
for spelling out a specific morphosyntactic feature, because a feature can only be
spelled out once by one spell-out rule.
Sometimes, a form exhibits two types of alternation, associated with the
same morphosyntactic feature. For example, some of our Frisian strong and irregular verbs show two form alternations in the past tense: affixation and stem
alternation. An example is the past tense form slepte of the verb sliepe ‘to sleep’: in
the past tense the stem changes and a suffix is attached. From a DM perspective,
on such ‘double marked’ forms, only one of these form alternations serves to
spell out the past tense feature. The other must be the result of something else.
DM therefore makes a distinction between primary and secondary marking.
Morpho-syntactic features are spelled out by rules of (primary) exponence. Any
other phonological changes are considered secondary. On double marked forms,
stem alternations are covered by secondary marking in the form of so-called
readjustment rules, which may alter the phonological form of the stem, but do
not realize any information of the morpho-syntactic structure. The past tense
feature is primarily spelled out by the primary affixation rule.
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The downside of making such a distinction between primary and secondary markings, however, is that –at least in the case of verbal inflection of
Germanic languages, where both stem alternation and affixation occur– one
excludes the possibility that stem alternations might spell-out morpho-syntactic
features, and as such might compete with affixation.
In the case of Frisian verbal inflection, the exceptions to the general past
tense rules are the strong and irregular verbs. Since most strong/irregular verbs
actually lack a past tense suffix, in most cases the spell-out rule applying to these
verbs is the rule in (4.5), which adds a null suffix:
(4.5)

[past]



Ø

/

{…}

The structural description of this rule might be a phonological condition of the
verb’s stem (if for example all verbs with a particular stem are strong or irregular
and get a null suffix), but when such a structural description is lacking, the rule
is simply applied to a fixed list of lexical items. The stem alternations are covered
by readjustment rules such as the one in (3.6), applying to Frisian verbs with a
stem in -id/-it such as ride (‘to ride’), ite (‘to eat’) or bite (‘to bite’). These verbs’
stems change into /iə/ in the past tense:
(4.6)

Readjustment rule

/iə/ / Y___
Rime
Where Y-rime = -id/-it

[+past]

These readjustment rules could be productive phonological rules themselves, but
this is irrelevant to the spell-out of past tense in Frisian, as they do not actually
compete with the primary affixation rules.
The TP approach: stem alternations as primary marking
The Tolerance Principle, as part of a processing model, does not make an explicit distinction between secondary and primary marking. It makes use of an
inductive learning model, which maps input forms to output forms, and as such
treats any form alternation as a possible spell-out rule. This means that it treats
both stem alternation and affixation as ways to spell out past tense. This has the
advantage that it enables competition between the two rules/ways for spelling
out past tense. The theoretical difficulty [within Yang’s approach] is that this way
it cannot differentiate between two types of marking on one verb, so that whenever a verb is doubly marked and displays both stem alternation and affixation,
this needs to be captured in one and the same rule. A spell-out rule of Frisian
strong/irregular verbs, then, must be formulated as a combination of a stem
alternation and a suffix (spelled out or not). In (4.7) an example is given of such
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a combinatory rule for the Frisian strong class I verbs with a stem in -id/-it, such
as ride (‘to ride’) and ite (‘to eat’). The rule combines (4.5) and (3.6) as it states
that in the past tense, these verbs get a stem in /iə/ and a null suffix, resulting in
ried (to ride.pst) and iet (to eat.pst).
(4.7)

[past]



Ø, Rime



iə

/

-id/-it [class I]

Again, the disadvantage of this approach is that this way there is no way of differentiating between suffixation and stem alternation. This disadvantage is also
recognized by Yang (2016, p. 44), and in his treatment of German plurals (2016,
p. 121) he actually does differentiate between the two: the stem alternations are
ignored and the analysis only focuses on the suffixes. However, we cannot have
it both ways and choosing to regard stem alternations as spell-out of past tense
or not has its consequences. When, as in (4.7), stem alternations can be part of
spell-out rules, they can serve as productive subrules. Verbs under the scope of
such rules do not form exceptions to a more general rule. The results below (3.3)
will illustrate that this can make all the difference regarding the productivity of
the past tense rule of class I.
4.3.2 Expectations & Methods
The main question this section serves to answer is whether rules underlying the
inflectional endings of Frisian class I and II verbs are productive, and whether
they are productive in a disjunctive setting or in a nested setting in which one of
them is the default. After describing the expectations and methods, the productivity of the rules will be assessed in both these settings (4.3.3).
Expectations

The inflectional rules we formulated in Chapter 3 are repeated below in Table
4.5. The rules spelling out agreement are class-overriding and apply to all verbs.
The rules that differ per class are the tense rules, together with the rule for the
class II thematic element in the present tense. The question whether the spell-out
rules underlying class I and class II verb forms are productive and whether one of
them is the default thus mainly concerns these class-specific rules.
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Table 4.5 Th
 ematic element, tense and agreement rules of regular/weak class I and class II verbs

Thematic element rule
 /e
/ [class II]
[-pst]
[-pst]
Ø
/ [class I]
Tense rules
e
/ [class II]
[+pst]
[+pst]
 te/de / [class I]
/ [class II]
[pst part]  e
[pst part]  t/d / [class I]
Agreement rules
 (e)n / [+pst]
[pl]
[pl]
e
/ [-pst]
 t/d / [-pst]
[3sg]
 st
/ ____
[2sg]
[sg]
Ø
/ ____

All present forms of class II get j/e
All present forms of class I get Ø
All past forms of class II get -e
All past forms of class I get -te/-de
All past participles of class II get -e
All past participles of class I get -t/-d
All plurals get -(e)n in the past tense
All plurals get -e in the present tense
All 3rd persons get -t/-d in the present tense
All 2nd persons get -st
All other singular persons get Ø

The fact that class membership is mainly lexical, combined with the fact that
novel verbs can get assigned to both classes, suggests that both class I and class
II ways of inflection are productive, but does not tell us anything about whether
one of them might serve as the default way of inflecting verbs in Frisian. The
data in section 2 do not tell us whether the rules of class I and II are ordered
disjunctively or nested, only that both seem to be productive. This leaves us with
two possible scenarios: There might be two disjunctive classes, each with their
own spell-out rules that are both productive (within their class), or there might
be one class providing the elsewhere rules for the inflection of all Frisian verbs,
with productive subrules for the other class nested within these elsewhere rules.
Methods

The tolerance of the rules in Table 4.5 needs to be calculated on the basis of an
input set. We constructed a hypothetical input including all 4892 unique simplex verbs from the most recent Frisian word list (Fryske Akademy, 2015), which
is based on the large dictionary (WFT) (Fryske Akademy, 1984-2011). In their
study on learning verbs, Albright & Hayes (2003, p. 132) point out that “a current
debate in the acquisition literature (Bybee, 1995; Clahsen et al., 1992; Marcus et
al., 1995) concerns whether prefixed forms of the same stem (e.g. do/redo/outdo)
should be counted separately for purposes of learning.” We assume, in line with
Albright & Hayes that to the learner, prefixed forms of the same stem are more
tokens of the same simplex verb, rather than completely different types. Therefore,
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prefixed and particle verbs were excluded from our list as types, but treated as
tokens of the simplex verbs, and as such included in their token frequencies30.
Ideally, the input should represent child-directed speech. Not only is there
no child-directed speech corpus for Frisian, there are also no large lemmatized
corpora available for Frisian (at the moment). Yang suggests in such cases constructing an input set out of the words with a minimum frequency of, by approximation, once per million words (2016, p. 71). Therefore, we used frequencies
from the corpus of spoken Dutch (CGN, Nederlandse Taalunie, 2004)31, a large
corpus of approximately 9 million tokens. For the singular forms, no individual
frequencies are available because the CGN did not distinguish between 1, 2, and
3 singular. Therefore, we based ourselves on verbs’ lemma frequencies, rather
than on the token frequencies of the individual verb forms. We will display the
results of input sets of several minimal frequency thresholds, in order to show
the effect of this selection criterium.
4.3.3 Results
Here we will give the results for the productivity calculations of the rules in Table 4.5, by mimicking the language learners’ search for productive rules in several steps. Following the processing model underlying the Tolerance Principle,
first, the learner in our model tries to identify the maximally general productive
rule; a default/elsewhere rule covering the entire set (step 1). Whenever s/he fails
to find such a rule, s/he will search for productive rules among subcategories of
the entire set (step 2). If no productive subrules are found, the learner may further subcategorize and look for productive subrules among smaller subcategories
(step 3).
Step 1: Searching for the maximally general productive rule

The learner of Frisian will start out by trying to identify productive elsewhere
rules realizing the thematic element and spelling out the tense and agreement
features covering the entire set of Frisian verbs. This section starts with the results of the rules spelling out the agreement features, followed by the rules for
past tense, the past participle, and the thematic element.
Agreement
First, let us see what happens when the learner of Frisian tries to identify productive rules spelling out the agreement features for the entire set of Frisian verbs.
30	In Chapter 7, a comparison will be made between the results of productivity calculations
based on an input set with only simplex verbs and an input set including prefixed and
particle verbs.
31	Frisian and Dutch verbal morphology are quite similar, see also the grammar by Popkema
(2006, p. 186-187) for comparisons.
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The rules in Table 4.6 apply to all verbs: regular, strong, and irregular verbs from
both classes.
Table 4.6 Rules spelling out the Agreement features

[pl]
[pl]
[3sg]
[2sg]
[sg]

 (e)n
e
 t/d
 st
Ø

/ [+pst]
/ [-pst]
/ [-pst]
/ ____
/ ____

All plurals get -(e)n in the past tense
All plurals get -e in the present tense
All 3rd persons get -t/-d in the present tense
All 2nd persons get -st
All other singular persons get Ø

Table 4.7 gives the results of the productivity calculations for the rules spelling
out agreement. As described above, the results are given for varying input sizes,
depending on the minimal token frequency of the verbs. The largest set contains
all verbs with a minimal token frequency of 0.1 per million words, the smallest
consists of all verbs with a minimal token frequency of 90 per million words.
The rules apply to all verbs from both classes, so the scope (N) of these rules
consistently is all verbs. One calculation suffices for all rules spelling out agreement (person and number), because they have the same rule following items and
exceptions (M): the same verbs have regular agreement suffixes (practically all
verbs) or do not at all (the highly irregular verb wêze (‘to be’)). The tolerance of
the rule (N/lnN) is the number of exceptions it can tolerate, which is calculated
by dividing N by the natural log of N (N/lnN). The righthand column expresses
the difference between the tolerance (the allowed number of exceptions) (N/
lnN) and the actual amount of exceptions (M). The agreement rules face only
one exception (the verb wêze), whereas their tolerance is much bigger. We can
safely conclude that they are therefore perfectly productive.
Table 4.7 Productivity results for the rules spelling out agreement features

Freq log10zipf 32 Freq pmw
N
N/lnN Exceptions M Difference
2>
> 0.1 pmw
2993
373.9
1
-372.9
3>
> 1 pmw
2035
267.1
1
-266.1
3.5>
> 3 pmw
1330
184.9
1
-183.9
4>
> 9 pmw
772
116.1
1
-115.1
4.5>
> 30 pmw
380
64.0
1
-63.0
5>
> 90 pmw
182
35.0
1
-34.0

32	This is the frequency per million words on a Zipf scale (Van Heuven et al., 2014)
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Past tense
The rules realizing past tense are more complex, because there are two rules, one
applying to each class:
Table 4.8 Rules spelling out the feature Past Tense

[+pst]
[+pst]

e

/ [class II]

 te/de / [class I]

All past forms of class II get -e
All past forms of class I get -te/-de

Over the entire set of verbs, the learner might find no productive tense rule at all,
or s/he might find one of these two rules to be productive. Either the rule typical
to class I is productive for the entire set, and verbs from class II are exceptions
(Figure 4.2), or the rule typical to class II is identified as a productive elsewhere
rule, and verbs from class I form the exceptions (Figure 4.3). Note that at this
point in the rule finding process, it is not clear yet whether or not these exceptions are the product of productive subrules themselves.

Class II verbs

[+PST]  ə
/ [classII]
[+PST]  tə/də / _____

[+PST] tə/də

Figure 4.2 Class I rule as the elsewhere rule for all Frisian verbs
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[+PST]  tə/də / [classI]
/ _____
[+PST]  ə

[+PST] ə

Figure 4.3 Class II rule as the elsewhere rule for all Frisian verbs

In order for one of these rules to be the productive elsewhere, they have to
face less than the tolerated number of exceptions. The scope (N) and tolerance
threshold (N/lnN) of the different input sets are of course the same as for the
rules spelling out agreement we discussed above. The rule typical to class I faces
strong and irregular class I verbs as exceptions, as well as all class II verbs. Vice
versa, the rule typical to class II faces strong and irregular class II verbs as exceptions, and all class I verbs.
The results are given in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 below, which are illustrated by the graph in Figure 4.4. Neither of the two classes has a past tense rule
which is suitable to function as the elsewhere rule. The number of exceptions
is given on the Y axis, the different input sets on the X axis. The dotted line
represents the tolerated number of exceptions for each input set, and the colored
lines represent the actual number of exceptions the rules of class I (orange) and
class II (blue) face. Even in the smallest input set, the rules do not come below
the dotted line representing the tolerance threshold.
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Class I & II Past tense - nested

Nr of exceptions

2500,0
N/lnN

2000,0

Class I

1500,0

Class II
1000,0
500,0
0,0

N most frequent verbs from 0.1 pmw to 90 pmw
Figure 4.4 T
 olerance and exceptions of the past tense rules of class I and II in a nested setting

It is clear that the verbs from both classes form way too many exceptions to each
other’s rules, and none of them is initially able to serve as a productive elsewhere
rule for all Frisian verbs.
Table 4.9 Productivity results Class I past tense rule as elsewhere rule: [+pst]  te/de

Exceptions
Freq
log10 Freq pmw N
N/lnN
Difference
str/irr all
Verbs
M
zipf
class I class II in -n
147
2211
7
2>
> 0.1 pmw 2993 373.9 2365
+1991
139
1405
7
+1284
3>
> 1 pmw 2035 267.1
1551
131
836
7
+789
3.5>
> 3 pmw 1330 184.9
974
119
415
7
+425
4>
> 9 pmw
772 116.1
541
86
181
7
+210
4.5>
> 30 pmw
380
64.0
274
60
71
7
+103
5>
> 90 pmw
182
35.0
138
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Table 4.10 Productivity results Class II past tense rule as elsewhere rule: [+pst]  e

Exceptions
Freq
log10 Freq pmw N
N/lnN
Difference
str/irr all
Verbs
M
zipf
class II class I in -n
11
775
7
2>
> 0.1 pmw 2993 373.9
793
+419
10
623
7
+373
3>
> 1 pmw 2035 267.1
640
10
487
7
+319
3.5>
> 3 pmw 1330 184.9
504
8
350
7
+249
4>
> 9 pmw
772 116.1
365
8
192
7
+143
4.5>
> 30 pmw
380
64.0
207
4
104
7
+80
5>
> 90 pmw
182
35.0
115

Past Participles
There are also two separate class-specific rules spelling out the feature past participle.
Table 4.11 Rules spelling out the feature Past Participle

[pst part] e / [class II]
[pst part] t/d / [class I]

All past participles of class II get -e
All past participles of class I get -t/-d

The same scenarios from Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 apply here. One of them
could serve as the elsewhere rule, having verbs from the other class as exceptions. However, not surprisingly, the calculations in Table 4.12 and Table 4.13
show that, again, verbs from both classes form way too many exceptions to each
other’s rules in order to be a productive elsewhere rule:
Table 4.12 Productivity results. Class I past participle: [pst ptcp]  t/d

Freq log10zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

Freq pmw
N
N/lnN Exceptions M Difference
> 0.1 pmw 2993 373.9
2337
+1963.1
> 1 pmw 2035 267.1
1523
+1255.9
> 3 pmw 1330 184.9
947
+762.1
> 9 pmw
772 116.1
514
+397.9
> 30 pmw
380
64.0
254
+190.0
> 90 pmw
182
35.0
120
+85.0
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Table 4.13 Productivity results. Class II past participle: [pst ptcp]  e

Freq log10zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

Freq pmw
N
N/lnN Exceptions M Difference
> 0.1 pmw 2993 373.9
792
+418.1
> 1 pmw 2035 267.1
639
+371.9
> 3 pmw 1330 184.9
503
+318.1
> 9 pmw
772 116.1
364
+247.9
> 30 pmw
380
64.0
206
+142.0
> 90 pmw
182
35.0
120
+85.0

Thematic element
The same holds for the rules realizing the thematic element. The thematic element j/e occurs in the present tense on all class II verbs: not only the weak verbs
but also the strong and irregular ones, belonging to this class. Class I verbs on
the other hand do not have an overt thematic element.
Table 4.14 Rules realizing the Thematic Element

[-pst] 
[-pst] 

j/e
Ø

/ [class II]
/ [class I]

All present forms of class II get j/e
All present forms of class I get Ø

Not surprisingly, these rules are also not able to reach a productive elsewhere
status, as is shown in Table 4.15 and Table 4.16. The verbs from class I easily
form too many exceptions to the class II rule, and the verbs from class II form
too many exceptions to the class I rule too.
Table 4.15 Productivity results. Class II thematic element as elsewhere rule: [-pst]  j/e

Freq log10zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

Freq pmw
N
N/lnN Exceptions M Difference
> 0.1 pmw 2993 373.9
782
+408.1
> 1 pmw 2035 267.1
630
+362.9
> 3 pmw 1330 184.9
494
+309.1
> 9 pmw
772 116.1
357
+240.9
> 30 pmw
380
64.0
199
+135.0
> 90 pmw
182
35.0
111
+76.0
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Table 4.16 Productivity results. Class I absence of thematic element as elsewhere rule: [-pst]  Ø

Freq log10zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

Freq pmw
N
N/lnN Exceptions M Difference
> 0.1 pmw 2993 373.9
2210
+1836.1
> 1 pmw 2035 267.1
1404
+1136.9
> 3 pmw 1330 184.9
835
+650.1
> 9 pmw
772 116.1
414
+297.9
> 30 pmw
380
64.0
180
+116.0
> 90 pmw
182
35.0
71
+36.0

Apparently, the learner cannot identify productive elsewhere rules over the entire
set of Frisian verbs, other than the rules spelling out the Agreement features. For the
class-specific rules spelling out the past tense and past participle features, and for
the rules realizing the class-specific thematic element, the learner must look further.
Step 2: Maximize productivity and subcategorize

As the learner cannot identify a productive rule covering the entire set of Frisian
verbs for the past tense, the past participle, and the thematic element, following the principle of maximize productivity (Yang, 2016, p. 74), the learner will
start to seek for productive rules among subsets of the entire set. An obvious
candidate for such a division lies in the distinction between class I verbs and
class II verbs. Because there are no formal grounds that determine class membership, (apart from the generalization that verbs ending in a schwa and a sonorant
are class II verbs), class membership is mainly lexical and the categorization of
verbs into verbs from class I and class II is based on verbs’ class feature which is
on the root (see Chapter 3 for our theoretical analysis of the thematic element
on Frisian verbs). As we argued in section 2, it is most likely that in the case of
Frisian-learning children, acquisition of a verb’s class precedes the acquisition of
the verbal inflection rules. When the learner is able to divide all Frisian verbs
into these two subsets, the rules are limited in scope to verbs of their own class.
As such, they are disjunctive and verbs from the other class form no exceptions.
Past tense
After this subcategorization, the past tense rules only apply to verbs from their
own class. However, they still face exceptions in the form of the strong/irregular
verbs of their own class, which lack an overt past tense suffix. Table 4.17 shows
that in this subcategorized setting too, the rule for class I does not reach a productive status because there are simply too many strong and irregular class I
verbs. In the largest input set it faces 147 exceptions where it can only tolerate
116. In the smallest set the number of exceptions decreased to 60, but this is still
too many compared to the tolerated amount of 22.
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Table 4.17 Productivity results. Class specific past tense rule [+pst]  te/de / [class I]

Freq log10zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

Freq pmw
N
N/lnN Exceptions M Difference
> 0.1 pmw
775 116.5
147
+31
> 1 pmw
623
96.8
139
+42
> 3 pmw
487
78.7
131
+52
> 9 pmw
350
59.7
119
+59
> 30 pmw
192
36.5
86
+49
> 90 pmw
104
22.4
60
+38

The past tense rule for class II, on the other hand, easily reaches the threshold
for productivity because there are only a few (ranging from 11 to 4, depending
on the size of the input set) strong/irregular class II verbs forming exceptions
to this rule. The results in Table 4.18 show that in all input sets the amount of
exceptions is far below the tolerated threshold:
Table 4.18 Productivity results. Class specific past tense rule [+pst]  e/ [class II]

Freq log10zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

Freq pmw
N
N/lnN Exceptions M Difference
> 0.1 pmw
2211 287.1
11
-276
> 1 pmw 1405 193.9
10
-184
> 3 pmw
836 124.2
10
-114
> 9 pmw
415
68.8
8
-61
> 30 pmw
181
34.8
8
-27
> 90 pmw
71
16.7
4
-13

Past participles
For the past participles, the situation is similar to that of the past tense. The rule
for class I past participles is not productive, although the numbers are not far
from the threshold. In the largest input set, the rule faces around 4 exceptions
too many. In the smaller input sets, however, the difference is bigger.
Table 4.19 Productivity results. Class I past participle: [pst ptcp]  t/d / [class I]

Freq log10zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

Freq pmw
N
N/lnN Exceptions M Difference
> 0.1 pmw
775 116.5
121
+4.5
> 1 pmw
623
96.8
113
+16.2
> 3 pmw
487
78.7
106
+27.3
> 9 pmw
350
59.7
94
+34.3
> 30 pmw
192
36.5
68
+31.5
> 90 pmw
104
22.4
44
+21.6
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In Table 4.20 it is shown that the rule for class II past participles easily reaches a
productive status in all input sets, as it constantly only faces 9 exceptions.
Table 4.20 Productivity results. Class II past participle: [pst ptcp]  e / [class II]

Freq log10zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

Freq pmw
N
N/lnN Exceptions M Difference
> 0.1 pmw
2211 287.1
9
-278.1
> 1 pmw 1405 193.9
9
-184.9
> 3 pmw
836 124.2
9
-115.2
> 9 pmw
415
68.8
9
-59.8
> 30 pmw
181
34.8
9
-25.8
> 90 pmw
71
16.7
9
-7.7

Thematic element
The rules regulating the distribution of the thematic element -j/e are easily productive in a subcategorized setting, since they apply successfully to all verbs in
their scope and face no exceptions at all: Strong and irregular verbs do not form
exceptions to these rules, because, as far as the thematic element is concerned,
they conform to the same pattern.
Conclusively, subcategorizing the Frisian verbs into class I and class II verbs and
searching for productive rules within these sets leads the learner to find productive thematic element rules for both classes, and productive past tense and the
past participle rules for class II verbs. The learner is not able to identify productive past tense and past participle rules for the class I verbs.
Step 3: Subcategorize again

The situation sketched above, in which the learner is not able to find productive past tense and past participle rules for class I, leads him or her to search for
productive subrules among the class I verbs, again following the principle of
maximize productivity.
The learner needs to search for productive subrules among the exceptions
to the past tense rules of class I, which are the strong and irregular class I verbs.
These verbs do not exhibit a past tense suffix, but several verbs display the same
stem alternation pattern. When following the DM approach, and making a
distinction between primary and secondary marking, the only spell-out rule
amongst these verbs is the one in (4.5), repeated below, which adds a null suffix:
(4.5)

[past]



Ø

/

[…]
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This rule is per definition not productive, but morpholexical, because it cannot
be learned to which items the rule applies, as it does not apply to a uniform
group of verbs. The items under its scope cannot be defined by the same structural description.
If, following the Tolerance Principle approach, the stem alternations of
strong and irregular verbs were to be considered primary ways of spelling out
past tense (as explained in 3.1 and also in section 4 of Chapter 2), some of them
might form productive subrules such as the one in (4.7), repeated below, that
applies to verbs such as ride (‘to ride’). Recall that in such a rule, the stem alternation is combined with the affixation rule, in this case a null suffix:
(4.7)

[past]



Ø, Rime  iə

/

-id/-it [class I]

Items in the scope of such productive subrules would no longer form exceptions to
the tense rules of class I. This might then lead to productive class I rules, after all.
We tested this for the past tense rule of class I and the past participle rule
of class I. First, we listed all stem alternation patterns, then we calculated their
productivity using the Tolerance Principle, after which we excluded the items in
the scope of a productive subrule from calculations of the past tense and the past
participle rules of class I.
Past tense & productive subrules class I
First, the alternation patterns of the past tense of Frisian strong and irregular
verbs were analyzed, resulting in several possibly productive subrules. Among
the almost 200 strong and irregular verbs, circa 30 stem alternation patterns33
can be discerned for the past tense. Again, productivity calculations were based
on input sets of different minimal frequencies per million words (pmw hereafter).
Table 4.21 shows the stem alternation patterns based on the input set with a
minimal frequency of 1 pmw. In this set, 18 of the patterns are actually productive and almost half of the 180 strong and irregular verbs that have a frequency
higher than 1 pmw are subject to one of those productive subrules. The second
column gives the rime in the present tense/infinitive followed by the rime in the
past tense. Whenever the verbs also display a past tense suffix, this is mentioned in
the third column. The patterns that are marked blue are productive in this set of
>1 pmw. The patterns in italics are the ones applying to the so-called Wechselflexion verbs (see Chapter 3, section 2.2). These are verbs that show stem alternations
in both the past and present tense. As the same stem alternations also affect forms
in the present tense, they are not reserved to the past tense. Therefore, it is not sure
whether these stem alternations are (part of) a subrule that spells out past tense.
33	By which we mean a pattern that is followed by >1 verb.
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Table 4.21 P
 roductivity results. Subrules among the past tense forms of strong and irregular
verbs (input set, Freq > 1 pmw) 34

Class

Rime prs
aag
ek
er
êz
i+nasaal
iuw

I

II

pst

oe
ie
u
ie
o
eau

Suffix N N/lnN Exceptions
Difference
M
4
2.9
1
-1.9
8
3.8
1
-2.8
4
2.9
1
-1.9
3
2.7
1
-1.7
23
7.3
7
-0.3
8
3.8
0
-3.8

iz

ei

3

2.7

0

-2.7

jer
jo+nasaal
op
û?e plosief (p en k)
yd/yt
yk
yp
el

oa
o
ô
oe
ie
ie
ie
o

2
2
2
9
11
4
2
13

2.9
2.9
2.9
4.1
4.6
2.9
2.9
5.1

0
0
0
2
0
0
0
8

-2.9
-2.9
-2.9
-2.1
-4.6
-2.9
-2.9
+2.9

ied

aat

te/de 11

4.6

9

+4.4

ied

ea

11

4.6

9

+4.4

ied

et

te/de 11

4.6

8

+3.4

in
ink/ing
it
jit
yn

û
och
ie
gea
û

8
16
12
6
10

3.8
5.8
4.8
3.3
4.3

5
14
10
4
6

+1.2
+8.2
+5.2
+0.7
+1.7

ei
eits
eits

aag
ak
ek

3
5
5

2.7
3.1
3.1

0
3
3

-2.7
-0.1
-0.1

4
7

2.9
3.6

2
5

-0.9
+1.4

ink/ing
i+nasaal
-n
verbs

Rime

o
o

e
e
e

ean

ie

2

2.9

0

-2.9

jen

each

2

2.9

0

-2.9

34	In the cases of a scope N of 3 or 4 items, calculating the Tolerance leads to an allowed
number of exceptions of almost 3. In these cases, we made an educated guess and only
considered the rule productive when there were just as many or more rule following
items than there were exceptions.
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Before we proceed, a technical note is in order about how to look at stem alternations in relation to primary and secondary marking. As described in 3.1
and 2.4, the way the Tolerance Principle approach considers stem alternations
implies that one makes no theoretical difference between primary and secondary marking. Without the primary and secondary marking distinction, the exceptions (M) to the past tense rules are determined slightly differently. In our
earlier calculations we consistently considered all items not displaying the past
tense suffix of their class to be exceptions. However, as mentioned in Chapter
3, Frisian exhibits some double marked past tense forms as well, which display
both a stem alternation and a suffix. Without the distinction between primary
and secondary marking, all such double marked forms are exceptions to the past
tense affixation rules, including those with the correct suffix, because there is no
way to differentiate between a stem alternation and a suffix on the same form.
An example is the verb sliepe (‘to sleep’), past tense slepte, with a regular class I
past tense suffix and a stem alternation. Before, we considered slepte to be a rule
following item because it displays the regular past tense suffix -te. Now, we have
to consider it an exception when we adopt the perspective of the Tolerance Principle approach and do not differentiate between primary and secondary marking, because instead of the affixation rule, it is under the scope of a combinatory
rule of the kind in (4.7). There are around 13 of such verbs, which now count as
exceptions.
Table 4.22 shows the results of productivity calculations of the past tense
rule of class I after excluding verbs that are subject to productive subrules (in
the table referred to as “M Yang - productive subrules”). The numbers show that
when these verbs are excluded from the calculations, the number of exceptions
does not exceed the tolerance of the rule and is able to reach a productive status
in the largest input sets: those with minimal fpmw’s of 0,1 and 1:
Table 4.22
		

Freq
log10zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

Productivity results. Excluding productive subrules.
Class specific past tense rule [+pst]  te/de / [class I]

Freq pmw
> 0.1 pmw
> 1 pmw
> 3 pmw
> 9 pmw
> 30 pmw
> 90 pmw

N
715
551
417
287
154
82

Exceptions
N/lnN M Yang
Difference
- productive subrules
108.8
100
-8.8
87.3
80
-7.3
69.1
74
+4.9
50.7
68
+17.3
30.6
54
+23.4
18.6
42
+23.4
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Past participle & productive subrules class I
For the past participles, the calculations differ from our earlier analysis as well.
Before, the exceptions to the regular past participle rules were the strong/irregular verbs that do not exhibit the regular past participle suffix of their class (-e
for class II, -t/-d for class I). Instead, these verbs exhibit the past participle suffix
-(e)n. However, when the distinction between primary and secondary marking
is lifted, verbs with the regular past participle suffix but also showing a stem
alternation form exceptions as well. There are around 20 of these verbs that now
form exceptions. Among all these exceptions, however, there might be productive subrules. In Table 4.23, the patterns among the past participles that occur
at least 1 pmw are given, together with the results of their productivity measurement. Out of the 27 patterns, 16 are productive.
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Table 4.23 Productivity results. Subrules among the past participles of strong and irregular verbs
(input set, Freq > 1 pmw)35

Class

I

II

N

Rime prs
aag
ek
er
êz
i+nasaal
iuw
iz
jer
jo+nasaal
yk
ink/ing
û pl e
yd/yt
el
ied
ied
ied
in
yn
ink/ing
aa fric e
ei
eits
eits
ink/ing
er
ean

Rime
past
oe
u
u

Suffix N N/lnN

o
aa
e
ea
û
û
o
oe
aa
a
e
o
u

en
en
en
en
en
n
t/d
n
en
t/d
en
t/d
en
en
t/d
t/d
n
n
n
t/d
en
e
e
e
en
en

4
8
4
3
23
8
3
2
2
4
16
9
11
13
11
11
11
8
10
16
11
3
5
5
4
10

2.9
3.8
2.9
2.7
7.3
3.8
2.7
2.9
2.9
2.9
5.8
4.1
4.6
5.1
4.6
4.6
4.6
3.8
4.3
5.8
4.6
2.7
3.1
3.1
2.9
4.3

o

en

7

3.6

o
eau
ei
oa
o
o

Exceptions
Difference
M
1
-1.9
1
-2.8
1
-1.9
1
-1.7
7
-0.3
0
-3.8
0
-2.7
0
-2.9
0
-2.9
2
-0.9
3
-2.8
3
-1.1
0
-4.6
8
+2.9
8
+3.4
5
+0.4
9
+4.4
4
+0.2
6
+1.7
14
+8.2
7
+2.4
0
-2.7
3
-0.1
3
-0.1
2
-0.9
8
+3.7
5
+1.4

35	Again, in the cases of a scope N of 3 or 4 items, calculating the Tolerance leads to an allowed number of exceptions of almost 3. In these cases, we made an educated guess and
only considered the rule productive when there were just as many or more rule following
items than there were exceptions.
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When the verbs that are subject to one of these productive subrules are not
included in the calculations, the past participle rule of class I no longer has
difficulty reaching a productive status, as the calculations in Table 4.24 show.
It only faces too many exceptions in the input sets based on verbs with a fpmw
higher than 30.
Table 4.24 Productivity results. Excluding productive subrules.
Class I past participle: [pst ptcp]  t/d / [class I]

Freq
log10zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

Freq pmw
> 0.1 pmw
> 1 pmw
> 3 pmw
> 9 pmw
> 30 pmw
> 90 pmw

N
701
553
416
285
149
78

Exceptions
N/lnN M Yang
Difference
- productive subrules
107.0
67
-40.0
87.6
63
-24.6
69.0
55
-14.0
50.4
48
-2.4
29.8
38
+8.2
17.9
29
+11.1

We can conclude that the learner starts to search for productive subrules among
the class I verbs and finds them, resulting in productive past tense and past
participle rules for class I after all.
Rule ordering: nested or disjunctive

The subsequent question is how the learner would order the class I and class
II rules: in a nested or a disjunctive setting? We will argue that in this specific
case this is hard to determine, because there are only two categories: class I and
class II. First, we can establish that the calculations given for the rules of both
classes in the steps above hold for both scenarios, because the scopes of the rules
are the same in both scenarios. In a disjunctive setting, visualized in Figure 4.5,
both rules are class-specific, and so the calculations are based on class-specific
scopes: all class I verbs and all class II verbs, respectively. In this setting, there
are productive rules for class II and productive rules for class I, with productive
subrules nested within the rules for class I36.

36	We also found productive subrules among the strong and irregular verbs belonging to
class II and to the class of verbs in -n, but as class II rules are already productive we did
not recalculate its productivity minus these verbs.
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Productive
subrules
class I

[+PST] ə/ [class II]

[+PST] tə/də / [class I]

Figure 4.5 Scenario B - Disjunctive classes with nested subrules

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, repeated below, visualize the two possible nested
settings, in which the learner concludes that one of the class-specific past tense
rules is the elsewhere rule, with a nested productive subrule that only applies to
verbs of the other class:

Class II verbs

[+PST]  ə
/ [classII]
[+PST]  tə/də / _____

[+PST] tə/də

Figure 4.2 Class I rule as the elsewhere rule for all Frisian verbs
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[+PST]  tə/də / [classI]
/ _____
[+PST]  ə

[+PST] ə

Figure 4.3 Class II rule as the elsewhere rule for all Frisian verbs

In such a nested setting, the scope of the nested rule is class-specific and the
scope of the elsewhere rule is, obviously, unspecified, apart from the fact that
it applies to verbs. Because nested subrules are not included in the calculations,
this unspecified elsewhere boils down to all verbs that do not belong to the class
of the subrule. In the case of Frisian’s two classes, this of course comes down
to all verbs from the other class. Therefore, in a nested setting, the situation for
Frisian is not much different from the disjunctive setting, in the sense that the
calculations for both rules are based on class-specific scopes.
4.3.3 Discussion
We cannot say on the basis of which information the learner would choose to
order the rules in a disjunctive or nested fashion. A possible argument in favor of
the scenario in which class I provides the elsewhere rules, and the class II rules are
nested within, is that in terms of class membership, class II is overtly marked with
a thematic element j/e . It might be the case that class II verbs have a feature [class
II], and all other verbs are specified by the absence of this feature [-class II], rather
than being specified by a feature [class I] themselves. This could be reflected in
the class-specific rules, in the sense that the rules for class II would be explicitly
class-specific, and the rules for class I would be unspecified elsewhere rules, by
the lack of an explicit feature ‘class I’. All in all, this is hard to determine, due to
the fact that this is a theoretical difference which in the case of Frisian does not
differ in practice, because the context ‘elsewhere’ equals the opposite class. In the
case of only two groups, the difference between nested and disjunctive might in
fact be a seeming contradiction, because the two scenarios do not make different
predictions when it comes to the consequences of shifts in the rules’ productivity. In both settings, verbs are placed under the scope of the opposite rule when
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the productivity of the rule of their own class collapses: In a case where the rules
would be ordered disjunctively, and the productivity of one of them would collapse, this would lead the new language learner to a nested setting, in which the
verbs that are no longer under the scope of a productive rule form exceptions to
the productive rules from the other class.
As for the theoretical approach, the calculations of especially class I illustrate how several factors may influence the productivity calculations. First, the
choice of the Tolerance Principle approach not to make an a priori distinction
between primary and secondary exponents leaves room for stem alternations to
serve as productive subrules. A crucial decision, as this can lower the number of
exceptions up to the point that the rule can become productive. Second, the results also expose a strength of the TP approach, namely its sensitivity to the input
size: The outcome of the productivity calculations depends on the design of the
input set to a large extent. The input set should represent the effective vocabulary
of the language learner. What constitutes the effective vocabulary is a research
question in itself. The results show different outcomes for different input sets
regarding frequency. The vocabulary size grows with the age of the learner, so an
interesting question is up to what age the learner has access to this productivity
measurement and to what extent he or she rearranges or modifies the acquired
rules. The strength of this aspect of the TP approach is that it might resemble the
same sensitivity to the input of language learners. That way, the TP approach is
able to account for variation among language learners.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter started with concluding that Frisian exhibits two regular verb
classes and that there is no clear indication on how verbs get assigned a feature
class. The distribution of verbs among the classes showed that, apart from the
phonological generalization that verbs ending in a schwa and a sonorant belong
to class II, class membership is largely random and needs to be listed per verb.
We argued that it is most likely that Frisian-learning children ascribe the class
feature to verbs based on the class I and class II infinitives they encounter. The
fact that class membership is mainly lexical also raises the question how novel
verbs get assigned a class, as it is not clear whether one of them is the elsewhere
class, and only verbs of class II are marked, or whether verbs from both classes
are marked. This also leads to the question how learners inflect verbs from both
classes and whether one of the two classes provides the default way of inflecting
Frisian verbs or not.
The distribution of verbs over the classes indicates that there is no default
class, and that the rules of both classes might be productive. In order to find
out whether the rules of both classes are indeed productive and whether one
of the rules forms the default way of inflecting Frisian verbs, we assessed their
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 roductivity along the lines of the Tolerance Principle approach. These rules
p
concerned the class-overriding agreement rules, class-specific thematic element
rules, and class-specific past tense and past participle rules as we formulated
them in Chapter 2. The results showed that the rules spelling out the agreement
features are productive for all Frisian verbs, but none of the class-specific rules
(past tense, past participle, and thematic element) is initially able to serve as a
default for all Frisian verbs. This leads the learner to subcategorize the Frisian
verbs into two sets separating class I verbs and class II verbs. The results of these
class-specific calculations showed that the rules for class II easily reach a productive status, but the ones for class I still do not.
We hypothesized how the search for productive rules will proceed from
that point onwards, and sketched how the lack of a productive rule for class I
leads to a further search for productive subrules within this class. This is where
the analysis touches upon the theoretical difference between the Tolerance
Principle approach and realizational theories of morphology such as DM, as
discussed in Chapter 2 (section 5). This difference concerns how these theories
deal differently with primary and secondary marking. Our analysis showed that
when, following the Tolerance Principle approach, this distinction is lifted and
stem alternations are treated as spelling out past tense, there are productive (stem
alternation) rules among the strong and irregular verbs. These subrules, in turn,
influence the productivity calculations of the past tense rules of class I, resulting
in productive rules for class I.
The results thus show that the rules underlying both classes are productive.
However, the results are inconclusive as to whether the learner of Frisian orders
these rules in a nested or in a disjunctive fashion. Therefore, it cannot be decided
whether one of the classes provides the default way of inflecting Frisian verbs. In
a disjunctive setting, the rules only apply to verbs of their own class and they do
not compete. In a nested setting, one of them serves as the elsewhere rule for all
Frisian verbs, and the other is nested within and only applies to verbs of a specific
class. We argued that in the case of Frisian, with its two classes, this cannot be
decided because the difference between nested and disjunctive might actually
be a seeming contradiction. When there are only two classes, and one class is
singled out in a subrule, ‘elsewhere’ automatically equals the opposite class.
In conclusion, our analysis showed that in both settings the rules underlying both classes are productive, and that it is impossible to tell whether the rules
belonging to one class serve as the elsewhere rules.
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5	Stability or shift under Dutch
influence
5.1 Introduction

As discussed in the preceding chapters, unlike Dutch, which has only one regular class, Frisian has two regular verb classes. Frisian class I verbs are similar to
Dutch, as they display the same dental suffix in the past tense. In Table 5.1, the
paradigms of Frisian class I and class II verbs are given, together with the paradigm of Dutch regular verbs.
Table 5.1 Paradigms of Frisian class I verb bakke [bakə] ‘to bake’, class II verb wurkje [vørkjə],
and Dutch verb bakken [bɑkən] ‘to bake’

Person/Nr

prs

pst

1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl

Class I

Class II

bakke (‘to bake’)

wurkje (‘to work’)

Dutch
bakken (‘to bake’)

bak
bak-st
bak-t
bak-e
bak-te
bak-test
bak-te
bak-ten37

wurk-je
wurk-est
wurk-et
wurk-je
wurk-e
wurk-est
wurk-e
wurk-en

bak
bak-t
bak-t
bak-en
bak-te
bak-te
bak-te
bak-ten

Which Frisian verbs belong to class I and which ones belong to class II is primarily a lexical matter (see Chapter 4) as it is not bound by morphological or phonological generalizations, apart from the one that verbs ending in a schwa and a
sonorant tend to be class II verbs. Our analyses in Chapters 3 and 4 showed that
neither of the two classes seems to serve as the default class. Instead, both classes
are the product of productive rules. Class is a feature of the root, which conditions
the realization of class-specific productive rules. This analysis predicts that a verb
only ‘shifts’ classes due to the root getting assigned the wrong/other class feature.
The resemblance of class I inflections to Dutch regular inflections raises the
question whether this might have an influence on the class assignment of Frisian
verbs. As the majority language in Fryslân, and the second language of all L1speakers of Frisian, Dutch might exert pressure on Frisian (see also Chapter 2
for more information on the sociolinguistic, bilingual situation). Several studies indeed have suggested class II verbs tend to switch to the more Dutch-like
37	Note that the final -n in Frisian is often syllabic, and in those cases, the preceding schwa
is not pronounced.
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paradigm of class I verbs (Breuker, 1979, 1984; Feitsma, 1982; De Haan, 1990;
De Haan, 1997; Hoekstra, 1993). And although these studies differ both in their
conclusions as well as in their analyses as to why such a change would occur (see
section 5.2), there is one thing they all agree on: this process is influenced by
the similarity to Dutch. In the case of verbs crossing over from class II to class I,
class II verbs with stems phonologically similar to their Dutch counterparts are
assumed to be more likely to cross over to class I than verbs that do not resemble
their Dutch counterparts.
The major aim of this chapter is to establish whether class II verbs are indeed shifting to class I. It turns out that there is little or no data to back this up
(section 5.2), and therefore we conducted an online questionnaire, of which the
methods and results are presented in section 5.3. The results show that, overall,
class II verbs are quite stable. The results do show inflection class shifts, but
mainly on the level of individual participants. These shifts do indeed seem to
be influenced by their similarity to Dutch: the class II verbs that are inflected as
class I least, tend to be verbs that are not similar to Dutch.

5.2 Class shifts and the influence of Dutch

As mentioned above, several studies have suggested that class II verbs have a
tendency to switch to the paradigm of class I verbs, under the influence of Dutch
(Breuker, 1979, 1984; Feitsma, 1982; De Haan, 1990, 1997; Hoekstra, 1993).
However, these studies do not agree on how and why this would happen, and
this section serves to present these different perspectives and opinions.
5.2.1 Debate: Borrowing from Dutch or shifting to class I
In a discussion on whether Frisian is borrowing bound morphemes from Dutch,
Breuker (1979, 1984) and Feitsma (1982) widely discuss Breukers observation
that the inflection of class II verbs is changing towards Dutch. Breuker argues
that this is the result of borrowing bound morphemes from Dutch. He sees
evidence in the fact that, according to him, it happens most often to verbs with
stems that are phonologically nearly identical to Dutch, such as the verb folgje
(Dutch volgen, ‘to follow’):
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Table 5.2 ID verbs: Verbs with stems phonologically identical to Dutch

Frisian: folg-je, [folgjə]
Dutch: volg-en, [volgən]
‘to follow’
Class II

Class I

folg-je
to follow-inf.classII



folg-e
to follow-inf.classI

We will refer to these cognate verbs in Frisian and Dutch as ID verbs (where ID
stands for identical because they are largely identical phonologically). According
to Feitsma (1982), the fact that it happens to verbs with stems identical to Dutch
does not support the interpretation of borrowing bound morphemes. She argues
that it is much more likely that the whole verb is borrowed from Dutch. Of course,
the problem is that in the case of cognates in Frisian and Dutch, such as folgje, we
cannot tell whether the whole verb or only the bound morpheme is borrowed from
Dutch. Feitsma therefore turns to verbs with stems that differ slightly more from
their Dutch counterparts. According to her, such verbs may cross over to class I as
well, and might also get a stem similar to Dutch, as in (a) in Table 5.3. We will refer
to this as SIM verbs: verbs with stems similar to, but not fully identical to Dutch.
Table 5.3 SIM verbs: Verbs with stems similar to, but not identical to Dutch

Frisian: waarm-je, [va:rm-jə]
Dutch: warm-en, [ʋɑrm-ən]
‘to warm’
Class II
waarm-je
[va:rm-jə]
to warm-inf.classII



(a)



(b)

Class I
warm-e
[varm-ə]
to warm-inf.classI
Class I
waarm-e
[va:rm-ə]
to warm-inf.classI

If, as in Table 5.3 (a), the class II verb waarmje [varmjǝ] (Dutch warmen, ‘to
warm’), would change to warme [varmǝ], the ending changes from -je to -e,
and the stem vowel shortens from [a:] to [a]. This makes it more likely that the
whole verb is borrowed from Dutch. Feitsma is not explicit on what her analysis
would be if [va:rmjə] were to change into [va:rm-ə], as in Table 5.3 (b). However,
whether verbs such as [va:rm-jə] shift towards class I and whether they change
into (a) [varm-ə] or (b) [va:rm-ə] has not been tested by Feitsma.
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In an article on contact-induced changes in Frisian, De Haan (1997) discusses a third category of verbs, namely verbs that differ even more from Dutch.
We will refer to these verbs as DIF verbs. These Frisian verbs are sometimes,
through borrowing, replaced by their Dutch counterpart as in (a) in Table 5.4.
In the literature, we found no evidence or reports for a variant with a Frisian
stem and a Dutch-like infinitive ending, such as *lib-e in (b).
Table 5.4 DIF verbs: Verbs with stems more different from Dutch

Frisian: lib-je, [lɪbjə]
Dutch: lev-en, [le:vən]
‘to live’
Class II
lib-je
to live-inf.classII



(a)



(b)

Class I
lev-e
to live-inf.classI
Class I
*lib-e
to live-inf.classI

Whereas Feitsma regards the shifts from class II to class I of all three categories
(ID, SIM & DIF) as instances of borrowing the whole verb from Dutch, De
Haan distinguishes a second process. When it is directly visible that a Frisian
stem is replaced by a Dutch stem, this is borrowing, but whenever this is not
directly visible, such as with the ID verbs in Table 5.2, De Haan considers it
a language internal development in which class II infinitives change to class I
infinitives, under the influence of Dutch. According to him the “Frisian-Dutch
bilingual has a tendency to assign verbs to the ‘wrong’ verb class, a verb class that
is in its infinitival form closer to Dutch than the alternative class” (1997, p. 71).
Summarized, when a class II verb becomes a class I verb, several explanations are given. DIF verbs are different from Dutch (libje, Table 5.4) and can be
replaced by the Dutch verb. So when libje becomes leve, this is clearly the result
of borrowing. ID verbs (with stems identical to Dutch ( folgje, Table 5.2)) are the
result of either A) a language internal shift to another class (De Haan, 1997)
under the influence of Dutch; or B) of borrowing the whole verb from Dutch
(Feitsma, 1982); or C) of borrowing the bound morpheme from Dutch (Breuker,
1979, 1984). SIM verbs (waarmje, Table 5.3) can either switch from class II to
class I and retain the same stem –which would be a case of either A) a language
internal shift or B) borrowing the bound morpheme from Dutch– or they can be
subject to borrowing when they get replaced by the Dutch verb.
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5.2.2 Observations in earlier scholarship
In section 2 of Chapter 4, we discuss several claims made in the literature on
which verbs tend to belong to which class. Here, we discuss results from empirical studies regarding Frisian verbs shifting classes.
Class II verbs in empirical studies

Hoekstra (1993) conducts a questionnaire in which he includes the three different categories of class II verbs, in order to investigate which class II verbs are
affected and which are resistant to a change to class I. He includes three ID verbs
((nearly) identical to Dutch), one SIM verb (similar to Dutch), and two irregular
DIF verbs that have no cognates in Dutch. Although it was a small questionnaire
consisting of the paradigms of six verbs, which was only filled in by 40 12-14
year-old participants, the results may shed some light on the matter.
Table 5.5 Category 1 and 2 verbs in Hoekstra (1993)

ID-verbs:
(nearly) Identical to Dutch

folgje [folgjə] (Dutch volgen, ‘to follow’)
fervje [fɛrvjə] (Dutch verven, ‘to paint’)
hoopje [ho:pjə] (Dutch hopen, ‘to hope’)

SIM-verbs:
Similar to Dutch

fiskje [fɪskjə] (Dutch vissen, ‘to fish’)

Hoekstra’s study shows different behavior of category 1 verbs ( folgje, fervje, and
hoopje), in the sense that they get inflected as class I verbs more often than the
other verbs in the test. In the past tense, the three category 1 verbs get inflected
with the class I suffix -te/-de more often than the category 2 verb ( fiskje). So
participants respond with forms such as folgde, verfde, or hoopte more often than
with fis(k)te. In the present tense, the class II verbs are only inflected as class I
verbs in the case of finite singular forms. So they do not lose their typical class
II thematic element in the case of the plural forms or the infinitive. It would be
interesting to find out whether participants in Hoekstra’s study also replaced
the stem fisk of fiskje by the Dutch stem vis, which lacks the k. This is even more
interesting because the stem final k phonetically does not combine easily with
the dental suffix -te/-de . Unfortunately, it does not become clear from Hoekstra’s
article whether participants replace the Frisian stem fisk by the Dutch stem vis.
Jongkind & Van Reenen (2006) studied several verb forms of 31 weak,
strong, and irregular verbs belonging to class II that were elicited in the Morphological Atlas of Dutch Dialects (MAND) (Goeman et al., 1980). This is a
dialect survey dating back to the late 1980’s, in which so-called NORM (Nonmobile, Older, Rural, Male) dialect speakers of various towns and villages were
recorded. These NORM participants are considered very proficient in their local
dialect. Jongkind & Van Reenen conclude that the MAND data do not support
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the results from Hoekstra’s (1993) questionnaire that phonological resemblance
to Dutch is a threat to class II verbs. However, they do observe that verbs with
stems ending in -g such as sûgje (‘to suck’) are often inflected as class I verbs.
According to the authors “the sequence /gj / is often realized as [ɣj]”, with a less
distinctive /j/, with the effect that “speakers are insecure about whether this concerns a class I verb”. Another tendency mentioned by Jongkind & Van Reenen
(which is not based on their own data), is that verbs with a stem ending in -ear
[ɪ.ər] tend to be class II verbs (-earje). As discussed in Chapter 4, this generalization does not hold completely true because although the dictionary indeed lists
most -ear verbs as class II (i.e. -earje), it also notes that for all -ear verbs, the class
I alternative -eare is an accepted alternative (Duijff et al., 2008).
We studied the regular weak class II verbs from the MAND ourselves as
well. Results can be found in Appendix A; we will only briefly mention our main
findings here. Overall, the data indeed testify to a consistent application of weak
class II morphology to the verbs that are traditionally considered to belong to
this class. The only weak verbs we found that are often inflected as class I verbs
are five verbs of which multiple variants have occurred across the province for a
longer period of time, taking into account that their variants are also listed in the
dictionary (Duijff et al., 2008). These class I inflections thus are probably due to
the fact that, to many participants, these actually are class I verbs.
Table 5.6 Verbs often inflected as class I (MAND)
suchtsje
sûgje
wjudzje
driigje
bûgje

[söxtsjə]
[su:gjə]
[vjödzjə]
[dri:gjə]
[bu:gjə]

‘to sigh’
‘to suck’
‘to weed’
‘to threaten’
‘to bow’

These verbs include the ones ending in the fricative -g that Jongkind & Van
Reenen mentioned. While they argue that these verbs are more often inflected
as class I because the /j/ is less distinctive when preceded by -g, we propose an
alternative to this explanation. All of these verbs ending in a fricative are historically class I verbs. Sûgje and bûgje are historically strong class I verbs and driigje
has occurred as class I and as class II for as far as we can go back in both the
large Frisian dictionary (WFT) (Fryske Akademy, 1984-2011) and the Frisian
Language Database (Fryske Akademy, 2009). In data from the 17th and 18th
century (Fryske Akademy, 2009) we find both class I and class II forms of sûgje,
bûgje en driigje. Interestingly, we almost exclusively find those forms of the paradigm which actually contain the marker of class II, -j- (the infinitive/gerund, 1sg
prs and pl prs). The other forms of the paradigm we find are mostly inflected
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as class I. Therefore, we conclude that it is more likely that these verbs initially
were class I verbs, of which the stem final fricative -g and the ending -e in the infinitival forms were interpreted as fricative+je. This eventually effected the other
paradigm forms, and thus in turn led to complete class II paradigms and the
current situation in which both paradigms co-exist.
Another feature the verbs in Table 5.6 share is that almost all of them are
all SIM verbs: not identical, but very similar to Dutch. The data in the MAND
show that they are not always only inflected as class I, but that in the case of
the verbs wjudzje and driigje their stem has also been replaced by the stem of the
Dutch verb. The stem wjud is replaced by the Dutch stems wied and the stem
driig is replaced by the Dutch stem dreig. Another SIM verb sometimes replaced
by the Dutch verb is the verb wurkje (NL werken ‘to work’). The remaining
9 SIM verbs (helje ‘to fetch’, jokje ‘to itch’, slypje ‘to sharpen’, spylje ‘to play’,
breidzje ‘to knit’, kreakje ‘to crack’, sâltsje ‘to salt’, dûnsje ‘to dance’, wurkje ‘to
work’) in the MAND data are quite stable class II verbs, and only sometimes get
inflected as class I or replaced by the Dutch verb. The DIF verb libje (NL leven,
‘to live’) does not seem to cross over to class I, but rather has the Dutch-like
infinitive leve. Similarly, the strong verb terskje (dorsen, ‘to thresh’) is replaced by
Dutch-like infinitive dorse (Jongkind & Van Reenen, 2006). Furthermore, the
MAND data do not show large differences per (dialect) region, other than some
of the verbs being a class I verb in one dialect region and a class II verb in the
other. We can thus conclude that according to the MAND data, at least in the
late 1980’s, the so-called NORM dialect speakers of Frisian quite consistently
inflected weak class II verbs as such. According to Hoekstra’s study, however, 10
years later, in 1993, teenagers do show a tendency to inflect class II verbs as class
I verbs under the influence of their resemblance to Dutch (1993). Considering
the fact that MAND participants were born around the 1930’s and the participants of Hoekstra around the 1980’s, the difference between these generations
is about 50 years.
Forms and paradigms

Hoekstra’s study also showed differentiation among the verbal paradigm forms:
some are more sensitive to class shift than others. The infinitive and present
plural form (which are phonologically identical) turn out to be more resistant
to the class change than singular finite forms. Hoekstra points out that class
II singular finite forms are polysyllabic (Fr: ik wurk-je, do wurk-est, hy wurk-et
‘I/you/he work(s)’), whereas their Dutch and Frisian class I correspondents are
monosyllabic (Fr: ik bak, do bakst, hy bakt ‘I/you/he bake(s)’, NL: ik werk, jij werkt,
hij werkt ‘I/you/he work(s)’) (given a monosyllabic root). The infinitive and plural
are polysyllabic in both classes, as well as in Dutch. He argues that this is why
the finite singular forms are affected first: to adjust their syllable structure to
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Dutch. He also suggests a paradigmatic effect in the sense that once these finite
forms have changed, the infinite and plural forms may cross over, eventually
resulting in a complete class I paradigm.
Another observation from Hoekstra’s study is that the 2sg in the past tense
is more resilient to change than the other past tense forms38. So the 1sg pst ik
wurk-e changes into ik wurk-te more often than the 2sg pst do wurk-est changes
into do wurk-test. Note that the 2sg pst is the only form where the Frisian class I
past tense form differs from the corresponding Dutch form, because the Frisian
2sgg agreement suffix –st does not occur in modern Dutch. In addition, I would
like to add the observation that in the paradigm of class II the 2sg prs is identical to the 2sg pst:
(5.1)

Homophonous 2sg forms in present and past tense, class II verbs
Present		
Past
wurk-e-st		

to work-classII-2sg

wurk-e-st

to work-pstclassII-2sg

This homophony between the past and present forms of the 2sg also holds for a
number of strong/irregular verbs:
(5.2)	Homophonous 2sg forms in present and past tense, strong and irregular
verbs
Present		
Past
sei-st			

to say-2sg		

sei-st

to say. pststem-2sg

These 2sg pst forms of strong/irregular verbs actually show an opposite development, however, in the sense that they do tend to get inflected with the weak class
I dental suffix (Hoekstra, 2013a).
The 2sg pst form seist than becomes sei-dest. If the 2sg pst of class II verbs is
indeed more resilient to shifting to class I than the other verbal forms, this would
thus be an opposite development from that of the 2sg pst forms of strong/irregular
verbs.
Knooihuizen et al. (2018) found another difference between forms of the
verbal paradigm in their study on potential productivity of Frisian strong verbs.
They researched the influence of Dutch on Frisian strong and weak class I verbs.
One of their experiments was a wug test, in which they presented participants
with class I infinitives of nonce verbs and elicited the past tense and the past
38	Hoekstra (1993) did not make explicit whether the 2sg pst was also more resilient than
the other forms in the present tense.
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participle forms. They detected a general tendency of the participants to use
class II inflections on past tense forms and past participles, even though class I
infinitive wug forms were given. This points towards a more productive status of
class II, and indicates that participants do not favor class I due to its resemblance
to Dutch. Furthermore, the results of their study showed that there is also “no
pronounced influence of Dutch strong inflection forms” (2018, p. 14) on Frisian
verbs.
Jongkind & Van Reenen (2006) do not specifically discuss potential differences between the different forms of the verbal paradigm. The MAND data
(see Appendix A) do not show differences between the inflections of the different
forms of the verbal paradigm included in their survey: the infinitive, the past
participle, 1sg pst, and 3sg prs.
5.2.3 Conclusion
It can be concluded that several studies claim that class II verbs have the tendency to become class I verbs under the influence of Dutch (Breuker, 1979,
1984; Feitsma, 1982; De Haan, 1990; De Haan, 1997; Hoekstra, 1993). This,
however, is not confirmed by data from the MAND (Goeman, Taeldeman &
Van Reenen, 1980; Jongkind & Van Reenen, 2006), which show that among the
older generation of speakers in the 20th century class II verbs are inflected as class
II verbs quite consistently and do not seem to switch to class I en masse. More
recent data from Hoekstra’s study (1993), however, do show a tendency among
participants to inflect class II verbs as class I verbs. Especially verbs with greater
resemblance to Dutch were inflected as class I more often. Hoekstra’s data also
displayed differences among forms of the verbal paradigm. Some seemed more
resilient to change towards class I than others.
The studies claiming or predicting class II verbs to shift to class I do not
only differ in their precise observations and conclusions, but also in their analyses as to why such a change would occur. All agree on the fact that non-cognate
verbs (DIF verbs) that are replaced by their Dutch counterparts are instances of
borrowing. Regarding the full cognate verbs (ID verbs), Feitsma (1982) argues
that such changes are the consequence of wholesale borrowing verbs from Dutch
as well. Breuker (1979) on the other hand claims that in these cases only the
suffixes are borrowed from Dutch, whereas De Haan (1990) argues that it is a
language-internal development of verbs shifting classes, possibly under the influence of their similarity to Dutch. Crucial in this matter is what happens to verbs
that are similar but not identical to their Dutch counterparts (SIM verbs). Are
their stems replaced by Dutch stems when they switch to class I?
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Overall, the literature does not provide a conclusive answer to the question
whether class II verbs are stable or whether they shift towards class I verbs, possibly under the influence of their resemblance to Dutch. In the next section, we
will therefore set up a questionnaire and try to attend to possible shifts from class
II to class I under the influence of Dutch.

5.3 Current distribution

The aim of the questionnaire is to find out whether and when participants inflect
class II verbs as class I verbs. Specifically, the results of the questionnaire should
answer the following questions:
(5.3)

Questionnaire research questions
Do participants sometimes inflect class II verbs as class I verbs?
If so:
• Which participants do this?
•	Which verbs: Are there groups of verbs that get inflected as class I
more or less often?
•	Are there differences between the different forms of the verbal paradigm?
•	Which features influence this? (frequency and similarity to Dutch)

The questionnaire (which is provided in appendix C) is designed to elicit the
inflections of class II verbs in 83 test sentences. Each sentence elicits another
verb from a set of 21 class II verbs we chose to study. We will first describe the
methods in more detail, and motivate our choice of items (5.3.1, 5.3.2). Elaborate listings of the results are presented in the remainder of this section (5.3.3).
We end this section with a summary of the results (5.3.4).
5.3.1 Design
Background of the participants
We included several questions in the questionnaire regarding the backgrounds of
the participants (as listed in appendix B). These questions concerned age, gender,
place of birth, place of residence, and educational level. Furthermore, we asked
questions about language proficiency in both Frisian and Dutch (speaking, writing, reading, and understanding), language of preference, how often they speak
Frisian and whether they have had language training in Frisian.
Verbs
We selected the verbs for our questionnaire in such a way that we could test the
generalizations on class membership and possible class shifts made in the literature. Some of these generalizations or claims we discussed here in 5.2, some we
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discussed previously in Chapter 4.2. We included verbs ending in schwa+sonorant
to test the observation by Visser (1997, p.34) that these tend to be inflected as
class II verbs. We included verbs in -ear to test the observation of Jongkind &
Van Reenen (2006) that these also tend to be class II verbs. We also included
verbs with monosyllabic simplex stems39, to test the prediction of Haverkamp
et al. (2014) –which is also tested in Knooihuizen et al. (2018)– that these verbs
tend to be inflected as class I verbs (see Chapter 4.2). The verbs ending in a schwasonorant syllable form the polysyllabic verbs with a phonologically complex stem
that are predicted to get inflected as class II verbs. Furthermore, we included a
group of novel verbs with a foreign background (with the stems facebook, twitter
and chill), some of which are also examples of morphological conversion (from
nominal bases), to see which inflections are used for these more novel verbs. This
might tell us more on whether there are differences in productive usage between
both inflectional classes (see also Chapter 4.2).
In 5.2 we discussed the change of class II verbs towards class I. In the light
of a possible Dutch influence, we distinguished between verbs with three levels
of phonological resemblance to Dutch. Accordingly, we included verbs from
these three categories in our questionnaire: verbs with stems (nearly) identical
to their Dutch counterpart, verbs with stems similar but not identical to their
Dutch counterpart, and stems that have no similar counterpart in Dutch. A
last factor we took into account in selecting the verbs for the questionnaire is
frequency (word and lemmafrequency).
We included different forms of the verbal paradigm of the same verbs, in
order to find possible differences among paradigm forms. On the one hand, we
want to elicit as many forms as possible, so as to be able to construct participants’
complete paradigms. On the other hand, we have to respect the time limits of
a questionnaire. Therefore, we chose to include the following forms of the verbal paradigm: 1sg.prs, pl.prs, 1sg.pst, 2sg.pst, 3sg.prs, pst.ptcp. We did not
include the infinitive, since the forms of the 1sg.prs and pl.prs are identical to
the infinitive. We included the 2sg.pst because of Hoekstra’s (1993) observation
that this form was particularly resistant to change towards class I. Of these six
forms of the verbal paradigm, we included the 1sg.prs and the past participle
forms for all 21 verbs, the 1sg.pst and the 3sg.prs for 14 of them, and the pl.prs
and the 2sg.pst for 7 of them. Again, see Appendix C for an overview of all
verbs in the questionnaire.

39	Simple being phonological structures with zero or one consonant in the rhyme of the
final syllable of the stem, complex being structures with a consonant cluster in the coda
of their final syllable. Possible simple structures are: VV, VC3, VVC. Possible complex
structures are: VCC, VVCC (Haverkamp et al., 2014, p. 6)
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Sentences
To elicit inflected forms of the verbs, a clue needs to be given as to which verb
the participant is asked to inflect. For the past participles in Chapter 7, we used
another inflected form of the target verb in the sentence preceding the test sentence, such as in (5.4):
(5.4)

juster

seach

yesterday see.pst

ik

him

I

him

ik

him

net

I

him

not

mar

hjoed

haw

but

today

have.prs.1sg

‘Yesterday I did see him but today I haven’t … him’

…
…

The focus of the study on the class II verbs, however, makes this way of elicitation
undesirable because it would inform the participants about the class of the verb
(class I or II, weak strong or irregular), potentially influencing their answers.
The same problem arises if we use the infinitive (class I or II) as a trigger.
To avoid such problems, we may consider using Dutch verbs instead, as in (5.5).
Dutch verbs were also used as clues in the former dialect survey of the MAND
(Goeman et al., 1980) and by Hoekstra (1993). However, this introduces a priming effect towards the class I form, of which the ending (-e) is after all more
similar to the Dutch ending -en.
(5.5)

wachten		
wait.inf (Dutch)
			

Ik
…
op
I
…
for
‘I (will) wait for you’

dy
you

Because of these considerations, we chose to provide participants with the stem
of the Frisian verbs instead. Because it is a Frisian stem, there is less priming
towards Dutch. The stem will only prime towards Dutch whenever it concerns
verbs with stems identical to their Dutch counterparts, as in the case of the verb
wachtsje (Dutch: wachten, ‘to wait’) in (5.6), where the stem wacht might prime
for the Dutch stem wacht. The corresponding Dutch verb wachten in turn might
prime for the Frisian class I (infinitive: wacht-e). Vice versa, the stems of verbs
with no identical counterpart in Dutch prime for the Frisian verbs.
(5.6)

wacht		
Ik
wait (Frisian stem) I
‘I (will) wait for you’

…
…

op
for

dy
you
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Furthermore, because the bare stem lacks an ending, it does not directly prime
towards one of the classes. Note that it might do so indirectly, because this bare
stem resembles the inflected form of the 1sg prs of class I verbs, which goes by the
rule stem + Ø. So in short, providing the participants with the Frisian stem does
not necessarily give away which class the verb belongs to, because the infinitive
ending is missing, but it might prime for class I indirectly when it concerns a 1sg
prs form, or whenever it concerns a verb stem that is identical to Dutch.
5.3.2 Methods
The questionnaire was available online, via the tool surveymonkey.com, during the months September and October of 2017. The link to the questionnaire
was spread through social media and available to everyone online. Therefore,
the sample is not random, and it is not representative of the Frisian speaking
population.
In total, 504 participants responded to the questionnaire. Of those 504 responses, 133 were incomplete and therefore excluded from the analyses. Another
23 participants were excluded because they only started learning Frisian after
the age of 6. Also removed were 6 participants who indicated they speak Frisian
only fairly well, and another 6 who indicated they understand Frisian fairly well.
Furthermore, we excluded 15 participants whose number of irrelevant answers
exceeded 3 standard deviations (6.78) compared to the overall mean (5.16%),
which resulted in more than 25% of their answers being irrelevant. We analyzed
the results of the remaining 321 participants. We did so with the aid of the
statistics software SPSS.
We scored the responses as being either: a class II (-je) response; a class I
(-e) response; a Dutch-like response (with a Dutch stem), or any other response
(strong for example).
Table 5.7 Possible responses to test items

Item
wurk

Responses
Class I

Class II

Dutch-like

1sg.prs
3sg.prs
pl.prs
1sg.pst
2sg.pst
pst.ptcp

wurk-je
wurk-est
wurk-je
wurk-e
wurk-est
wurk-e

wurk
wurk-t
wurk-e
wurk-te
wurk-test
wurk-t

werk
werk-t
werk-en
werk-te
werk-te
ge-werk-t
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Participants

The participants had a mean age of 47. Most of the participants, 51%, were born
between 1955 and 1980. Another 18 % was born between 1930 and 1955 and
the remaining 31% was born between 1980 and 2005. The youngest participant
was 17 years old; the oldest was 88 years old. 73% of the participants was female,
27% was male. Most participants, 56%, hold a degree at the higher educational
level. Another 26% has a diploma of a mid-level applied education (MBO). The
other 17% did not obtain a degree or diploma but finished secondary education
(MAVO/VMBO, HAVO, VWO). A small 0,6% finished a lower-level applied
education or only went to primary school.
The participants turn out to be quite evenly distributed over all regions of
the province, both when it comes to the region they grew up in (Figure 5.1a) as
well as the region they are currently living in (Figure 5.1b). Quite a few, namely
14%, of the participants currently live outside of Fryslân, and only 2% of the
participants grew up outside of Fryslân.

NW
25%

NE
26%

NW
24%

NE
21%

SW
29%

SE
18%

SW
22%

SE
20%

(a) Region participants grew up in

(b) Region participants live in

Figure 5.1

Many participants, 42 %, still live in the exact same county in which they grew
up. The remaining participants have moved somewhere else in the province or
outside Fryslân.
Language proﬁciency

Because we excluded everyone who learned Frisian after the age of 6, almost
all of the remaining participants learned Frisian at the age of 0-3. Only 1%
learned Frisian between the age of 4 and 6. The majority (94%) has Frisian as a
language of first preference, the majority of the other 6% filled in Dutch as their
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language of first preference. All participants claimed to understand Frisian really
well (88%) to well (12%), and to speak Frisian really well (75%) to well (25%).
More than half of the participants reads Frisian really well, the rest says they read
Frisian well (36%) to fairly well (8%). When it comes to writing in Frisian, 11%
claims to write Frisian with effort. The rest writes Frisian fairly well (32%), well
(36%) or really well (20%). Note that this is not in line with the latest language
study by the province of Fryslân (Provinsje Fryslân - Taalatlas, 2011). According
to that study, only 30% of the Frisian-speaking inhabitants is able to write in
Frisian. This is not surprising, seeing that we only focus on native speakers and
our sample is not representative of the population at large (in which only 54,3%
of the inhabitants are native speakers). Regarding Frisian education, most of the
321 participants have had some (48%), quite some (22%) or a lot of (13%) education in Frisian. 86% claims to speak Frisian every day. Another 10% speaks it a
few times a week. The rest (4%) only speaks Frisian a few times a month.
5.3.3 Results
First, we present the results focusing on the participants, in order to find out
whether participants sometimes inflect class II verbs as class I verbs and which
participants do so (5.3.3.1). Second, we focus on the distribution of verbs among
the two classes and possible shifts and trends in this distribution. Are the generalizations we discussed in 4.2.1 observable in our results and do the results show
class shifts? The results are quite extensive and therefore organized as follows: We
start out with possible differences between verbal forms in 5.3.3.2, after which
we will test the phonological generalizations in 5.3.3.3. Subsequently we focus
on two separate groups of verbs that behave differently from the rest of the verbs;
namely the foreign/novel verbs and verbs in -ear (5.3.3.4). After having discussed
the above, we focus on the effects of frequency and similarity to Dutch (5.3.3.5).
Finally, we present the results of statistical modeling of the data with both the
participant and the verbal variables as predictors (5.3.3.6). A summary of the
relevant results can be found in the next section (5.3.4).
As said, two groups of verbs stood out, as is also shown in Figure 5.2. The
foreign/novel verbs we included are not normatively known as class II verbs per
se, and turned out to get inflected as class I verbs more often than the other
verbs, so we analyzed these 13 items separately. The verbs in -ear also turned
out to get inflected as class I verbs more often than all other verbs, so the 8 -ear
items are therefore analyzed separately as well and left out of the analyses of the
rest of the verbs. Whenever we refer to ‘all verbs’, this thus entails all verbs in the
questionnaire except the foreign/novel ones and the ones ending in -ear.
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Mean % Class I inflections

Verbs
100
80
60
40
20
0

All verbs (not foreign
+ not EAR)

Verbs in EAR

Novel/foreign verbs

Figure 5.2 Mean percentages of class I inflections per group of verbs

5.3.3.1 Participant variables

We calculated the percentages of class I and class II inflections for each participant in order to find differences between the individual participants. On
average, the 321 participants inflected the 62 items as class II (-je) verbs in 89.5%
of the cases, and as class I (-e) verbs in only 6.6 % of the cases40. The category
‘other’ means they inflected them as a strong verb for example. The category
Dutch-like means participants responded with a Dutch-like form. A verb such
as wurkje for example could get a Dutch-like sg pst response werkte.

Mean % Class I inflections

Overall results
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Class II (je)

Class I (e)

Other

Dutch-like

Type of inflection
Figure 5.3 Mean % of class I, class II, other and Dutch-like inflections

40	Note that the Dutch-like response is not likely to be given by participants, because the
Frisian stem is provided in the test sentence. Of course, this does not hold for the verbs
with stems identical to their Dutch counterparts.
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Table 5.8 shows how many participants use class I inflections often or not often.
More than half of the participants use class I inflections for class II verbs on average 0-5% of the times, and only around 6% on average uses class I inflections
between 20 and 45% of the times. None of the participants has a percentage of
mean class I inflections higher than 46%:
Table 5.8 Number of participants per category mean % of class I inflections

0-5%
5-10%
Mean % Class I 10-20%
inflections
20-30%
30-46%
Total

Participants
Frequency
185
70
44
15
7
321

Percent
58
22
14
5
2

Cumulative Percent
58
79
93
98
100

The logistic regression model at the end of this section shows how the participant variables age and writing proficiency affect participants’ amounts of class I
inflections. First, we will now separately focus on effects of age (in the form of
generation) and writing proficiency.
If we divide the participants into three generations, the data, visualized in
Figure 5.4, show a significant difference41 in the numbers of class I inflections
of participants of different generations, F(2, 173.672)= 26.742, p= .000. This is
a large-sized effect, ω²=.12.

41	Levene’s statistic is significant (p=.000) so the homogeneity of variance assumption is
broken. Therefore, Welch corrected tests are reported.
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Mean % Class I inflections

Class I inflections x Generation
15

10

5

0
1930-1955

1955-1980

1980-2005

Generation
Figure 5.4 Mean % class I inflections per generation

Figure 5.5 shows that participants who use class I inflections more than 20% of
the times are, indeed, all in the two younger generations:
Amount of participants x Class I inflections
100

% participants

80
1930-1955
60
1955-1980
40
1980-2005
20
0

0-5%

5-10%

10-20%

20-30%

30-46%

% Class I inflections
Figure 5.5 Number of participants per category mean % of class I inflections, per generation

There also is a significant difference between participants with different levels
of (self-reported) writing proficiency42, F(3, 120.354)= 22.246, p=.000. As displayed in Figure 5.6, participants with a high writing proficiency tend to inflect
class II verbs as class I verbs less often than participants with a low writing
proficiency. This again is a large effect, ω²=.13. Post hoc (Hochberg) tests show
that all levels differ significantly from each other.
42	Levene’s statistic is significant (p=.000) so the homogeneity of variance assumption is
broken. Therefore, Welch corrected tests are reported.
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Mean % class I inflections

Class I inflections - Writing proficiency
15

10

5

0
Really well

Well

Fairly well

With effort

Writing proficiency
Figure 5.6 Mean % class I inflections per level of writing proficiency

Figure 5.7 shows that there are also some small differences between regions participants live in or grew up in, but there were no significant effects of these two
variables:

Mean % class I inflections

Class I inflections
Region growing up in

Class I inflections
Region living in

15

10

5

0

NW

NE

SE

SW

Outside
Fryslân

(a) Region participants grew up in

NW

NE

SE

SW

Outside
Fryslân

(b) Region participants live in

Figure 5.7 Class I inflections per region

The other participant related variables, such as educational background and
whether or not the participant has had Frisian language training do not have an
effect on the number of class I inflections.
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5.3.3.2 Forms and paradigms

Repeated-measures ANOVA shows that participants’ mean % of class I inflections is significantly affected by the verb form of the test item43, F(1.77, 567.69)=
119.6, p= .000. This is a large effect: ω²=.19. The results per verb form are given
in Figure 5.8, and they show that the mean percentage of people’s class I inflections is significantly higher on 2sg pst verb forms than on the other forms of the
verbal paradigm. The 1sg pst is also inflected as class I significantly more often
than the others, and the past participle is inflected as class I significantly less
often than all others except the pl prs.

Mean % class I inflections

Verb forms
40
30
20
10
0

1SG PRS

2SG PST

3SG PRS

1SG PST

PL PRS

PST PTCP

Verb form
Figure 5.8 Mean % class I inflections per verb form

In Figure 5.9, these results are specified for all three generations. The graph
shows an increase of class I inflections for all forms of the verbal paradigm. The
difference between the 2sg pst and the other forms of the verbal paradigm is
largest for the youngest generation:

43	Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ²(14)=
1279.15, p=.000, therefore Greenhouse-Geisser corrected tests are reported (ε=.355).
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Mean % Class I inflections

Verb forms
40

1SG PRS

30

2SG PST

20

3SG PRS
1SG PST

10

PL PST

0
1930-1955

1955-1980

1980-2005

Generation

PST PTCP

Figure 5.9 Mean % class I inflections of three generations, per verb form

The results per verb form show that the generations differ significantly from each
other for almost all forms of the verbal paradigm: All forms get inflected significantly more as class I verbs by the youngest generation and/or significantly less
by the oldest generation. This is also visualized in the bar chart in Figure 5.10,
which makes the differences in number slightly more explicit:

Mean % class I inflections

Verb forms
40
30

1930-1955

20

1955-1980
1980-2005

10
0

1SGPRS

2SGPST

3SGPRS

1SGPST

PL PRS

PST PTCP

Figure 5.10 Mean % class I inflections of individual forms of the verbal paradigm, by different
generations

For the oldest generation, only the 2sg pst is significantly different from the other forms of the verbal paradigm, and it does not differ significantly from the 1sg
pst. The middle generation also inflects the 2sg pst as class I significantly more
often than they do the other forms. Furthermore, they inflect the past participle
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significantly less often as class I than they do most other forms of the verbal
paradigm. The 1sg pst is inflected significantly less often as class I than the 2sg
pst, but significantly more often than the 3sg in the present tense and the past
participle. The youngest generation also inflects the 2sg pst significantly more
often as class I than they do all other forms, and the past participle significantly
less often than most other forms. The 1sg in the past tense is inflected as class
I significantly more often than the plural in the present tense, but not significantly more often than the other forms of the verbal paradigm. The plural in the
present tense is inflected as class I less often than the 1sg pst and the 1sg prs.
In Figure 5.11, the results per verb form are given for participants of all
writing proficiency categories. The results show that all forms of the verbal paradigm are inflected less as class I verbs by participants who are very proficient in
writing Frisian, and that overall the 2sg pst is inflected as class I most, followed
by the 1sg pst.

Mean % Class I inflections

Verb forms x Writing proficiency
40

1SG PRS

30

2SG PST

20

3SG PRS
1SG PST

10

PL PRS

0
Really well

Well

Fairly well

With effort

Writing proficiency

PST PTCP

Figure 5.11 Mean % class I inflections per verb form per level of writing proficiency

2sg pst
If we zoom in on the 2sg pst forms, and look at how often participants inflect
them as class I, Figure 5.12 shows that practically no older participants inflect
the 2sg pst as class I structurally, and that most of them even never inflect the
2sg pst as class I at all. The middle generation increasingly uses class I inflections on the 2sg pst, and of the youngest generation 1 in 5 participants does so
practically structurally.
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2SG past
100

% participants

80
1930-1955
60
1955-1980
40
1980-2005
20
0

0%

17%

33%

50%

67%

83%

100%

% Class I inflections
Figure 5.12 P
 ercentage of participants per category mean % of class I inflections of 2sg pst
forms, per generation

The adjusted Figure 5.13 shows even clearer that the 0-25% group is getting smaller, the middle groups are quite stable, and the 75-100% group is getting bigger.
2SG past
100
0-25%

% participants

80

25-50%

60

50-75%

40

75-100%

20
0
1930-1955

1955-1980

1980-2005

Figure 5.13 P
 ercentage of participants per generation, per category mean % of class I inflections
of 2sg pst forms

The logistic regression analysis at the end of this results section shows how the
participant variables age and writing proficiency have a significant effect on the
amount of class I inflections of 2sg pst forms. If we look at the three generations
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separately, here, writing proficiency only has a small significant effect on the
amount of 2sg pst class I inflections in the middle generation (F44(3, 52.80)=
3.55, p=.020, ω²=.05) and not on those of the oldest and youngest generation.
Mixed paradigms
We put all forms of the verbal paradigm of the same verb together and calculated
scores for paradigm consistency. Table 5.9 shows that, overall, the 5136 paradigms (the paradigms of 16 verbs completed by the 321 participants) are mostly
complete class II paradigms (70%). Another 23% of the paradigms are mixed
and predominantly consist of class II forms, combined with one or two class I
forms or another form. Only 1.7% of the paradigms are complete or mixed class
I paradigms.
Table 5.9 Results of the types of paradigms

Count
Total
Class II (JE)
Class II + 1 class I form
Class II + 2 class I forms
Class II with 1 ‘other’45 form
Class I I
Class I + 1 class II form
Class I with 1 ‘other’ form
50/50 Class I & Class II
Rest46

% of total
5136
3596
706
32
452
13
69
6
83
179

70.0 %
13.7 %
0.6 %
8.8 %
0.3 %
1.3 %
0.1 %
1.6 %
3.5 %

Most of the ‘mixed’ paradigms, thus, are class II paradigms with a single class
I form. Table 5.10 shows that half of these mixed class II paradigms are class II
paradigms with a class I 2sg pst form. The other mixed paradigms are class II
paradigms with varying other class I verb forms or vice versa.

44	Levene’s statistic is significant (p=.037) so the homogeneity of variance assumption is
broken. Therefore, Welch corrected tests are reported.
45	These were paradigms that contained multiple class II responses, and one response that
we scored as ‘other’ or ‘Dutch-like’, see methods.
46	These were paradigms that contained multiple responses: class I, class II, and other or
Dutch-like.
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Table 5.10 Mixed paradigms

Class II + 1 class I form
Class II + class I 2sg pst
Class II + class I 1sg pst
Class II + class I 1sg prs
Class II + class I 3sg prs
Class II + class I pst ptcp
Class II + class I pl prs
Class II + pst ptcp EN47
Class II + 2 class I forms
Class II + class I 1sg prs + 1sg pst
Class II + class I 1sg prs + 3sg prs
Class II + class I 1sg prs + 2sg pst
Class II + class I 2sg pst + pst ptcp
Class II + class I 2sg pst + pl prs
Class I + 1 class II form
Class I + class II pst ptcp
Class I + class II 1sg prs
Class I + class II 1sg pst
Class I + class II pl prs
Class I + class II 3sg prs
Class I + class II 2sg pst
Class I + pst ptcp EN

706

%

347
136
107
54
31
20
11

49.2%
19.3%
15.2%
7.6%
4%
2.8%
1.6%

32
1
6
23
1
1

3.1%
18.8%
71.9%
3.1%
3.1%

69
30
15
2
9
6
0
7

43.5%
21.7%
2.9%
13.0%
8.7%
0.0%
10.1%

Most participants have 80% of the 16 verb paradigms as a complete class II
paradigm. The average number of complete class II paradigms per participant
amounts to 70%.
5.3.3.3 Phonological generalizations

Here, we will look into any effects in subgroups of the verbs. As discussed in
Chapter 4, some verbs are said to belong to a certain class based on their phonological properties. We will discuss verbs ending in a schwa and a sonorant, which
tend to be class II verbs, and verbs with monosyllabic simplex stems, which are
predicted to belong to class I more often.

47	This concerns past participles with stems ending in -t or -d that get an -en ending (see
Chapter 5).
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Verbs ending in schwa + sonorant
Overall, verbs with stems ending in a schwa and sonorant are not inflected as
class I verbs less often than verbs that do not end in a schwa and sonorant. This
holds for all three generations. However, there were no 2sg pst forms of verbs
ending in a schwa and sonorant in the questionnaire, as we only elicited the
past participle, the 1sg pst, and the 1sg prs. Because the 2sg pst is the form
of the verbal paradigm with most class I inflections, this is no fair comparison.
Therefore, we also compared the number of class I inflections of verbs ending in
a schwa and a sonorant to the number of class I inflections on verbs that do not
end in a schwa and a sonorant, excluding the 2sg pst forms:

Mean % class I inflections

Schwa+sonorant
25
20

non schwa
+sonorant

15

schwa+sonorant

10

non schwa
+sonorant
excl 2SG PST

5
0
1930-1955

1955-1980

1980-2005

Generation
Figure 5.14 Mean % class I inflections of verbs ending in a schwa + sonorant per generation
compared to verbs not ending in a schwa+sonorant (2sg pst forms excluded)

Figure 5.14 shows that, when we exclude the 2sg pst forms from the nonschwa+sonorant verbs in the comparison, verbs in a schwa and a sonorant are
inflected as class I somewhat more often than verbs that do not end in a schwa
and a sonorant. However, this difference, .78, BCa 95% CI [-.35, 1.91], is not
significant t(320)= 1.36, p=.174.
Broken down per verb form, it becomes clear that the 1sg pst is responsible
for most of these class I inflections on verbs in a schwa and a sonorant:
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Mean % class I inflections

Schwa+sonorant per verb form
30
25

1SG PST

20

PST PTCP

15

1SG PRS

10
5
0
1930-1955

1955-1980

1980-2005

Generation
Figure 5.15 M
 ean % class I inflections of verbs ending in a schwa + sonorant per generation and
per verb form

Figure 5.16 shows that if we compare the results per verb form of the schwa +
sonorant verbs to the other verbs, it becomes clear that although schwa+sonorant
is a feature associated with class II, the 1sg pst of verbs in a schwa and a sonorant
are actually inflected as class I significantly more often (M=14.33, SE=1.66) than
the 1sg pst of verbs not ending in a schwa and sonorant (M=6.18, SE=.77). The
difference, 8.15, BCa 95% CI [5.28, 11.02], is significant t(320)= 5.59, p=.000.
This is a medium sized effect, d= 0.59.

Mean % class I inflections

Schwa+sonorant & non schwa+sonorant
30

schwa+
sonorant 1SG PRS

25

schwa+
sonorant 1SG PST

20

schwa+
sonorant PST PTCP

15

non schwa+
sonorant 1SG PST

10

non schwa+
sonorant 1SG PRS

5
0
1930-1955

1955-1980

non schwa+
sonorant PST PTCP
1980-2005

Generation
Figure 5.16 M
 ean % class I inflections of verbs ending in a schwa + sonorant and verbs not
ending in a schwa + sonorant, per generation and per verb form
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Mean % Class I inflections

Between participants with different levels of writing proficiency, we find similar
differences when it comes to their mean number of class I inflections of verbs
ending in a schwa and sonorant, compared to verbs not ending in a schwa and a
sonorant. Again, the 1sg pst stands out.
Schwa+sonorant & non schwa+sonorant x
Writing proficiency

schwa+
sonorant 1SG PRS

40

schwa+
sonorant 1SG PST

30

schwa+
sonorant PST PTCP

20

non schwa+
sonorant 1SG PST

10

non schwa+
sonorant 1SG PRS

0
Really well

Well

Fairly well

non schwa+
sonorant PST PTCP
With effort

Writing proficiency
Figure 5.17 M
 ean % class I inflections of verbs ending in a schwa + sonorant per writing
proficiency category

Monosyllabic verbs with simplex codas
At first sight, verbs with monosyllabic stems with simplex codas get inflected as
class I verbs significantly more often (M= 7.76, SE= .53) than verbs that are not
monosyllabic with simplex codas (M= 4.91, SE= .40). The difference, 2.85, BCa
95% CI [1.99, 3.70], is significant t(320)= 6.56, p=.000. This is a medium sized
effect, d= 0.39.
The difference between both groups could however be due to the distribution of the forms of the verbal paradigm. There are no 2sg pst forms among
the polysyllabic simplex verbs, whereas there are some among the monosyllabic
simplex verbs:
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Mean % Class I inflections

Monosyllabic simplex verbs
40

1SGPRS

30

2SGPST

20

3SGPRS
1SGPST

10

PL PRS

0
1930-1955

1955-1980

1980-2005

Generation

PST PTCP

Figure 5.18 Mean % class I inflections of monosyllabic simplex verbs per generation per verb form

Mean % Class I inflections

Not monosyllabic simplex verbs
40

1SG PRS

30

3SG PRS

20

1SG PST
PST PTCP

10
0
1930-1955

1955-1980

1980-2005

Generation
Figure 5.19 M
 ean % class I inflections of not monosyllabic simplex verbs per generation per verb
form

If we leave out the monosyllabic simplex 2sg pst forms and compare the results
again, it turns out that there is no longer a large difference between monosyllabic
complex verbs (M= 4.35, SE= 0.42) and polysyllabic complex verbs (M= 4.91,
SE= 0.40). The difference, -0.56 BCa 95% [-1.25, 0.12], is not significant, p=.106.
The results of the monosyllabic simplex verbs (excluding the 2sg pst forms)
show similar effects of age and writing proficiency as the polysyllabic simplex
verbs. Note that in neither of the age or proficiency groups the difference between the two groups is significant.
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Mean % Class I inflections

Monosyllabic simplex verbs
40

Monosyllabic
+ phonologically
simple
(excl 2sg past)

30

Not monosyllabic
+ phonologically
simple

20
10
0
1930-1955

1955-1980

1980-2005

Generation
Figure 5.20 Mean % class I inflections of monosyllabic simplex verbs per generation

Mean % Class I inflections

Monosyllabic simplex verbs
40

Monosyllabic +
phonologically
simple
(excl 2sg past)

30

Not monosyllabic
+ phonologically
simple

20
10
0
Really well

Well

Fairly well

With effort

Writing proficiency
Figure 5.21 Mean % class I inflections of monosyllabic simplex verbs per category of writing
proficiency

5.3.3.4 Foreign verbs and verbs in -ear

Here we present the results of the two groups we analyzed separately from the
rest: verbs ending in -ear, and novel verbs with a foreign background, some of
which are also examples of conversion verbs.
Foreign/novel verbs
The foreign/novel verbs with the stems facebook and chill are mostly inflected as
class I verbs. The results of the verb with the stem twitter, however, are more similar to results of the existing class II verbs, and are not inflected as class I as often
as facebook and chill. This holds for all generations, as is shown in Figure 5.22:
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Foreign/novel verbs
% Class I inflections

100
all verbs

80

chill

60

facebook

40

twitter

20
0
1930-1955

schwa+
sonorant
1955-1980

1980-2005

Generation
Figure 5.22 M
 ean % class I inflections of foreign/novel verbs per verb and per generation48

The verb with the stem twitter is inflected as class I less often than the other two
foreign verbs, but it is inflected as class I more often (M= 13.08, SE= 1.21) than
the rest of the verbs (M= 6.57, SE= 0.43). This difference, 6.52, BCa 95% CI [4,53,
8.51], is significant t(320)= 6.45, p=.000, and represents a large effect, d= 0.84. It is
of course a verb with a stem ending in a schwa and a sonorant. A comparison even
shows that, as a novel verb, it is inflected as class I more often than the existing
class II verbs ending in a schwa and a sonorant (M= 6.49, SE= 0.72). This difference, 6.59, Bca 95% CI [4.75, 8.43], is also significant t(320)= 7.034, p=.000, and
represents a medium-sized effect, d= 0.51.
All three foreign/novel verbs are inflected as class I verbs more often by the
youngest generation than by the oldest generation. The results of facebook and chill
differ significantly from each other in both the oldest and in the youngest generation, but not in the middle generation. In the oldest generation, facebook is inflected as class I significantly more often than chill, F(2, 112)= 79.55, p= .000. Both
verbs are increasingly being inflected as class I, but the rise of class I inflections is
the steepest for the verb chill. In the youngest generation, chill is indeed inflected as
class I significantly more often than facebook49, F(1.66, 165.91)= 319.89, p= .000.
When we look at the results per category of writing proficiency in Figure
5.23, we see that, again, the results of twitter are very similar to the results of the
existing class II verbs. The least proficient group inflects twitter as class I most
often. The effect of writing proficiency on the number of class I inflections of
48	Note that the lines of ‘all verbs’ and ‘schwa+sonorant’ are not both visible because they
are very similar.
49	Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ²(2)=
22.77, p=.000, therefore Greenhouse-Geisser corrected tests are reported (ε=.83).
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twitter is medium and indeed significant50: F(3, 121.04)= 15.38, p=.000, ω²=.10.
For facebook and chill we do not find an effect of writing proficiency. Both profi-

cient and non-proficient writers mostly inflect these verbs as class I verbs.

Mean % Class I inflections

Foreign/novel verbs
100
all verbs

80

chill

60

facebook

40

twitter

20
0
Really well

schwa+
sonorant
Well

Fairly well

With effort

Writing proficiency
Figure 5.23 M
 ean % class I inflections of foreign/novel verbs per verb and category of writing
proficiency

In Figure 5.24, the results are given per verb form for the verb stem facebook.
The questionnaire did not contain a 2sg pst of the stems chill and twitter, but it
did contain a 2sg pst of facebook. The 2sg pst of facebook shows an increasing
number of class I inflections ( facebookte): Just as we saw for the other (nonforeign/novel) verbs, the younger participants inflect the 2sg past form as class I
more often than the older participants. Another verb form that stands out is the
plural in the present tense. Where all other forms get inflected as class I more
by younger participants, this form gets inflected as class I ( facebooke) less by
younger participants and more by older participants:

50	Levene’s statistic is significant (p=.000) so the homogeneity of variance assumption is
broken. Therefore, Welch corrected tests are reported.
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Facebook
% Class I inflections

100
1SG PST

80

3SG PRS

60

1SG PRS

40
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PST PTCP
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1955-1980

1980-2005

Generation

PL PRS

Figure 5.24 Percentage class I inflections of the verb stem facebook per verb form and per generation

Quite a lot of the participants of the youngest generation (25.7%) thus use the
pl prs class II form facebookje, rather than the class I form facebooke. Both forms
are identical to the infinitives of their classes. Note, however, that the 1sg in the
present tense, which is similar to the infinitival form in class II ( facebookje), is
not inflected as class II often.
The results of the individual forms of the verbal paradigm of the verb chill
in Figure 5.25 show that, just as for facebook, the 1sg pst and the 1sg prs are
inflected as class I most. The results of chill show a larger difference between
those forms and the past participle and the 3sg prs, which are inflected as class I
less. All forms of the verbal paradigm get inflected as class I more by the younger
participants, and the differences between the verb forms decrease:
Chill
% Class I inflections

100
1SG PST

80

1SG PRS

60

PST PTCP

40

3SG PRS

20
0
1930-1955

1955-1980

1980-2005

Generation
Figure 5.25 P
 ercentage class I inflections of the verb stem chill per verb form and per generation
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The results per verb form of the verb twitter in Figure 5.26 show that the 1sg pst
is inflected as class I more by younger participants. In all generations, the results
show a large difference between the 1sg pst on the one hand and the 1sg prs
and the past participle on the other. This is in line with the larger numbers of
class I inflections on the 1sg pst forms of the other verbs ending in a schwa and
a sonorant we saw earlier.
Twitter
% Class I inflections

100
1SG PST

80

1SG PRS

60

PST PTCP

40
20
0
1930-1955

1955-1980

1980-2005

Generation
Figure 5.26 P
 ercentage class I inflections of the verb stem twitter per verb form and per generation

Overall, we can conclude that the verbs facebook and chill are inflected as class I,
and that twitter is inflected as class II more than the other two foreign/novel verbs.
Also, Table 5.11 shows that of the 3 verbs, Twitter is inflected most consistently
throughout the whole paradigm (almost 65% class II paradigms). Chill shows 40%
consistency for class I paradigms, and Facebook shows a lot more mixed paradigms.
Table 5.11 Results of the types of paradigms of novel/foreign verbs

Total
Class II (JE)
Class II + 1 class I form
Class II + 2 class I forms
Class II with 1 ‘other’ form
Class I (E)
Class I + 1 class II form
Class I with 1 ‘other’ form
50/50 Class I & Class II
Rest

Chill
Facebook
Twitter
Count % of total Count % of total Count % of total
321
100
321
100
321
100
11
3.4
3
0.9
208
64.8
33
10.3
4
1.2
76
23.7
34
10.6
1
0.3
0
0
5
1.6
2
0.6
9
2.8
129
40.2
84
26.2
4
1.2
51
15.9
47
14.6
14
4.4
26
8.1
59
18.4
3
0.9
10
3.1
46
14.3
0
0
22
6.9
75
23.4
7
2.2
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Verbs ending in -ear
The results of the verbs with a stem in -ear in Figure 5.27 show that over 40%
of the participants never inflects -ear verbs as class I verbs. In other words, they
inflect all verbs in -ear exclusively as class II verbs.
Class I inflections of EAR verbs
50

% participants

40
30
20
10
0

0%

13%

25%

38%

50%

63%

75%

88%

100%

% of class I inflections EAR verbs
Figure 5.27 Percentage of participants per % class I inflections of EAR verbs

In Figure 5.28 we compare the results of the -ear verbs to the other verbs, and
clearly participants inflect verbs with stems ending in -ear as class I verbs more
often than they do the rest of the verbs. This holds for all three generations.
Generation also has a small effect on the amount of class I inflections of -ear
verbs, F(2,318)=4.186, p=.016, ω²=.02. The oldest and the youngest generation
differ significantly from each other.

Mean % Class I inflections

EAR verbs x Generation
100
All verbs

80

Ear verbs

60
40
20
0
1930-1955

1955-1980

Generation
Figure 5.28 Mean % class I inflections of EAR verbs per generation

1980-2005
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The results show that there is also a significant effect of writing proficiency on
the percentage of class I inflections of the verbs that end in -ear51, F (3, 122.009)
= 13.680, p = .000. This is a large effect, ω²=.11. People with a high writing proficiency tend to inflect -ear verbs as class I less often than people with a low writing proficiency. This is not surprising, considering the fact that the class II forms
are also given as the norm in the dictionary, and the class I forms as variants.

Mean % Class I inflections

EAR verbs x Writing proficiency
50
40
30
20
10
0

Really well

Well

Fairly well

With effort

Writing proficiency
Figure 5.29 Mean % class I inflections of EAR verbs per writing proficiency category

The outliers in Figure 5.30 show that, even in the group of participants that
claim to write Frisian really well, there are participants who often inflect -ear
verbs as class I verbs:

51	Levene’s statistic is significant (p=.013) so the homogeneity of variance assumption is
broken. Therefore, Welch corrected tests are reported.
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Fairly well

With effort

Not

Writing proficiency
Figure 5.30 Box plot of mean % class I inflections of EAR verbs per writing proficiency category

There also is a significant but small effect of the region people live in on the
amount of class I inflections on –ear verbs, F(4, 316)= 2.517, p=.041, ω²=.02.
Post hoc tests reveal that the four individual regions do not differ from each
other significantly. The region participants grew up in has a near to significant
effect on the amount of class I inflections of verbs ending in -ear, F(4, 316)=
2.352, p=.054, ω²=.02. Post-hoc tests show a significant difference between class
I inflections on -ear verbs of participants that grew up in the northeast and participants that grew up in the southwest:

NW
22%

NE
18%

NW
20%

NE
17%

SW
30%

SE
25%

SW
30%

SE
27%

(a) Region people grew up in

(b) Region people live in

Figure 5.31 Mean % of class I inflections on –ear verbs, per region
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There is no large difference between the two different -ear verbs, nor are there
any large differences between the different forms of the verbal paradigm, as
shown in Figure 5.32. We did not include the 2sg pst of any of the -ear verbs.

Mean % Class I inflections

EAR verbs x Verb form
40
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3SG PRS
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PL PRS
PST PTCP
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0
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1980-2005

Generation
Figure 5.32 Mean % class I inflections of EAR verbs per verb form and per generation

In a regression analysis in which we included age, writing proficiency, and the
regions people grew up in and live in, participants writing proficiency indeed
accounts for 14% of the variance among the class I inflections of the -ear verbs
(R 2= .137). This means the better participants (self-reported) writing proficiency
is, the fewer class I inflections they use on the -ear verbs. Year of birth accounts
for another 3% (R 2=.026) and the latitude people grew up in for 2% (R 2= .016)
(The longitude people grew up in did not contribute to the model).
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Table 5.12 Coefficients table of a Regression analysis with Dependent Variable: Participants’
mean % class I inflections on EAR verbs.

Model

1
2

3

(Constant)
writing proficiency
(Constant)
writing proficiency
age
(Constant)
writing proficiency
age
latitude. Location
growing up in

Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
Std.
B
Beta
Error
65.129
6.586
-11.370
1.738
-.370
-533.552 208.179
-10.428
1.746
-.340
.302
.105
.164
723.935 586.548
-9.659
1.765
-.315
.313
.104
.170
.000

.000

-.129

t
9.890
-6.541
-2.563
-5.972
2.877
1.234
-5.473
3.005

Sig.
.000
.000
.011
.000
.004
.218
.000
.003

-2.291 .023

Regarding the paradigm consistency, the results show that participants are less
consistent on ear verbs than they are on the other verbs. Half of the paradigms
of the -ear verbs is a complete class II paradigm (compared to 70% of the paradigms of other verbs). Another quarter are class II paradigms with another form
or one or two class I forms: mostly class II paradigms with varying class I forms:
(in a random order) the past participle, the 1sg prs, the 3sg prs, and the 1sg pst.
Only 6.1% are complete class I paradigms:
Table 5.13 Results of the types of paradigms of -ear verbs

Count
Total
Class II (JE)
Class II + 1 class I form
Class II + 2 class I forms
Class II with 1 ‘other’ form
Class I I
Class I + 1 class II form
Class I with 1 ‘other’ form
50/50 Class I & Class II
Rest

% of total
642
315
106
36
28
39
49
6
38
25

49.1%
16.5 %
5.6 %
4.4 %
6.1 %
7.6 %
0.9 %
5.9 %
3.9 %
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5.3.3.5 Frequency & similarity to Dutch

The results presented so far show a trend: younger participants and participants
that are less proficient in writing Frisian tend to inflect class II verbs as class
I verbs more often. This also holds for the verbs in -ear and the foreign/novel
verbs, which are generally inflected as class I way more often:

Mean % Class I inflections
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All verbs
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foreign verbs
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Figure 5.33 Mean % class I inflections per group of verbs, per generation
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Figure 5.34 Mean % class I inflections per group of verbs, per level of writing proficiency

Furthermore, the 2sg in the past tense is inflected as class I more often than the
other forms, and the 1sg pst a bit more often than the other forms. We will here
further look into which verbal features contribute to this shift towards class I, as
we focus on the factors frequency and similarity to Dutch.
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Frequency
Repeated-measures ANOVA shows that participants’ mean % of class I inflections is significantly affected by frequency of the verb52, F(1.95, 622.48)= 66.6,
p= .000, this is a small effect ω²= .05. High-frequency verbs appear to be inflected as class I verbs significantly less than verbs that are not highly frequent. The
mid-frequency and low-frequency verbs also significantly differ from each other:

Mean % Class I inflections

Frequency
40
30
20
10
0

high

middle

low

Frequency
Figure 5.35 Mean % class I inflections per frequency category

In Figure 5.36 the results are given per generation. When we zoom in on the
oldest generation (1930-1955), there is no effect of frequency and the three frequency categories do not differ significantly from each other. In generation 2
(1955-1980) there is a significant effect of frequency, F(2, 324)= 46.72, p= .000.
This is a medium effect, ω²= .07. The high-frequency verbs are inflected significantly less often as class I as compared to the other verbs. In the youngest generation (1980-2005) frequency has a significant effect as well53, F(1.845, 184.51)=
22.35, p= .000. This is a small effect, ω²= .05. Again, the high-frequency verbs
differ significantly from the mid- and low-frequency verbs.

52	Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ²(2)= 9.11,
p=.01, therefore Greenhouse-Geisser corrected tests are reported (ε=.97).
53	Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ²(2)=
8.68, p=.01, therefore Greenhouse-Geisser corrected tests are reported (ε=.92).
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Mean % Class I inflections
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Figure 5.36 Mean % class I inflections per frequency category, per generation

When we divide the participants based on their writing proficiency, the difference between the middle and low-frequency verbs is no longer significant in
either of these proficiency categories. The high-frequency verbs, however, are
inflected as class I significantly less than the other two by participants in all proficiency groups. Furthermore, the participants with the best writing proficiency
(really well) differ significantly from the participants who say to write Frisian
fairly well or with effort, when it comes to their inflection of high- as well as
low-frequency verbs:

Mean % Class I inflections
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Figure 5.37 Mean % class I inflections per frequency category, per writing proficiency category

The results per verb form in Figure 5.38 show that a high frequency has a preserving
effect on most forms of the verbal paradigm:
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Mean % Class I inflections
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Figure 5.38 Mean % class I inflections per frequency category, per verb form

Similarity to Dutch
Participants’ mean % of class I inflections is significantly affected by the similarity
of the verb to its Dutch counterpart54, F(1.82, 582.55)= 97.30, p= .000, this is a
medium effect ω²= .10. All three categories of similarity differ from each other
significantly.

Mean % Class I inflections

Similarity to Dutch
40
30
20
10
0

identical

similar

different

Similarity to Dutch
Figure 5.39 Mean % class I inflections per similarity to Dutch category

We checked whether verbs that are different from Dutch get a Dutch-like response (so with both a Dutch-like inflection and a Dutch stem) more often than
54	Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ²(2)=
33.12, p=.000, therefore Greenhouse-Geisser corrected tests are reported (ε=.91).
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verbs from the other two categories. It turns out that the verbs that are different from Dutch do not get Dutch-like responses significantly more often than
verbs from the other two categories; this holds for all generations. Verbs that are
similar to Dutch do get inflected in a Dutch-like manner more often. Still, the
numbers are really low (they do not even reach 1%), especially compared to the
mean % of class I inflections below. Of course, in the case of the verbs that are
identical to Dutch, it is not possible to determine whether the stem is Dutch or
Frisian, so that category is left out of the table below.
Table 5.14 Mean % Dutch-like responses

Mean % Dutch-like responses
Similar
Different

1930-1955
0.18%
0%

1955-1980
0.59%
0%

1980-2005
0.13%
0%

If we look at the percentage of class I inflections per generation in Figure 5.40,
there is a significant effect of similarity to Dutch in all three generations, and in
all three generations it is the category ‘Different from Dutch’ that is inflected as
class I significantly less often than the other two. In generation 1 (1930-1955)
the effect is medium: F(2, 112)= 8.62, p= .000, ω²= 0.06. In generation 255 the
effect is large, F(1.86, 301.362)= 58.96, p= .000, ω²= .13. In generation 356 the
effect is large as well, F(1.77, 177.16)= 36.04, p= .000, ω²=.12.

Mean % Class I inflections

Similarity to Dutch x Generation
40

Identical

30

Similar

20

Different

10
0
1930-1955

1955-1980

1980-2005

Generation
Figure 5.40 Mean % class I inflections per similarity to Dutch category, per generation

55	Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ²(2)=
12.57, p=.002, therefore Greenhouse-Geisser corrected tests are reported (ε=.93).
56	Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ²(2)=
13.66, p=.001, therefore Greenhouse-Geisser corrected tests are reported (ε=.89).
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Figure 5.41 gives the results per category of writing proficiency. In all categories
of writing proficiency, there is a significant effect of similarity to Dutch on the
number of class I inflections. In proficiency group ‘Really well’57 there are little
class I inflections in general, and so the effect is small: F(1.71, 109.24)= 6.94,
p= .002, ω²= .05. It is the category ‘Different from Dutch’ that is significantly
different from the other two. In the categories of participants that say to write
Frisian ‘Well’, and ‘Fairly well’ the effect is large and all categories of similarity
to Dutch differ from each other significantly: ‘Well’58 F(1.83, 211.92)= 35.56,
p= .000, ω²= .11. ‘Fairly well’ F(2, 204)= 45.89, p= .000, ω²= .14. In the group
that claims to write Frisian with effort, only the category ‘Different from Dutch’
differs significantly from the other two, but the effect of similarity to Dutch in
this group is large as well: ‘With effort’59 F(1.7, 59.74)= 15.69, p= .000, ω²=.15.

Mean % Class I inflections

Similarity to Dutch x Writing proficiency
40

Identical

30

Similar

20

Different

10
0
Really well

Well

Fairly well

With effort

Writing proficiency
Figure 5.41 Mean % class I inflections per similarity to Dutch category, per writing proficiency
category

Figure 5.42 gives the results per verb form. It shows that the same trend is visible
for all verb forms: Verbs different from Dutch are inflected as class I the least,
verbs identical to Dutch are inflected as class I the most:

57	Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ²(2)=
11.87, p=.003, therefore Greenhouse-Geisser corrected tests are reported (ε=.85).
58	Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ²(2)=
11.45, p=.003, therefore Greenhouse-Geisser corrected tests are reported (ε=.91).
59	Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ²(2)=
6.40, p=.041, therefore Greenhouse-Geisser corrected tests are reported (ε=.85).
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Mean % Class I inflections

Similarity to Dutch x Verb form
40

1SG PRS

30

2SG PST

20

3SG PRS
1SG PST
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PL PRS

0
identical

similar

different

PST PTCP

Similarity to Dutch
Figure 5.42 Mean % class I inflections per similarity to Dutch category, per verb form

Frequency and similarity to Dutch combined
The combined results of frequency and similarity to Dutch show that verbs that
are both high-frequency verbs and differ from Dutch are inflected as class I the
least. The low-frequency verbs that are identical to Dutch are inflected as class I
quite often, but not the most:

30

identical

20

similar
different

10
0

no data

Mean % class I inflections

Frequency and similarity to Dutch
40

high

middle

low

Figure 5.43 Mean % class I inflections per frequency and similarity to Dutch

The results on frequency and similarity discussed before show that verbs with
high frequency of occurrence and verbs that are different from Dutch verbs, differ significantly from the other verbs in all generations and writing proficiency
groups. Therefore, we could choose to single out the verbs that are different from
Dutch, and combine the identical and the similar verbs, and on top of that single
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out the high-frequency verbs, and combine the mid- and low-frequency verbs.
This results in the following figure:

Mean % class I inflections

Frequency and similarity to Dutch II
40
30
20
10

Similarity

0

different

identical/similar

different

identical/similar

high

high

middle/low

middle/low

Frequency

Figure 5.44 Mean % class I inflections per frequency and similarity to Dutch II

Similar patterns can be discerned across the three generations:

Mean % class I inflections

Frequency and similarity to Dutch x Generation
40
30

1930-1955

20

1955-1980
1980-2005

10

Similarity

0

different

identical/similar

different

identical/similar

high

high

middle/low

middle/low

Frequency

Figure 5.45 Mean % class I inflections per frequency and similarity to Dutch, per generation

5.3.3.6 Model

A logistic regression analysis on the raw binary test results (again with the verbs
ending in -ear and the foreign/novel verbs excluded) shows the effects of the factors we discussed in this section. First of all, the variable whether or not a verb
form is 2sg pst contributes most to the model. The odds of a 2sg pst form getting
inflected as class I is 7 times higher than those of the other verb forms. As we saw
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earlier, the participant variables age (year of birth) and writing proficiency also influence the odds of a verb getting inflected as class I: The younger the participant,
the higher the odds of inflecting class II verbs as class I verbs. The odds decrease
as the participant claims to write Frisian fairly well, well, or really well. Furthermore, the lemma frequency of the verb and its similarity to Dutch also add to the
model. When a verb is identical to Dutch, the odds of it getting inflected as class
I are 3.2 times higher. When it is similar to Dutch the odds are 2.6 times higher.
High-frequency verbs have lower odds of getting inflected as class I, whereas midfrequency verbs have higher odds of getting inflected as class I. Finally, for past
participles the odds are lower as well, and for first person singular forms in the past
tense the odds are 1.6 times higher. Interactions between these variables contributed very little or were not significant to the model. In the table, only the variables
that contributed to the model are given. Other participant and verb variables (such
as the region participants live in, whether or not the verbs end in a schwa and a
sonorant or the tense or number of the verb form) did not contribute to the model.
Table 5.15 Coefficients table of the model predicting whether a verb was inflected as class I

Included

-2 log
Change in
likelihood χ² (p<.001)
Initial:
9644.37

Constant

2sg pst
Year of birth
Writing
proficiency
With effort
Fairly well
Well
Really well
Similarity to
Dutch
Identical
Similar
Frequency
High
Middle
pst ptcp
1sg pst

8882.35
8554.79

762.02
327.56

8346.20

208.60

B

-69.87

4.36 0

1.97
0.03

0.08 0
0.00 0

8029.90
8004.37

133.66

6.16
1.03

7.14
1.04

8.27
1.04

0.39
0.39
0.39
0.40

0.17
0.01
0
0

0.27
0.17
0.11
0.06

0.58
0.36
0.25
0.12

1.26
0.78
0.53
0.27

2.17
1.79

3.20
2.64

4.70
3.91

0.46
1.14
0.40
1.33

0.55
1.32
0.49
1.58

0.65
1.52
0.60
1.88

0

99.32

83.31
25.53

95% C.I. for Odds
Ratio

0

1.16
0.97
8113.22

Sig.

Lower Odds Upper

-0.54
-1.01
-1.40
-2.11
8212.54

S.E.

-0.61
0.28
-0.72
0.46

0.20 0
0.20 0
0
0.09 0
0.07 0
0.10 0
0.09 0

Note: R²= .08 (Cox & Snell) .21 (Nagelkerke). Model χ²(12)= 1640. p= .000
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Table 5.16 shows how many inflections the model correctly predicted. Only
4.3% of the class I inflections were correctly predicted:
Table 5.16 P
 redicted and observed inflections and the percentage of correct predictions of the
model predicting whether a verb was inflected as class I

Observed

Not class I
Class I

Overall

Predicted
% correctly predicted
Not class I Class I
18595
18526
69
99.6
1307
1251
56
4.3
93.4

The same model applied to only the second person singular past tense forms (so
without the variables 2sg pst, past participle, and 1sg pst), shows that the effect
size of the model is smaller here, and only year of birth and a high frequency
contribute to the model.
Table 5.17 Coefficients table of the model predicting whether a 2sg pst form of a verb was
inflected as class I

Included

-2 log
Change in
likelihood χ² (p<.001)
Initial:
2156.17

Constant

Year of birth
Writing
proficiency
With effort
Fairly well
Well
Really well
Similarity to
Dutch
Identical
Frequency
High
Middle

2057.87

98.31

2013.77

44.10

B

S.E.

95% C.I. for Odds
Ratio

Sig.

Lower Odds Upper
-66.06
0.03

7.68
0.00

0.00

0.00

1.03

1.03

1.04

0.00

11.19

-0.26
-0.25
-0.86
-1.18

0.89
0.88
0.88
0.89

0.77
0.78
0.33
0.18

0.14
0.14
0.08
0.05

0.77
0.78
0.42
0.31

4.38
4.36
2.37
1.75

2002.57

11.19

0.17

0.13

0.19

0.92

1.18

1.53

1990.57

12.00

0.15
0.13

0.00
0.00
0.24

0.44
0.67

0.59
0.86

0.80

-0.53
-0.15

Note: R²= .08 (Cox & Snell) .12 (Nagelkerke). Model χ²(8)= 165.603. p=.000

1.11
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The percentage of correctly predicted class I inflections is higher, but the overall
percentage of correctly predicted inflections is lower than that of the model applying to all verb forms:
Table 5.18 P
 redicted and observed inflections and the percentage of correct predictions of the
model predicting whether a 2sg pst form of a verb was inflected as class I

Observed

Not class I
Class I

Overall

Predicted
% correctly predicted
Not class I Class I
1449
1404
45
96.9
477
436
41
8.6
75.0

Concerning the other predicting variables, the same model applied to all data except the 2sg pst forms indeed shows that when the 2sg pst forms are excluded,
not much changes compared to the initial model:
Table 5.19 C
 oefficients table of the model predicting whether a verb was inflected as class I (2sg
pst forms excluded)

Included

-2 log
Change in
likelihood χ² (p<.001)
Initial:
6726.182

Constant

Year of birth
Writing
proficiency
With effort
Fairly well
Well
Really well
Similarity to
Dutch
Identical
Similar
Frequency
High
Middle
pst ptcp
1sg pst

B S.E. Sig.

95% C.I. for Odds
Ratio
Lower Odds Upper

-70.16 5.276 0

6496.842

229.34

6314.041

182.801

0.034 0.003 0

0

1.029 1.035 1.04

0
-0.596 0.423 0.159 0.241 0.551 1.262
-1.231 0.42 0.003 0.128 0.292 0.665
-1.52 0.42 0
0.096 0.219 0.499
-2.495 0.439 0
0.035 0.082 0.195

6189.403

6079.799

5996.319
5970.822

124.637

109.605

83.48
25.497

0
1.167 0.197 0
1.049 0.205 0
0
-0.697 0.115 0
0.47 0.094 0
-0.718 0.102 0
0.46 0.089 0

2.181
1.91

3.211 4.728
2.855 4.268

0.397
1.33
0.399
1.33

0.498
1.599
0.488
1.583

Note: R²= .04 (Cox & Snell) .13 (Nagelkerke). Model χ²(11)= 755.360. p=.000

0.624
1.924
0.596
1.884
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The actual predictions, however, show that when the 2sg forms are excluded, the
model (incorrectly) predicts no class I inflections at all:
Table 5.20 Predicted and observed inflections and the percentage of correct predictions of the
model predicting whether a verb was inflected as class I (2sg pst forms excluded)

Observed

Not class I
Class I

Overall

Predicted
% correctly predicted
Not class I Class I
17146
17146
0
100
830
830
0
0
95.4

5.3.3.7 Summary of the results

The main question of this study is whether or not class II verbs are stable or shifting towards class I, possibly under the influence of their resemblance to Dutch.
In search of an answer to this question, we set up the questionnaire, which
specifically was designed to answer the following questions:
• Are class II verbs sometimes inflected as class I verbs?
If so:
• Which participants do this?
•	Which verbs? Are there certain verbs or certain forms of the verbal paradigm that get inflected as class I more or less often?
•	Are there differences between the different forms of the verbal paradigm?
• Which features influence this?
The verbs ending in -ear and the foreign/novel verbs are not predominantly class II
verbs, and so they were excluded from the main dataset and analyzed separately.
As an answer to the first question, the results show that, overall, participants do not inflect class II verbs as class I verbs often. On average, this only
happened in 6.6 percent of the cases. The participants that are young and not
proficient in writing Frisian inflect class II verbs as class I most often, but even
these groups only do so in respectively 10% (youngest generation) and 12%
(least proficient in writing) of the cases. Both the oldest and the most proficient
participants do so in only 2.5% of the cases. Together the features age and writing proficiency are able to explain one quarter of the variance.
Regarding the question which forms of the verbal paradigm get inflected as
class I more or less often, it turns out that across participants of all ages and levels
of writing proficiency the number of class I inflections is also affected by the
form of the verbal paradigm. Past participles of class II verbs rarely appear with
a class I inflection, which is in line with the result of Knooihuizen et al. (2018).
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Contrary to the results of Hoekstra (1993), our results show that participants inflect the 2sg in the past tense as class I much more often than the other forms of
the verbal paradigm. The younger and less proficient they are in writing Frisian,
the more they inflect 2sg pst forms as class I. On average, participants do so in a
quarter of the cases. And they do so while not inflecting other forms of the verbal paradigm of the same verb as class I, resulting in mixed paradigms in which
only the 2sg pst is inflected as class I and the other verb forms are inflected as
class I verbs. In general, whenever participants inflect some form of a class II verb
as a class I verb, they do not necessarily also inflect the other forms of the verbal
paradigm of that verb as a class I verb. Most of the paradigms we reconstructed
(70%) are class II paradigms. The rest are mostly class II paradigms with one
class I form (14%) and there are only 0.3% complete class I paradigms. Apart
from the 2sg pst forms, also the 1sg pst forms got inflected as class I more often
than the other verbal forms, although not nearly as often as the 2sg pst.
Coming back to the 2sg pst forms; the results indicate an increasing tendency. Younger participants do not only inflect 2sg pst forms as class I more
often than older participants do, but they also increasingly do this more consistently. In addition, the level of writing proficiency that seems to have a small
preserving effect on the amount of 2sg pst class I inflections of the middle
generation, has no effect on the younger participants.
Apart from looking at the forms of the verbal paradigm, we also looked at
two phonological features that, according to the literature, might correspond to
class membership. The first of which was whether or not the verb stem ends in a
schwa and a sonorant, the idea being that verbs ending in a schwa and a sonorant
tend to be class II verbs (Visser, 1997). It turns out that the schwa+sonorant verbs
are not more resilient to shift towards class I than verbs that do not end in a
schwa+sonorant. However, among the novel verbs, it was exactly the one of this
specific phonological type that behaved almost like any other traditional class II
verb, in contrast to the other novel verbs, which behaved predominantly as class
I verbs. A notable result was also that the 1sg pst of verbs in a schwa and a sonorant are inflected as class I much more often than the other forms of the verbal
paradigm, and also much more often than the 1sg pst of verbs not ending in a
schwa and a sonorant. As with the 2sg pst forms of the other verbs, the results
seem to indicate an increasing tendency: the younger the participants, the more
they inflect these forms as class I.
The second phonological feature we analyzed was the one mentioned in
Knooihuizen et al. (2018), (as proposed by Haverkamp et al. (2014)) of monosyllabic simplex verbs favoring the class I paradigm. We found no evidence for a
distinction between class I and class II verbs based on the feature whether a verb
stem is monosyllabic simplex or polysyllabic complex. Monosyllabic simplex verbs
were not more likely to get inflected as class I than polysyllabic complex verbs.
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Two groups stand out because they get inflected as class I more often than
the rest. These are the verbs ending in -ear and the foreign/novel verbs. The -ear
verbs have a mean of 24% class I inflections, which is mostly influenced by participants’ writing proficiency: participants that are not proficient in writing Frisian are more likely to inflect -ear verbs as class I verbs. Furthermore, the amount
of class I inflections on -ear verbs is influenced for a small part by participants’
age (young = more class I inflections) and the region they grew up in (south-west
= more class I inflections).
With a mean of 70% and 74% class I inflections, the foreign/novel verbs
chill and facebook mostly get inflected as class I verbs. Twitter, the other foreign/
novel verb we included, only gets inflected as class I in 13% of the cases, and is
therefore more in line with the class II verbs. Also, the amount of class I inflections on twitter is influenced by the factors age and writing proficiency in a
similar way as the rest of the verbs, whereas facebook and chill are only influenced
by the age of the participants and not by their writing proficiency. It seems quite
likely that this different behavior of twitter compared to facebook and chill is
due to the fact it ends in a schwa and a sonorant. This is interesting because the
schwa+sonorant factor did not turn out a preserving factor on the existing class
II verbs. Furthermore, this difference between twitter and the other verbs also
has a side-effect, namely that it masks a possible difference between facebook and
twitter on the one hand, and chill on the other. All three verbs are borrowings
from English via Dutch, but only facebook and twitter are novel verbs which are
derived from a noun (facebook and twitter). The different behavior of twitter
thus disables us to see whether this conversion factor might also be of influence
on how participants were to inflect these verbs.
Finally, we focused on the third question: which verbal features influence
the inflections of class II verbs? It turned out that verbs from none of the three
Similarity to Dutch categories are often inflected in a Dutch-like manner (so with
a Dutch stem). Of course, the fact that we presented participants with the Frisian
stem could be responsible for this low number of Dutch-like responses. Still, the
numbers were so low that it seems safe to say that straightforward borrowing from
Dutch is not what is happening here. Much more often, we see Frisian class I inflections of class II verbs. In that respect, the results show two preserving forces:
A verb is most resistant to being inflected as class I when it is highly frequent, or
when it does not have a similar or identical counterpart in Dutch. The results of
the logistic regression model showed that there was no interaction effect of these
two variables. In general, the model showed that the impact of the two variables
is not very large. The model, which apart from frequency and similarity to Dutch
also included the variables age, writing proficiency, and the variables 2sg pst,
1sg pst, and past participle, was only able to correctly predict 4.3% of the class I
inflections when the 2sg pst forms were included. When we excluded the 2sg pst
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forms from the dataset, the model predicted there to be no class I inflections at
all. Although the fact that the 1sg pst (which is often inflected as class I as well)
contributed to the model does suggest Tense might have an influence on the class
I inflections, the feature Tense did not contribute to the model. When it comes
to the 2sg pst, the results showed that there were differences between verbs of
different frequencies, and between verb with stems identical to Dutch and those
with stems similar to Dutch. Also, there were differences between participants of
different ages and with different writing proficiencies. In the model that applied
to the 2sg pst only, however, only year of birth and frequency contributed, and
similarity to Dutch and writing proficiency did not.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we focused on the resemblance between Frisian class I verbs
and Dutch regular verbs, and studied whether class II verbs tend to become
class I verbs under the influence of Dutch. We discussed how this has been
suggested by previous research, and how these studies differ as to why and how
this shift would take place. Some predict Frisian class II verbs to be replaced
by Dutch verbs (borrowing), others predict Frisian class II verbs to shift classes
(shift) because they get assigned class I instead of class II under influence of the
resemblance of class I to Dutch regular verbs. Furthermore, it turned out that a
lot was concluded based on little evidence, considering the fact that there is little
data to back up the prediction that class II verbs would shift to class I.
Because of this lack of evidence, we set up a questionnaire to test whether
speakers of Frisian indeed tend to inflect what are considered class II verbs as
class I verbs. Specifically, the questionnaire was designed to find out whether
participants would do this more often with verbs more similar to their Dutch
counterparts. Therefore, we distinguished between three types of verbs in terms
of their similarity to Dutch (identical, similar, and different).
We saw in 5.2 that when verbs identical to Dutch get a class I inflection, it
is hard to pinpoint whether this is the result of borrowing the whole verb from
Dutch (Feitsma, 1982), a language internal shift to another class (De Haan,
1997), or borrowing the bound morpheme from Dutch (Breuker, 1979; 1984),
because their stem is identical to the Dutch stem. When verbs that are totally different from Dutch are replaced by the Dutch verb this is most likely the result of
borrowing. Verbs similar to Dutch are in the middle, and when they become class
I verbs, the question is whether they retain the same Frisian stem or whether their
stems are replaced by the Dutch stem. The first case is more likely to be the result
of a language internal shift, the latter case is more likely to be a case of borrowing.
First, the results of the questionnaire showed little evidence for borrowing
the whole verb from Dutch because neither of the verbs got many Dutch-like responses: neither the verbs similar to Dutch, nor the verbs different from Dutch.
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Second, the results showed that class II verbs do not switch en masse to class I.
If they do, this is mostly on the level of individual participants and individual
verbs, and no pattern can be discerned. Furthermore, it almost never concerns
the whole paradigm, but rather only one or two verbal forms. The hypothesis
that in general class I inflections are influenced by Dutch was confirmed by the
fact that we found significant differences in amounts of class I inflections between the three categories of verbs. The more identical the verb is to Dutch, the
more likely it is to be inflected in a class I manner. Being different from Dutch
specifically had a preserving effect from getting inflected as class I. Another
factor preserving the verb from getting inflected as class I was a high frequency.
Overall, the results showed effects of age and writing proficiency, in the sense
that younger and less proficient participants used more class I inflections.
Overall, the fact that all verbs were more often inflected as class I than
they were replaced by their Dutch counterparts is not in favor of the borrowing
hypothesis of Feitsma (1982). However, the class-shift hypothesis of De Haan
(1990) is also not confirmed by the results. This hypothesis states that when class
II verbs are inflected in a class I manner, this is a language internal development of
verbs shifting classes. The fact that the class I inflections almost never concern the
whole paradigm of the verb, makes it hard to believe that these class I inflections
are the result of a verb’s class shift. For the hypothesis by Breuker (1979) that only
suffixes are borrowed from Dutch, it is hard to tell whether this is true, because
the suffixes are not specifically Dutch, as they also occur in Frisian in class I.
Furthermore, the results of the 2sg pst stood out, because this form of
the paradigm is inflected as class I much more often than the other verb forms.
Many participants replace the form of the 2sg pst in the paradigm of class II by
the form of the 2sg pst in the paradigm of class I. Do wurk-est (‘you worked’)
thus becomes do wurk-test (‘you worked’):
(5.7)

norm

alternative

wurkje

do wurk-e-st

do wurk-te-st

[vørkjə]

[vørkəst]

[vørktəst]

work.inf

you work-pstclassII-2sg you work-pstclassI-2sg

Because this is often the only form in the paradigm that is inflected in a class I
manner, this does not seem to be an inflection class shift. Rather, it seems to be
a changing form in the paradigm of class II. This result is therefore discussed
individually in the subsequent Chapter 6. The 1sg pst forms were also inflected
as class I often, but not nearly as often and consistently as the 2sg pst. Therefore,
whether or not the 1sg pst forms are ‘following’ the 2sg pst, is impossible to say
based on these results alone.
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6	Regularization and cross-linguistic
influence: Changes in the 2nd
person singular past
6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we zoom in on the inflection of a single form of the inflectional
paradigm: The second person singular past (2sg past hereafter). This verbal form
turns out to have gone through and is still going through similar changes in
both Frisian strong and irregular verbs (Hoekstra, 2013a) as well as in the weak
class II verbs. We will discuss the developments of the 2sg past in these groups
one by one, while aiming to account for them coherently.
First, recall the basics of Frisian verbal inflection. Frisian has two productive classes of regular verbs, which have different infinitival endings (class I has -e
(-ə)60, and class II has -je (-jə)), and different tense inflections. In the past tense,
class II gets -e, whereas class I has a dental suffix -te/-de . This dental past tense
suffix is identical to the regular past tense suffix in Standard Dutch. Table 6.1
shows the inflectional paradigms of both Frisian classes:
Table 6.1 Paradigms of Frisian class I verb bakke [bakə] ‘to bake’, class II verb wurkje [vørkjə]

Person/Nr

prs

pst

1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
ptcp

Class I

Class II

bakke (‘to bake’)

wurkje (‘to work’)

bak
bak-st
bak-t
bak-e
bak-te
bak-test
bak-te
bak-ten61
bak-t

wurk-je
wurk-est
wurk-et
wurk-je
wurk-e
wurk-est
wurk-e
wurk-en
wurk-e

60	These Frisian inflectional suffixes such as -je, -e, -te/-de and -en are all pronounced with a
sjwa (ə).
61	Note that the final -n in Frisian is often syllabic, and in those cases, the preceding schwa
is not pronounced.
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We found, through the questionnaire reported in Chapter 5, that participants
inflect the 2sg past of class II verbs more and more with a dental suffix, i.e. as
if they were class I verbs. The example in (6.1) illustrates this change. The ‘new’
form with the dental suffix is referred to as the alternative:
(6.1) Development of 2sg past of regular class II verb wurkje (‘to work’)
		
norm
alternative
wurkje

[vørkjə]
work.inf

do wurk-e-st

[vørkəst]
you work-pstclassII-2sg

do wurk-te-st

[vørktəst]
you work-pstclassI-2sg

Initially, the present chapter was set up to provide an explanation for this development of class II 2sg past forms exclusively. However, this is not an isolated
phenomenon, as similar or at least related developments can be observed, in the
early 20th century in 2sg forms of class I, and currently also in strong and irregular verbs. As for strong and irregular verbs, Hoekstra (2013a) observed that
whereas traditionally they lack a distinct past tense suffix, nowadays more and
more 2sg past forms exhibit the dental suffix -te/-de. In the example in (6.2),
both forms of the 2sg past of the irregular verb sizze (‘to say’) are given: the
original form without a past tense suffix, which is referred to as the norm, and
the new form which is referred to as the alternative. Note that, currently, both
forms occur in Frisian:
(6.2) Development of 2sg past of irregular verb sizze (‘to say’)
		
norm
alternative
sizze

[sɪzə]
say.inf

sei-st

[sa.ist]
to say.pststem-2sg

sei-de-st

[sa.idəst]
to say.pst- pstclassI-2sg

When it comes to the 2sg of regular class I verbs, we have to go further back in
time. Currently, class I verbs always exhibit the dental past tense suffix -te/-de on
all past tense forms (Table 6.1). However, we will show that sometime roughly
between 1600 (or even earlier) and 1900, the 2sg was formed without this suffix.
Not long into the 20th century, the dental past tense suffix reappeared on the 2sg
forms. The schema in (6.3) shows the historical class I forms with and without
the past tense suffix, as well as the current forms with the past tense suffix:
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Development of 2sg past of regular class I verb bakke (‘to bake’)
<1600
1600-1900
current
(class I suffix)
(no pst suffix)
(class I pst suffix)
bak-te-st

[baktəst]
to bake-pstclassI-2sg

bak-st

[bakst]
to bake.pst-2sg

bak-te-st

[baktəst]
to bake-pstclassI-2sg

We will argue that phonological processes are likely to have been the cause of
these exceptional class I 2sg past forms without an overt dental past tense suffix.
The suffix-less form bak-st evolved from bak-te-st through schwa-syncope and
subsequent syncope of the t in the sequence /tst/. Followingly, we argue that
the later change from bak-st to bak-te-st is the effect of the residing phonological
rule of schwa syncope (Hoekstra, 2008). Because these class I changes are due
to phonological processes, we will only discuss them in 6.2.1, but we will not
further include them in the rest of this chapter.
The rest of this chapter focusses on the (morphological) changes in class
II and the strong/irregular verbs. After describing these changes in section 6.2,
in section 6.3 we set up a timeline and place them in a chronological order. We
discuss the similarities and differences between the developments and try to
explore how we can account for the changing 2sg past forms. The class II verbs
and some of the strong/irregular verbs have in common that without a dental
past tense suffix, the 2sg past tense form is homophonous with the 2sg present
tense forms, as was the case in the early modern class I forms.
(6.4) Homophonous 2sg forms in present and past tense
		
Present
Past (norm or old)
Irregular/strong
sei-st
sei-st
		
to say-2sg
to say. pststem-2sg
wurk-e-st
wurk-e-st
Class II verbs
		
to work-classII-2sg to work-pstclassII-2sg
This homophony is dissolved by adding the dental past tense suffix ‑te/‑de to the
past tense forms. From a functional perspective, it thus seems clear why this
change occurred: attaching the dental suffix resolves this ambiguity. However,
in section 6.3.2 we will argue that such an explanation cannot completely account for the changing forms, since it does not solve the actuation problem
(Weinreich, Labov & Herzog, 1968) of these particular changes: What initiated them? Why did they change at a certain point in time, whereas apparently,
the homophony was not a problem/sufficient trigger in earlier stages? And, why
didn’t all verbs change at the same time?
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As set out in Chapter 2, morphological changes are the product of language learners making alternative analyses, and productivity is what makes these
alternative analyses successful (Anderson, 2015; Yang, 2016). This leads us to the
hypothesis that the developments concerning the 2sg are the result of productive
alternative analyses. We work out this hypothesis in the form of a hypothetical scenario of change (6.3.3) in which the homophony introduces ambiguity
for the learner, which, especially in the bilingual context of Frisian and Dutch,
allows for the construction of alternative analyses. This enables a process of possible reanalysis and change, which in turn will prompt new learners to make
new productive alternative analyses, which will then lead to further change.
We will test the productivity of these alternative analyses along the lines of the
Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2016) at the end of this section. In section 6.3.4 we
specifically focus on how Dutch might have been of influence on the changes in
the 2sg forms. Lastly, in section 6.3.5 we discuss how and why this hypothesis
proves challenging, specifically in relation to our analysis in Chapter 4. This has
everything to do with whether or not to differentiate between stem alternations
and suffixation as productive markers of past tense, a theoretical issue we also
discussed in Chapter 2 (section 2.5).

6.2 Dental suffixes on the 2nd person singular past across classes

Before trying to account for the changing 2sg past forms, this section presents
them in more detail one by one. In Figure 6.1, the developments are placed on a
timeline. We start out this section with the first dot on the timeline: the historical development of the 2sg past forms in weak class I verbs (6.2.1). We will then
discuss one of the most recent developments, corresponding to the last dot on
the timeline: the currently changing 2sg forms of weak class II forms (6.2.2).
The last section (6.2.3) is dedicated to the developments of 2sg forms of strong
and irregular verbs, as reported by Hoekstra (2013a). These developments for
strong and irregular verbs are divided into three subgroups, as is also displayed
on the timeline:
1900
Weak class I
baktest  bakst(e)  baktest

1950
Strong/irr 2
soest  soedest
mochst  mochtest

>2000
Weak class II
wurkest  wurktest

1950
Strong/irr 1
seist  seidest
wist  wistest

>2000
Strong/irr 3
seachest  seachdest
hongst  hongdest

Figure 6.1 Timeline 2sg past forms getting a dental past tense suffix
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Unlike the developments in the strong/irregular verbs and the weak class II
verbs, the historical developments in the weak class I verbs will turn out to be
mainly phonology-driven. In section 6.3, where we try to account for the changing 2sg past forms, we will therefore only focus on the morphological changes
of the strong and irregular verbs and the weak class II verbs.
6.2.2 Historical change: Class I
This section focuses on the 2sg past of class I verbs, which from Old Frisian up
to now has shown two changes, one of which similar to the ones in class II and
the strong and irregular verbs discussed above. Nowadays, all forms of the class
I paradigm exhibit the past tense suffix -te/-de . In medieval Frisian, they did as
well, but roughly between 1600 and 1900, something peculiar was going on
with the 2sg past. Grammars from before and around 1900 (Colmjon, 1863, p.
89-90; Feitsma, 1902, p. 79; Sipma, 1913, p. 69; Fokkema, 1948, p. 63) often
mention the 2sg past as an exception to the rest of the paradigm in the sense that
it lacks the past tense suffix. Without this suffix, these forms are homophonous
to their present tense forms. Table 6.2 shows the different 2sg past forms in the
three different stages:
Table 6.2 (Reconstructed) paradigms of class I verbs

Class I
prs 2sg
pst 2sg

< 1600

1600 -1900

> 20th century

bakke (to bake)

bakke (to bake)

bakke (to bake)

bak-st
bak-te-st

bak-st(e)
bak-st(e)

bak-st
bak-te-st

We searched for the period 1600-1900 2sg past forms in the Frisian Frisian
language database (Fryske Akademy, 2009). It turns out that, indeed, a few 2sg
past forms of class I without a past tense suffix are found dating back to the 17th
and 18th century, but none with the past tense suffix62.
(6.5)

Omdat ik fiele
koe
datste
mij
because I feel.inf can.pst.1sg that.comp me

mien-ste
mean.pst-2sg

	because I could feel that you meant me
(Language database, E. Meinerts, 1779)

62	We found only 4 examples in total, in the whole 1550-1800 corpus. Raaie - raeyste (1681)
(‘to perform a round dance’), giere - gierste (1767) (‘to howl’, ‘to scream’), miene - mienste
(1779) (‘to mean’), lichte - ligste (1780) (‘to raise’, ‘to heave’).
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In the latter half of the 19th and the first half of the 20th century, the suffix-less
forms presumably co-existed with the forms with a dental suffix. Van Blom
(1889, p. 137-138) for example also mentions 2sg past forms with the dental
suffix (of the verbs miene (‘to mean’) en brûke (‘to use’)). Around 50 years later,
Tuinstra (1937, p. 23) mentions 2sg pasts with the dental suffix as well, while
adding that forms without the dental suffix are preferred.
The examples in Table 6.2 (bakste) and (6.5) (mienste) both display another
development concerning the 2sg forms as well: a schwa at the end. The grammars from around 1900 prescribe adding this schwa at the end of the suffix-less
2sg past forms. Although it seems likely to suggest that this schwa is added to
make the past tense more transparently inflected, the schwa also occurs on 2sg
present tense forms (Hoekstra, 2013a, p.5). This indicates that it is not related to
tense at all. Hoekstra argues that it is more likely that this schwa is the unstressed
leftover of the 2sg pronoun do ‘you’ in inversion sentences (bakst do = baksto ? bakste), which became part of the inflection. Therefore, it occurs on the 2sg forms of
both class I and class II verbs in both the past and the present tense. The schwa,
then, is part of the agreement suffix rather than part of the tense suffix.
Hoekstra further suggests that if this schwa became part of the inflection
before the 2sg past lost its dental suffix, this might in fact have been the cause
for the 2sg past forms to lose their dental suffix. First, the schwa became part of
the agreement suffix of both the 2sg prs and the 2sg past:
(6.6)

Bakk-e
bake-class I.inf

Present
Bak-st-o
		
bake.prs-2sg.agr-2sg.pro

Past
Bak-te-sto
		
bake-pst-2sg.agr-2sg.pro

bak-ste
bake.prs-2sg.agr
bak-te-ste
bake-pst-2sg.agr

In the past tense form, the combination of the dental suffix -te/-de and the similar
agreement suffix ‑ste then might have led to loss of the dental suffix (Hoekstra,
2013a):
(6.7) Past
		


bak-te-ste
bake-pst-2sg.agr

bak-st(e)
bake.pst-2sg.agr

Of course, the question is why and how this combination led to the loss of the
dental suffix. We will argue that it is the result of two phonological rules.
In late Old Frisian (<1500) and Early Modern Frisian (1550-1800) schwa
syncope occurred on the schwa in the penultimate syllable (Hoekstra, 2008,
p. 239; Versloot, 2008, p. 169-170). An example can be found in the writings of
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the 17th century poet Gysbert Japicx. On a form with two or more schwa’s such
as the 2sg present form of the verb tongerje (‘to storm’ (thunderstorm)) - tongeret -,
the penultimate schwa is lost, resulting in tongret.
Now, on the 2sg past forms with the past tense suffix -te/-de and the agreement suffix -ste, such as bakteste, this Early Modern Frisian schwa syncope leads
to loss of the schwa in the past tense suffix:
(6.8) Past
		


bak-te-ste
bake-pst-2sg.agr

bak-t-ste
bake-pst-2sg.agr

Subsequently, in the remaining sequence t-st, the -t is lost (Hoekstra, 1985; Visser,
1997; Visser, 2020), resulting in total loss of the dental past tense suffix: bak-ste.
The enclitic schwa on the agreement suffix thus sets in motion two phonological rules, schwa syncope and subsequently t-syncope, resulting in forms
that lack an overt past tense suffix. As a side-effect, this resulted in phonologically homophonous past and present tense forms (bakste). The enclitic schwa was
eventually lost on both tenses, resulting in bakst. In (6.17), the phonological and
morphological rules applying to the historical class I verbs are given:
(6.9)

Tense rule
Agreement rule
Phon. rule 1
Phon. rule 2

[+pst]
[2sg]
ə



t/d






-te/-de / [class I] /bak-te-/
-ste		
/bak-te-ste/

Ø / ˈσ-_C(C)ə
Ø / C_st

[bak-t-ste]
[bak- -ste]

After the morphological rules apply, the phonological rules 1 and 2 elide the
schwa and ‑t/‑d that make up the phonological form of the tense suffix, resulting
in a phonologically covert past tense suffix on 2sg forms.
Similar developments can be found in other related dialects, such as the
dialect from the small town of Hylpen, (Blom & Dyk, 2019, p. 58; De Boer,
1950, p. 14463), the West Frisian island of Skiermûntseach (Fokkema, 1969, p.
33) and the East Frisian island of Wangeroog (Ehrentraut, 1849, p. 52). In 19th
and early 20th century data on all these dialects, the agreement suffixes of the
2sg mostly display the enclitic schwa (-ste) and the dental suffix of the 2sg past
is lost, contrary to the other forms of the paradigm, which do exhibit the dental
past tense suffix.

63	De Boer (1950, p. 44) mentions the 19th century 2sg past form men-st-e. In Blom & Dyk
(2019) the 2sg does not display the enclitic schwa and the dental suffix is present in the
past tense: skop-te-st.
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(6.10) Hylpen:		
mênste
Skiermûntseach: mienste
Wangeroog:
menst64
In 20th century Frisian, the suffixless 2sg past forms disappear, and are replaced
by forms with the dental suffix (baktest)65. We argue this reoccurrence of the
suffix on the 2sg past forms to be the effect of the residing phonological rule of
schwa syncope. In the course of the Early Modern Period, not only the enclitic
schwa on 2sg forms disappears, but also the (general) schwa syncope rule (1)
subsides (Hoekstra, 2008, p. 239)66. On the 2sg past forms, this means that
the tense suffix is overt again because both phonological rules 1 and 2 do no
longer apply to them: Without the schwa syncope, there is no sequence ‑tst,
and consequently the -t syncope rule no longer applies. We cannot tell whether
this was initially the result of the disappearance of the enclitic schwa leading to
a situation in which the schwa syncope rule did not apply or the result of the
general subsiding schwa syncope rule. Whatever scenario may have played out,
the dental past tense suffix got phonologically overt again.
6.2.3 Current change: Class II
Now let us turn to one of the most recent changes on the timeline in Figure 6.1:
the one affecting the class II verbs. In Chapter 5, we reported a questionnaire
conducted to study participants’ inflection of class II verbs. Although class II
membership is relatively stable in general, the results showed that the 2sg past
gets inflected in a class I manner far more often than the other forms of the
paradigm. The example of the class II verb wurkje (‘to work’) in (6.11) shows the
‘normal’ class II way of inflecting the 2sg past (with the past tense suffix of class
II -e), and the novel, alternative way of inflecting it with the dental suffix -te/-de
typical to class I:
(6.11) Development of 2sg past of regular class II verb wurkje (to work)
		
norm
alternative
wurkje

[vørkjə]
work.inf

do wurk-e-st

[vørkəst]
you work-pstclassII-2sg

do wurk-te-st

[vørktəst]
you work-pstclassI-2sg

64	At the end of the 18th century, the Wangerooger dialect has word-final schwa apocope,
so there is no schwa at the end of a form such as menst.
65	In a discussion between Hoekema (1995) and Veenstra (1998) on the commonality of
the forms without the dental suffix, Veenstra (1998) even claimss to have never used or
heard such forms at all.
66	The -t/-d syncope is (still) a general phonological rule in Frisian, as shown in the superlative of koart [kwat] ‘short’: koartst [kwast] ‘shortest’ (Hoekstra 1985; Visser, 2020)
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The questionnaire showed that the alternative way of inflecting 2sg past forms is
on the rise. This has been visualized in Figure 6.2, repeated here from Chapter
5. The figure displays the difference in results between the 2sg past and the other
verbal forms of class II verbs, and shows that this alternative way of inflecting the
2sg past is used most frequently by the youngest generation:

Mean % Class I inflections

Verb forms
40

1SG PRS

30

2SG PST

20

3SG PRS
1SG PST

10

PL PRS

0
1930-1955

1955-1980

Generation

1980-2005

PST PTCP

Figure 6.2 Mean % class I inflections of class II verbs for three generations, per verb form

Apart from an occurrence of freeg-de-st ( freegje, ‘to ask’) mentioned in a side
note in Hoekstra (2013a, p. 12), this trend of adding the class I suffix to 2sg past
forms of class II verbs has been unobserved so far. In Chapter 5, we looked at
other studies concerning the inflection of class II verbs and none of them report
this trend: Hoekstra (1993)67 actually observes the opposite: in his study, the 2sg
in the past tense is more resilient to changing from class II to class I than the
other past tense forms. The Morphological Atlas of Dutch Dialects (MAND)
only elicited 2sg past forms of two class II verbs: the verbs klopje to knock’ and
libje ‘to live’ (Goeman et al., 1980). Libje is mostly inflected as the class I verb leve,
and the data only report one response libedest in the dialect of West-Terschelling.
Of the verb klopje we do find some68 class I inflections of 2sg past forms, but
no more than we find them for other verbal forms. We also find them in the
so-called city dialects, but in these dialects there are no class II verbs, and so all
verbal forms are inflected as class I.

67	This is quite interesting, considering the fact that participants of Hoekstra’s study were
born around the time the participants of our youngest and middle generations were born.
68	These were the responses of 3 out of 47 dialect speakers, namely those of Workum, Makkum, and Holwerd.
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A closer look into our survey results can tell us more about how often
participants of different generations actually use these alternative forms of the
2sg past. Figure 6.3 displays, per generation, how many participants use the
alternative forms, split up by frequency. We created four categories, based on
the number of alternative (class I) inflections (0-25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and 75100%), and give the results of all three generations. The grey bars represent the
youngest generation, the orange ones the middle generation, and the blue ones
the oldest generation.
2SG past

% participants

100
80
1930-1955
60
1955-1980
40
1980-2005
20
0

0-25%

25-50%

50-75%

75-100%

% Class I inflections
Figure 6.3 P
 ercentage of participants per category mean % of class I inflections (4) of 2sg past
forms

The grey bar on the right, in the category 75-100%, shows that over 20 percent
of the youngest generation practically always inflects the 2sg past with the class I
past tense suffix. The tiny blue bar makes clear that most of the older participants
never do so. The middle generation is literally in the middle. This generation
seems to form the start of this change: They use the class I inflections more than
the older participants, but do so less consistently than the young participants do.
These results indicate an ongoing change, of which we see the beginning of the
finish line in the fact that 20 percent of the young generation consistently uses
these alternative inflections.
Another indication of more structural/consistent use of these inflections is
that a high writing proficiency only has a small preserving effect on participants
from the middle generation, and loses its preserving power in the youngest generation. Also, the results showed that a high frequency has a preserving effect:
Apparently, in order to get excluded from getting the dental past tense suffix, the
verb needs to be highly frequent. What is also important to note is that, whereas
the other verbal forms’ amounts of class I inflections were influenced by the
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verb’s similarity to Dutch, this effect was less clear for the 2sg past forms. The
2sg past forms of verbs similar to Dutch were inflected with the dental suffix
more often (Chapter 5, Figure 5.42), but similarity to Dutch did not come out as
a significant predictive factor in the logistic regression model for the 2sg forms
(Chapter 5, Table 5.17).
Following our perspective on change set out in Chapter 2, morphological
change happens when language is learned, and the output of older generations
serves as the input of the younger generations. Figure 6.3 in that respect shows
that input of the older generations, with the occasional alternative 2sg forms,
lead to the output of the youngest generation with the increasingly consistent
use of alternative 2sg past tense forms. Assuming that in a hypothetical earlier
stage there were no alternative 2sg past forms at all, the question of course arises
where these alternative forms come from. We will address this question in sections 3 and 4.
6.2.4 Recent change: Strong and irregular verbs
Whereas the development of the 2sg past forms of class II verbs is very recent
and, in fact, still ongoing, a similar development has been going on for some time
already on the 2sg past forms of strong and irregular verbs (Hoekstra, 2013a).
In general, strong and irregular verbs do not exhibit a past tense suffix at
all, as in the normative examples of the verbs wurde (‘to become’) and sizze (‘to
say’) in Table 6.3:
Table 6.3

Tns

Person/Nr

prs
pst

2sg
2sg

Class I strong
wurde (‘to become’)
wurd st
waard st

Class I irregular
sizze (‘to say’)
sei st
sei st

More and more, the 2sg past forms of strong and irregular verbs, however, are
inflected with the class I past tense suffix. An example is given in (6.12), in which
the 2sg past of wurde is waardest instead of waardst:
(6.12) Development of 2sg past of irregular verb wurde (‘to become’)
		
norm
alternative
wurde

[vödə]
become.inf

waard-st

[va:st]
become.pststem-2sg

waard-de-st (waardest)69

[va:dəst]
become.pst-pstclassI-2sg

69	Note that the stem final -d and the -d from the suffix are not both spelled out orthographically, and waard-de-st, thus, is spelled as waardest.
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Hoekstra (2013a) studied these alternative inflections of the 2sg past of strong
verbs, and mentions findings in written sources such as books, newspapers, and
internet-fora. One of the earliest examples comes from the Frisian novelist Trinus Riemersma and dates back to 1965:
fan neat, Arjen, it koe
dy net skele
(6.13) Dou wist-te-st
you know-pst-2sg of nothing name, it can.pst.2sg you not care.inf
you knew of nothing, Arjen, it could not concern you / you did not care
(Tr. Riemersma, De Tsjerne 337, 1965)

According to Hoekstra, this development took place in three stages, which we
will discuss below. In short, he claims that, first, verbs with homophonous 2sg
present and past tense forms got the dental suffix inserted, then verbs were targeted with a stem ending in a consonant cluster on -t or in a vowel, and finally,
in the words of Hoekstra, ‘the youngest generation is on its way to generalize
this insertion of -te/-de to all strong verbs’ (2013a, p. 1). We will first describe the
developments as presented by Hoekstra and end this section by making some
remarks.
1 Homophonous 2sg forms: past stems in -st and past stems in a vowel

Hoekstra argues that the first verbs to witness the change and incorporate the
-te/-de suffix on 2sg past forms were strong and irregular verbs with homophonous 2sg forms in the past and present tense. Specifically, these are strong verbs
with past stems that end in -st: moatte - moast (‘to must’), witte-wist (‘to know’),
and doare-doarst (‘to dare’)70, and irregular verbs with past stems ending in a
vowel: sizze - sei (‘to say’), lizze - lei (‘to lay’), gean - gie (‘to go’), stean - stie (‘to
stand’) (Hoekstra, 2013a). Note that this change only affects these 7 verbs, and
it does not at this point affect the other strong and irregular verbs with homophonous 2sg forms, which are class II verbs. We will come back to this category of
verbs at the end of this section.
The verbs with past stems in -st have homophonous past and present 2sg
forms, because due to phonological reduction rules, after adding the agreement
suffix -st to a past stem ending in -st, the cluster stst is realized as -st, and the past
stem in -st is no longer recognizable as such:

70	According to the dictionary (Duijff et al., 2008), the other verbal forms of doare can
exhibit the past tense suffix -te as well, and it also has a regular variant.
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(6.14) Witte ‘to know’
Present
wit-st

[vɪst]
to know-2sg

Past normative

Past alternative

wist-st

wist-te-st

= wist

[vɪst]		
to know.pst.2sg
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[vɪstəst]
to know.pst-pst-2sg

Adding -te/-de between the stem final -st and the agreement suffix -st not only
makes sure the past tense is visibly marked, but also leads to a clear distinction
between the past stem wist and the agreement suffix -st, that way preserving the
phonological integrity of the past tense stem.
At the same time, the dental suffix also got added to verbs with a past stem
ending in a vowel and homophonous past and present 2sg forms. This concerns
the following verbs and their past tense stems: sizze - sei (‘to say’), lizze - lei (‘to
lay’), gean - gie (‘to go’)71, stean - stie (‘to stand’). The 2sg forms of these verbs
are homophonous in the past and present, because they exhibit Wechselflexion
(alternating inflection) (Dammel, 2010). Verbs that exhibit Wechselflexion are
irregular verbs with stem alternations in their present tense paradigms72. Characteristic of these verbs is that the stem of the infinitive, the 1sg and all plural
forms in the present tense differs from the stem in the rest of the paradigm. Vice
versa, the stems of the 2sg and 3sg in the present tense are identical to the stem
of the past tense paradigm, as is shown in Table 6.4:
Table 6.4

Tns

prs

pst

Person/Nr
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl

Irregular class I
sizze (‘to speak’, ‘to say’)
siz- ø
sei-st
sei-t
siz-e73
sei
sei-st
sei
sei-n-en

71	Note that the verb gean (‘to go’) shows a lot of dialectical variation (Duijff et al., 2008).
Some of these alternative paradigms do not have homophonous 2sg forms.
72	In Frisian this was caused by language changes such as palatalization, assibilation and
diphthongization which have affected (formerly) weak verbs.
73	Note that in Frisian spelling, the consonant is doubled after a short vowel. A form such
as siz-e, thus, is spelled sizze.
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After adding the -te/-de suffix to the 2sg past, the past and present forms are no
longer homophonous:
(6.15) Sizze, ‘to say’
Present
sei-st

[sa.ist]
to say.prs-2sg

Past normative
sei-st		

[sa.ist]		
to say.pst-2sg

Past alternative
sei-de-st

[sa.idəst]
to say.pst-pst-2sg

2 Non-homophonous forms: past stems in -t and past stems in a vowel

From the 7 verbs with homophonous past and present 2sg forms from group 1,
Hoekstra (2013a) hypothesizes the change to have spread to two groups of verbs
without homophonous 2sg forms, but with similar phonological contexts as the
verbs in group 1. These are verbs with past tense stems ending in a consonant
cluster on -t (cht) and verbs with past stems ending in a vowel.
From the verbs from group 1 with stems in -st and homophonous 2sg
forms (witte ‘to know’, moatte ‘to must’, doare ‘to dare’), the change spreads to
verbs with stems in a consonant cluster on -t. These are the verbs keapje - kocht (‘to
buy’), meie - mocht (‘to be allowed, to may’), sykje-socht (‘to seek’), and tinke-tocht
(‘to think’)74. The past stem of these verbs is less distinctive on the 2sg forms,
because in pronunciation, adding of the 2sg suffix -st leads to deletion of the
stem final -t (mocht-st  mochst).
(6.16) Meie, ‘to may’
Present
mei-st

[ma.ist]
to may-2sg

Past normative
mocht-st =

mochst

[moxst]		
to may.pst-2sg

Past alternative
mocht-te-st

[moxtəst]
to may.pst-pst-2sg

Hoekstra suggests that the suffix -te/-de would get attached to these verbs presumably in order to make the phonological make-up of the past tense forms
more transparent and keep the stem from being phonologically reduced.
From the homophonous verbs from group 1 with stems in a vowel, such
as sizze and lizze, the dental suffix also spreads to other verbs with past stems
ending in a vowel, but without homophonous past and present 2sg forms, such
as sille (‘to shall’):
74	Note that the past tense forms of half of all strong/irregular class II verbs are not overtly
marked as class II verbs because, being strong/irregular, they lack a past tense suffix. The
other half of the strong/irregular class II verbs do exhibit the dental past tense suffix typical
to class II (-e) in the past tense. Meitsje (‘to make’) for example has the past stem makk-e.
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(6.17) Sille, ‘to shall’
Present
sil-st
[sɪst]
to shall.prs-2sg

Past normative
soe-st		
[su.əst]		
to shall.pst-2sg
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Past alternative
soe-de-st
[su.ədəst]
to shall.pst-pst-2sg

Next to sille, other verbs in this group are:
(6.18)		
kinne (‘to can’)
kenne (‘to know’)
wolle (‘to want’)
weze (‘to be’)
hawwe (‘to have’)
dwaan (‘to do’)

Past normative
koest
koest
woest
wiest
hiest
diest

Past alternative
koedest
koedest
woedest
wiedest
hiedest
diedest

Note that there are a few more verbs that have a past stem ending in a vowel as
well, but are not mentioned explicitly by Hoekstra. These are the verbs ending
in -iuwe (bliuwe ‘to stay’, driuwe ‘to float’, priuwe ‘to taste’, riuwe ‘to lace/to string’,
skriuwe ‘to write’, triuwe ‘to push/throw’, wiuwe ‘to wave’, wriuwe ‘to rub’) and the
verbs bidde (‘to pray’), biede (‘to offer’), siede (‘to seed/to sow‘), snije (‘to cut’), swije
(‘to keep silent‘). These are all verbs that, according to the dictionary (Duijff et
al., 2008), also have weak variants.
3 All strong/irregular verbs

Hoekstra (2013a) shows that in recent data from internet fora the dental suffix
also occurs on 2sg past forms of other strong/irregular verbs. He argues that,
from the verbs with a past stem ending in a consonant cluster on -t (the -cht verbs
from group 2), the suffix -te further spreads to verbs with a stem in -t, such as
smite (‘to hurl’) and sitte (‘to sit’):
(6.19) Sitte, ‘to sit’
Present
sit-st
[sɪst]
to sit.prs-2sg

Past normative
siet-st		
[si.əst]		
to sit.pst-2sg

Past alternative
siet-te-st
[si.ətəst]
to sit.pst-pst-2sg

He also signals the -te suffix on other verbs with a voiceless ending such as skrikke
(‘to startle, to scare, to jump’) and helpe (‘to help’), but stresses that this change
might not be completed yet since he did not find occurrences of all of them.
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(6.20) Helpe, ‘to help’
Present
help-st
[hɛlpst]
to help.prs-2sg

Past normative
Past alternative
holp-st		holp-te-st
[holpst]		
[holptəst]
to help.pst-2sg
to help.pst-pst-2sg

From the verbs with past stems in a vowel from group 2, Hoekstra signals that
the suffix -de spreads to all verbs with a voiced ending, as he found occurrences
of verbs such as falle (‘to fall’) ( foeldest), komme (‘to come’) (kaamdest), fine (‘to
find’) (fûndest) and hingje (‘to hang’) (hongdest). (6.21) shows an example of
the verb sjen (‘to see’). The past tense stem of sjen is seach and so the normative
2sg past form is seach-st. On internet fora, Hoekstra found occurrences of the
alternative form with the dental suffix: seachdest.
(6.21) Sjen, ‘to see’
Present
sjoch-st
[sjo(x)st]
to see.prs-2sg

Past normative
seach-st		
[sɛ:xst]		
to see.pst-2sg

Past alternative
seach-de-st
[sɛ:γdəst]
to see.pst-pst-2sg

All in all, the study by Hoekstra (2013a) suggests that once the homophonous
2sg past forms change (group 1), the change expands to similar phonological
contexts (group 2), and eventually to (almost) all strong and irregular verbs
(group 3).
Remarks: All strong/irregular verbs?

Of all Frisian’s approximately 170 strong and irregular verbs, only 21 are class
II verbs. Of the strong and irregular verbs with alternative 2sg past forms mentioned in Hoekstra (2013a), only a few are class II verbs: keapje (‘to buy’) and sykje (‘to seek/search’) are examples of group 2, and hingje (‘to hang’) is an example
of group 3. Therefore, it is not obvious that the 2sg past forms of all 21 strong
and irregular class II verbs are undergoing this change as well.
Particularly interesting in this respect is that half of all 21 strong/irregular
class II verbs in Frisian have homophonous 2sg past and present forms, but these
are not mentioned as verbs getting the dental suffix in the study by Hoekstra.
These are strong/irregular class II verbs that exhibit Wechselflexion, such as the
verb meitsje (‘to make’):
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Table 6.5

Tns

prs

pst

Person/Nr

1sg
2sg
3sg
pl
1sg
2sg
3sg
pl

Irregular class II
With wechselflexion
meitsje (‘to make’)
meits-je
mak-est75
mak-et
meits-je
mak-e
mak-est
mak-e
mak-en

Without wechselflexion
hingje (‘to hang’)
hing-je
hing-est
hing-et
hing-je
hong
hong-st
hong
hong-en

These 10 Wechselflexion verbs differ from the other 11 strong/irregular class II
verbs because unlike ‘normal’ strong/irregular verbs, they do exhibit the past
tense suffix typical to class II (-e) in the past tense. The other 11 class II strong/
irregular verbs do not exhibit Wechselflexion, and do not exhibit a past tense
suffix. They only display a stem alternation. Hoekstra does not mention occurrences of alternative 2sg past forms of the class II Wechselflexion verbs, and to
our knowledge, there are no documented occurrences of alternative 2sg past
forms of these verbs. Therefore, it is not clear at this point whether they are part
of this change. It might be the case that they are not, because they already exhibit a past tense suffix (-e). Or in other words, they do not undergo this change
because they are ‘normal’ class II verbs in the past tense, contrary to the hingje
– hong type, which shows root vowel alternation and no suffix, in line with the
strong and irregular class I verbs.

6.3 Accounting for the changing 2sg forms

The changes in the strong and irregular verbs and the weak class II verbs that we
described in 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 are very much alike in the sense that all 2sg past
forms changed from once lacking a dental past tense suffix to now exhibiting a
dental past tense suffix. This section serves to further analyze and account for
these changes. We start out in 6.3.1 with describing a scenario of the order in
which the developments took place, based on the findings of our own questionnaire and the study by Hoekstra (2013a), after which we try to account for this
scenario in the subsequent sections.

75	Again note that in Frisian spelling, the consonant is doubled after a short vowel. A form
such as mak-est, thus, is spelled makkest.
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Although the changes seem similar, this does not mean they are identical
and can be explained in the same manner. In section 6.3.2 we will therefore
start with an, at first sight, obvious functional explanation and state the actual
problem in accounting for these changes.
In section 6.3.3, we will posit the hypothesis (based on our perspective
on morphological change set out in Chapter 2) that the developments must be
due to productive alternative analyses. Combined with the order of changes we
described in 6.3.1, we present a hypothetical scenario of how the changes actuated. We will test this hypothetical scenario by assessing the productivity of the
alternative analyses, along the lines of the Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2016). It
turns out that we can in part account for how the changes actuated. In order to
completely account for how and why the changes actuated, we subsequently discuss the possible role of cross-linguistic influence from Dutch in section 6.3.4.
In section 6.3.5 we show why accounting for the changing 2sg forms still
proves problematic: It turns out to conflict with the analysis of the Frisian verbal
system in Chapter 4, when it comes to what one considers to be productive ways
of spelling out past tense. The 2sg changes raise interesting theoretical questions
and touch upon important theoretical issues with respect to verbal inflection
and morphological productivity.
6.3.1 Order of changes
Based on the findings of our own questionnaire and the study by Hoekstra (2013a)
described in section 6.2, we can summarize the developments as follows. Apparently, this change starts out with the 7 homophonous irregular verbs from group
1. These are five class I verbs (sizze ‘to say’, lizze ‘to lay’, witte ‘to know’, moatte ‘to
must’, doare ‘to dare’) and two verbs in -n ( gean ‘to go’ and stean ‘to stand’). Their
2sg forms are homophonous in the past and present tense due to Wechselflexion
(sizze, lizze, gean, stean) or due to phonological reasons (moatte, witte, doare).
From there, the alternative then spreads to strong and irregular verbs that
do not have homophonous 2sg forms, but with similar phonological contexts as
the verbs from group 1. From the group 1 verbs with a past stem in -st (moatte,
witte, doare), it spreads to verbs with a past stem with a consonant cluster in -t
(mainly verbs with past stems ending in ‑cht): sykje ‘to search’, keapje ‘to buy’,
tinke ‘to think’, meie ‘to may’). From the verbs from group 1 with a past stem
ending in a vowel (sizze, lizze, gean, stean) it spreads to verbs with a past tense
ending in a vowel that do not have homophonous past and present forms (sille
‘to shall’, kinne ‘to can, to be able’, wolle ‘to want’, wêze ‘to be’, hawwe ‘to have’,
dwaan ‘to do’, stean ‘to stand’, gean ‘to go’, and possibly also the verbs in -iuwe).
According to Hoekstra’s data from internet fora, the change recently seems
to spread to other strong/irregular verbs. This is Hoekstra’s group 3, with examples
of verbs such as sjen ‘to see’ and hingje ‘to hang’. The only strong/irregular verbs
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that, to our knowledge, remain unaffected are the irregular class II verbs that
exhibit Wechselflexion: the meitsje verbs, that already exhibit the past tense suffix
of class II. Futhermore, our own survey showed that, recently, the change seems
to spread to weak class II verbs as well. On the basis of our data and Hoekstra’s
study, we cannot say how far these changes have progressed precisely, nor whether
the weak class II verbs precede group 3 of the strong/irregular verbs or vice versa.
The developments summarized above are visualized again on a timeline,
here given in Figure 6.4:
1950
Strong/irregular group 1
Homophonous
stems in -st
stems in vowel
seist  seidest
wist  wistest

1950
Strong/irregular group 2
Non-homophonous
stems in -ct
stems in vowel
soest  soedest
mochst  mochtest

>2000
Strong/irregular group 3
Non-homophonous
seachst  seachdest
hongst  hongdest

2000
Weak class II
wurkest  wurktest

Figure 6.4 Timeline 2sg past forms getting a dental past tense suffix

What stands out in this timeline is that there are two periods of change: one
starting around the 1950’s and one starting after the year 2000, and that in both
of them a group of homophonous verbs change and a group of non-homophonous verbs change. In the 1950’s period, the change first actuates on strong/
irregular verbs with homophonous 2sg forms for present and past tense, after
which it is followed by strong/irregular verbs without homophonous 2sg forms,
but with similar phonological contexts as the verbs from group 1. Based on our
own findings from Chapter 5 and Hoekstra’s findings, in the >2000 period,
the homophonous weak class II verbs start to change, as well as the rest of the
non-homophonous strong/irregular verbs. On the basis of our questionnaire and
Hoekstra’s study (2013a), we cannot say for sure how this change is currently
proceeding, and which forms change first or whether they might actually change
simultaneously. However, the fact that both studies are quite recent and both
show that young people start exhibiting these changes does suggest a relation.
But before going into accounting for these changes in more detail, let us look at
the factor homophony more closely.
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6.3.2 Homophony avoidance and the actuation problem
In both periods, the change affects verbs that initially had homophonous 2sg
forms, and so this factor of homophony deserves a closer look. The similarity
between the developments in group 1 of the strong/irregular verbs and the weak
class II verbs is that adding the dental past tense suffix dissolves the homophony
between the present and past 2sg forms, as is shown in the examples in (6.22).
(6.22) Homophonous 2sg forms in present and past tense
		
Present		
Past (norm or old)
sei-st
Irregular/strong 1 sei-st		
		
to say-2sg		
to say. pststem-2sg
wurk-e-st		
wurk-e-st
Class II verbs
		
to work-classII-2sg
to work-pstclassII-2sg
From a functional perspective, avoiding homophony between the past and the
present tense could be presented as the main reason for these forms to adopt the
dental suffix. But apart from the fact that it does not immediately account for
the developments in the non-homophonous strong irregular verbs of groups 2
and 3, and the absence of the change on homophonous irregular verbs of class
II (the meitsje type), such a homophony avoidance account also does not help in
answering why the forms changed in this order and at this time. Homophony
avoidance has been named as a factor in language change, but has also been
argued to play no large active role, seeing that there are enough cases where homophony seems to be no problem at all (Mondon, 2009). If homophony avoidance alone would be the reason for learners to attach -te/-de , the question arises
why the forms did not change earlier and in a different pace. Homophony, in
other words, does not solve the actuation problem, as posited by Weinreich,
Labov & Herzog (1968):
(6.23) The actuation problem
	What factors can account for the actuation of changes? Why do changes in a
structural feature take place in a particular language at a particular time,
but not in other languages with the same feature, or in the same language at
other times? (1968, p. 102)

In the case of Frisian 2sg past tense forms, the actuation problem thus has two
sides to it. First, a homophony account does not explain why the change did not
occur earlier: Why is the homophony of the 2sg a problem when it has not been
for years? Second, it does not explain why the change occurred in this order and
did not occur in all verbs at the same time.
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6.3.3 Productive change
The developments in the different classes thus may seem similar, but this does
not mean they are identical and can be explained in the same manner. In order
to account for them, we will now first turn to our view on morphological change
and productivity as set out in Chapter 2, and hypothesize that the developments
concerning the 2sg are the result of language learners making alternative analyses (6.3.3.1). This hypothesis combined with the order of changes as proposed by
Hoekstra (2013a) and on our timeline in 6.3.1, leads to setting up a hypothetical
scenario of how the changes took place (6.3.3.2). In 6.3.3.3 we will test this
hypothesis by analyzing the Frisian data to see whether the alternative analyses
are indeed productive according to the Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2016).
6.3.3.1 Productivity and morphological change

As we set out in more detail in Chapter 2, our approach focuses on morphological analyses and productivity as driving forces behind morphological change.
Morphological changes are the product of language learners making alternative
analyses. These analyses relate to different modes of inference learners use when
they learn their language: induction, deduction, and abduction. As morphological changes are the product of the analyses language learners make, these different modes of inference can lead to different types of change (Andersen, 1973;
Anderson, 2015). Inductive reasoning entails building new generalizations on the
basis of known cases and results. In the case of learning morphology, this means
setting up generalizations about word formation/morphological structure, on
the basis of the language input. Whenever the input changes, new generalizations may arise. Deductive change concerns extending an existing generalization
to new cases, leading to new results. In linguistics, this is referred to as analogical levelling and analogical extension. Abductive change entails reinterpreting
existing cases, on the basis of existing generalizations and results. This is done by
reasoning which generalization is most likely to underlie a result. These ‘new’ reinterpreted cases then can lead to inductive change: new generalizations. Abductive inference is always about perceptual judgement (Andersen, 1973), because
it concerns reasoning towards a most likely generalization (or rather; away from
the least likely one), and ‘most likely’ is not a hard criterion. Abductive change is
what linguists refer to as reanalysis.
These three types of reasoning can bring the language learner to different
conclusions about his or her grammar. This thus entails both constructing new
generalizations as well as applying existing generalizations differently. Opacity
and ambiguity in the language input are the primary sources of making such
alternative analyses, as the following quote of Anderson (2015, p. 3) (repeated
here) makes clear:
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“The structural regularities underlying linguistic forms for a generation of speakers
may not be unambiguously recoverable from the surface forms in their speech. Since
those surface forms are of course the evidence on the basis of which a subsequent generation constructs their grammar, the result may be a different grammar.”

In Chapter 2 we stated, in line with Yang’s TP approach (2016), that productivity is what makes these alternative analyses successful, and formulated the
condition for morphological change in (6.24):
(6.24)	(Morphological) change occurs when alternative analyses incorporating
productive rules are possible.
By productive alternative analyses, we mean morphological rules that may gain
enough quantitative support to emerge from the ambient data. Such a rule is
exemplified by the one in (6.25) for the past tense of Frisian class I verbs.
(6.25) [+pst]



-te/-de / [class I]

As a measure of morphological productivity, we adopted the Tolerance Principle
by Yang (2016). For a comprehensive explanation of the Tolerance Principle, see
Chapter 2, section 2.4 and Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.
6.3.3.2 Hypotheses: Scenario’s of change

Something worth noting up front is that we consider the -te/-de suffix on the
2sg forms to be a tense suffix. An alternative analysis could consider it part of
the agreement suffix. This would mean that in Frisian, the 2sg would have two
different agreement suffixes: -st in the present tense, and -test/-dest in the past
tense. This is actually what is suggested by Hoekstra (2013a) for the changing
2sg past forms of the strong/irregular verbs. It seems unlikely, however, that the
dental suffix on 2sg past forms would be another dental suffix than on the past
tense forms of the other verbal forms, and that learners, confronted with the
alternative class II 2sg forms would not generalize over all dental suffixes in the
past tense.
Coming back to the 2sg forms, we want to find out why the forms changed
in this order and at this time. The condition for change (6.24) predicts that
the developments on the 2sg forms are due to productive alternative analyses.
Based on this perspective, we can further hypothesize the scenario of change we
sketched in 6.3.1, following the timeline in Figure 6.4, repeated below.
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1950
Strong/irregular group 1
Homophonous
stems in -st
stems in vowel
seist  seidest
wist  wistest

1950
Strong/irregular group 2
Non-homophonous
stems in -ct
stems in vowel
soest  soedest
mochst  mochtest
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>2000
Strong/irregular group 3
Non-homophonous
seachst  seachdest
hongst  hongdest

2000
Weak class II
wurkest  wurktest

Figure 6.4 Timeline 2sg past forms getting a dental past tense suffix

We start out with the changes in the 1950 period. The 7 strong and irregular
class I verbs with homophonous 2sg forms (group 1) form the frontrunners of
this change. In the situation prior to the change, the 2sg past forms of these
verbs are homophonous to the 2sg present forms, and so they are not overtly
marked for past tense. These verbs lack a suffix on all verbal forms and as such
they are all exceptions to the general past tense rule of class I that adds -te/-de,
and, also, they do not exhibit a stem alternation that visibly marks their past
tense because their stem alternation is either not reserved to the past tense (sizze,
lizze, gean, stean) or it is not recognizable on the 2sg past due to phonological
reasons (witte, moatte, doare). The 2sg forms of these strong/irregular verbs of
group 1 are therefore ambiguous to the language learner. This opens up the
possibility of the language learner making alternative analyses. A homophonous
2sg form such as seist (to say.pst) could be reanalyzed as lacking a past tense
inflection, and this could lead to such a form becoming subject to an analysis
in which it is inflected with the dental suffix -te/-de in the past tense, just as the
weak class I verbs. The ambiguity of these forms can thus lead to an abductive
change in the form of reanalysis. This is visualized in the first two boxes in the
process schema in Figure 6.5:
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Inductive
change
Homophony
STRR/IRR 1
INF - 2SG PRS - 2SG PST

sizze - seist - seist
witte - wist - wist

Abductive
change

1950

Change STR/IRR 1

New generalization

Change STR/IRR 2

seist  seidest
wist  wistest

2SG  -te/de
past stems in:
-C t
-vowel

Sille
soest soedest
Keapje
kochst kochtest

Deductive
change

Figure 6.5 Scenario of change - Period 1950’s Strong/irregular Groups 1 and 2

This abductive change then, can at its turn lead to inductive change: The changed
forms from group 1 in the input may lead a new language learner to set up a
new generalization. Following Hoekstra’s observation that the change spreads
to verbs without homophonous forms, but with similar phonological contexts
(group 2), we could (roughly) hypothesize that, based on the changed verbs
from group 1, learners set up a generalization which states that all 2sg forms of
verbs with these phonological contexts get the dental suffix. These contexts are
the strong/irregular verbs with past stems with a consonant cluster ending in -t
or with past stems ending in a vowel. This would enable the verbs from group 2
(non- homophonous, but with stems in -cht and in a vowel) to level towards this
new generalization, which would be an example of deductive change.
Of course, this does not yet explain why and how these strong and irregular verbs were to level towards this generalization so quickly. The generalizations
form a pull-factor, but we may ask what makes that these irregular forms give
in to this pull-factor so easily, considering that they were able to uphold their
irregular statuses as opposed to the general past tense rules for ages. A known
factor that contributes to the stability of exceptional forms is frequency (Diessel,
2007). However, when it comes to all other forms of the verbal paradigm, these
verbs are apparently frequent enough to have maintained their irregular statuses.
In that respect, it is note-worthy that the 2sg past is one of the less frequent
forms of the verbal paradigm (Language database, Fryske Akademy, 2009). In
any case, we hypothesize that for 2sg past forms there is a pull-factor, in the form
of the generalizations that verbs with past stems with a consonant cluster ending
in -t or with past stems ending in a vowel get the dental past tense suffix.
Only 50 years later, the changes in the second period (>2000) actuate: the
one affecting group 3 of the strong irregular verbs, and the one affecting the
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weak class II verbs. We do not know whether these two changes occur simultaneously or subsequently. It seems most likely that the strong irregular verbs
from group 3 are the effect of a further extension of the new generalization that
some 2sg forms get the dental suffix in the past tense. The strong irregular verbs
from group 3 are all other strong irregular verbs with vowel alternation in the
past tense (both from class I and class II), leaving out only the ones from class II
that already exhibit the class II past tense suffix (the meitsje type). The question
is what such a generalization should look like in order to affect the strong class II
verb hingje but not the irregular class II verb meitsje? It should at least cover verbs
from both classes. Figure 6.6 visualizes how the changed 2sg forms of group 1
and 2 in the input together might again have led to an inductive change in the
form of new language learners setting up a new generalization, enabling a deductive change of the group 3 strong irregular verbs to level towards this new rule in
the course of over 50 years. Although the meitsje verbs technically do fall under
the scope of this rule, and they have homophonous 2sg forms, an explanation
for them not (yet) following the change might be their high frequency.

Deductive
change
Change STRR/IRR 1& 2

New generalization

INF - 2SG PRS - 2SG PST

all classes:

sizze - seist - seist
witte - wist - wist
sille-silst-soedest
meie-meist-mochtest

2SG  -te/de

Change STR/IRR 3
Hingje
hongst hongdest
Sjen
seachst seachdest

Inductive
change

2000

Figure 6.6 Scenario of change - Period >2000 Strong/irregular Group 3

An alternative explanation would be that, initially, the new generalization in
Figure 6.6 only affects class I verbs and that, at this stage, verbs such as hingje do
not yet exhibit the form hongdest instead of hongst. This would imply that a nonclass II form such as seachdest occurs before a class II form hongdest. However, we
are not able to verify this empirically and, moreover, this explanation would not
be able to account for the changed 2sg forms of strong/irregular class II verbs
with stems in -t from group 2 (sykje, keapje). Therefore, the explanation visualized
in Figure 6.6 still seems the most likely one.
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Now, when we turn to the changing weak class II verbs, we can sketch a
similar scenario as for the strong/irregular verbs of group 1 from the 1950’s. As
is visualized in the first boxes in the schema in Figure 6.7, this change starts out
with reanalysis of ambiguous (homophonous) forms. This time the homophonous 2sg forms of weak class II verbs are reanalyzed as lacking a past tense suffix. Apparently, rather than under the scope of the general past tense rule of class
II (which adds -e), the forms get under the scope of a rule that adds the dental
suffix to 2sg forms. The fact that the weak class II verbs only now start changing,
suggests that this change is somehow triggered by the earlier changes around
the 1950’s. The result of the 1950’s changes is the generalization from Figure 6.6
that all 2sgs get the dental past tense suffix. This could very well be the rule the
weak class II verbs level to. In short, these homophonous forms are reanalyzed as
lacking a past tense suffix, thereby enabling them to get under the scope of the
generalization from Figure 6.6.

Abductive
change
Generalization

Homophonous 2SG forms

Change

all verbs, both classes:

Weak class II verbs

Weak class II verbs

2SG  -te/-de

INF - 2SG PRS - 2SG PST
wurkje-wurkest-wurktest

Wurkje
wurkest wurktest

Figure 6.7 Hypothetical scenario of change - Period >2000 Weak class II verbs

If the generalization that all 2sg forms get the dental suffix in the past tense
would not be productive by now, the changing weak class II verbs provide extra
evidence for it in the input of future language learners. In this input not only
the 2sg forms of weak class I verbs exhibit the dental suffix, but also most strong
and irregular verbs exhibit the dental suffix, and the 2sg forms of weak class
II verbs as well. Frankly these are all verbs, except (at least as far as we can see)
the remaining 11 strong/irregular verbs of the meitsje type. They in turn might
also be able to level towards this rule in the future. In the following section we
will formulate the rules responsible for the 2sg forms, and see whether they are
indeed productive along the lines of the Tolerance Principle.
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6.3.3.3 Productivity

Summarized, in the scenario sketched above, ambiguity leads to reanalysis,
which leads to setting up new generalizations, enabling new possibilities of leveling. Regarding the success of the changes in these scenario’s, the question is
whether the rules to which the forms change are productive. The perspective
on morphological change we sketched above and in Chapter 2 predicts that the
rules must be productive, in order for them to be able to account for the observed
changes. We will test this by formulating the alternative analyses in the form of
possible spell-out rules underlying the alternative 2sg forms and investigating
their productivity using the Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2016) as the decisive factor; only rules that are productive according to the TP may spread.
The rules

The 7 strong and irregular verbs with homophonous 2sg forms (group 1) form
the frontrunners of this change. In the normative/initial 20th C. situation, in
which these 2sg past forms have not yet started exhibiting the dental past tense
suffix, these verbs lack a past tense suffix on all verbal forms. Therefore, they are
all exceptions to the general past tense rule of class I in (6.26)a. They are subject
to the morpholexical rule76 in (6.26)b which is more specific and, therefore, applies before the general past tense rule of class I (6.26)a. This rule adds the nullsuffix as the primary marker of past tense. Any stem alternations are regarded as
secondary, and therefore left out of the analysis here.
(6.26) b
a

[+pst]
[+pst]




Ø

/ {sizze, moatte, meie,.. etc}

-te/-de / [class I]

As we described in 6.3.3.2, due to their homophony, 2sg forms of group 1 verbs
are reanalyzed and level towards the general past tense rule of class I77:
(6.27)		

[past]



-te/-de 		

/class I

On the basis of the newly changed 2sg forms in group 1, new generalizations
can be set up, which lead to changing 2sg forms of the verbs from strong/irregular verbs from group 2. As we described in the sections above, one generalization
is made based on the verbs with past stems ending in a consonant cluster on -t
(witte-wistest), and one generalization is made based on the verbs with past stems
in a vowel (sizze-seidest). Note that these verbs do not share a common ground
76	Morpholexical rules are rules that apply “to a fixed list of lexical items and do not generalize to novel tokens.” See Chapter 2 section 2.4.2 or (Yang, 2005, p. 268).
77	See Chapter 4 for an analysis of the rules underlying the Frisian verbal system.
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when it comes to their infinitival or present stem, but only when it comes to their
past stems:
(6.28) Infinitive
moatte
witte
doare
sizze
lizze
gean
stean

Stem		
moat		
wit		
doar		

Past stem
moast
wist
doarst

siz/sei		
liz/lei		
gean/gie		
stean/stie		

sei
lei
gie
stie

The generalizations apparently are made on the basis of the past stem. The rule in
(6.29)a generalizes over all verbs with past stems in a consonant cluster in -t, the
rule in (6.29)b generalizes over all verbs with past stems in a vowel:
(6.29) a
b

[past]
[past]




-te/-de 		
-te/-de

/ [2sg] past stems in C t
/ [2sg] past stems in a vowel

If productive, these generalizations can lead to changing 2sg forms of verbs
from group 2. On the basis of the changed 2sg forms of groups 1 and 2, the new
generalization in (6.30) can be set up:
(6.30)		

[past]



-te/-de

/ [2sg]

If this generalization is productive, it could lead to changing 2sg forms in group
3. At the same time, or later, due to their homophony, 2sg forms of weak class II
verbs can level towards this generalization in (6.30) as well.
The data

As in Chapter 4 (and 7), the productivity calculations are based on the hypothetical input set we constructed based on the 4892 simplex verbs from the
recent Frisian word list (Fryske Akademy, 2015), which is based on the large
Frisian dictionary (WFT) (Fryske Akademy, 1984-2011). As explained in the
methods section of Chapter 4 (4.3.2) frequencies were taken from the corpus
of spoken Dutch (CGN) (Nederlandse Taalunie, 2004). Because the input set
from which generalizations are drawn should represent child-directed speech,
and there is no such corpus available for Frisian, we constructed input sets with
several minimal frequencies. Yang suggests a minimum frequency of once per
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million words (2016, p. 71) to mimic child directed speech, but as in Chapter
4, we consequently report the results based on input sets with different minimal
frequency thresholds, in order to show the effect of different hypothetical effective vocabularies.
The productivity calculations

As all class I verbs fall under the scope of the default/elsewhere rule from (6.27),
the application of this rule is directly at hand in case of a reanalysis of forms such
as seist, which lack a tense marker. This is what happened for the group 1 verbs.
The productivity of this general past tense rule of class I to which the group 1
verbs regularize has been calculated in Chapter 4, and has been discussed there
extensively. The implications of those calculations for our changed 2sg forms are
the topic of the next section, 6.3.4.
Here, we focus on the subsequent change from group 1 to group 2, and
from group 1 and 2 to group 3 and the weak class II verbs. We calculate the
productivity of the two rules in (6.29) that we, in line with Hoekstra’s analysis
(2013a), hypothesized to be responsible for the change from group 1 to group
2 of the strong irregular verbs, as well as the productivity of the rule in (6.30)
which states that 2sg forms of all verbs get the dental suffix in the past tense.
From group 1 to group 2
The calculations in Table 6.6 show that the Consonant cluster in -t rule from
(6.29)a is productive, even before the group 1 verbs have changed. Once the
group 1 verbs have changed, this rule can be found very early, even in the smallest datasets:
Table 6.6 Productivity results [past]  -te/-de / [2sg] past stems in C t

Freq
log10zipf

Freq pmw
STR/IRR
Group 1
moatte
witte
doare

2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

> 0.1 pmw
> 1 pmw
> 3 pmw
> 9 pmw
> 30 pmw
> 90 pmw

Past stems in C t
STR/IRR Weak verbs
Group 2
keapje
tinke

3
3
3
3
3
3

N

N/lnN

achte
suchtsje

7
7
7
6
6
4

105
81
55
35
15
2

115
91
65
44
24
9

24.2
20.2
15.6
11.6
7.6
4.1
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Freq
Freq pmw
log10zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

N

> 0.1 pmw
> 1 pmw
> 3 pmw
> 9 pmw
> 30 pmw
> 90 pmw

N/lnN

115
91
65
44
24
9

24.2
20.2
15.6
11.6
7.6
4.1

Exceptions M
Normative
After group 1 changed
10
7
10
7
10
7
9
6
9
6
7
4

Table 6.7 shows the results for the rule from (6.29)b that applies to past stems in
a vowel. This rule does not appear to reach the tolerance threshold, as it faces too
many exceptions, even after the group 1 verbs have changed.
Table 6.7 Productivity results [past]  -te/-de / [2sg] past stems in a vowel

Freq
Freq pmw
Past stems in a vowel
log10zipf
Str/irr Str/irr Bliuwe Weak Weak
Group 1 Group 2 group Class I Class II

N

2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

128
99
76
53
34
23

sizze
gean

>0.1 pmw
> 1 pmw
> 3 pmw
> 9 pmw
> 30 pmw
> 90 pmw

Freq
Freq pmw
log10zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

>0.1 pmw
> 1 pmw
> 3 pmw
> 9 pmw
> 30 pmw
> 90 pmw

wolle
dwaan

4
4
4
4
4
4

N
128
99
76
53
34
23

aaie
bouwe

7
7
7
7
7
7

N/lnN
26.4
21.5
17.5
13.3
9.6

7.3

13
13
12
11
7
5

89
63
46
27
15
7

N/lnN

rouje

15
12
7
4
1
0

26.4
21.5
17.5
13.3
9.6
7.3

Exceptions M
Normative
After group 1 changed
39
35
36
32
30
26
26
22
19
15
16
12

However, if we zoom in on which verbs fall under the scope of this rule, one
group of around 13 verbs stands out. We will refer to them as the bliuwe verbs.
These are verbs that technically belong to group 2, but are not mentioned by
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Hoekstra (2013a): They are strong/irregular verbs with a past stem ending in
a (semi)vowel, but that, according to the dictionary (Duijff et al., 2008), have
weak variants. These are the 8 verbs with a stem in -iuwe (bliuwe ‘to stay’, driuwe
‘to float’, priuwe ‘to taste’, riuwe ‘to lace/to string’, skriuwe ‘to write’, triuwe ‘to
push/throw’, wiuwe ‘to wave’, wriuwe ‘to rub’) and the verbs bidde (‘to pray’), biede
(‘to offer’), siede (‘to seed/to sow‘), snije (‘to cut’), swije (‘to keep silent‘). To a fair
number of speakers, these verbs are actually weak:
(6.31) skriuwe, ‘to write’
Present
skriuw-st
[skrjo.wst]
to write.prs-2sg

Strong/irr past (norm)
skreau-st		
[skrö.əst]		
to write.pst-2sg

Weak past
skriuw-de-st
[skrjo.wdəst]
to write-pst-2sg

As weak verbs, they exhibit the dental past tense suffix on all verb forms, and
thus are rule-following items of the rule in (6.29)b. Only three of them are not
under the scope of the rule in (6.29)b at all, because as weak verbs they do not
have a past stem ending in a vowel (bidde, biede, siede). The calculations in Table
6.8, visualized in Figure 6.8, show that for learners with weak bliuwe-verbs and
changed group 1 verbs in their input, the rule is productive:
Table 6.8 Productivity results [past]  -te/-de / [2sg] past stems in a vowel
Weak bliuwe verbs

Freq
Freq pmw
log10zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

> 0.1 pmw
> 1 pmw
> 3 pmw
> 9 pmw
> 30 pmw
> 90 pmw

N

125
96
73
50
31
20

N/lnN

25.9
21.0
17.0
12.8
9.0
6.7

Exceptions M
When bliuwe verbs are weak
Normative
After group 1 changed
26
22
23
19
18
14
15
11
12
8
11
7
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Mean % Class I inflections

2SG past stems in a vowel - regularized bliuwe verbs
30
25

N/lnN

20

With regularized
bliuwe verbs

15

With regularized
bliuwe verbs +
changed group 1
verbs

10
5
0
2>

3>

3,5>

4>

4,5>

5>

N most frequent verbs
Figure 6.8 Tolerance and exceptions of the 2sg rule applying to verbs with past stems in a vowel,
in a situation with regularized bliuwe verbs

We can conclude that the change from group 1 to group 2, as explained by
Hoekstra (2013a), is confirmed by these productivity calculations.
Group 3 and weak class II verbs
After the group 2 verbs changed, it takes up to 50 years until the group 3 verbs
change and the weak class II verbs change. We hypothesized that these changes
are due to the fact that, on the basis of the changed group 1 and 2 verbs, learners
set up the generalization that 2sg forms of all verbs get a dental suffix in the past
tense. We formulated this generalization in the form of a rule in (6.30):
(6.30)

[past] 

-te/-de

/ [2sg]

Just as among the verbs from group 2, there are strong/irregular verbs from class
II among the group 3 verbs, such as hingje. Therefore, the rule in (6.30) must
generalize over verbs from both classes as well. This is what makes this rule
different from the general past tense rule of class I, which also adds the dental
suffix in the past tense, but only scopes over class I verbs. However, as we saw in
Chapter 4 (section 4.3.3, step 1), the general past tense rule of class I, adding the
dental suffix, has a hard time reaching a productive status when it scopes over all
verbs from both classes. The weak class II verbs form too many exceptions to it
for it to be productive. The same calculations apply to the rule in (6.30), repeated
here in Table 6.9 from Chapter 4 (Table 4.9). Even when the strong/irregular
group 1 and group 2 verbs have changed (around 21 verbs in total), it faces way
too many exceptions:
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Table 6.9 Productivity results Class I past tense rule as elsewhere rule: [+pst]  te/de

Freq
Freq pmw
log10 zipf
2>
3>
3.5>
4>
4.5>
5>

N

N/lnN

> 0.1 pmw 2993 373.9
> 1 pmw 2035 267.1
> 3 pmw 1330 184.9
> 9 pmw 772 116.1
> 30 pmw 380 64.0
> 90 pmw 182 35.0

Exceptions
M

str/irr
all
class I classII

2365
1551
974
541
274
138

147
139
131
119
86
60

Verbs Difference
in -n

2211
1405
836
415
181
71

7
7
7
7
7
7

+1991
+1284
+789
+425
+210
+103

6.3.3.4 Adjusted scenario of change

The fact that the rule in (6.30) is not productive challenges the hypothesis we
posited in section 6.3.3.2, that the changed verbs from group 1 and 2 enable the
rule in (6.30) to get productive, which is then responsible for the changed group
3 verbs and the weak class II verbs. However, the calculations also show that once
the weak class II verbs were to change, this rule would easily become productive,
which would enable the strong/irregular verbs from group 3 to eventually level
towards it as well. Therefore, this result might suggest that the order of events is
the other way around of what we hypothesized in 6.3.3.2, and visualized in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7. The changes around the year 2000 may not start out with
the strong/irregular verbs of group 3 changing, but we alternatively hypothesize
that they start out with the weak class II verbs changing. This then leads to a
productive rule in (6.30), resulting in the group 3 verbs changing. We visualized
this adjusted order of events in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10:

Abductive
change
Generalization

Homophonous 2SG forms

Change

???

Weak class II verbs

Weak class II verbs

INF - 2SG PRS - 2SG PST
wurkje-wurkest-wurktest

Wurkje
wurkest wurktest

Figure 6.9 Hypothetical scenario of change - Period >2000 Weak class II verbs
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Deductive
change
Change STRR/IRR 1& 2
Weak classes II
INF - 2SG PRS - 2SG PST

sizze - seist - seist
witte - wist - wist
sille-silst-soedest
meie-meist-mochtest
wurkje-wurkest-wurktest

New generalization
verbs from
all classes:
2SG  -te/de

Change STR/IRR 2
Hingje
hongst hongdest
Sjen
seachst seachdest

Inductive
change

Figure 6.10 Scenario of change - Period >2000 Strong/irregular Group 3

This does of course raise the question how the weak class II verbs changed, hence
the question marks in the first box in Figure 6.9. We will focus on this in the
next section, 6.3.4, where we zoom in on possible cross-linguistic influence from
Dutch. In the last section, 6.3.5, we discuss how and why the analysis above
conflicts with our analysis of the Frisian verbal system in Chapter 4.
6.3.4 Cross-linguistic influence
As said before, clearly, the developments start out with reanalysis of the homophonous and non-transparent forms. But the question remains unanswered why
the learner would reanalyze: Why is homophony or non-transparency a problem, when apparently it was not before? Also, we still do not have the complete
answer to the question how this change spreads to non-homophonous verbs,
and to what we can attribute the success of the dental suffix. We will turn to
these questions here and argue that the relationship with Dutch influences these
changes in Frisian on two levels/moments.
In terms of bilingual optimization strategies (Muysken, 2013) there are
both a contact factor and a similarity factor that could have led to more crosslinguistic influence from Dutch on Frisian. Over the last 100 years, the bilingual
relationship with Dutch has intensified. Increasing mobility and the presence of
more monolingual Dutch speakers in Fryslân led to the situation that Frisian
speakers are now all fluent in Dutch as well, and they speak and hear Dutch
more often. As such, Frisian lost some of its relative isolation (Klinkenberg,
2017). When it comes to the similarities between Frisian and Dutch with respect to the 2sg forms in question, two things stand out: The fact that Dutch
also exhibits the same dental past tense suffix, and the fact that Dutch does not
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show such ambiguity between the past and present tense forms of one verbal
form. It might be the case that in such a close contact situation as Frisian and
Dutch, the ambiguity of the homophonous Frisian 2sg forms is less tenable, because speakers do not know this ambiguity from their other language (Dutch).
The increase of language contact between Frisian and Dutch could than quite
likely be the reason that mid-20th century (and not earlier), learners of Frisian
reanalyze the homophonous and non-transparent strong/irregular class I verbs,
leading to some sort of regularization towards the general past tense rule of class
I. Furthermore, it is not unlikely that the use of the dental suffix is reinforced
even more by the fact that Dutch exhibits this very same suffix.
The class II verbs are homophonous as well, but they do not start to change
until the beginning of the 21th century. The most obvious reason the class II
verbs do not change earlier is that there is no productive rule to generalize to.
After all, the past tense rule adding the dental past tense suffix applies to class I
verbs. The class II verbs, then, are in kind of a deadlock situation: Homophony
serves as a trigger of a process of reanalysis and rule searching, but there is no
productive rule to be found other than the general past tense rule of class II,
which of course results in the homophonous 2sg forms in past and present tense.
Usually, a situation in which a productive rule is lacking is argued to result in a
lexical gap (Gorman & Yang, 2019). In the case of the 2sg past forms of class II,
a productive rule is not lacking, but there is only one productive rule, the general
past tense rule of class II, and it has homophonous 2sg forms as a result. This
situation clearly did not lead to a lexical gap, but it eventually led to the class II
forms falling under the scope of a rule adding the dental past tense suffix. The
question is how this happened.
Let us again look at the role the bilingual relationship between Frisian and
Dutch might have played in this. According to Hulk & Müller (2000), crosslinguistic influence may occur in the following circumstances (as paraphrased
by Hulk, 2017, p. 17):
A	at the interface between modules of grammar, and more particularly between pragmatics and syntax (the external interface), since this is an area
that also creates problems in monolingual L1 acquisition
B	if language X offers evidence (in the ears of the child) for more than one
grammatical analysis, and language Y reinforces one of these two
Our case clearly meets criterium B. Due to both the homophony and the availability of multiple past tense suffixes -e and -te/-de , Frisian offers evidence for
more than one grammatical analysis. Since Dutch only has the past tense suffix
-te/-de , it reinforces the use of the -te/-de suffix. With respect to contact induced
change and code copying, Johanson (2002, p. 306) also argues that an element
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is “more easily copied if the type it represents is an alternative already present in
the basic code”. Clearly, the dental suffix -te/-de meets this criterium.
It is, however, not clear how this would work precisely. Would the class II
forms get under the scope of the general class I rule? Or would the evidence from
Dutch somehow make the class-overriding rule applying to 2sg forms (the rule in
(6.30)) productive? With regard to the acquisition of Frisian verbal morphology
and the Tolerance Principle, this thus raises the question whether in situations
in which Frisian offers evidence for more than one analysis, the Frisian-Dutch
bilingual not only generalizes over Frisian forms but also over Dutch forms, and
whether these Dutch forms might weigh in on the productivity calculations.
6.3.5 The problem of double marking
In section 6.3.3, we tested the hypothetical scenario’s by analyzing the Frisian
data and investigating the productivity of the rules underlying the alternative
2sg forms along the lines of the Tolerance Principle (2016). However, we run
into a theoretical conflict with our analysis of the Frisian verbal system in Chapter 4. This theoretical conflict concerns the issue of double marking and how to
differentiate between stem alternation and suffixation as markers of past tense;
an issue we also discussed in Chapters 2 and 4. Below, we first summarize the
theoretical issue, and then explain how our analysis in Chapter 4 conflicts with
a possible analysis of the 2sg forms in the present chapter.
Stem alternation and suffixation as spell-out of past tense

In Chapters 2 and 4 (sections 2.5 and 4.3.1), we discussed how Distributed
Morphology distinguishes between primary and secondary marking, and how
the TP approach, in the form of the Yip-Sussman model, does not hold on
to this distinction. Since Distributed Morphology assumes that affixes are in
competition to realize morphosyntactic features, situations in which two processes realize the same feature are theoretically excluded. Consequently, when
two markings can be discerned (suffixation and stem-change in the case at hand)
that correspond with a single morpho-syntactic feature (i.e. past tense), only one
of these markings can be analyzed as the realization of the past tense feature.
The other marking has to be secondary, i.e. it has to be an instantiation of a
so-called readjustment rule (see Halle & Marantz, 1993). Yang’s TP approach,
which offers a model for acquiring morphological complexity, builds on DM’s
realizational model of morphological knowledge. It shares the assumption of
competition amongst affixes and, hence, the idea that a morphosyntactic feature
can only be spelled out once. However, the TP approach does not make an
a priori distinction between primary and secondary marking. It builds on the
Yip-Sussman model, which, as a rule generator, simply formulates rules that
map input forms to output forms. Consequently, whenever two markings are
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discerned on a complex form, the two markings are regarded as the result of a
single rule. Not making the distinction between primary and secondary marking gives the TP approach the advantage of treating processes that DM would
regard secondary, such as stem alternations of strong and irregular verbs, as possibly productive ways of marking past tense. In Chapter 2.5 we discussed the
difficulties from both the perspective of DM and the acquisitional model of
Yang. There, we stressed how an acquisitional model ideally would want to be
able to differentiate between stem alternation and suffixation, but also be able to
account for the possible productivity of stem alternation in past tense inflection.
It, however, proves difficult to have both.
Our analysis of the Frisian verbal system in Chapter 4
In Chapter 4, we analyzed the Frisian verbal system with its two verbal classes.
The general past tense rules of both classes are repeated below in (6.32):
(6.32) [+pst]
[+pst]




e
/ [class II]
te/de / [class I]

All past forms of class II get -e
All past forms of class I get -te/-de

The productivity analyses in Chapter 4 showed that the tense rules in (6.32) are
both productive, and that neither of them necessarily serves as the default to
the other. The analyses also showed that the class I past tense rule has difficulty
reaching a productive status and that it is only productive when adopting the TP
approach and considering stem alternation as a primary marker of past tense, because only then several strong and irregular verbs can be considered to be under
the scope of productive subrules, thereby lowering the amount of exceptions to
the class I rule.
The problem of the 2sg forms

Here we focus on a change in which the class I dental suffix spreads to 2sg forms
of strong and irregular verbs, and weak class II verbs. The problem of these
changed 2sg forms is that, in the case of the strong and irregular verbs, they
exhibit both a stem alternation and a suffix. If we were to treat the stem alternations as primary ways of spelling out past tense, as the TP approach would have
it, and as we did in Chapter 4, the dental suffix can no longer be regarded as a
single spell-out of past tense. The stem alternations and the suffixation would
need to be collapsed into a single rule. An example is the rule in (4.7) that would
be responsible for the changed 2sg forms koedest and soedest of the verbs kinne
(‘to can/be able to’) and sille (‘to shall’):
(6.33) [past]



-te/-de, Rime



oe

/

ɪ
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Because the verbs exhibit several different stem alternations, one would then be
forced to set up as many rules as there are types of stem alternations. Having
these different rules, however, hides the identity of the dental suffix present in
each individual rule. It seems quite redundant to repeat the suffix in each rule
and not identify it as one and the same. Moreover, it seems far more natural to
assume that the learner recognizes the identity of the past tense suffix in these
different forms, despite the different stem alternations. Therefore, in the case
of these 2sg changes, one would want to analyze the forms along the lines of
a traditional DM approach, and regard all forms with the dental suffix as the
product of the same suffixation rule, and thus regard the stem alternations as
secondary. Another argument in favor of not treating the stem alternations as
primary markers of past tense is that in the case of the Wechselflexion verbs with
homophonous 2sg forms, the stem alternations also appear in the present tense.
As we set out in the scenarios in 6.3.3, this homophony and lack of distinctive
markings of the past tense is actually what is most likely the start for these
changes.
It, however, proves problematic to analyze the 2sg forms from a DM perspective because, from this perspective, the rule responsible for the dental past
tense suffix (the class I rule) has a hard time being productive. Recall that, in the
hypothetical scenario’s and our calculations in section 6.3.3, two generalizations
or rules came forward as the most obvious candidates responsible for the changing 2sg forms. The first was the general past tense rule of class I, towards which
ambiguous strong and irregular verbs change in the first phase. The second was
a more specific generalization the language learner could make, that all 2sg’s
get the dental past tense suffix, towards which the other verbs change: the rule
in (6.30). Both rules have the same exceptions and rule-following items (respectively verbs without and with the dental past tense suffix), and according to our
analysis in Chapter 4, the dental past tense suffix rule is only productive when
there are productive subrules among its exceptions. This is not possible within
a DM approach, but only within a TP approach in which stem alternations are
considered a spell-out of past tense. The above thus leads to a dead end, logically.
We cannot differentiate between suffixation and stem alternation (and explain
double marked forms such as the strong/irregular 2sg forms) and at the same
time account for stem alternation as a productive way of spelling out past tense.
Similar problems are found in Yang (2016), for example in the chapter
on German plurals. There, the stem alternations are completely left outside of
the analyses, presumably for the same reason: namely that there is no quick fix
or obvious answer to this problem. In the case of our changed 2sg forms, we
also did not want to stop our analysis at this logical dead end, so we calculated
the tolerance and productivity of the rules possibly underlying these forms. We
think it is important to show that this analysis and calculations do predict the
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changes regarding the 2sg forms, because this can in fact inform us about the
nature of productive spell-out rules.
Summarizing, the changes in the 2sg forms and the order in which they
occur suggest scenarios of change of the kind put forward in 6.3.3. In these scenarios, homophonous forms make it possible for the learner to reanalyze those
forms, and place them under the scope of a rule adding the dental past tense
suffix. The subsequent step, the spread of this change to verbs without homophonous 2sg forms but with similar phonological contexts, turns out to be predicted
by the Tolerance Principle, in the sense that the changed homophonous forms
can indeed lead to setting up the new productive rules from (6.29). However, it
is hard to tell whether the changes after the year 2000 (concerning the group 3
verbs and the weak class II verbs) can also be accounted for by this explanation,
because it is not obvious that the rule in (6.30) stating that all 2sg forms should
get the dental past tense suffix is productive. Regardless of the reason for the
success of the rule(s) responsible for the dental suffix, the fact is that this change
affects both strong/irregular and weak verbs and verbs of both classes. This
strongly suggests that learners generalize over verbs from both classes, and differentiate between stem alternation and suffixation on a verb’s past tense form.

6.4 Conclusion

This chapter focused on the 2sg past, which underwent similar changes in both
the weak class I and class II verbs, as well as in strong/irregular verbs. First, we
provided a phonological explanation for the historical change in the class I verbs.
We showed how the historical suffixless weak class I 2sg past forms (bakst(e))
were most likely the result of a more general phonological process of Frisian at
the time: schwa syncope on the penultimate schwa. Combined with -t syncope,
this led to a covert dental past tense suffix on 2sg past forms, thereby creating
an exceptional form in the paradigm (bak-st(e)). We showed that later on, with
the withdrawal of this schwa syncope from Frisian, the 2sg past became overtly
marked again (> 1900).
The remainder of this chapter then focused on the similar morphological
changes in the strong and irregular verbs and the class II verbs. We reconstructed the following timeline with two periods of change. One completed change,
starting around the 1950’s, and a period of two not yet completed, ongoing
changes that started only recently. The changing forms both show similarities
and differences. First, they all concern 2sg past forms which did not exhibit the
dental past tense suffix before, but do now. Second, some of these verbs (part
of the strong/irregular class I verbs and all weak class II verbs), without this
dental suffix on the 2sg past, have homophonous 2sg forms in the past and
present tense. Third, they do not change at the same time. These similarities
and d
 ifferences raise two questions related to the actuation problem (Weinreich,
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Labov & Herzog, 1968): Why do they take place in this order, and why do they
actuate at these specific moments and not later or earlier.
Following our perspective on morphological change set out in Chapter 2,
we reasoned that the developments must be due to language learners making
productive alternative analyses and we hypothesized a change scenario in two
periods. One around the 1950’s (following the analysis by Hoekstra, 2013a), and
the one starting after the year 2000. Combined with the bilingual Frisian-Dutch
situation and the influence Dutch exerts on Frisian, we were able to answer the
question why these changes actuated over the last 100 years and not earlier.
We argued that the developments in period 1 are set in motion by the
reanalysis of the strong and irregular verbs with homophonous 2sg forms. These
homophonous forms are thought to become under pressure, because of the intensified contact with Dutch. As Dutch does not exhibit such homophonous
forms, this type of ambiguity between tenses might be less tenable. This may
lead the forms to get reanalyzed as lacking a past tense inflection, leading them
to generalize towards the general past tense rule of class I that adds the dental
suffix.
Hoekstra (2013a) suggests that in this first period of change, these changed
forms lead to the dental suffix spreading to verbs with similar phonological contexts. In terms of our rules perspective, this lead to two new productive rules:
one adding the dental past tense suffix to 2sg forms of verbs with a past stem
ending in a vowel, and one adding it to 2sg forms of verbs with a past stem in a
consonant cluster in -t. We showed that both these rules are productive and are
therefore indeed able to lead to the changes of group 2.
For the recent and possibly still ongoing changes regarding both group 3 of
the strong and irregular verbs as well as the weak class II verbs, we showed that
things are a bit more complicated. First of all, our view on the matter is less clear,
simply because these changes are still ongoing, and it should be researched further and monitored how far along they are. Despite being in the midst of these
changes, we hypothesized what could account for their actuation. We argued
that they are the result of the changed group 1 and group 2 verbs, and that they
would be best described by a class-overriding rule that adds the dental suffix to
2sg forms of all verbs. We hypothesized that this generalization would be the
effect of groups 1 and 2 changing, and that, over the course of the 20th century,
it might have attracted the other strong/irregular verbs from group 3 as well as
the weak class II verbs.
Our calculations, however, made clear that such a class-overriding rule
cannot account for the changes, because it is not productive as long as the class
II verbs form exceptions to it. This lead us to raise the hypothesis that, for this
class-overriding 2sg rule to become productive, the weak class II verbs must
change first. Only then are the strong/irregular verbs of group 3 able to level
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towards this rule. This raises the question of how and why the 2sg forms of the
class II verbs would change, and lead us to propose a similar analysis for the
strong/irregular verbs from group 1. They display homophonous 2sg forms, and
as such they are subject to getting reanalyzed. We argued that for the most part
of the 20th century, this meant that a sort of deadlock situation for the class II
2sg forms: Homophony leads to ambiguity and enables a process of reanalysis
and change, but there is no analysis for these verbs to fall back on, other than the
general past tense rule of class II, which of course is the rule that results in the
homophonous forms. The changed strong and irregular verbs from group 1 and
2, which also contain verbs from class II, might open the door for an alternative
analysis in which the class II verbs could get the dental suffix. Moreover, we
argued that these changes are reinforced even more by the fact that Dutch also
exhibits this same dental past tense suffix. Once the 2sg forms of weak class II
verbs changed, the learner is able to set up a productive rule stating that all 2sg
forms should get the dental suffix, which enables the strong and irregular verbs
from group 3 to level towards it as well. This predicts that speakers of Frisian
who use the alternative 2sg past forms of group 3 strong/irregular verbs, also
use alternative 2sg past forms of class II verbs. A prediction which should be researched in the near future, when studying these recent changes in more detail.
All in all, the 2sg changes we discussed in this chapter paint the picture
of a dynamic system in which learning morphological rules in a bilingual context can set in motion a chain reaction of changes. On its own, ‘our’ model of
language change – built around learning productive morphological rules along
the lines of the TP – was not enough to account for these changes, and clearly,
cross-linguistic influence of Dutch is a factor here. Future research in that respect could focus on how to factor in cross-linguistic influence in such a model
of language change.
The changes studied in this chapter also raised some other interesting questions with respect to the TP and our perspective on verbal morphology set out
in Chapter 2. When relating the success of the changes to the productivity of
the possible underlying rules, the 2sg changes proved challenging with regard
to our analysis of the Frisian verbal system in Chapter 4. The successful spread
of the dental suffix over verbs from all classes and verbs with and without stem
alternations suggests that it is the suffix that primarily spells out the past tense,
regardless of any stem alternations. This pleads in favor of differentiating between stem alternation and suffixation on a verb’s past tense form. Whether or
not to differentiate between the two, and whether or not to treat stem alternation
as a marker of past tense is something DM and the TP have different perspectives on (see also Chapter 2, section 2.5). The TP leaves room to regard stem
alternations as markers of past tense, whereas DM differentiates between the two
and on double marked forms only regards the suffixation as a primary way of
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spelling out past tense. The 2sg forms thus are in favor of this DM perspective.
In Chapter 4, however, we showed how the Frisian verbal system seems to plead
in favor of the TP perspective: In Chapter 4 we calculated the productivity of
the rules underlying the Frisian verbal system along the lines of the Tolerance
Principle and showed that the class I past tense rule (the rule adding the dental
suffix) is only productive when there are productive subrules with stem alternation among its exceptions. These productive subrules can only be found in the
TP approach, in which stem alternations are considered markers of past tense as
well. This analysis in Chapter 4 therefore conflicts with an analysis of the productivity of the rules underlying the 2sg forms, as the 2sg changes clearly seem
to be the result of learners applying the same suffix to forms from all classes,
thereby arguing for a DM approach. But although the 2sg changes plead for a
DM approach, Chapter 4 showed that in this approach, a rule adding the dental
past tense suffix is not productive according to the Tolerance Principle. As said in
Chapter 2 and 4 as well, ultimately, you would want both: to be able to account
for stem alternations as a productive way of spelling out past tense, and also to
differentiate between suffixation and stem alternation.
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7	Dialect contact & spreading
productivity: competition in Frisian
past participles
7.1 Introduction

In this chapter78 we study two alternative dialect forms of past participles in
Frisian, of which only one is spreading across the whole Frisian language area.
The first alternative involves a subclass of weak verbs, the second involves a subclass of strong and irregular verbs. Let us first turn to the domain of the weak
past participles. As described in Chapter 3, Frisian has two classes of weak verbs
(class I with an infinitive ending in -e (-ə), class II with an infinitive ending in -je
(-jə79)), both with their own inflectional paradigms. Past participles of weak class
I verbs are marked with the suffix -t or -d,80 as in (1.1) (normative).
Alternatively, in the south-western part of the province, participles of weak
class I verbs can be extended with the suffix -en [ən], in case the verbal stem is
monosyllabic and ends in -t or -d. This -en suffix normally marks the participles
of strong and irregular verbs. Some examples of the competing past participle
forms of these weak class I verbs in -t or -d are given in (1.1). We will refer to the
variants as the ‘normative’ and ‘alternative’ forms.
(7.1)		

normative		

alternative

[pra:tə]
talk-inf

praat–t

 praat81

[pra:t]		
talk.ptcp		

[pra:tən]
talk-ptcp

meld–e

meld–d

 meld

meld–en

prat–e

[mɛldə]
[mɛlt]		
notify-inf notify.ptcp		

prat–en

[mɛldən]
notify-ptcp

78	This chapter is adapted from Merkuur et al (2019).
79	These Frisian suffixes such as -je, -e, -te/-de and -en are all pronounced with a sjwa (ə).
80	The choice for the -d or -t affix is a purely phonological issue; stem-final voiceless consonants take -t, elsewhere -d is inserted (Tiersma, 1999).
81	Note that the difference between single or double vowels, such as a and aa in this example, is orthographic. Both of them here represent the long vowel [a:].
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The second instance of competition concerns strong and irregular82 verbs. Normatively, past participles of strong (and some irregular) verbs are marked with
the suffix -(e)n. In the South-western dialect area, however, such past participles
may be extended with the weak class I suffix -d, when monosyllabic and ending
in -n. For example, the past participle sjoen from the verb sjen (to see) competes
with the alternative form sjoend, as shown in (7.2):
(7.2)		

norm

alternative

sjen

sjoe–n

[sjɛn]
[sjuən]
to see.inf to see-ptcp

sjoen–d

[sjuənt]
to see-ptcp

stjerre

stoar–n

stoarn–d

[stjɛrə]
[sto.ən]
to die.inf to die-ptcp

[sto.ənt]
to die-ptcp

In order to understand and interpret the development of these forms, we need a
precise overview of their distributions over time. Therefore, we studied the historical and current distribution of both alternative forms, of which we will present the
main results in section 7.2. It turns out that both alternatives have already been
present as dialectical forms since the late Middle Ages in the south-western part of
Fryslân, but that currently the alternatives of the type in (1.1) (type I hereafter) are
spreading from the south-west into the rest of the province, whereas the alternatives of the type in (7.2) (type II hereafter) remain restricted to the south-west. So,
although the contact between the south-west and the rest of the language area in
theory enables both forms to spread, only those of type I actually do so.
Both alternatives have been interpreted as the result of a process of reanalysis, whereby the normative forms are analysed as lacking a suffix (Hoekstra &
De Haan, 1993; Tiersma, 1999; Van der Veen, 1980). As a result, these forms
are extended with a new suffix, making them more transparently inflected. We
will analyse both forms in section 7.3 and show that, indeed, both alternatives
can be described as the result of a process of reanalysis. We will specifically
argue that they are the product of alternative rules, both of which are potentially
productive, in line with their historical productivity at a certain point in the
south-western region.
82	In line with the online Frisian Grammar at Taalportaal.org (Dyk, 2015), we distinguish
three types of inflection classes: weak, strong, and irregular. Weak are those classes
that are totally regular. The strong class exhibits various vowel alternation patterns for
tense marking. Irregular verbs show both vowel and consonant alternations, varying
over tense, person, and number.
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Although such a reanalysis account may help us understand the initial
emergence of those forms, it does not explain why only type I alternatives spread
and type II alternatives do not. We will therefore argue that neither dialect contact, nor reanalysis can by itself explain the difference in spreading between both
alternative forms, and conclude that this difference must be due to the presentday productivity of the rules underlying the alternative forms. In section 7.4 we
study their productivity with the aid of Yang’s Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2016).
It turns out that the TP is able to shed light on the reason for the spread of the
type I alternatives outwards from the south-western dialect region. Furthermore,
the TP correctly predicts type II alternative forms to remain dialectical variants,
because the underlying rule never reaches productive status. We will conclude
this chapter in section 7.5 by stating that, due to its precise nature of measuring
productivity based on language input, the TP is specifically well-suited to model
language change through productivity and contact.

7.2 Frisian past participles

In this section, we will present the methods and results of our study on the historical and current distribution of both alternative past participle forms. The results
show that from the 16th up until the 19th century, both alternative forms are
only reported as and only occur as (south-)western dialect forms. During the 20th
century, type II forms remain restricted to this area, whereas type I forms occur
outside this area more and more. Data from the dialect survey we conducted show
that even in other regions, the alternative type I forms are not the minority and
occur as often as their normative counterparts. This difference between earlier and
current stages, and the effect of region that was found in the dialect survey, point
towards an ongoing change in which the type I alternative forms are spreading
outwards from the (south-)western dialect region over the whole province.
7.2.1 Historical background
This section presents a diachronic view on the use of the different participle
forms in several stages on the basis of historical data. We searched for alternative
forms in the Old Frisian period (before 1550), using the Old Frisian dictionary
(Hofmann & Popkema, 2008), the grammar of Old Frisian by Bremmer (2009),
and the Frisian language database (Fryske Akademy, 2009), which contains
almost all surviving written texts from this period. Manuscripts the database
did not contain, were studied manually83/84. The Early Modern Frisian period
83	These are the Old Frisian law manuscripts Jus Municipale Frisonum (1530) (Buma &
Ebel, 1977) and the (Apographa part of the) Codex Unia (1475) (Sytsema et al., 2012).
84	Note that the examples of the alternative forms that are given in this section are not
exhaustive, although they do represent a large part of the encountered occurrences of the
alternative forms.
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(1550 up to 1800) was also searched for alternative forms by using the Frisian
language database. For the New Frisian period (1800 -) we checked when several
grammars began to mention the alternatives, and whether the forms have been
discussed in the literature. Additionally, we studied the results of several dialect
studies and surveys dating back to respectively 1933, 1955, and the 1980’s and
1990’s (Hof, 1933; Boelens & Van der Woude, 1955; Goeman et al., 1980; Van
der Veen, 1980).
It turns out that both forms have already been present as dialectical forms
in the south-western area of Fryslân in Old Frisian, and that in the 20th century
the type II alternatives are still dialectical forms, whereas the type I alternative
forms seem to be spreading outwards from the dialect area across the whole
language area.
7.2.1.1 Type I alternatives ‘praten’

Before 1800: Old & Early modern Frisian
In the (late) Old Frisian period, we already find some occasional occurrences
of type I alternatives. The occurrence in (7.3) is the alternative form of the past
participle form of the weak Old Frisian verb setta (Modern Frisian sette, ‘to set’).
It was found in an Old Frisian charter from the center of the province and dates
back to 1507:
(7.3)

dat

hij

sijn

zegel alhier op

that he

his

seal

here

‘that he has set his seal here’

on

satten

put.pst.ptcp

hat

have.prs.3sg

(Language Database, OOR40165, 1507, Jirnsum)

Even more type I alternatives date back to the Early Modern Frisian period,
and more specifically the 18th century. The sources of these occurrences are
again mostly located in the west of the province, in towns and villages such as
Franeker, Molkwerum, and Balk. Most examples are forms of the verb sette (‘to
set’), and we found one of the verb switte (‘to sweat’):
(7.4)

k Wird

fen wrijt

in

spijt

I become.prs.1sg of sorrow and regret
‘I am overwhelmed with regret and sorrow’

besetten
occupy.pst.ptcp

(Language Database, Gysbert Japicx, 1666, Bolsward)

(7.5)

Heste
ta nagt
za
zwitten
have.prs.1sg
tonight
so.adv
sweat.pst.ptcp
‘Have you been sweating so heavily tonight?’
(Language Database, Unknown, 1779, unknown)
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Mei t lôk,
nei eâsch, as ‘t heag[s]t lôk
zetten
with art happiness after demand as art highest happiness place. pst.ptcp
‘…with happiness, as was desired; created as the ultimate happiness’
(Language database, D. Lenige, 1779, Makkum)

(7.7)

In

it
Molkworer
oerzotten
art
-dialect of town of Molkwar- translate.pst.ptcp
‘and (has been) translated into the dialect of Molkwar’
In.prep

(Language database, Gorter, 1811, Molkwerum)

Do note that the idiosyncratic dialect of the south-western town of Molkwerum
(extinct in the 19th century) applied the ‑en fairly consistently in type I verbs
but also in other categories. This requires a separate discussion beyond this book.
After 1800: New Frisian
The first grammars of Frisian by Colmjon (1863) and van Blom (1889) do not
mention the alternative forms. Postma and De Clercq (1904, p. 74) are the first
to mention them as variants of the weak past participles. Although ten years later
Sipma does not mention them (Sipma, 1913), gradually, more and more grammars do (Sytstra & Hof, 1925, p. 150; Sipma, 1949, p. 44; Tuinstra, 1937, p. 24).
In his dialect geography dating back to the early 1930’s, Hof did not include verbs of type I (Hof, 1933), but Hof (1951, p. 35) states that the type I
alternatives are spreading from the south-west to the north-west. Unfortunately,
the Regional Dialect Atlas (RND: Boelens & Van der Woude, 1955) did not
have any type I verbs in its test sentences.
The Frisian dictionary first listed the type I alternative past participle setten
in 1956 (Buwalda et al., 1956) as an alternative to the normative past participle
set and, after that, practically all grammars in the 20th century mention the
alternative forms (Fokkema, 1967, p. 58-60; Tiersma, 1999, p. 63-64; Eisma &
Popkema, 2004, p. 17; Popkema, 2006, p. 187).
The morphological atlas of Dutch dialects (MAND, Goeman et al., 1980),
relying on relatively old speakers (avg. year of birth ca. 1925-30), included two
test sentences which contain type I past participles: barste (‘to burst’) and sette
(‘to set’). In total, 56 dialect speakers participated in Fryslân, of which 73% used
barsten as the past participle of the weak verb barste instead of barst and 59%
used setten instead of set. The map in Figure 7.1 shows the mean result of both
verbs per region, and illustrates the large expansion outwards from the (south-)
west of the type I alternatives.
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Unfortunately, we do not have any comparable earlier dialect data, because
the RND did not list type I verbs, but if we compare it to Hof’s statements from
1951 and the occurrences we found in the database, we could conclude that the
type I alternatives have begun spreading outwards from the (south-)west.

Figure 7.1 Map of the percentage of alternative type I forms per region (MAND, 1980-1995)

When it comes to the geographical spread, Tamminga (1978, p. 166), on the
other hand, states it is a general change which is not bound to a specific region.
In another dialect survey by van der Veen (Van der Veen et al., 1999 (surveys
1978-1996)) however, it is shown that the center of the alternatives lies in the
(south-)west (a and b). The latter is in line with the results of the MAND as
shown in the map in Figure 7.1, where the (south-)west clearly stands out in the
use of the forms, compared to the eastern part of the language area.
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a. prate (1978, 4b)

b. sette (1978, 4a)
Figure 7.2 Maps of occurrences of type I alternatives across the province
(Van der Veen et al., 1999 (surveys 1978-1996); Van der Veen, 1980, p. 126)
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When Van der Veen (1980) describes the results of the type I verbs from his dialect survey and states that these forms are most common in the south-west, he also
concludes that they are a bit more common among the younger speakers (1980, p.
127), which according to him may predict a future spread. He then points to analogy as a frequently mentioned factor in an explanation for this phenomenon and
states that the question why the first speakers began using these forms remains
unanswered (1980, p. 128). Tamminga, however, already pointed to the analogy
with a group of past participles of strong verbs in 1978. These are past participles
that have a stem that is similar to the present tense, also ending in -t: bite, biet,
biten (‘to bite’, ‘bit’, ‘bitten’) (Tamminga, 1978, p. 166). We will return to this observation in section 7.4, where we study the productivity of the alternative forms.
7.2.1.2 Type II alternatives ‘Sjoend’

Before 1800: Old & Early Modern Frisian
The earliest attestation to a type II form can be found in Codex Unia (Sytsema
et al., 2012), in a text that can be dated to the middle or late 14th century. It is
the alternative past participle form eslainit ‘cut’:
(7.8)

Hwer so

en mon een lappa ofeslainit
wert
cutoff.pst.ptcp become.prs.3sg
‘If a man is cut off a slice (of flesh)…’
when such art man art slice

(Codex Unia, Compensation Tariff Franekeradeel and Wonseradeel)

Another verb already demonstrating the alternative form of the type II past participle in (late) Old Frisian is the verb jeva (Modern Frisian: jaan, ‘to confess, to
give’). In his grammar of Old Frisian, Bremmer mentions that the past participle
has ‘attracted the -d of the weak past participle’ (2009, p. 76), resulting in iond
(give.pst.ptcp):
(7.9)

iā(n)/jeva ‘to confess’ (jeva, jewa, jowa, jouwa, jā, jān, hjān, geva)
give.inf
iowa/iā(n)
give.prs.3sg
iowt
give.pst.3sg
iōf/iō/iōg/iōd(e)
give.pst.pl
iōwen/iōden
give.pst.ptcp
iouwen/iond

The Old Frisian dictionary by Hofmann & Popkema also lists the form jond
(give.pst.ptcp) as a form of the verb jeva (2008, p. 249), and, indeed, we find
two occurrences of this form in the (late) Old Frisian law manuscript Jus Municipale Frisonum (dated around 1530) (Buma & Ebel, 1977), which in general
is located in the south-west of Fryslân:
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(7.10) Hoe

langh dat

195

hit

was
dat
koninck ende
how
long
that
it
be.pst.3sg that.comp
king
and
keyser Roloff ws
disse riuchten jond
hath.
emperor [Roloff] us.obj these rights
give.pst.ptcp have.prs.3sg
	‘How much time has passed, since king and emperor Roloff granted us
these privileges’
(Jus Municipale Frisonum, I,104)

(7.11)

Handieftich gued,

deer

jond
give.pst.ptcp
riuchte
judge.inf
jn

is

op

be.prs.3sg on
schil,
property,
‘how he’
that
will.prs.3sg
is
datter
saen
falt.
be.prs.3sg
‘when there’ conflict in
fall.prs.3sg
	‘Moveable property that has been added to the possession; how shall he
judge that, in case of arising conflicts’
movable

gued,

property,

hoere

which

dat

(Jus Municipale Frisonum, I,90)

In the charters some occurrences of iond occur as well:
(7.12) welker

fyff

pondameta

worsc.

wy

which
five
[land measure]
prescribe.prs.ptcp
we
habbet
iond
have.prs.pl give.pst.ptcp
‘…the five acres of land, mentioned before, that we granted.’
(Language database, OOR10345, 1485, Boazum)

In a charter from the north-west of Fryslân, dating back to 1511, we find an
alternative past participle from of the verb skriva (Modern Frisian: skriuwe, ‘to
write’), as well as in a charter from Harlingen (north-west) dated 1529:
(7.13) als hier neij

schriount
steet.
write.pst.ptcp stand.prs.3sg
‘….as has been written below’
as here after

(Language database, OOR40204, 1511, Dronrijp)

(7.14) is mijn
is my

hantscrift
handwriting

‘….my signature has been put’

onder scriond

under-written.pst.ptcp

(Language database, OOR20340, 1529, Harlingen)
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Hofmann & Popkema make mention of an alternative form skriōnd as well, in
their Old Frisian dictionary (2008, p. 426):
(7.15)	skrēven, skrēwen, skriōn, skriōnd, skrioun, skriouwen, skriōwen, skriven, skriwen, skrōn, skroun, skrouwen
write.pst.ptcp
Furthermore, Hofmann and Popkema list alternative forms of the verbs bliva
(Modern Frisian: bliuwe, ‘to stay’) (2008, p. 49) and habba (Modern Frisian:
hawwe, ‘to have’) (2008, p. 198). Forms which we also find in several charters:
(7.16) fol en al

byspritzen
blyoend
discuss.prs.ptcp remain.pst.ptcp
‘… (which) has been fully discussed’
‘full and all’

is

be.prs.3sg

(Language database, OOR20062, 1464, Bolsward)

(7.17) Ende al dij

scaed dij

ick hand
habbe
and all that loss that.comp I have.pst.ptcp have.prs.1sg
‘And all the damage that I have sustained’
(Language database, OOR40065, 1484, Blessum)

Another early occurrence of the past participle of habba can be found in the
‘Treaty of the seven sealands’ from 1417, incorporated in the incunable Freeska
Landriucht (Printer of the Freeska Landriucht, 1484-1486):
(7.18)

Mer Stelinchwerf, Schoterland:
But [Stellingwerf, Schoterland]

ende grata anfiuchtinga mit

disse twa sint
eta fry,
these two be.prs.pl still free
grata orlogem
deer hia

and great batlles

great wars		

with

which they

habbet
hand
tojenst dat Sticht
fan Utrecht.
have.prs.pl have.pst.ptcp towards art region
of
[Utrecht]
	‘But the regions S. & S.: they are still free and have experienced huge
battles with extensive warfare against the Bishopric of Utrecht.’
(Printer of the Freeska Landriucht, 1484-1486, Treaty of the seven sealands 1417)
	
In the language database of the Early Modern Frisian period (1550-1800), several type II alternatives occur, of which we will list a few examples below:
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wood

oon zijn muwlle boend.
headstall to become.pst.3sg on
his mouth bind.pst.ptcp
‘a headstall was installed at his mouth’
(Language Database, D. Lenige, 1785, Makkum)

(7.20) Der hebbe
voor min tied geleerde lieud van schriend.
that have.prs.pl before my time learned men about write.pst.ptcp
‘Educated people have written about it before my time’
(Language Database, Sierd Pitters, 1729, Hindeloopen)

(7.21) as

een pleaets fond
heb
art farm find.pst.ptcp have.prs.2sg
‘when you have found a farm’
when

y

you

(Language Database, Sicco van Goslinga, 1708, Franeker)

(7.22) dot
which

se

oen en

they

on

sijde al 	

one side

begond

already begin.pst.ptcp

en
and

uunderleid		
heene
construct.pst.ptcp have.pst.pl
‘… which they have already begun and constructed on one side’
(Language Database, J. Hilarides, 1679, dialect of Hindeloopen)

(7.23) Jn
and

got

dy BerntjisBern hett 	

jônd

[God] you grandchildren have.prs.3sg give.pst.ptcp

‘and God has given you grandchildren’

(Language Database, unknown, 1722, Franeker)

After 1800: New Frisian
Up to the 1930’s, no grammar mentions alternative forms of type II such as
sjoend (see.pst.ptcp) or diend (do.pst.ptcp) (Colmjon, 1863; van Blom, 1889;
Feitsma, 1902; Postma & De Clerq, 1904; Sipma, 1913; Sytstra & Hof, 1925;
Tuinstra, 1937). In 1933, Hof does describe the type II alternatives in his dialect
geography (Hof, 1933) when he maps the different past participle forms of the
verb bliuwe (‘to stay’). As is shown in Figure 7.3, he locates the forms in the narrow south-west of the province. In the comments he signals a spread of the forms
from the south-west to the west. This is quite striking because so far, up until the
early 20th century, we actually found forms in the whole west, and later surveys
show a decline from the west to the south-west. This gives reason to think that
Hof’s interpretation is really the opposite of what is going on: the forms are pulling back to the south-west.
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Figure 7.3 Map of the verb bliuwe (Hof, 1933, p. 60.)

About twenty years later, Boelens & Van der Woude include type II verbs in
their Regional Dialect Atlas (RND: Boelens & Van der Woude, 1955). The 110
participants inflected past participles of 8 type II verbs: biede (‘to offer’), bine
(‘to bind’), bliuwe (‘to stay’), dwaan (‘to do’), gean (‘to go’), sizze (‘to say’), and
sjen (‘to see’). On average the participants used the alternative forms 15% of
the times. The adverb lyn (‘ago’), etymologically the past participle of lide ‘to
pass by’, was also part of the survey and 8.3% of the participants inflected this
adverb alternatively as well, resulting in lynd. Visualization of the mean results
on the 8 verbs by the various participants in Figure 7.4 shows that the alternative
forms indeed occur most in the (south-)western area (RND, Boelens & Van
der Woude, 1955), and certainly not only in the narrow south-west, where Hof
(1933) located them.
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Figure 7.4 Map of the percentage alternative type II forms per region (RND, 1955)

In his grammar of 1967, Fokkema only mentions an alternative form of the
past participle of bliuwe (‘to stay’): bleaun(d) (1967, p. 57). After 1980, however,
most grammars mention the alternative forms as (south-)western dialect variants
(Tiersma, 1999, p. 67; Eisma & Popkema; 2004, p. 20; Popkema, 2006, p. 193).
The morphological atlas of Dutch dialects (MAND, Goeman et al., 1980)
included test sentences with type II past participles as well. There were 18 type
II verbs in the questionnaire: begjinne (‘to begin’), bliuwe (‘to stay’), dwaan (‘to
do’), farre (‘to sail’), fine (‘to find’), fleane (‘to fly’), gean (‘to go’), hawwe (‘to
have’), jaan (‘to give’), lizze (‘to lay’), lizze (‘to lie’), sizze (‘to say’), sjen (‘to see’),
skriuwe (‘to write’), slaan (‘to hit’), stjerre (‘to die’), winne (‘to win’), and wriuwe
(‘to rub’). On average, the 18 verbs were used alternatively 11.5 % of the times
by the 57 participants from different regions and towns. The map in Figure 7.5
also displays this somewhat weaker image of the type II alternatives compared to
Figure 7.4, with no regions in which they are (on average) used more than 47%
of the times. The center point is still located in the (south-)west:
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Figure 7.5 Map of the percentage alternative type II forms per region (MAND, 1980-1995)

When it comes to the geographical spread of the forms, the south-west and west
are thus both mentioned as dialect areas of these forms. From another one of
his surveys, conducted in 1993, Van der Veen concludes that, in the south-west,
forms such as sjoend (see.pst.ptcp), stiend (stand.pst.ptcp), and sleind (hit.pst.
ptcp) are used more than their normative counterparts, whereas in the northwest they are used half of the times (Van der Veen et al., 1999 (surveys 19781996)).
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a. Past participle of hawwe (‘to have’) (1993b, 31)

b. Past participle of sjen (‘to see’) (1993b, 28)

c. Past participle of slaan (‘to hit’) (1993b, 29)
Figure 7.6 M
 aps of occurrences of type II alternatives across the province (Van der Veen et al.,
1999 (surveys 1978-1996)
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7.2.1.3 Conclusion

It turns out that both types of alternatives already occurred alongside normative
forms in (late) Old Frisian, and even more so in Early Modern Frisian. Alternatives forms of the type I verb setta (Modern Frisian: sette, ‘to set’) date back to the
early 16th century, and keep occurring during the 17th and 18th century. In the
18th century an alternative form of the verb switte (‘to sweat’) also occurs in the
database. Of the type II verbs, even more alternative forms can be found already
in the 16th century. We found participles of verbs such as skriva (Modern Frisian:
skriuwe, ‘to write’), jeva (Modern Frisian: jaan, ‘to give’), bliva (Modern Frisian:
bliuwe, ‘to stay/remain’) and habba (Modern Frisian: hawwe, ‘to have’) and later
on in the 17th and 18th century we also found alternatives for bine (‘to bind’), fine
(‘to find’), and begjinne (‘to begin’). All attested forms of which the source could
be located, can be situated in the west of the province. Both their locations and
their numbers indicate that the two alternative forms have been dialect forms
during the 16th, 17th, and 18th century.
In line with the results from the Old Frisian and Early Modern Frisian
period, both forms can still be located in the (south-)west of the province in the
20th century. Unfortunately, no solid statements can be made about the exact
amount of usage, because the discussed surveys represent the most representative
dialect speakers, but are no valid representations of the actual usage across the
province per se. The surveys also differ in methodology, making comparisons
difficult. However, they provide a qualitative perspective on the usage and the
geographical spread of the forms. From this perspective, the type I alternatives
stand out because they get mentioned in grammars earlier and more often than
the type II alternatives. The past participle setten even made it into the dictionary. This is also reflected in the surveys, which show that forms such as setten and
praten, although concentrated in the (south-)west, are all used across the province in the 20th century. The type II alternatives on the other hand are only common in the (south-)western dialect area. According to Hof they concentrate in
the, narrow, south-western part of the province in 1933 and may spread towards
the north-west. Compared to the occurrences in the 16th, 17th, and 18th century,
however, it seems as if the forms are pulling back from the broader west to the
south-west area. It might be the case that Hof saw forms he encountered in the
west as spreading forms, rather than as residuals of an earlier stage. The images
of the RND (1955) and the MAND (1980-1995) surveys also show that later on
in the 20th century, the type II alternatives occur in the west, but concentrate
in the south-western part of the province more and more. The two measuring
moments suggest a receding use. The occurrences we found in the database also
show that type II alternatives are found in the north-west in the 19th century
already. It therefore seems accurate, for now at least, to speak of a dialect area in
the west/south-west of the province.
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In short, it can be concluded that in the 16th century, both types of alternatives already occur (marginally) alongside normative forms in the west of the
province, and that they keep doing so during the 17th, 18th, and 19th century,
but that in the first half of the 20th century the two alternatives seem to part
ways. The type I alternatives begin to increase and even make it to the dictionary halfway the 20th century. In the dialect maps of the Morphological Atlas of
Dutch Dialects (MAND, 1980-1995), it is already shown that the forms are no
longer just present in the west, but also occur in the rest of the province. The
type II alternatives, on the other hand, stay in the west. And although they are
not meant for comparison, the large difference in distribution between the maps
of the RND from 1955 and the maps of the MAND from the 1980’s does seem
to indicate a decline of the forms.
7.2.2 Current distribution
So far, we know that both forms already seem to have emerged in the Old Frisian period in the west of the province, and that they commonly occur as dialect forms in the (south-)west of the province. According to the latest surveys
(MAND, Van der Veen et al., 1999), the type I alternatives are now also used in
the rest of the province, whereas the type II alternatives are not. What we don’t
know is what the distribution of the forms looks like today.
In order to gain a clearer view on the current usage of the two alternative
forms we therefore conducted an online questionnaire in the province of Fryslân. First, the development and design of the questionnaire are described, after
which we will present and discuss the results.
7.2.2.1 The questionnaire

The questionnaire (provided in appendix D) should give insight into which
speakers currently use the alternative forms, where the forms are used across the
area and what factors influence the use of the forms.
Background of the participants
Several questions regarding the sociological, geographical, and linguistic backgrounds of the participants were included in the survey, as listed in appendix B.
General questions regarding age and gender were followed by questions concerning the place participants grew up and currently live in, and their educational
level. Their linguistic background was determined by asking them about their
language proficiency in both Frisian and Dutch (speaking, writing, reading, and
understanding), their language of preference, and how often they speak Frisian.
An additional question about language training in Frisian was added, because it
can be expected that people more aware of the normative forms may not report
their use of alternative forms.
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Language part
To find out how speakers of Frisian inflect the participles of different kinds of
verbs, an elicitation task on the basis of a filling in the gaps procedure was set
up. We could have also chosen a multiple choice approach or different kinds of
judgement tasks. We preferred the elicitation procedure because it is the only
procedure testing language production. This has the advantage that, in contrast
to multiple choice or judgement tasks, it will not yield false positives. Additionally, the options in multiple choice questions may serve as primes, influencing
people’s responses. Judgement tasks would provide valuable information about
how people feel or think about certain forms, rather than about which forms
they use. The negative aspect of the elicitation task is that it may lead to false
negatives: When participants know more than one form, they may fill in the
form they think is ‘right’, rather than the other form they use. Of course, a
corpus of spoken language would have had our preference, but in the absence
of a large enough database and because setting up one ourselves was considered
to be too time-consuming, we chose to conduct this online elicitation task. The
online procedure was preferred over an offline face to face testing procedure for
reasons of time management.
Verbs
The test consisted of 61 test sentences, each containing another verb. We tested
the actual target verbs of type I and type II, and we used verbs as fillers and
controls. Of the 61 verbs, 24 were target verbs or control verbs for type I, and
37 were target or control verbs for type II. Verbs of both groups served as fillers
to each other. Both groups (type I and type II) were divided into three groups:
One group of target verbs, two groups of control verbs, as listed in Table 7.1 and
Table 7.2. The target verbs are labelled as group A: The verbs we expect to get the
extra suffix. Again, for type I these are the weak -e verbs of which the monosyllabic stem already ends in -t/-d (prate-praat, ‘to talk’). For type II these are strong
-e and -n verbs with a monosyllabic past participle already ending in the strong
suffix -n (sjen-sjoen, slaan-slein, etc)85.
Part of the control verbs were labelled as group B. These are verbs of the
same class as the target verbs (weak/strong/irregular) which we do not expect to
get the extra suffix. For type I this is a verb such as bakke (bakke-bakt, ‘to bake’),
which is also weak but does not have a stem ending in -t or -d, and for type II
this is a verb such as roppe (roppe-roppen, ‘to call’), which is strong but does not
have a monosyllabic past participle ending in -n.

85	We included three types of the type II target verbs. The difference between these three
types is described in section 3.3.
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The other part of the control verbs (group C) are verbs with stems ending
in a consonant similar to the past participle suffixes, but of a different class.
Because of the latter, they normally already exhibit the suffixes. For type I these
are the strong/irregular -e verbs ending in -t/-d (ite-iten) and for type II these are
the weak -e verbs ending in -n (bjinne-bjind). The inflection class is thus the only
difference between group A and C.
Table 7.1 Tested verbs for studying type I alternatives

Type I
Group

Class

ptcp stem
ending

Verb

‘Normal’
ptcp suffix

A Target

weak-e

t

prate

t/d

B Control
C Control

weak-e
strong-e

other
t

brûke
bite

t/d
(e)n

Expected
form
praat
praten
brûkt
biten

Table 7.2 Tested verbs for studying type II alternatives

Type II
Group

Class

ptcp stem
ending

Verb

‘Normal’
ptcp suffix

A Target

strong-e

n

bedjerre

n

A Target

irregular-n

n

dwaan

n

A Target

strong-e

n

fine

n

B Control
C Control

strong-e
weak-e

k
n

melke
meane

(e)n
d

Expected
form
bedoarn
bedoarnd
dien
diend
fûn
fûnd
molken
meand

By eliciting past participles of all these different verb types, we will be able to
not only get a view on whether people use the normative or alternative forms of
the target verbs of type A, but also on whether the use of the suffix on the type
C verbs (the lookalikes which normally exhibit the suffix) differs from the use of
that same suffix on our target verbs. For type II we will be able to check whether
all subtypes are inflected alternatively equally often.
Indirectly, the B and C groups also serve as fillers, because they are not the
target verbs. In the test, the items were ordered in such a way that there were as
little priming effects as possible. Verbs of type IC, for example, were never placed
right before verbs of type IA (and type IIC never before type IIA), because a
normal or normative IC form sitten might prime the alternative response praten
for the IA verb prate .
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Furthermore, the individual verbs were selected on the basis of several of
their secondary features. Verbs that have alternate paradigms according to the
Frisian dictionary (Duijff et al., 2008), such as blaze (‘to blow’), which is strong
for some people and weak for others, or wreke (‘to avenge’), which is a -je verb to
some (wreekje), and an -e verb to others, were excluded, in order to try to prevent
people from giving other forms than requested. Also excluded were verbs which
are, also according to the dictionary, very archaic or literary. Verbs which had a
frequency of 0 were considered to be not well-known (such as protte ‘to bulge’ or
‘to swell’), and therefore also excluded from the test. From the remaining verbs
we selected equal numbers of high- and low-frequency verbs86. The frequencies
of the past participles were taken from the Corpus of spoken Dutch (Nederlandse Taalunie, 2014) because there is no large Frisian corpus available that is
representative for spoken language use. Only verbs with equivalent translations
with the same range of meaning in Frisian and Dutch were used, in order for
the frequency to be representative for both Frisian and Dutch past participles.
For type I we selected 10 verbs of group A, 7 verbs for groups B, and 7 for
C, with an equal distribution of high- and low- frequency verbs with different
paradigm patterns. For type II we also selected 7 verbs for group B and 7 for
group C. For group IIA we included 14 verbs instead of 10 to be able to represent all three subtypes of type II, and also to control for the secondary features
such as frequency. Apart from that, we also included some prefixed verbs, to see
whether prefixation has an effect on the usage of the alternative forms. Furthermore, the adverb87 lyn (‘ago’) was added because according to the results of the
RND this adverb sometimes also got the extra suffix, resulting in lynd (RND:
Boelens & Van der Woude, 1955). Verbs that did not fit perfectly into the groups
A and B due to their irregularities were also included as extra items, because, in
spite of their imperfect fit, they do show alternative past participle forms. For
group A, 5 of these extra items were included and for group B 4 extra items were
included:

86	We calculated the frequency per million words on a Zipf scale (Van Heuven et al., 2014)
and regarded the upper half as high-frequency, and the lower half as low-frequency.
Consequently, the boundary between high and low mostly lies at approximately 3 (with
0 as the lowest frequency and 6 as the highest).
87	Etymologically this is the past participle pf the verb lide ‘to pass away, to suffer’.
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Table 7.3 Extra items type II

Type II Extra items
Group

Class

A
A
A

B
B

irregular -e
modal
adverb
irregular
weak-e
irregular
weak-e
modal
modal

B
B

A
A

PPT stem
ending
n
n
n

Verb

Expected forms

Special because

kenne
kinne
lyn

kenn-en / ken-d
kinn-en / kin-d
lyn/ lynd

Two ppt forms
Two ppt forms
Adverb

ei

lizze

leid / lein / leind

Three ppt forms

ei

sizze

seid / sein / seind

Three ppt forms

l
l

sille
wolle

Two ppt forms
Two ppt forms

strong-e

m

komme

strong-e

m

nimme

sild / sillen
wold / wollen
kommen/kôm &
kaam/komd
nommen/
nôm&naam/nomd

Three ppt forms
Three ppt forms

Sentences
Participants had to fill in the gaps in sentences of the type in (7.24), in which the
first clause primes the relevant verb of which the past participle should be filled
in in the gap in the second clause.
(7.24) juster

seach ik him mar hjoed haw
yesterday see.pst I him
but today have.prs.1sg
ik
him
net ….
I
him
not ….
‘Yesterday I did see him but today I haven’t … him’

For the second clause, different clause types were used and included as variables
in the analysis. Not necessarily because an effect of clause type on the use of
alternative forms was expected, but to make the test more varied and to not rule
out any possible effects on forehand. The following types were used:
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Table 7.4 Clause types

Clause type Voice

Order

1 Main

Active V2

2 Main

Passive V2

3 Subordinate Active Verb final

4 Subordinate Passive Verb final

5 Main

Active Inversion

6 Main

Fronting
Active of ppt
Inversion

Prime
Moarn sjoch ik him
wer
(Tomorrow I will see
him again)
Hy woe net dat ik
him seach.
(He didn’t want me
to see him)

Test
Mar ik haw him
hjoed net ….
(But today I haven’t
… him)
Dus hy is net ….
troch my
(So he is not … by
me)
mar hy wit net dat ik
Ik seach him krekt
him …. haw
noch
(But he doesn’t know
(I saw him just now)
that I have …. him)
Juster seach ik him
hy wit wol dat hy net
net
…. is troch my
(Yesterday I did not (He knows that he is
see him)
not …. by me)
Juster seach ik him
mar hjoed haw ik
noch wol
him net ….
(Yesterday I did see
(But today I haven’t
him)
…. Him)
Ik haw him wol
Seachsto him sa
heard, mar …. haw ik
krekt?
him net
(Did you see him just
(I did hear him, but I
now?)
have not … him)

Type 6 and type 1 are the ones used for the target verbs in groups A. Type I
functions as the basic clause type, and type 6 is included in order to elicit any
possible effects of fronting from the data. The other types serve as variation and
are, together with types 1 and 6, used across groups B and C.
Hypotheses & Expectations
The results of the language part of the survey should give insight into the current
distribution of the alternative forms, by answering the questions such as who
use the alternative forms and whether or not the forms are spreading across the
language area. The results may also shed light on whether the forms are used incidentally or whether they are used productively (see Chapter 2 of this book and
section 4 of this chapter for our theoretical view on productivity). The following
predictions regarding productivity and spread can be made:
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1. Rules & Productivity

If the participants show no significant differences among the target verbs, which
differ with respect to their frequency and phonological make-up, this points
towards structural use of the alternative forms and these results may be the product of alternative productive generalizations. If they do show differences between
the different verbs and there are, for example, frequency effects, the forms are
not likely to be the product of productive rules.
2. Spread

If the forms occur across the whole province, and not just in the dialect area,
the question is which mechanism is behind this spread. Did they spread across
the province after they originally emerged, or did they emerge independently
of the earlier emergence in the (south-)western region? A sign of independent
emergence would be that there are no large effects of the region people live in. In
that case, living in the east, or moving away from the focus area of the form, the
(south-)western dialect area, has no negative influence on the use of the forms
and moving to or living in the (south-)west has no particular positive influence
on the use of the forms. When, on the other hand, the forms are spreading
outwards from the dialect area, one would expect the opposite: there would be
an effect of region on the amount of usage. The results would show a clear focus
area of the forms, namely the (south-)west, and moving to or living in that center
point would have a positive, or at least no negative influence on the use of the
forms. Ultimately, in order to be able to spread, moving away from the focus
area should not have a large negative influence on how much people use these
alternative forms.
7.2.2.2 Results

First, the methods of the questionnaire will be described, to the extent that
they were not discussed in the previous section, as well as the details on the
backgrounds of the participants. After that, the actual results will be described
and analyzed.
Methods
The questionnaire was available online, through the tool surveymonkey.com,
during the months May and June 2015. Because it was spread via social media
and available to everyone online, the sample of the questionnaire is not a random
sample, but an example of a snowball sample. It is, therefore, not representative of the Frisian speaking population of the province of Fryslân. However, we
expect the potential correlations to be genuine, apart from the possibility of
underreporting lesser used variants, which cannot be compensated for in this
survey design.
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Participants
A total of 399 participants filled in the test. The responses of 119 participants
were excluded because they did not complete the test. Another 9 were excluded
because their number of errors or irrelevant answers exceeded 3 standard deviations compared to the overall mean, which resulted in more than 30% of their
answers being irrelevant or non-existent verb forms. We analyzed the results of
the remaining 271 participants using the statistics software SPSS.
The participants had a mean age of 41.81 years. The youngest participant
was 16 years old, the oldest participant 77 years old. Most of the participants,
95%, were somewhere between 20 and 70 years old:
Table 7.5 Participants’ age

Age
<20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
>60

% of participants
3.3
21.0
22.9
19.2
20.7
12.9

A majority, 72.3 %, was female and 27.7% was male. 59% of the participants
had a degree at the higher educational level (HBO, WO). Most of the remaining participants finished secondary education (MAVO/VMBO, HAVO, VWO,
16.6%) or had a middle-level applied education diploma (MBO, 21%), and the
last 3.3% finished primary school or obtained a lower-level applied education
diploma.
Most of the participants have Frisian as their mother tongue. 86.3%
learned Frisian at age 0-3. Another 5.2% learned Frisian before they were twelve,
whereas 3% learned Frisian between 12-18 and 5.5% learned Frisian when they
were older than 18. The majority (87.5%) has Frisian as the language of their
first preference. Most participants that did not list Frisian as first preference,
named Dutch as their language of first preference and listed Frisian as second
preference. Only 3% does not list Frisian as a language of first or second choice.
Only a third of the participants report to have had some (22.5%) to much (8.1%)
education in Frisian. 84.1% claims to speak Frisian every day, some a few times a
week (10.3%), and a small group (5.5%) only speaks Frisian a few times a month.
Practically all participants say they understand (99.2%) and speak (96%)
Frisian well to really well, and claim to read Frisian fairly well to really well
(98.9%). A surprising 54.3% states they write Frisian well to really well. Almost
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30% is able to write Frisian fairly well, but another 13.7% claims to barely be
able to write Frisian, or at least with effort. The last 2.6% states they are not able
to write in Frisian at all. It should be noted that these statistics on how many
participants are able to write in Frisian are quite high compared to the overall
mean in the whole Frisian-speaking part of the province, because according to
the latest language study by the province of Fryslân (Provinsje Fryslân - Taalatlas, 2019), only a third of the Frisian-speaking inhabitants is able to write in
Frisian (ranging from fairly well to really well).
25.8% of our participants lives in the north-west of the province, 22.1% in
the south-west of the province, 16.2 % in the north-east and 16.2% in the southeast. The remaining 19.6% lives outside Fryslân. 29.2% of the participants grew
up in the north-west of Fryslân. 26.2% grew up in the south-west, 19.2% in the
north-east and 20.3% in the south-east. 39.1% still lives in the same municipality where they grew up, the remaining participants have moved to somewhere
else in the province or outside Fryslân. Table 7.6 shows where people grew up
and where they live, on an east versus west divide. East-west, for example, means
the participant grew up in the east, and now lives in the west. This variable,
which we will call ‘location course’, was constructed to make the effect of region
on the use of alternatives insightful.
Table 7.6 Location Course variable

Variable
East-east
East-west
East-outside
West-west
West-east
West-outside
Outside-outside
Outside-west
Outside-east

%
25.1
7.4
7.0
38.0
6.6
10.7
1.8
2.6
0.7

Grew up in region
East
East
East
West
West
West
Outside Fryslân
Outside Fryslân
Outside Fryslân

Lives in region
East
West
Outside Fryslân
West
East
Outside Fryslân
Outside Fryslân
West
East

Results type I and type II
Here, the results of the actual target verbs of type I and II will be described and
analyzed. When useful, maps are provided to visualize geographical information.
Type I ‘Praten’
On average, participants inflected type I verbs alternatively in 61% of the 10
cases and normatively 26% of the times.
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Table 7.7 Mean % of different inflections on type IA verbs.

10 type IA verbs, inflected by N=271 participants
Type of inflection
Mean %
Standard deviation
Normative (praat)
26
26
Alternative (praten)
61
29
Other
10
13
Irrelevant
3
6

Variance
671
864
175
37

Almost 40 % uses the alternative inflection 80 to 100% of the cases, whereas
only 1.5% never uses it:

18,0

% participants

16,0
14,0
12,0
10,0
8,0
6,0
4,0
2,0
0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90% 100%

% alternative inflections IA
Figure 7.7 Percentage of participants x Percentage of alternative inflections on type I verbs

We found no significant differences between men and women, between
different age groups or participants’ different educational levels. The language background of the participants also did not have a significant effect, nor did the fact whether they have had language training in Frisian.
When it comes to the verbs themselves, it turned out that there were no
significant differences between the numbers of alternative inflections per verb,
and that, consequently, there were no effects of features like sentence order or of
verbal features like frequency on people’s inflection of the verbs.
When looking at the use across the province, it turned out that, although
the people using the alternative forms mostly live in the west (Figure 7.8), the
forms are used throughout the whole province.
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Figure 7.8 % of mean alternative inflections of 10 type IA verbs, by N=271 participants

Looking more closely at the use of the alternatives of type IA (praten) in the
different regions people live in (so not the regions they grew up in), we see a
small effect (F(4.266) = 10.123, p < .01, r=0.36) of the region on the amount of
usage. Looking at the exact differences between the regions, it is clear that the
differences between east and west are the largest, which indicates there is mainly
a west-east difference in the usage of the alternative forms of type IA.

NW
65.7%

NE
47.95%

SW
75%

SE
45.9%

Figure 7.9 % of type I alternatives per regions participants live in
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This difference is also illustrated by the fact that in the south-west the alternatives
(M=75 SE=3) are used far more than the normatives (M=14.2, SE=2.5, t(59)=
11.374, p<.001, r=0.83), and that this same difference is seen in the northwest,
where the alternatives (M= 65.7, SE= 3.4) are also used more than the normatives
(M=21.7, SE= 3, t(69)= 7.18, p<.001, r=0.65). In the north-east of the province,
the differences in usage between normative (M=38.2, SE=3.8) and alternative
forms (M=47.95, SE= 4.2, t(43)= 1.254, p>.05, r=0.19) are smaller and not significant, which is also the case in the south-east (normative M=41.36, SE=3.9,
alternative M=45.9, SE=4.3, t(43)=.571, p>.05, r=0.09), as is shown in Table 7.8:
Table 7.8 Mean % normative and alternative inflections on type IA verbs per region participants
live in.

Region (Living in)
Southwest
Northwest
Northeast
Southeast

Type of inflection
Normative
Alternative
Normative
Alternative
Normative
Alternative
Normative
Alternative

Mean %
14.2
75
21.7
65.7
38.2
47.95
41.36
45.9

Difference
60.8*
44*
9.75
4.54

When doing the same for the regions in which participants grew up, we see a
similar small effect (Welch F (4, 73.212)= 12.573, >p.01, r=0.37) of the region
on the amount of usage.

NW
62.8%

NE
49.8%

SW
76%

SE
40.2%

Figure 7.10 % of type I alternatives per region in which people grew up
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Table 7.9 below not only shows that the alternative forms are being used most by
people who grew up in the (south-)west, but also that they are used more than the
normative ones by people from almost all regions. When it comes to the differences per region between the normative and alternative forms, only the results of
people who grew up in the south-east showed no significant difference in the use of
the normative forms (M=47.27, SE=3.7) and alternative forms (M=40.18, SE=3.8,
t(54)=.972, p>.05, r=0.13). People from the south-west use alternative forms far
more (M=76, SE=2,75) than normative ones (M=11.4, SE= 2, t(70)=14.3, p< .001,
r=0.86). Participants who grew up in the north-west also show a significant difference in usage of the alternative (M=62.8, SE = 3.38) and normative forms (M=23,
SE=2.7, t(78) = 6.815, p<.001, r=0.61). The alternative forms were also used significantly more often (M=49.8, SE= 3.85) than the normative ones (M=35, SE= 3.4,
t(51)= 2.149, p<.05, r=0.29) by people from the north-east.
Table 7.9 Mean % normative and alternative inflections on type IA verbs per region in which
participants grew up.

Region (Living in)
Southwest
Northwest
Northeast
Southeast

Type of inflection
Normative
Alternative
Normative
Alternative
Normative
Alternative
Normative
Alternative

Mean %
11.4
76
23
62.8
35
49.8
47.27
40.18

Difference
64.6*
39.8*
14.8*
-7.09

To gain more insight into the differences between locations participants grew up
in and live, we also looked at the ‘location course’ variable, which denotes where
people grew up and where they live on an east-west level.
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Table 7.10 Mean % IA alternative inflections per Location Course

Location Course: ‘grew up – live’
WEST-WEST
EAST-EAST
WEST-EAST
EAST-WEST
WEST-OUTSIDE
EAST-OUTSIDE
OUTSIDE-OUTSIDE
OUTSIDE-WEST
OUTSIDE-EAST
Total

Mean %
73.01
47.94
43.33
55.50
71.03
43.16
64.00
67.14
45.00
60.63

N
103
68
18
20
29
19
5
7
2
271

Std. Deviation
25.003
28.314
28.284
29.643
28.951
22.374
32.094
29.277
35.355
29.388

The effect of this variable is medium, F(8, 262)= 7.284, p= <.001, r= 0.43. A
post-hoc Games Howell test shows the exact significant differences, displayed
in Table 7.11 88:
Table 7.11 Mean differences in % alternative inflections between participants with different
location courses.

Location course
WEST-WEST
WEST-WEST
WEST-WEST
WEST-WEST
WEST-WEST
EAST-EAST
EAST-EAST
EAST-EAST
EAST-EAST
WEST-EAST
WEST-EAST
WEST-EAST
EAST-WEST
EAST-WEST
WEST-OUTSIDE

EAST-EAST
WEST-EAST
EAST-WEST
WEST-OUTSIDE
EAST-OUTSIDE
WEST-EAST
EAST-WEST
WEST-OUTSIDE
EAST-OUTSIDE
EAST-WEST
WEST-OUTSIDE
EAST-OUTSIDE
WEST-OUTSIDE
EAST-OUTSIDE
EAST-OUTSIDE

Mean difference
25.069*
29.676*
17.510
1.975
29.852*
4.608
-7.559
-23.093*
4.783
-12.167
-27.701
.175
-15.534
12.342
27.877*

Sig.
.000
.010
.290
1.000
.000
.999
.982
.018
.997
.927
.057
1.000
.669
.861
.014

88	The groups Outside-Outside, Outside-West and Outside-East were left out in this table
because there were too few participants in those groups; in total there were only 14 participants who did not grew up in Fryslân.
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The data show that people still living in the west use the alternative forms significantly more often than people who grew up there, but moved to the east. Also,
moving from the east to the west does not significantly increase the usage compared to growing up in the east and staying in the east. It might be the case that
the age when moving is a factor here, but it does seem to indicate that the region
one grew up in seems to play a more crucial role than the region one is living in.
To get more insights into the influence of region on the amount of usage,
we conducted a regression analysis in which we not only included the variables
‘living in region’, ‘grew up in region’ and ‘location course’, but also the longitudes and latitudes of the locations as the independent continuous variables. It
turned out that the longitude of the location participants grew up in is able to
account for 22% (R2 change=.224) of the variance. The only other variable that
is able to contribute to the model is the latitude of the location people grew up
in (R2 change=.031). Note that the dependent variable here is the percentage
of normative inflections. The regression analysis shows that no other variables
are able to predict the amount of normative/alternative inflections a participant
makes.
Table 7.12 Coefficients table of a regression analysis with Dependent Variable: % normative
inflections of type IA verbs (prate)

Model
(Constant)
1 Longitude of municipality
(grew up in)
(Constant)
Longitude of municipality
2 (grew up in)
Latitude of municipality
(grew up in)

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

B

Std. Error

Beta

-314.127

44.000

.001

.000

-2199.711

650.035

.001

.000

.449

.000

.000

.000

.177

.004

Sig.
.000

.474

.000
.001

Because there is a difference in amount of usage of the alternative forms between
east and west, we also separately checked whether there were effects of verbal
features in each one of the regions. It turned out that even in the east, where the
alternative forms are used less, there is no significant effect of features such as
frequency, and that the alternative forms occur for all type I verbs equally often.
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Type II ‘Sjoend’
On average, participants inflected type II verbs normatively in 89.9% of the
cases. Only 36 participants of 271 inflected type II verbs alternatively once or
more than once. On average those 36 people did so in 16.5% of the potential
cases. There were only two participants who inflected existing type II verbs alternatively in more than 50% of the cases.
Table 7.13 Mean % of different inflections on type IIA verbs.

10 type IIA verbs, inflected by N=271 participants
Type of inflection
Mean %
Standard deviation
Normative (sjoen)
89.9
11.9
Alternative (sjoend)
2.2
7.7
Other
6.4
7.1
Irrelevant
1.5
3.6

Variance
141.5
58.9
50.6
12.7

Some verbs were inflected alternatively more often than others, as is shown in
the table below:
Table 7.14 Number and percentage of participants who inflected type II wugs alternatively, per verb.

Verb
begjinne
bliuwe
bedjerre
biede
stean
bine
fleane
sjen
fine
ferlieze
stjerre
slaan
lyn
dwaan
hawwe

Number of participants
who inflected the verb
alternatively (N= 271)
0
2
3
3
3
3
4
5
6
6
6
6
7
13
22

% of 36 participants who
% of all
inflected a type II verb
participants
alternatively at least once
0.0
0.0
0.7
5.6
1.1
8.3
1.1
8.3
1.1
8.3
1.1
8.3
1.5
11.1
1.8
13.9
2.2
16.7
2.2
16.7
2.2
16.7
2.2
16.7
2.6
19.4
4.8
36.1
8.1
61.1
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In a regression analysis, it turns out that the Zipf frequency of the verb form
predicts one third of this variance (R2 change= 0.31). The more frequent the
verb, the higher the chance for it to get inflected alternatively.
Table 7.15 Coefficients table of a regression analysis. Dependent Variable: % of alternative
inflections per IIA verb.

Model
1

(Constant)
LOG10ZIPF frequency

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
-4.422
2.873
1.424
.614

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.556

Sig.
.150
.039

Participants who inflected type II verbs alternatively did not differ from the participants who did not when it comes to their age, educational level, or language
background.
The only difference was that of region. 50% of the participants using the
alternatives live in the south-west of the province, 19.4% live in the north-west,
and another 25% live outside of Fryslân. The map in Figure 7.11 also shows that
the use of alternatives of type IIA is concentrated in the south-west.

Figure 7.11 % of mean alternative inflections of type IIA verbs, by N=271 participants.
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On average, people from the southwest and people from outside Fryslân inflected type II verbs alternatively in 4 to 5% of the cases, compared to 0 to 1%
in the other regions. This difference was significant, (H(3)= 26.3, p<.001)89. It
appeared that the use of alternatives in the south-west differed significantly from
that in the north-west (U= 1673, r= -0.25), the north-east (U= 924, r= -0.39),
and the south-east (U= 982, r= -0.32). All other regions did not differ significantly from each other.

NW
1%

NE
0%

SW
4.4%

SE
0.5%

Figure 7.12 % of type II alternatives per region people live in.

When looking at the regions people grew up in, we get almost the same image.
Again, only the south-west region differs from the other regions.

89 Mann-Whitney tests were used to follow up this finding. A Bonferroni correction was
applied and so all effects are reported at a .008 level of significance.
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Figure 7.13: % of type I alternatives per region people live in.

When we combine both location types (growing up and living in) and take a
closer look at people from outside Fryslân, it stands out that people who are living
outside Fryslân but grew up in the west use also the alternatives:
Table 7.16 Mean % of alternative inflections on type IIA verbs per participants with different
location courses

Location Course
WEST-WEST
EAST-EAST
WEST-EAST
EAST-WEST
WEST-OUTSIDE
EAST-OUTSIDE
OUTSIDE-OUTSIDE
OUTSIDE-WEST
OUTSIDE-EAST

Mean % Type IIA alternatives
2,8
.1
.7
.7
7.4
.0
4.0
5.7
.0

A regression analysis reveals that the only variable that is able to significantly
predict some of the variance (R2 change = .085) among the participants inflections on type IIA verbs, is the binary variable whether the participant both grew
up in the south-west and is still living there.
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Table 7.17 C
 oefficients table of a regression analysis. Dependent Variable: Mean % alternative
inflections of IIA verbs

Model
(Constant)
1 Grew up and is living in the
south-west

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
.763
.433

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

4.198

.292

.955

Sig.
.080
.000

7.2.2.3 Discussion

We described the set-up, design, and results of the questionnaire we conducted to gain insight into the current status of the forms. The questionnaire was conducted to answer the questions listed here in (7.25):
(7.25) a.
b.
c.
c’
d.

Who use the alternative forms?
What influences the use of the forms?
Where are the forms used across the area?
If they spread; how did they spread?
How do the alternatives influence the verbal system?

Type I alternatives
The type I alternatives (praten) turn out to be used by speakers of all ages and
educational and linguistic backgrounds. Also, all type I verbs get inflected alternatively equally often, which indicates that there is no frequency effect and no
effect of the phonological make-up of the form. This points towards a regular
mechanism that gets applied to all type I verbs.
When it comes to the spread of the forms, the questionnaire showed that
amongst the participants, the forms are used all across the province, but occur
most in the south-west and west. The alternative forms are used significantly
more often than the normative forms in the west. Because this differs from the
east of the province, where there were no significant differences between the
amount of alternative and normative forms, the (south-)west can be considered
to be the center of the use of these forms. Earlier, we put forward the question
given here in (7.25), and stated that a spreading scenario would be characterized
by a clear center from where the forms would spread and that in an independent
emergence scenario, participants all across the province should display similar
use of the forms.
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(7.26)	
If the forms occur across the whole province, and not just in the dialect area,
the question is which mechanism is behind this spread. Did they spread across
the province after they once emerged, or did they emerge independently of the
earlier emergence in the (south-)west region?

Both the clear concentration of the forms in the west, and the difference in
usage between the regions, point towards a spread of the forms, rather than an
independent emergence.
We also stated that, in such a spreading scenario, moving to or living in
the central area for these forms would have a positive, or at least no negative
influence on the use of the forms and that in order to spread, moving away from
that area should not have a large negative influence on the use of the alternative
forms. These effects, however, are less clear from our results. The data showed
that there was a large significant difference between people who grew up in
the west and still lived there and people who grew up there but moved to the
east. The latter ones used the forms less. But although, clearly, participants who
moved to the east use it less, they still use the forms in 43% of the cases. When
it comes to moving to the central area for these forms, so from east to west, this
does, however, not have a significant effect on the amount of usage at all. The
regression analysis, on the other hand, showed that the region in which participants grew up was actually the only variable that was able to predict the amount
of usage, which is in line with the absence of a positive effect of moving to the
west and puts the negative influence of moving to the east into perspective.
The region participants live in, after all, did not have an effect in the regression
analysis. Although both the negative effect of moving to the east and the absence
of the positive effect of moving to the west seem to contradict the spreading scenario, and make clear that the conditions for spreading are not ideal, the forms
are surely no longer merely a dialectical variant. Indeed, when it has a negative
influence to live or grow up in an area in which the forms are used less, the productive or regular use of the forms may just take longer to spread, considering
the fact that the alternative forms are the majority.
Type II alternatives
Although the results of the type II alternatives may be underreported, the usage
turned out to be so minimal that even if the actual amount would be twice as
high, the alternative forms would still be outnumbered by the normative forms.
Also, the results clearly showed that the alternatives only occur in the (south-)
west of the province and that participants who use them do not use them regularly. Not only were there only two participants who used alternative forms for
more than half of the type IIA verbs, the overall usage also showed frequency
effects. The more frequent the type IIA verb, the higher the chance that it got
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inflected alternatively. In conclusion, the type II alternatives seem to be a receding lexical dialectical variant that is no longer productive, mostly occurring in
the south-west. Considering the fact that the alternative forms of type IIA are
not even the majority here, one could wonder whether we can still speak of a
mature alternative variant.
7.2.3 Conclusion: Ongoing change of type I
The results of the questionnaire indicate that the developments of both forms
seem to continue in the 21th century. The type II alternatives are currently marginal and still dialectical forms, while the type I alternative forms are the majority compared to the normative forms and have spread over the province from
the west. The results also showed that the type I alternatives are used far more
than the normatives in the west. The type II alternatives only occur in the west,
but even there they are far outnumbered by the normatives for practically all
participants. Diachronically, they are receding forms. Considering the fact that
the alternative forms of type II are not even the majority for participants who
do use them, its status of dialectical variant may be compromised, whereas the
chances are that the type I alternatives will supersede the normatives, because
the overall usage of the type I alternatives across participants from the whole
province lies at 60%.
Summing up, there are two alternative past participle forms, occurring in
a specific dialect region, of which only one is spreading across the rest of the language area. The spread pattern of these type I alternatives suggests that contact
with the south-western dialect region gives rise to this spread, and that the forms
do not arise in isolation90. This effect of region illustrates that the closer one lives
to the south-west, the higher the chance is that there are some alternative forms
in one’s production. This spread seems to be ongoing, since the change is not
completed everywhere and there are still differences in use between the separate
regions. The alternative forms are the majority in the whole province, and even
in the regions farthest away from the dialect region, they do not form the minority compared to the normative forms, but co-exist with the normative forms.
To address the question why the type I alternatives are spreading successfully across the whole province, while type II alternatives are not and are actually
receding, we first need to take a look at the alternative forms in more detail in
section 3.

90	For more examples of spreading outwards from the South-western dialect region see Hof
(1933, p. 115, p. 255, p. 269), for historical examples see Versloot (2008, phonological
examples p. 111, p. 141, p. 187, morphological examples p. 159, p. 179).
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Former studies (Hoekstra & De Haan, 1993; Tiersma, 1999, p. 63-64, 67; Van
der Veen, 1980) explained the mere existence of the alternative past participles as
the result of a process of reanalysis, the idea being that normative forms such as
praat and sjoen are analyzed as lacking an overt suffix, which results in the addition of a new suffix. Although reanalysis and analogy are the factors frequently
mentioned in the literature (Van der Veen, 1980), it remains unclear exactly how
verbs get assigned this additional suffix. With regard to the alternatives of type
I, Tamminga (1978, p. 166), for example, points towards analogy with a group
of past participles of strong verbs. These are past participles with a stem that is
similar to the present tense, also ending in -t: bite, biet, biten (‘bite, bit, bitten’).
The similarity between these strong verbs and the weak type I verbs lies in the
identical stems of the present tense ending in -t or -d. Because these strong verbs
get the past participle suffix -en, the weak type I verbs ending in -t or -d might
also get the past participle suffix -en.
As discussed more elaborately in Chapter 2, change happens when generation 2 makes different generalizations on the basis of the language of generation
1. Consequently, their output may differ from the output of the previous generation. Ambiguity and the mere possibility of making such alternative analyses
are obvious conditions for reanalysis and change. Anderson (2015) claims that
opacity is the primary source of change in morphology (ib., p. 3): “The structural
regularities underlying linguistic forms for a generation of speakers may not be
unambiguously recoverable from the surface forms in their speech. Since those
surface forms are of course the evidence on the basis of which a subsequent
generation constructs their grammar, the result may be a different grammar.” In
this section, we will explore whether it is indeed possible to make such different
generalizations for type I and type II verbs. However, even if it turns out to be
possible to construct a reanalysis scenario for both alternatives, this still does not
suffice to explain why only one of the alternatives (type I) spreads.
Assuming that both alternatives can be described as the result of reanalysis and as the product of making different generalizations, the question arises at
which point such alternative forms are able to spread. Recall from Chapter 2 that
Yang (2016, p. 161) claims that “[b]oth kinds of change [analogical levelling and
analogical extension, respectively] result from the application of rules to words that
previously did not fall under its reign but nevertheless could have” and that “the
rule/class to which levelling and extension take place must be productive.” Note
that Yang uses the word rule, rather than generalization or analysis that we used
above. Here rule specifically refers to a productive grammatical rule. This comes
down to the condition for morphological change we put forward in Chapter 2:
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(7.27)	(Morphological) change occurs when productive alternative analyses are
possible.
This means that, when no other productive alternative analysis can be made,
nothing changes. Or that when no analysis can be made at all, lexical gaps occur, as is indeed shown by Gorman & Yang (2019). The condition for change
in (3) requires an investigation into the productivity of the rules underlying
the alternative forms, to which we will turn in section 4. But first, it should be
established whether the alternative forms can be described by different rules. In
the remainder of this section we will therefore analyze the alternative forms and
the positions they take in the verbal system.
7.3.1 Theoretical view of participle formation
As explained in more detail in Chapter 2, in line with Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993) (hereafter: DM) or similar realizational models
of morphology, we assume that the feature ([pst part.]), present in the morphosyntactic representation of these verb forms, triggers the formation of past participles. Specifically, during spell-out this feature triggers particular rules that
realize this morpho-syntactic feature. The rule in (7.28) is the default spell-out
rule of the feature [pst part.] in Frisian:
(7.28) [pst part.] 

-d/-t 91

Rule (7.28) is the most general rule in Frisian for the formation of past participles, but it is clearly not the only rule, since almost all strong and some irregular
verbs take the -en suffix. So, in addition to (7.28), the Frisian grammar also
features the rule in (7.29), which is more limited in scope. The scope of the rule
is expressed here by a list of verbs it applies to:
(7.29) [pst part.] 

-en

/ {sitte, lêze, falle, …, etcetera}

Rule (7.29) is an exception to the more general rule (7.28) and, following the
Elsewhere Principle (Kiparsky, 1973), (7.29) is therefore ordered before (7.28).
Apart from the choice of suffix (-en rather than -t/d), strong and irregular
verbs also differ from weak verbs in undergoing stem changes. For example, the
verb sjen ‘to see’ has a past participle sjoen ‘seen’. We assume that here the suffix
-(e)n spells out the past participle feature while the stem change follows from a
so-called readjustment rule (following Halle & Marantz, 1993). According to
91	Again note that the choice for the -d or -t affix is a purely phonological issue; stem-final
voiceless consonants take -t, elsewhere -d is inserted (Tiersma, 1999).
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DM, these readjustment rules are to be separated from the rules of exponence,
i.e. those rules that ‘realize’ or ‘spell-out’ the triggering morpho-syntactic feature. So, these readjustment rules cannot be ordered with respect to, nor can
they block, the rules in (7.28) and (7.29): they form a separate set.
7.3.2 Analysis of the type I forms ‘praten’
Apparently, the type I alternatives, which get the -en suffix attached, are no longer only the result of the regular rule for past participles in (7.28) (stem + -d/-t).
The Elsewhere principle rules out double marking. Hence, an analysis in which
in which both -t/-d and the -en suffix realize the [pst part.] feature is excluded.
Table 7.18 shows the readjustment rules and primary exponence rules applying
to the normative type I past participles such as praat (‘talked‘).
Table 7.18 Readjustment and exponence rules applying to normal and alternative type I past
participles

Verb
prate [pra:tə]
(to talk)
prate [pra:tə]
(to talk)

Readjustment rule

Exponence rule
normative

None: prat [pra:t]

+t

None: prat [pra:t]

None

Exponence rule
alternative

+ en [ən]

If we assume that the final -t/-d is no longer analyzed by speaker/hearers as
an exponent at all because the stem of the verb already ends in -t/-d92 (a view
proposed by van der Veen, 1980, Hoekstra & De Haan, 1993 and Tiersma,
1999), the -en suffix in alternative forms such as praten can indeed be considered
a primary exponent. The alternative forms can be described accordingly by the
rule in (7.30), which states that the suffix -en spells out the past participle feature
of all monosyllabic stems in -t or -d.
(7.30) [pst part.] 

-en

/ [monosyllabic stems in -t/-d]

Past participles of strong verbs with monosyllabic stems in -t or -d, such as sitte in
Table 7.19, are similar to these weak type I alternatives because, as strong verbs,
they normally already get the -en suffix, resulting in sit-en:

92	Note that -d is also realized as [t] through stem final devoicing, and that geminate consonants are not phonologically distinctive in Frisian, so an underlying form /pra:tt/ will
come out as [pra:t] in the surface form. The same applies later on, for the type II forms
with a potential double /n/.
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Table 7.19 Readjustment and exponence rules applying to strong verbs in -t or -d and alternative
type I verbs

Verb type
Strong in -t/-d
Type I

Verb
sitte [sɪtə]
(to sit)
prate [pra:tə]
(to talk)

Readjustment rule

Exponence rule

None: sit [sɪt]

+ en [ən]

None: prat [pra:t]

+ en [ən ]
(alternative)

In a situation without type I alternative forms in the input, these strong verbs are
expected to be under the scope of the rule in (7.29) while the weak type I verbs
are likely to be under the scope of the regular rule in (7.28). When encountering
south-western alternative forms, however, the alternative analysis comes into effect, resulting in all monosyllabic verbs with stems in -t or -d getting the -en suffix
due to the rule in (7.30), regardless of their being weak or strong.
7.3.3 Analysis of the type II forms ‘sjoend’
As is the case with type I, the type II normative forms such as sjoen (‘seen’)
(Table 7.20) also lack an audible suffix that is recognizable as the past participle
suffix. That is, in these monosyllabic forms, the final -n could just as well be the
final stem consonant. Again, these normative forms can be interpreted as lacking
an audible primary exponent and -d can be interpreted as the suffix that spells
out the past participle feature. Note that such an analysis presupposes a distinction between readjustment rules and rules of exponence.
Table 7.20 R
 eadjustment and exponence rules applying to normal and alternative type II past
participles

Verb

Readjustment rule

sjen [sjɛn] (to see)
sjen [sjɛn] (to see)

sjoe(n) [sjuən]
sjoe(n) [sjuən]

Exponence rule
norm
+n
None

Exponence rule
alternative
+ d [t]

If we want to formulate a rule for these alternative forms, we run into the problem that there are no structural resemblances amongst these verbs (comparable
to the final -t/-d in the type I cases). Their stems do not necessarily contain an -n.
They fall into three subgroups:
1. Strong and irregular -e verbs with -n only in the past participle;
2. Strong -e verbs with an -n throughout the paradigm;
3. Irregular -n verbs which only have an -n in parts of the paradigm.
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Table 7.21 Different type of verbs with type II past participles

inf
1 bliuwe (to stay)
2 fine (to find)
3 dwaan (to do)

pst
bleau
fûn
die

pst.ptcp
bleaun
fûn
dien

pst.ptcp alternative
bleaun-d
fûn-d
dien-d

Because these verbs do not share a context for a rule to apply to, we cannot
formulate an exponence rule that specifically applies to these verbs. The only
shared structural similarity involves the form of their past participles. These are
monosyllabic and ending in -n. Therefore, the rule for the type II alternatives can
only be formulated as a rule that operates on an already formed past participle.
If, however, we formulated such a rule adding -d to monosyllabic past participles
in -n, we would end up with a case of double marking (-n and -d).
(7.31) [pst part.] 

-d

/[monosyllabic past participles ending in -n]

Instead, we propose an alternative analysis in which we do not rely on double
marking but analyze the final -n in these past participles as the result of readjustment (Table 7.22).
Table 7.22 R
 eadjustment and exponence rules applying to normal and alternative type II past
participles (3 types)

After
readjustment
Group 3 Norm sjen (to see)
sjoen
Alt
sjoen
Group 2 Norm fine (to find)
fûn
Alt
fûn
Group 1 Norm bliuwe (to stay) bleaun
Alt
bleaun

Type II

Verb

Exponence
rule norm
sjoe + n
sjoen + Ø
fûn + n
fûn + Ø
bleaun + n
bleaun + Ø

Exponence
rule alternative
_
sjoen + d
_
fûn + d
_
bleaun + d

If we consider the final -n to be part of the readjusted forms, the final -n creates
a common context for the alternative rule. We can reformulate (7.31) by stating
that the feature [pst part.] is indeed spelled out by the suffix -d and that it applies
to the adjusted past participle stems in -n, as in (7.32).
(7.32) [pst part.] 

-d

/[monosyllabic past participle stems in -n]

This analysis implies that exponence rules can apply to adjusted stems: therefore,
such stem readjustment rules must apply before exponence rules.
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When there are no type II alternative forms in the input at all, the relevant
strong and irregular verbs are considered to be listed under the rule in (7.29):
(7.29) [pst part.] 

-en

/ {sitte, …, etcetera}

Once type II alternative forms enter the input from the south-west, the alternative analysis may come into effect, such that the alternative type II past participle
stems in -n are analyzed in the same way as the stems of weak monosyllabic verbs
with stem final -n (Table 7.23). These weak verbs normally already receive the
suffix -d to form their past participle, because, as weak verbs, they are under the
scope of the (default) rule in (7.28). Consequently, in theory the generalization
can be made that all verbs with monosyllabic past participle stems in -n get the
-d suffix, and the rule in (7.32) can be formulated for both strong and weak past
participle stems in -n.
Table 7.23 Readjustment and exponence rules applying to weak verbs in -n and alternative type
II verbs

Verb type
Type II
Weak in –n

Verb
sjen (to see)
meane (to mow)

Readjustment rule
sjen  sjoen
none: mean

Exponence rule
+ d (alternative)
+d

Note, however, that the weak verbs in -n do differ from the type II verbs with
respect to the readjustment rules. Whereas readjustment rules alter the stems of
the type II verbs, no readjustment rules apply to the weak verbs. The question
remains whether this difference between the two is a problem and whether the
type II alternatives can actually be grouped together with the weak verbs in -n.
One could also argue that the rule in (7.32) only applies to adjusted (strong/
irregular) past participle stems93. However, because the weak verbs in -n can possibly serve as evidence for attaching -d to stems in -n, they might provide extra
support for the rule in (7.32). Here, we want to hypothetically give the type II
alternatives as much room as possible, and therefore we do not want to exclude
the possibility of the weak verbs providing extra support for the rule in (7.32).

93	Note that there is no such difference between the type I participles and their strong
lookalikes, because most of these strong verbs do not show stem alternations in their past
participles.
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7.3.4 Two alternative rules
Recapitulating, we analyzed both alternative past participles and formulated
rules for the formation of these alternatives. Whereas the rule formulated for
type II alternatives applies to past participle stems, the rule for the type I alternatives applies to infinitival stems. To get the rules in line, rule (7.30) can easily
be adjusted as in (7.30)* below to apply to past participle stems as well, because
these past participle stems also end in -t or -d:
(7.30)* [pst part.] 

-en

/ [monosyllabic past participle stems in -t/-d]

In Table 7.24, we list the hypothesized rules applying to type I and type II alternatives together with their ‘lookalikes’. The same analysis can thus be used for
both type I and II: normative forms are analyzed as lacking a primary exponent,
enabling them to be placed under the scope of the alternative rules in (7.30) and
(7.32).
Table 7.24 Exponence rules (7.30) and (7.32), applying to type I alternatives and type II
alternatives

Verb type

Readjustment rule
inf stem  ptcp stem

Exponence rules (7.32) and
(7.30)
Result
ptcp stem  ptcp

No readjustment rules
Type I
Weak verbs

pra:t  pra:t
set  set

Strong verbs Occasionally readj. rules
in –t/–d
sit  sit
smelt  smolt
Various readj. rules
Type II
sjen  sjoen
bedjer  bedoarn
Irregular/
strong verbs fin  fûn
etc.
Weak verbs No readjustment rules
in –n
mean  mean

monosyllabic ptcp stems in
-t/-d  + en

praten
setten
sitten
smolten

sjoend
monosyllabic ptcp stems in bedoarnd
fûnd
-n  + d
meand

Now we are in the position to tackle the second issue: Why is only one of the
alternatives spreading? We argue that the difference with respect to spread is
solely due to a difference in the productivity of the rules: Rule (7.30) is currently
productive, whereas rule (7.32) is not.
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So, the question is how we may explain the difference in productivity between these rules. In order to address this question, we apply Yang’s Tolerance
Principle approach (2016) as explained in previous chapters (Chapter 2, section
2.4.2 and Chapter 4, section 4.3) and derive productivity from quantitative differences in the input. Specifically, regarding the effect of region on the spread
of the type I alternatives, we predict that its productivity must depend on the
distance to the dialect area: only once some alternatives enter the input, new
productive generalizations are made. In other words, we predict that the rule is
productive in regions near the dialect area (where alternative forms occur often),
presumably because in such nearby regions the alternative forms are incidentally
present in the input. To test this hypothesis and quantify this possible difference
in productivity between both rules, we will model them in the following section
using the Tolerance Principle (TP) developed by Yang (2005, 2016).

7.4 Productivity

In Chapter 2, Yang’s TP approach is explained in detail. In this section we will
apply this this theory to the alternative past participles in Frisian. Because only
the type I alternatives spread across the province and the type II alternatives do
not, we predict that the type II rule in (7.32) does not meet the TP and faces too
many exceptions. Rule (7.30), however, is expected to be productive. Because the
type I alternatives seem to be spreading outwards from the south-west, we expect
that this rule becomes productive as soon as some alternatives are present in the
input. This would explain the effect of region: the closer one lives to the southwest, the higher the chance that there are some alternative forms in one’s input,
thereby increasing the number of rule-following items.
7.4.1 Methods
To apply the above to our Frisian past participles, the tolerance of the rules in
(7.30) and (7.32) needs to be calculated on the basis of an input set. We constructed a hypothetical input, based on the input set also used in Chapters 4 and
6, in which there are no alternatives of type I and II present at all. We did not
include the alternative forms, because we wanted to see how many alternative
forms in the input would be sufficient to extract a productive rule.
As also Albright & Hayes (2003, p. 132) point out , “a current debate in
the acquisition literature (Bybee, 1995; Clahsen et al., 1992; Marcus et al., 1995)
concerns whether prefixed forms of the same stem (e.g. do/redo/outdo) should
be counted separately for purposes of learning”. Therefore, we constructed two
versions of the input set, one including all verbs from the most recent Frisian
word list (Fryske Akademy, 2015) (hereafter: full set), and one including only the
unique simplex verbs from this list (hereafter: simplex set) (the one we also used
in Chapters 4 and 6). In this simplex set the prefixed verbs and particle verbs
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were treated as tokens of the simplex verbs and included in the token frequencies
of these verbs.
For both the simplex set and the full set, we listed all verbs that in theory
could be under the scope of rules (7.30) and (7.32). All other verbs were not of
our interest, because the TP should be calculated based on the scope and hits of
the relevant rules.
In line with Yang’s perspective on change – happening when language is
learned – the sets should ideally consist of child-directed speech. There is no such
corpus available for Frisian, and there are no large written or spoken corpora of
Frisian available that are representative of present-day spoken Frisian. Therefore, we took the frequencies of the past participles from the corpus of spoken
Dutch (CGN, Nederlandse Taalunie, 2004)94, a large corpus of approximately
9 million tokens. Yang suggests using an input set with words with a minimum
frequency of at least once per million words (2016, p. 71). In our calculations, we
initially included all verbs of which past participles of their Dutch counterparts
occur at least once in the CGN corpus95. The results show what the effects are of
trimming this set down to only words with a certain minimum token frequency.
7.4.2 Results type I ‘praten’
In (7.33), we present the rules for Frisian verbal inflection, including the rule for
the type I alternatives (7.30):
(7.33) Rules in Frisian, following the Elsewhere principle (simplified)
Rule (7.30)
/ monosyllabic ptcp stems in -t/-d/ -en suffixation
-en suffixation
Rule (7.29)
{lêze ‘read’, falle ‘fall’, etc}
-t/-d suffixation
Elsewhere: Rule (7.28)
To find out whether rule (7.30) meets the Tolerance Principle when there are no
alternative forms in the input, we listed all verbs (weak, strong, and irregular)
with past participle stems ending in -t or -d, of which their past participle occurs
at least once in the CGN. The rule-following items are the strong verbs in -t or
-d which have past participles in -en. The exceptions to the rule (M) are the weak
verbs in -t or -d because these are the ones that in a normative situation without
alternatives do not get the -en suffix but end in -t or -d.
In Table 7.25, the results are given for varying input sizes, depending on the
minimal token frequency of the verbs. The largest set contains all past participles
with a minimal token frequency of 0.1 per million words, the smallest consists
94	Frisian and Dutch verbal morphology are quite similar, see also the grammar by
Popkema (2006, p. 186, 187) for comparisons.
95	Note that here we refer to an absolute token frequency of >1 of the respective past
participles in the CGN.
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of all past participles with a minimal token frequency of 90 per million words.
To calculate how many exceptions the rule applying to these different scope sizes
can tolerate, we divided N by the log of N, resulting in the number of allowed
exceptions (N/lnN). Then we counted the actual amount of exceptions (M) and
calculated the difference. The table shows that only very little evidence is needed
to settle on the productivity of the type I alternative rule. But as N increases and
more less frequent verbs are included, M increases as well and in the simplex set,
the rule faces too many exceptions at the point where the minimum frequency
is 9 pmw and N=17. In the full set this point comes even earlier, at a minimum
frequency of 30 pmw, N=9.
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Table 7.25 Calculation of tolerance of the type I rule (7.30)

Freq
log10
zipf96
2>
3>
3,5>
4>
4,5>
5>

Freq pmw

Simplex set
N

>0.1 pmw 83
> 1 pmw 45
> 3 pmw 34
> 9 pmw 17
> 30 pmw 10
> 90 pmw 4

N/lnN M Difference
18.8 63 +44
11.8 30 +18
9.6 20 +10
6.0 7 +1
4.3 3 -1
2.9 2 -1

Full set
N

N/lnN M

254
108
60
22
9
3

Difference

45.9 143
23.1 63
14.7 36
7.12 13
4.1
4
2.73
1

+97
+40
+21
+5,9
0
-2

The graphs in Figures Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15 illustrate that both the full set
and the simplex set follow the same pattern: Only at a quite small vocabulary size
the rule meets the TP. This is a consequence of the fact that the rule-following
items, the strong verbs in -t or -d which have past participles in -en, are mostly
high-frequency verbs. The exceptions are the weak verbs in -t or -d, and these are
mostly the less frequent verbs.
Type I - Simplex set

Nr of exceptions

80,0

N/lnN

60,0

M

40,0
20,0
0

N most frequent verbs
Figure 7.14 Tolerance and exceptions of type I rule (7.30) - simplex set

96	This is the frequency per million words on a Zipf scale (Van Heuven et al., 2014)
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Type I - Full set

Nr of exceptions

200

N/lnN

150

M

100
50
0

N most frequent verbs
Figure 7.15 Tolerance and exceptions of type I rule (7.30) - full set

So, although the theory behind the TP clearly provides reasons to use a dataset
which resembles child-directed speech, the specific selection of verbs on the basis
of their frequencies is crucial when testing it. A larger group of verbs may contain
more exceptions, and a larger N immediately changes the outcome of the allowed number of exceptions.
The calculations above show that, when there are no alternative forms in
the input, the alternative rule adding -en only meets the TP when based on quite
a small vocabulary. Based on larger scopes, it suffers from too many exceptions
to be productive. Now, recall from section 3.2 that, when there are no alternative
forms in the input, the strong and irregular verbs in -t/-d fall under the scope of
rule (7.28) and the alternative rule (7.30) cannot be extracted. If, through dialect
contact, one encounters a certain number of alternative forms in one’s input, the
extraction of rule (7.30) is triggered. The tolerance of this rule is affected by the
alternative forms, because they constitute evidence for the rule, and the number
of exceptions decreases. Rule (7.30) then might be able to meet the TP, and this
alternative rule actually becomes productive. So, only when some alternative
forms are present in the input, can the rule get extracted and become productive.
Because the chance of having alternatives in the input increases when one lives
close to the dialect region, this explains the spread of the forms outwards from
the south-west.
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7.4.3 Results type II ‘sjoend’
In (7.34), the rules for Frisian verbal inflection are listed again, this time including the rule for the type II alternatives (7.32):
(7.34) Rules in Frisian, following the Elsewhere principle (simplified)
-d suffixation
Rule (7.32)
/ monosyllabic stems in -n/
-en suffixation
Rule (29)
{lêze, falle, etc.}
-t/-d suffixation
Elsewhere: Rule (28)
The question is whether rule (7.32) is productive. To calculate its tolerance, we
listed all verbs with past participle stems in -n of which the past participle occurred at least once in the CGN. The rule following items are the weak verbs
with stems in -n, which always get the regular -d suffix attached to their past
participle stems. The exceptions to rule (7.32) are the strong verbs with normative past participles in -n such as sjoen (see.pst.ptcp). Just as for the type I verbs,
the results are given for varying input sizes, depending on the selection of verbs
(Table 7.26): The largest set contains all past participles with a minimal token
frequency of 0.1 per million words, the smallest consists of all past participles
with a minimal token frequency of 90 per million words.
Table 7.26 Calculation of tolerance of the type II rule (7.32)

Freq
log10
zipf
2>
3>
3,5>
4>
4,5>
5>

Freq pmw
0.1 pmw
1 pmw
3 pmw
9 pmw
30 pmw
90 pmw

Simplex set

Full set

N

N/lnN M Difference N

N/lnN M

Difference

80
57
39
33
22
11

18.3
14.1
10.6
9.4
7.1
4.6

71.3
40.9
27.0
13.0
5.1
3.6

295
152
92
36
8
3

42
36
30
29
22
11

24
22
19
20
15
6

433
221
132
51
13
7

366
193
119
49
13
7

Again, the full set and the simplex set generate similar results. It turns out that
in a situation without any alternative forms in the input, the rule for the type II
alternatives never reaches productive status. Not in the smallest dataset, where
the rule only faces exceptions and no rule-following items at all, and not in the
largest dataset in which the balance is 50-50 and the rule faces 40 rule-following
items and 42 exceptions. This is illustrated by the graphs in Figure 7.16 and
Figure 7.17 (a-b), in which the continuous line never drops below the dotted line.
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Type II - Simplex set
60

N/lnN

40

M

20
0

Figure 7.16 Tolerance and exceptions of type II rule (7.32) - simplex set

Type II - Full set a

Nr of exceptions

400

Type II - Full set b
60,0

300

N/lnN

40,0

M

100
20,0

200
0
freg

433
2>

326
2,5>

221
3>

(a) beginning

132
3,5>

0

51
4>

13
4,5>

7
5>

(b) continuation

Figure 7.17 a & b Tolerance and exceptions of type II rule (7.32) - full set

Furthermore, only after at least 10 or 20 alternative forms such as sjoen-d or dien-d
have entered the input, the rule could become productive. In conclusion, the TP
predicts the rule for the type II alternatives (7.32) not to become productive, and
therefore the type II normative forms to remain unchanged.
7.4.4 Discussion
Analyzing the two alternatives along the lines of the TP has an advantage over a
more absolute approach. The results indicate that type I has the potential to become productive and type II does not. The type I rule is nearly productive when
the balance between rule-following items and exceptions is 50-50. It reaches
this balance in the smaller datasets of high-frequency verbs (at the point where
N=17, M=7). The type II rule, on the other hand, is nowhere near productive
status when it reaches a 50-50 balance, which happens in the large dataset with
all verbs occurring at least once (N=80, M=42).
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As was also mentioned in Chapter 4, the results also revealed the vulnerability of the approach, in the sense that it largely depends on what one considers
to be the effective vocabulary of the language learner.

7.5 Conclusion

This chapter concerned the development of two alternative dialect forms of past
participles in Frisian. The first part served to describe and explore the alternative
forms, their historical background, and their current distribution. These investigations, described in section 2, taught us that both alternative forms have already
been present in the western dialect area since the 16th century, and that, in the 20th
century, one of them (type I, ‘praten’) began spreading outwards from this dialect
region, whereas the other (type II, ‘sjoend’) did not and remains a dialectical variant.
The more theoretical goal of this chapter was to answer the question why
one type of alternative past participles in Frisian (type I, ‘praten’) spreads successfully over the whole province, whereas the other type of alternatives (type
II, ‘sjoend’) does not97. We hypothesized that the difference in success between
the two alternative past participles must reside in the productivity of their underlying rules, the idea being that people in the rest of the language area would
occasionally have south-western alternative forms in their inputs, resulting in
alternative analyses which may or may not be productive. To test this hypothesis
and quantify this possible difference between both rules, we modelled them using the Tolerance Principle developed by Yang (2016).
The TP correctly predicted the type II alternatives to be productive only
when they are maximally present in the input. This implies that, in the dialect
region, these forms may be perfectly productive, but they are not likely to spread.
For the type I alternatives, the TP showed that the rule has the potential to
become productive for people outside the dialect region as well. The results indicated that after alternative forms are present in the input, the rule for the type I
alternatives can be extracted and can become productive. As such, the Tolerance
Principle is well suited to model the current distribution of both alternative types
and specifically to explain language change in the form of the spreading type I
alternatives through productivity and dialect contact.

97	The goal of this chapter was explicitly not to provide an account of the mere existence of
the alternative forms (which would require a separate historical study).
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8 Discussion
At the end of this thesis, we can safely conclude that we still do not know how
language works precisely, but we did come to know a bit more about what ‘works’

in Frisian. This chapter serves to reflect on what this thesis can teach us about
Frisian and about language change, language acquisition, and linguistic theory.
The aim of the research comprised in this book is to investigate and try
to account for several changes in Frisian verbal inflection. I specifically look at
the changes in Frisian verbal inflection from the perspective that morphological
change occurs when learners are able to make successful alternative analyses in
the form of productive rules. This perspective is based on the theoretical premises discussed in Chapter 2 and repeated below:
i)
Language change happens when language is learned
	If a later generation arrives at a different generalization on the basis of
the output of the former, change may occur (Andersen, 1973; Anderson, 2015).
ii)	
Distributed Morphology as a theory of morphological knowledge
	Inflectional morphology is the result of the application of rules that
spell out abstract features provided by a hierarchically organized syntactic structure (Halle & Marantz, 1993).
iii)	
Acquiring morphology comes down to learning multiple productive
and non-productive rules (what we referred to as the TP-approach
(Yang, 2016)).
iv) Morphological productivity is defined by the Tolerance Principle
(Yang, 2016), which describes how many exceptions a rule can tolerate in order to still be productive.

In the present chapter, which serves both as a discussion and a conclusion to
this book, I want to answer the question whether we can faithfully account for
the Frisian verbal system and the developments therein, given the theoretical
premises i)-iv).
Let us first recall what we can learn, in light of the premises above, from
each chapter (8.1). After that brief overview of the dissertation, I will further
zoom in on two points of discussion: one with regard to verbal inflection and
morphological theory (8.2), and the other with regard to language acquisition
and change in a bilingual context (8.3). I will conclude this chapter, and thereby
this thesis, by highlighting the strengths and limitations of the research, as well
as the questions it raises, and by summarizing my recommendations for further
research in section 8.4.
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8.1	Modeling Frisian verbal inflection with the aid of the
Tolerance Principle

In this section I look back on the different chapters of this thesis and discuss to
what extent the theoretical premises in i) - iv) above are able to account for the
developments in Frisian verbal inflection. I start out in 8.1.1 by recalling the
analysis of the Frisian verbal system along the lines of Distributed Morphology (Chapter 3). In 8.1.2 I discuss the methodological side of applying the TP
approach to Frisian, before looking back on the actual results of modeling the
Frisian verbal system with the TP approach in 8.1.3 (Chapter 4). In 8.1.4 I reflect
on the results of modeling the observed changes with the TP approach, which
are the subject of Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
8.1.1 The Frisian verbal system
In Chapter 3 I introduce the reader to the main features of the Frisian verbal
system with its two verb classes. The analysis uses the realizational perspective
of Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz, 1993). Specifically, I propose the
morpho-syntactic structure in (8.1) for Frisian verbs:
(8.1)

A
A

T
T

TH
TH

v
[class]

v

Considering that Frisian has two verbal classes (class I with an infinitive ending
in -e (-ə)98, and class II ending in -je (-jə)), and that class membership is largely
random, I propose that roots of Frisian verbs have a feature class, which is mainly
lexical, i.e. it is acquired on an item by item basis. This feature triggers the realization of a thematic element ( j/e) at the TH node (Embick & Halle, 2005) for class
II in the present tense, an analysis mainly in line with Hoekstra (2013b, p. 90;
2013a, p. 3). Furthermore, the feature class determines which tense rule to apply:
the one for class I or the one for class II. The agreement rules are not class-specific
98	These Frisian inflectional suffixes such as -je, -e, -te/-de and -en are all pronounced with a
sjwa (ə).
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and apply to all verbs. Table 8.1, repeated here from Chapter 3, gives the rules I
hypothesize for the Frisian class I and class II verbs for the TH node, the agreement node, and the tense node. Note that the past tense rules only apply to the
regular weak verbs. Strong and irregular verbs form exceptions to the past tense
rules, as they either do not exhibit an overt past tense suffix and/or they display
stem alternations.
Table 8.1 Thematic element, tense, and agreement rules of regular/weak class I and class II verbs

Thematic element rule
[-pst]
 j/e
/ [class II]
[-pst]
 Ø
/ [class I]
Tense rules
 e
/ [class II]
[+pst]
[+pst]
 te/de / [class I]
/ [class II]
[pst part]  e
[pst part]  t/d / [class I]
Agreement rules
 In
/ [+pst]
[pl]
[pl]
 e
/ [-pst]
 t/d / [-pst]
[3sg]
 st
/ ____
[2sg]
[sg]
 Ø
/ ____

All present forms of class II get j/e
All present forms of class I get Ø
All past forms of class II get -e
All past forms of class I get -te/-de
All past participles of class II get -e
All past participles of class I get -t/-d
All plurals get –In in the past tense
All plurals get -e in the present tense
All 3rd persons get -t/-d in the present tense
All 2nd persons get -st
All other singular persons get Ø

8.1.2 Modeling Frisian with the TP approach
With the analysis from Chapter 3 as a foundation, the rest of the thesis investigates to what extent the theoretical premises in i)-iv), and specifically the TP
approach, can account for the Frisian verbal system and the observed changes.
In Chapter 4 I use the TP approach to find out whether and how the learner
of Frisian is able to acquire the Frisian verbal system sketched in Chapter 3. In
Chapters 6 and 7 I use the TP approach to find out whether and how learning
Frisian can lead to the observed changes on the 2sg past (Chapter 6) and past
participles (Chapter 7).
Before discussing Chapters 4 to 7, I want to reflect shortly on some methodological choices that had to be made when applying the TP approach to the
Frisian situation. Applying the TP approach boils down to three steps: 1) constructing a dataset that resembles the hypothetical input set for the hypothetical
Frisian learner; 2) formulating which rules can be extracted from this data, and
3) calculating whether these rules are productive according to the Tolerance
Principle. The choices made with respect to 1) the dataset and 2) the nature
of the inflectional rules are of great importance because they are crucial for 3)
determining whether a rule is productive.
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With respect to step 1, I had to make a few methodological choices. Since
the TP mimics the language learner in extracting productive rules from the
input, the dataset used should resemble the actual input of the language learner
as much as possible. Ideally, such a dataset would be based on a corpus of Child
Directed Speech, but since such a corpus is lacking, we make use of Yang’s suggestion to use words that occur at least once per million (Yang 2016, p. 71).
Because a representative corpus of Frisian is also lacking, I constructed a dataset
based on all simplex verbs from the Frisian word list (Fryske Akademy, 2015),
which is based on the large dictionary (WFT) (Fryske Akademy, 1984-2011),
and used word frequencies from the corpus of spoken Dutch (CGN) (Nederlandse Taalunie, 2004). In order to directly illustrate how the calculations can
differ depending on the design of the input set, I show outcomes based on input
sets with different minimal frequencies, ranging from 0,1 per million words up
to 90 per million words. In general, this data set is hypothetically representative
for a Frisian speaker from the middle of the twentieth century. Also note that I
did not factor in Dutch in any way in this data set, and thus hypothesize quite
a normative and homogeneous learning situation. In section 8.3 I will discuss
factoring in cross-linguistic influence from Dutch when using a model such as
the TP approach as a model of language acquisition and change.
With respect to step 2, formulating the rules that can be extracted from the
dataset, I adopt both the Distributed Morphology perspective as well as the TP
approach perspective, as I tried to show how they differ. The TP approach, although largely founded on the principles of realizational models of morphology
such as Distributed Morphology, uses the Yip-Sussman model as a rule generator, which predicts other rules than a strict DM approach would. This difference
results in different predictions with regard to what is considered an inflectional
rule and how to deal with double marking. I will come back to this issue in
section 8.2. With respect to step 3, I use the Tolerance Principle as a measure
of productivity, and there were no further methodological choices to be made.
8.1.3 Productive rules underlying the Frisian verbal system
The analysis from Chapter 3 raises the question how learners acquire the Frisian
verbal system and how the two classes and their underlying rules relate to each
other. Are both classes productive or does one of them form the default class
Frisian verbs get assigned to? And which inflectional rules are productive and/or
have a default status? These questions are the starting point of Chapter 4, where
I try to find out whether, in theory, the learner of Frisian is able to acquire the
underlying morphosyntactic structure in (1), and extract the realization rules of
Table 8.1 from the input s/he receives.
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First of all, considering the fact that class membership is mainly lexical,
I argue that, before they learn to inflect verbs, learners of Frisian ascribe the
feature class to verbs based on the infinitives they encounter. This is similar to
what Mills (1986) shows for the acquisition of gender (a similarly randomly distributed feature) in German, which precedes the acquisition of plural formation.
I then conclude on the basis of the verbs’ distributions over the two classes, that
neither of the two classes form the default class verbs get assigned to. Even when
most regular weak verbs are class II verbs, both classes appear to be open and are
able to attract new members (Merkuur, 2010; Dyk, 2015).
Second, I argue that it is not clear whether the inflectional rules from Table
8.1 are productive, and specifically with regard to the class-specific inflectional
rules (those for the past tense, the past participle, and the thematic element),
whether one of them forms the default rule. With respect to these class-specific
rules, the TP approach is in theory well-suited to analyze the Frisian verbal system, because whereas earlier rule-based approaches assume a single productive
rule as the default (Pinker, 1998), the TP approach allows for multiple productive rules, of which one might be the default. With the availability of multiple
productive rules also comes the question of how these rules relate to each other,
or in other words, how they are ordered. The TP relies on the Elsewhere Principle, and distinguishes two types of ordering: a nested ordering in which a single
rule is the default rule, and other rules are nested within this rule and apply to a
subset of items, or a disjunctive ordering, in which there are multiple elsewhere
or default rules, located alongside each other, applying to separate sets of items
which form no subsets of each other.
In terms of the TP approach, then, the question is whether the class-specific rules from Table 8.1 are productive, and whether they are productive in a
nested or a disjunctive setting. This is the focus of the remainder of Chapter 4,
where we assess the rules’ productivity as defined by the Tolerance Principle.
The results show three things. First, the rules from both classes are productive.
Second, the productivity of the class I rules is quite vulnerable. Whether or not
these rules reach a productive status depends on whether there are productive
subrules among the class I verbs. The latter depends on what are considered inflectional rules; an issue I discuss in more detail in section 8.3.2. Third, it turns
out that there is no conclusive answer as to whether the rules stand in a nested
or disjunctive relation to each other, and so it is not clear whether one of the
class-specific rules is the default way of inflecting Frisian verbs. In fact, I show
that in the case of two rules, this difference has no practical consequences and is
therefore purely theoretical.
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8.1.4 Changes in Frisian verbal inflection
In Chapters 5, 6, and 7, I focus on what is currently changing in Frisian verbal
inflection and whether we can account for these developments with the Tolerance Principle as a model of morphological productivity. In other words, I investigate to what extent the theoretical premises in i)-iv) may explain the observed
changes in Frisian.
The first step is to track down what is changing in Frisian verbal inflection.
I conducted two questionnaires, focusing on previously predicted or observed
changes that had not been thoroughly investigated before. The first questionnaire (Q1) focuses on how participants inflect class II verbs, and the results form
the empirical basis of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The second questionnaire (Q2)
focuses on past participles and its results are modelled in Chapter 7.
Chapter 5 investigates whether class II verbs are prone to shift towards class
I. This change has been suggested to occur in earlier studies (Feitsma, 1982; De
Haan, 1990,1997; Hoekstra, 1993). Contrary to the inflection of weak class II
verbs, the inflection of Frisian weak class I verbs is quite similar to the inflection
of Dutch weak verbs, as they exhibit the same dental past tense suffix -te/-de . This
similarity leads these studies to suggest that class II verbs may be prone to shift
to class I, under influence of their resemblance to Dutch. The idea is that, whenever a Frisian verb stem is similar to the Dutch verb stem, the verb in question is
more likely to get inflected as a class I verb. Chapter 5 investigates whether this
indeed happens.
The results of the questionnaire (Q1, n=321) show that normative class
II verbs are quite consistently inflected as class II verbs. If they are inflected as
class I verbs, this often concerns only one or two verbal forms and not the whole
paradigm. Also, the results do not show a pattern: the shifts to class I occur on
the level of individual participants and individual verbs. However, there is an
influence of a resemblance to Dutch: Verbs with stems with a cognate in Dutch
get inflected as class I more often than verbs with stems more different from
Dutch. Vice versa, being different from Dutch has a preserving effect from getting inflected as class I, as well as having a high frequency. Although the number
of class I inflections is small, the results do seem to indicate a growing development, because the younger the participants, and the less proficient in writing
Frisian, the more class I inflections they used.
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Mean % Class I inflections

Similarity to Dutch x Generation
40

Identical

30

Similar

20

Different

10
0
1930-1955

1955-1980

1980-2005

Generation
Figure 8.1 Mean % class I inflections per similarity to Dutch category, per generation

Chapter 6 focuses on an ongoing change observed in the results of Q1: The
second person singular (2sg) past gets inflected as class I much more often than
the other verbal forms:

Mean % Class I inflections

Verb forms
40

1SG PRS

30

2SG PST

20

3SG PRS
1SG PST

10

PL PRS

0
1930-1955

1955-1980

Generation

1980-2005

PST PTCP

Figure 8.2 Mean % class I inflections of class II verbs of three generations, per verb form

This means that in contrast to the other forms of the paradigm, which are inflected with the class II past tense suffix -e, the 2sg past gets inflected with the
class I dental suffix -te/-de: The suffix that is similar to the Dutch past tense suffix. Specifically, for a class II verb such as wurkje (‘to work’) this means that more
and more participants use the 2sg past form wurk-te-st rather than wurk-e-st.
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In Chapter 6, I zoom in on this recent change, and draw a parallel with
similar developments in strong and irregular verbs reported by Hoekstra (2013a):
2sg past forms of strong/irregular verbs, which lack a past tense suffix, tend to
get inflected with the class I dental suffix. Hoekstra sketches an order of events
in (roughly) three stages from the 1950’s up until now, to which I add the recent
change of the weak class II verbs.
1950
Strong/irregular group 1
Homophonous
stems in -st
stems in vowel
seist  seidest
wist  wistest

1950
Strong/irregular group 2
Non-homophonous
stems in -ct
stems in vowel
soest  soedest
mochst  mochtest

>2000
Strong/irregular group 3
Non-homophonous
seachst  seachdest
hongst  hongdest

2000
Weak class II
wurkest  wurktest

Figure 8.3 Timeline 2sg past forms getting a dental past tense suffix

There is a striking similarity between the first strong/irregular verbs to change
around the 1950’s and the weak class II verbs. In both cases, the 2sg past form is
homophonous to the 2sg present form. Adding the dental suffix to the past tense
forms solves this homophony, which may be the explanation for the observed
change. However, a functional explanation along these lines does not yet answer
why these changes first occur precisely at that point in time (and not much earlier, when the homophony apparently was not a problem), and why the change
did not occur at the same time in the other groups (Weinreich, Labov & Herzog,
1968), some of which also display this homophony. Therefore, I hypothesize
a scenario of change based on the order of events in Figure 3, and tested this
scenario with the aid of the TP approach.
First, it has to be noted as well that the ‑te/-de suffix has only become
available for the 2sg past in the first place since the late 19th century, when a
restructuring of the form in class I took place: bakst(e) > baktest(e) (‘you baked’).
This poses a conditio sine qua non for the subsequent changes in this specific
form of the verbal paradigm. Without it, the dental suffix would not be available
for the 2sg past at all within the grammar of Frisian. After discussing this late
19th century change, the remainder of Chapter 6 focuses on accounting for the
subsequent changes in the 20th century.
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The proposed subsequent scenario in the 20th century defines two periods
of change. One around the 1950’s and one after the year 2000. The changes
in the 1950’s start out with the strong irregular verbs that have homophonous
forms in the past and present tense (group 1 on the timeline). In line with Hoekstra, I argue that this change must be set in motion by a reanalysis of the 2sg
past forms because of their homophony to the present tense. The homophonous
forms are reanalyzed as lacking a past tense suffix, and this triggers the application of a rule that realizes this feature, resulting in the attachment of the class
I suffix. With respect to the actuation of this change, I point out two possible
explanatory factors related to Dutch that go hand-in-hand. In terms of bilingual
optimization strategies (Muysken, 2013) there are a contact factor and a similarity factor leading to the initial reanalysis of the homophonous forms. Because
of the increased exposure of Frisian speakers to Dutch in the course of the 20th
century (Klinkenberg, 2017), these homophonous, and thus ambiguous, forms
came under pressure, because, I hypothesize, ambiguous forms might be less
tenable in a contact situation, especially when the other language (Dutch) does
not exhibit this ambiguity between tenses. Furthermore, it is likely that the use
of the dental suffix is reinforced by the fact that Dutch exhibits this very same
suffix. Following this first step, the change expands to group 2 of the strong/
irregular verbs based on phonological analogy to the group 1 verbs: The group 2
verbs are verbs without homophonous 2sg forms, but with phonologically similar past tense stems compared to the group 1 verbs. With the aid of the Tolerance
Principle, I show that Hoekstra’s analysis of this second group of verbs is correct,
and their changing is indeed the result of the new productive rules (given below
in (8.2)) that learners have set up based on the changed forms from group 1 in
their inputs:
(8.2)

a [past]
b [past]

 -te/-de
 -te/-de

/ [2sg] past stems in C t
/ [2sg] past stems in a vowel

As for the ongoing changes from the > 2000 period, I show that no productive
rule can be extracted from the input that could be responsible for the changed
2sg past forms of group 3 of the strong/irregular verbs, nor for the changed 2sg
past forms of the weak class II verbs. This leads me to hypothesize that, similar
to the 1950’s period, in this period the change also starts out with homophonous
forms that are reanalyzed under the influence of Dutch: the weak class II verbs.
I argue that for the most part of the 20th century, the 2sg forms of class II verbs
are in a deadlock situation: Their being homophonous means ambiguity to the
learner, and makes them prone to reanalysis. However, there is no alternative rule
for these verbs other than the class II rule they are already subject to. It is only
after the strong/irregular verbs of group 1 and 2 have changed, that a lternative
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rules adding the dental suffix to 2sg forms come available for some of the weak
class II verbs in the first place, i.e. the rules in (8.2). Although these rules only
apply to verbs with certain stems, and thus do not productively apply to all weak
class II verbs, and considering that Dutch exhibits the same dental past tense
suffix, I argue that this reinforces the choice for the dental past tense suffix on
the rest of the ambiguous weak class II 2sg forms as well. It is not clear how
this works precisely. The forms might initially be placed under the scope of the
general class I rule, or, when Dutch forms possibly weigh in, the rules in (8.2)
might get replaced by a new productive class-overriding rule that adds the dental
suffix to all 2sg forms in the past tense. This would be a rule towards which the
remaining strong/irregular verbs of group 3 can also start to level.
An unanswered question regarding the changing strong and irregular verbs
is when forms that were formerly exceptions level to a productive rule. The rule
forms a pull factor, but we may ask what force contributes to the stability of the
exceptional form. The most researched and most evident factor in this is token
frequency: many studies have shown that when irregular/exceptional forms are
not frequent enough, they lose their exceptional status and end up under the
scope of a rule (Diessel, 2007)99. But this does not seem to be the whole story
here, since the verbs in question only seem to lose their exceptional status in
the case of one form of the verbal paradigm, and the other forms are apparently
frequent enough to uphold their irregular status.
Summarizing, the 2sg forms changed in two subsequent stages, forming
a chain reaction of reanalyses and generalizations that led to new productive
rules. Most importantly, the explanation linked to the bilingual Dutch-Frisian
situation shows why the changes actuated in the last 100 years: It is in this period
that the contact situation between Frisian and Dutch intensified (Klinkenberg,
2017). This part of the scenario thus is not accounted for by the premises in i)-v),
and cannot be modeled with the aid of the TP approach, especially if the input
is purely limited to Frisian. I discuss this in more detail in section 8.3, where I
discuss language acquisition and change in a bilingual context.
In Chapter 7, I study two alternative dialectal past participle forms (type
I praten and type II sjoend) and the productive spread of one of them across the
whole language area. I show that both the type I and the type II alternatives have
been present as dialectical forms in the south-western part of Fryslân since the
late Middle Ages. On the basis of the outcomes of a questionnaire (Q2, n=271),
I argue that the alternatives of type I are currently spreading from the south-west
to the rest of the language area, whereas the alternatives of type II remain in the
south-west and seem to be dying out even there.

99	See Hoekstra & Versloot (2019) for other factors influencing the stability of irregular forms.
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Figure 8.4 % of mean alternative inflections of 10 type I verbs (praten) by n=271 participants

Figure 8.5 % of mean alternative inflections of type II verbs (sjoend), by n=271 participants
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I formulate the possible rules underlying both alternative forms in (8.3) and
(8.4), and predict that the rule underlying type I is successful and the one underlying type II is not: The type I rule is able to gain a productive status for speakers
outside the dialect region, whereas the type II rule is not.
/ [monosyllabic past participle stems in -t/-d]

(8.3)

[pst part]

(8.4)

[pst part.]  -d / [monosyllabic past participle stems in -n]

 -en

With the aid of the Tolerance Principle, I show how people from outside the
south-western dialect region can derive the type I rule productively, once southwestern alternative forms are part of their input. That way, the TP approach predicts the spread of the type I alternatives, outwards from the dialect region. Also,
as it is based on the Elsewhere Principle, the TP approach correctly predicts that
this type I rule is successful in competing with the general past participle rule
because it is more specific.
8.1.5	Concluding: The Tolerance Principle as a model of morphological
change
All in all, the above shows that the TP approach is well-suited to model the Frisian verbal system and the studied changes. The Tolerance Principle itself seems
to be an accurate measure of productivity of the Frisian rules and the rules becoming productive seem to be at least one of the main driving forces behind the
observed changes. The Frisian studies thus show several aspects of the suitability
of the TP approach, but they also bring up two discussion points: one relating to
morphological theory and one relating to cross-linguistic influence. I will discuss
these in sections 8.2 and 8.3.
The most obvious advantage of the Tolerance Principle with respect to Frisian is that it is able to account for multiple productive rules. The results from
Chapter 4 show that the TP approach accounts for the Frisian verbal system as it
correctly predicts both class I and class II rules to be productive.
Another advantage is that it is quantitative and categorical. The fact that
it measures productivity based on a dataset representing the language learners’
input, makes it suited to model change by mimicking the learning process of the
individual language learner. In that respect, both Chapter 6 and 7 show how
small changes in the input can lead language learners to make new generalizations. In that way, the results display the strength of the TP in making predictions on an individual level, and in accounting for variation, because the input
for individual language learners obviously differs. Furthermore, the fact that it
is categorical makes it suited to precisely model when new generalizations are
productive and thus may lead to morphological change.
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Third, the TP approach is suited to model change as it allows for competition between productive rules. Following the Elsewhere Principle, the most
specific, productive rule comes first and wins. This is what happens to the type
I past participles. The changing strong and irregular 2sg past forms, however,
make clear that the TP approach does not necessarily predict when forms that
are stored as exceptions may lose that exceptional status and level to a productive
rule. The model does not specifically address what constitutes or influences the
stability of an exceptional form. In these cases, the TP approach thus is a model
of possible change.
Lastly, applying the TP approach to Frisian reveals two points of discussion
which I discuss in more detail in the following two sections. The first point of
discussion relates to verbal inflection and morphological theory, and focuses on
what constitutes a productive rule (8.2). The second point of discussion relates to
how learning and change take place in a bilingual context, and focuses on how
to factor in cross-linguistic influence (8.3).

8.2 Verbal inflection: rules and double marking

In Chapter 3, I provide an analysis of the Frisian verbal system along the lines of
DM. In the subsequent chapters where the TP approach is applied to the Frisian
verbal system and its changes, some questions are raised with respect to what
constitutes a verbal inflection rule.
In Chapter 2, I describe the different theories used in this thesis: Distributed Morphology as a theory of morphological knowledge and the Tolerance
Principle as a theory of morphological processing. At the end of that chapter, I
discuss the point where they do not align: DM distinguishes between primary
and secondary marking, and the TP approach, when applying the Yip-Sussman
model, does not make this distinction.
As a realizational model of morphology, DM assumes that spell-out rules
are in competition to realize morphosyntactic features. In principle, this excludes
situations in which two processes realize the same feature. Consequently, when
two markings can be discerned on a form, only one of them can be analyzed as
the primary realization of the past tense feature. Yang’s TP approach builds on
DM and thus also assumes the realizational view that a morphosyntactic feature
can only be spelled out once. When analyzing the German plural system, Yang
accordingly only focuses on the suffixation rules. However, at the same time the
TP approach suggests to use a rule generator such as the Yip-Sussman model
for formulating rules, because the approach aims to treat all form changes as
potentially productive rules. In doing so, the TP approach lets go of the distinction between primary and secondary marking and consequently, whenever two
markings can be discerned on a form, both of them are regarded as the result of
a single (complex) rule.
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This difference between the two theories is relevant to the Frisian case
studies in Chapters 4, 6, and 7. In Chapter 4, the DM view proves problematic
because the productivity of class I rules turns out to depend on the existence of
productive subrules. In a DM view, it is hard to discern such productive subrules
among the strong and irregular verbs, which typically display a stem alternation, a combination of a stem alternation and a suffix, or no visible marking at
all. From a DM point of view, on such double marked forms as in Frisian, the
suffix is considered the primary spell-out of past tense. The only candidate for a
productive subrule to the general past tense rules then could be a rule adding a
null suffix. However, the strong/irregular verbs to which this rule should apply
do not share structural similarities. In other words, there is no common context
for such a rule to apply to. Therefore, this rule can never be productive. One
could opt for a rule adding a null suffix to verbs which are marked for something
like [irregular], but this is no different than what the TP approach regards a morpholexical, non-productive rule: a rule that applies to a fixed set of listed items.
Such a rule can never be productive because there is no time gain in applying a
rule to items that need to be stored as being ‘irregular’, rather than just storing
the exceptions.
The TP approach, on the other hand, proves advantageous in Chapter 4,
because unlike DM, it can discern productive subrules among the strong and
irregular verbs. However, the disadvantage of the TP approach is that it is no
longer able to differentiate between the two markings on one form. That way, it
cannot treat the suffix on a strong/irregular form (where it is combined with a
stem alternation) and the same suffix on a regular form as the result of the same
spell-out rule. Vice versa, it can also not account for the same stem alternation
on forms with different suffixes. Yang mentions this shortcoming as well, and
takes as an example the vowel-shortening rules in English (2016, p. 44). And
as said earlier, when confronted with double marked forms in the form of the
German plurals, Yang actually takes the DM perspective and ignores the stem
alternations.
In the 2sg past tense forms and in the past participles of type II (sjoend),
we encounter double-marked forms that prove challenging for both the DM and
the TP perspective. Both forms such as sjoend and the 2sg forms are the result
of a productive suffixation process, that applies to forms with and without stem
alternations. Forms with stem alternations such as kochtest and soedest of group
2 of the 2sg forms cannot be analyzed as the result of a rule that combines the
stem alternation with the realization of the suffix –te/-de , because they share no
common context in their unmarked stems. Keapje and sykje, for example, share
no similarities in their unmarked stems, but both have past stems in -ocht and
get 2sg past forms kochtest and sochtest. The suffixation rule thus only applies to
the altered past tense stems:
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(8.2)

a [past]
b [past]




-te/-de		
-te/-de		
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/ [2sg] past stems in C t
/ [2sg] past stems in a vowel

This analysis is not possible in DM, since secondary markings such as stem
alternations are assumed to be triggered by, but not realizations of, the morphosyntactic feature in question. In these Frisian examples there seems to be an
order: stem alternations seem to precede suffixation, as their result forms the
structural description of the context of the suffixation rule.
With regard to stem alternations, the Frisian cases thus seem to raise more
questions than they answer. Can they spell out past tense and how can they
(possibly even at the same time) form the context of a suffixation rule that productively spells out past tense?
The above is a challenge for morpheme-based realizational morphological
theories. In order for a suffixation rule to be able to apply to an already altered
stem (rather than a root), one needs to be able to differentiate between the two
processes (which the Yip-Sussman model cannot), and one would need to be able
to discern various stems, something Embick & Halle (2005) argue to be very
problematic for morpheme-based realizational theories such as DM100.
It is worth mentioning here, that Haugen and Siddiqi (2013), who adopt
another definition of productivity, claim that double marking and incorporating
various stems are not a problem for morpheme-based realizational theories. This
follows from their view on what are productive grammatical processes. To them,
productivity is defined by the parsing line (Hay & Baayen, 2002; 2003), which is
“the limit at which it is faster to recover a word whole than it is to parse it into its
component parts” (Haugen & Siddiqi, 2013, p. 27). Productivity, then, is a feature
of a form, and not of a suffixation rule. Non-productive forms are stored, productive
forms are computed by rule. Following this view, one form with a suffix X could be
computed by a rule, and another form with the same suffix could be a stored form.
Consequently, from this perspective there is no need to decompose such stored
forms. In general, they claim that DM too rigorously decomposes all forms. As to
forms with altered stems, they argue that they can be analyzed as stored forms as
well. Rather than differentiating between primary and secondary marking, they
treat forms with altered stems (including a possibly additional suffix) as suppletive
stems. That way, they claim, double or even triple marking is no problem for realizational theories at all, as a form with an altered stem and a suffix is per definition
not productively formed by a rule. This seems to solve the double marking issue.
100	There are, however, word-based realizational theories that do incorporate the notion of
stem, such as stem and paradigm models of Anderson (1992), Aronoff (1994), and Stump
(2001), or the study on different stem types in West Germanic inflectional systems by
Blevins (2003). It should be separately studied what such theories predict regarding the
doubly marked Frisian verbs.
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However, since Haugen & Siddiqi are not able to differentiate between the
two processes on one form, they are not able to account for how an altered stem
could be the context or basis of a productive suffixation rule to apply to. In a way
the model resembles the Yip-Sussman approach, at least to the extent that on
double-marked forms both the stem alternation and the suffixation are collapsed
into one process: a rule (Yip-Sussman) or a suppletive stored form (Haugen &
Siddiqi). This means that the proposal suffers from the same disadvantage as the
Yip-Sussman model, which is not being able to differentiate between two processes on one form. Such approaches are not able to account for the productive
dental suffix on 2sg past forms of strong/irregular verbs (with altered stems) and
weak verbs (without altered stems) with the same rule. Moreover, it has the disadvantage that it treats all forms with adjusted stems as ‘stored’ items. That way
it cannot easily account for the feeding and bleeding between stem alternation
patterns, because it predicts that stem alternations can never productively spell
out past tense. In order to still account for this feeding and bleeding, they refer
to Lieber (1992) and differentiate between productivity and creativity (Haugen
& Siddiqi, 2013, p. 26). Productive processes are governed by the grammar, and
creative processes are grammar-external, driven by analogy and applied by the
creative language user. From this perspective, the changing 2sg past forms of
at least the strong and irregular verbs could be an example of a change driven
by creativity, rather than productivity. It should be further researched whether
and how the perspective I adopted in this thesis and the perspective put forward
by Haugen & Siddiqi differ precisely, and what different predictions they make
regarding the developments in Frisian verbal inflection.
Coming back to the status of stems in morphological theory, Baerman &
Corbett (2012, p. 55) stress that before claiming anything on the – still unclear –
theoretical status of stem alternations, we are in need of more data to define what
type of stem alternation patterns are actually attested across languages. In that
respect, the Frisian case studies show that, ideally, one would want to be able to
distinguish between stem alternation and suffixation as two distinct processes,
that are both able to productively realize a morphosyntactic feature101. For that
matter, it seems a promising direction for future research to try and incorporate a
notion of stems into a realizational theory of morphology, without immediately
referring stem alternations to the unproductive storage department.

101	A theoretical approach in which various processes can be active at the same time is
Optimality Theory. The various (productive) morphological patterns generate potential
output forms and one can imagine an arrangement of OT constraints, where doublemarked forms could come out as the preferred ones. This is, however, an entirely different theoretical approach than the one entertained in this thesis and may be food for
another study of the issue.
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The models used in this study do not factor in the influence of Dutch. The dataset on which the TP calculations were done did not include any Dutch forms.
As I said above, I hypothesized quite a normative and homogeneous input. I did
so because this allowed me to create a baseline, from which I could see where I
needed to factor in the variation (in the form of dialect forms, regularized forms,
or Dutch influence), in order to account for the changed output as a result of the
learning process. Nevertheless, in the real Frisian context there is presumably
a lot more variation in the form of dialects and Dutch influence. The results
thus should be interpreted as providing a proof of existence: Even a normative
input can lead to new interpretations and generalizations and lead to change.
However, as we have seen, the normative, homogeneous input is not sufficient
to account for the changed 2sg past forms. I argue that the similarity to the
Dutch dental suffix must have been a crucial factor here. This is in line with
Hulk & Müller (2000), who predict that cross-linguistic influence might occur
in situations wherever there is room for interpretation, and the contact language
reinforces one of the interpretations.
The question is how to precisely incorporate this influence in a model of
language change (see Muysken, 2013), and, specifically, in a processing/acquisition model such as the TP approach. Although cross-linguistic influence is not
the focus of this thesis, it could be insightful to sketch where future research
could focus at, and I will therefore briefly go into the subject in a more hypothetical, theorizing manner.
Figure 8.6 repeats the schematic model of language learning from Chapter
2. The only parts in Figure 8.6 visible to the linguist are the outputs. By studying
these outputs (E-language), we can hypothesize what the grammar (I-language)
looks like, and how the process of constructing this grammar takes place. The
TP approach, being our model of acquisition, is the blue circle in Figure 8.6. The
question is where to place Dutch influence in this schema.
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Grammar 1

Grammar 2

Output 1 = Input 2

Output 2

Dutch

Figure 8.6 Language learning and the influence of Dutch

Because the grammar is based on the input, the most obvious suggestion would
be that Dutch influences the input, and is of influence somewhere in the lower
left box of Figure 8.6. The question then is what the output, and thus the exposure, looks like and what the learner selects from this exposure as input. Carroll
(2017, p. 13) already pointed out that simple exposure to a language is not the
same as input and one cannot be sure what the learner selects from the exposure
as input for the acquisition process. The relevant question with respect to Dutch
influence is thus when and how exposure to Dutch influences what they select
as Frisian input. Note that all speakers of Frisian are also speakers of Dutch. In
TP terms, this could mean either that Dutch forms somehow weigh in in the
Tolerance calculations, or perhaps that they only weigh in whenever there is
ambiguity and the Frisian data alone are inconclusive in deciding which rule to
apply. The idea would then be that forms are somehow marked for language, and
that forms that are marked for both languages (cognates, but perhaps also cognate suffixes) weigh in in both languages and thus count double. Based on what
the Frisian case studies in this thesis show, I would at least consider the latter
scenario the most likely. The first scenario in which Dutch forms are always part
of the input might be too strong. After all, for example, the changing past participles can be perfectly accounted for without factoring in Dutch at all, and, more
importantly, it is the question whether their rule would still be productive if
Dutch forms would always count as input. And apart from some straightforward
lexical influences we encountered in questionnaire Q1, the cross-linguistic influence seems to be more of the indirect kind I described for the 2sg past forms:
occurring whenever Frisian itself is inconclusive. Note that 2sg past forms in
-test/-dest do not exist at all in Dutch. Future research should clarify this crosslinguistic influence from Dutch and compare it to the other studies on cognate
effects in the learning of Frisian, such as studies by Dijkstra (2013), Dijkstra et
al., (2016) and Bosma et al. (2019).
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Another option, affecting one of the main premises this thesis is built on,
could be that change does not only happen when language is learned by young
L1 learners, but also when language is used, especially in a bilingual context,
by L2 learners. This is suggested by Weerman (2011) in a reply to the proposal
of Meisel (2011) that most changes are not the result of children learning their
L1 language, but of L2 learners learning the language in question as a second
language. Weerman (2011) nuances this, as he points to the well-studied difference between early and late L2 acquisition (Hernandez & Li, 2007; Hyltenstam
& Abrahamsson, 2003) and argues that it must be the late L2 learners that are
responsible for change because, in principle, early L2 learning should not lead
to transmission failures, but late L2 learning might. Such ‘failures’ in the input
of new L1 learners may then lead to L1 learners making new generalizations,
resulting in change. L1 learners, thus, remain the main agents of change, but the
altered or different102 output of L2 learners might affect the input of new learners and in that way stand at the beginning of a change. Now, if late L2 learners
of Frisian show transmission failures influenced by Dutch, this scenario indeed
seems quite plausible for the bilingual Frisian-Dutch context, especially because
ca. 11% of proficient users of Frisian states it is not their mother tongue (Provinsje
Fryslân -Taalatlas, 2019). The above of course raises several questions. Who are
those late L2 learners; what precisely defines ‘late’ L2 acquisition in Frisian? And
is their Frisian indeed influenced by Dutch? The latter question is addressed in
Stefan (2021), and together with the former questions, food for future research.

8.4 Conclusion

In the introduction to this book, I quote the average response of native speakers
of Frisian to me telling them I work in Frisian linguistics: “Oh ik praat gjin goed
Frysk hear. Ik doch mar wat!” (“Oh, I know I am not speaking Frisian correctly.
I am just doing whatever comes to mind”). This thesis shows that the notion
of productivity as defined by the Tolerance Principle helps us a great deal in
accounting for whatever comes to their minds when they start inflecting verbs
differently from the generation before them.
In general, the studied changes show how language can change when language is learned and new generations make different generalizations than their
parents. The TP approach is quite suited to model this, because it predicts which
productive generalizations learners can make given a certain input. It turned out
to be a suitable model of Frisian verbal inflection because it is quantitative and
can model individual and, for example, regional differences, it allows for mul102	Future research could explore whether this might relate to the earlier mentioned notion
of ‘creativity’ as put forward by Lieber (1992) and referred to by Haugen & Siddiqi
(2013, p. 26). Late L2 learners might not be able to construct productive rules, but
might use analogical creativity when learning their L2.
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tiple productive rules, and it is able to account for competition between rules.
This thesis also makes clear that, when used to model language change, there are
two things that the TP approach does not do and actually leaves open: precisely
predict when existing forms change and level to new productive generalizations,
and predict what the language learner exactly uses as the input on the basis of
which generalizations are made.
In the case of the studied changes in Frisian, the results showed that the
bilingual context is an important external factor, located outside of the theoretical perspective I applied, that seems to be of influence on the changes and that
deserves further research. The Frisian verbal system and the recent developments
discussed in this thesis paint the image that, over the past 100 years, Frisian
verbal inflection has begun to change. As the world became smaller, Frisian
experienced a loss of relative isolation, and forms that existed as regular forms for
ages changed under influence of dialect contact and contact with Dutch. Rather
than very direct, the influence of Dutch seems to be of an indirect nature. It is
not so much my impression that the exposure to Dutch directly translates to the
Frisian input, and that the Frisian input consists of Dutch and Frisian forms.
Rather, forms might be marked for language (Frisian or Dutch), and whenever
Frisian itself is inconclusive, and Dutch and Frisian forms overlap, Dutch forms
weigh in. To find out how such a more indirect influence of Dutch can be operationalized precisely, more research is needed. As a direction for further research,
I also suggested to compare this impression of the working of cross-linguistic
influence to the many studies in various fields of linguistics on cross-linguistic
influence of Dutch on Frisian. There are studies focusing in general on what is
often called interference Frisian: Frisian of young speakers, influenced by Dutch
(De Haan, 1997). There are studies researching the influence of Dutch on Frisian derivational morphology (Hanssen et al., 2015), inflectional morphology
(Knooihuizen et al., 2018), lexical morphology and phonology (Nota et al.,
2016; Hilton et al., 2017; Stefan, 2021; Versloot & Hoekstra, 2016), semantics
(Stefan, 2021), and syntax (Reitsma, 2003; Hoekstra & Versloot, 2016; Bloem
et al., 2019; Bergstra, 2020). From a language acquisitional perspective, other
studies researched the influence of exposure to Dutch on children’s proficiency
in Frisian and the effect of similarities on the word level between Frisian and
Dutch (Dijkstra, 2013; Dijkstra et al., 2016; Bosma et al., 2019). It might prove
worthwhile to review all these different studies in relation to each other, to see
which conclusions we can draw from them and relate this to what we know
about cross-linguistic influence in general.
The above also relates to what this thesis aimed and did not aim to do, and
to its strengths and limitations. I specifically chose to study the Frisian developments from a single theoretical perspective. This enabled me to most clearly
see to what extent this theoretical frame fits the data, and thus where future
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questions should go. At the same time, this choice also means a limitation. With
respect to the empirical side, I had to limit myself to a few case studies. There
are many more interesting empirical domains in Frisian verbal inflection where
changes occur, which gives us as many suggestions for further research. A related limitation was the method of tracking down these changes. I conducted
two online questionnaires and, rather than studying more changes superficially,
I studied two topics more thoroughly (the class II verbs and the past participle changes). Furthermore, although the results can tell us a lot about how the
participants inflect the tested items, they are not formally representative of the
whole Frisian speaking population. A next step could be to conduct a large-scale
study on verbal inflection that is representative of all Frisian speakers.
The limitations above may raise the question what this thesis can predict
with respect to the condition and future of Frisian verbal inflection. I would
not be so bold as to make future predictions or forecasts, but there are several
aspects that might be interesting to keep an eye on in the future. First, the two
inflectional classes: In other Germanic languages, the various inflectional classes
vanished, or through reanalyses developed into different classes (see Strik (2015)
for developments in Swedish, and see Bosse (2012) and Versloot (2018) for developments in East Frisian103 dialects). It is interesting to see how the classes will
evolve in Frisian, when individual verbal forms seem to change independently
of class. Rather than whole verb paradigms shifting classes, the results from Q1
show individual verb forms sometimes getting inflected as class I. Chapter 6
zooms in on the most deviating verbal form in this respect, the 2sg past. These
changed 2sg past forms of class II show a class-overriding change, with deviating
2sg past forms and an inconsistent class II paradigm as a consequence. As to the
changed past participles from Chapter 7, I focused on class I verbs and did not
research whether this change also affects the past participles of class II. Whether
this rule might also affect class II verbs is a subject worth investigating in the
future. All in all, however, the not fully consistent paradigms, the new subrules
applying in specific phonological contexts, and the deviating 2sg forms becoming subject to a class-overriding rule raise the question what the future implications are for the feature [class] in Frisian. These developments suggest that verbal
inflection in Frisian may be shifting from a system with a morphological class
feature towards a phonologically conditioned system (something also suggested
in Versloot (2018) for the distinct East Frisian dialect of Harlingerland).

103 Note that East and North Frisian are the other varieties of Frisian, that are spoken in
Germany. The subject of this thesis is the language of West Frisian, the language spoken
in the province of Fryslân in the Netherlands.
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Second, we should keep an eye out for newly arising changes. The calculations showed how productivity can possibly differ per individual. Combined
with the influence of Dutch, which presumably will only increase, I foresee a
propulsive dynamic in which variation and change lead to even more variation
and change and so forth.
All in all, with this thesis I hope to have revealed a first glimpse of what
may be going on in Frisian verbal inflection. A complex matter, which should be
studied from a lot more different perspectives in order to reveal it in total. Most
of all, I hope my work asks more questions than it answered and leads to many
more studies on Frisian morphology, which in their turn can contribute to what
we know about verbal morphology, language acquisition, and language change.
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Appendices
Appendix A: A
 nalysis of class II verbs in the MAND

In the Morphological Atlas of Dutch Dialects (MAND) (Goeman et al., 1980),
several verb forms of 31 weak, strong and irregular verbs belonging to class II
were elicited from Frisian dialect speakers1. Jongkind & van Reenen (2006)
focused on all class II verbs in the MAND, but because we wanted to focus
on the weak verbs, we studied the 20 weak class II verbs ourselves as well. We
studied the paradigm forms that are available in the MAND and that are clearly
recognizable as class II verbs: the infinitive, the past participle, the first person
singular past tense and the third person singular present tense. To analyse these
data we scored the inflections of all 4 verb forms as being either weak class I,
weak class II, strong/irregular, Dutch-like2 or irrelevant.
The informants of the MAND were consistent across paradigms: There
were no large differences between the inflections of individual verb forms of a
verb, so in the table below the mean percentage of inflections per verb is given. As
the second column (class II) shows, most of the verbs are inflected as class II verbs:
Table 1 Mean % of class I, class II and Dutch-like inflections of class II verbs in the MAND3
Verb
tsjinje
wachtsje
helje
jokje
slypje
spylje
breidzje
folgje
spuitsje
klopje
kreakje

Class II
84,225
83,7
81,5
81,5
81
81
80,45
80,4
79,9
78,8
73,925

Class I
1,075
48,95
1,625
8,7
6,525
3,8
5,425
10,9
30,45
11,375
3,25

Dutch-like
8,7
0
9,25
2,15
1,075
7,075
1,075
0
0
0
8,7

1	There are 56 dialect speakers from the province of Fryslân in the MAND. In order to
be able to make a fair comparison to Jongkind & van Reenen (2006), we focused on the
same dialect speakers as they did, and excluded the so-called city dialects (A1 Midsland
B1a Hollum B3 Buren B37 Burum B45 Harlingen B48 Franeker B56 Leeuwarden B110
Bolsward B112 Sneek F26 Staveren F53 Scherpenzeel).
2	We regarded responses Dutch-like when they had a Dutch stem, irregardless of whether
they used the prefix ge- on past participles, and the -n on infinitives.
3	Note that whenever the verb stem ends in -d or -t, the 1sg.pst form is phonologically identical in both classes. Compare the 1sg.pst forms of wachtsje (‘to wait’): class II
wacht+e, class I wacht+te , both result in wachte.
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sâltsje
dûnsje
suchtsje
sûgje
wurkje
wjudzje
driigje
libje
bûgje
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67,925
61,425
51,125
46,225
45,65
35,85
35,325
30,425
4,9

28,225
1,075
60,325
37,5
3,25
32,075
44,025
0
84,275

5,95
8,7
0
1,1
21,75
14,675
15,2
53,25
3,825

Four of the verbs that are frequently inflected as class I verbs as well (suchtsje
(‘to sigh’), sûgje (‘to suck’), wjudzje (‘to weed’) and driigje (‘to threaten’)) are also
the only verbs from the list that are listed as double class verbs by the dictionary
(Duijff et al, 2008). The dictionary lists the class II variants of these verbs as a
first option, and gives the class I lemma as a second option. Of the verb bûgje (‘to
bow’), the dictionary lists the class II form as secondary and the class I form as
the primary lemma, which is in line with the high amount of class I inflections
of this verb. Furthermore, the majority of the speakers indeed use the Dutchlike lemma leve (Dutch: leven) for the verb libje (‘to live’). Again, the dictionary
also includes both lemma’s. The verb wjudzje (‘to weed’) and the verb wurkje (‘to
work’) are also often inflected in a dutch-like manner.
Overall, these dialect data thus provide a consistent image of the use of the
regular weak class II verbs. The only verbs that stand out are the ones of which
multiple lemma’s are also listed in the dictionary. This indicates that they have
occurred across the province for a longer period of time. There are no large differences per (dialect)region, other than some of the verbs being a class I verb in
one dialect region and a class II verb in the other. This is only the case for the
verb sûgje:
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Figure 1 Class I or class II paradigms of the verb sûgje in the MAND
Grey = class I, Black = class II

Overall, the traditional class II verbs are mostly faithfull to their class . The locations where they are not often inflected as class II verbs are marked in red on the
map below. It is clear that these locations lie at the margins of the province. The
distribution of yellow and green dots does seem to indicate that the class II verbs
are inflected as class II most in the south of the province.

Figure 2 % Class II inflections of the class II verbs in the MAND
Black = 0-42%, Dark Grey = 47-63% , Grey = 68-84%
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Appendix B: Q
 uestionnaire I and II Participants’ backgrounds
Table 1 Questions regarding participants’ backgrounds – English
Subject
Gender
Age
Region
Education

Region growing up
Languages

Question
I am a:
In which year were you born?
In which county do you currently live?
What is the highest level of education
you have attained?

Multiple choice answers
male/female
Higher educational level (WO)
Higher educational level (HBO)
Middle level applied education (MBO)
Lower level applied education (LBO, LTS,
VBO)
Secondary education (VWO)
Secondary education (HAVO)
Secondary education (MAVO)
Secondary education (VMBO)
Primary school

In which county did you grow up?
Which languages are you proficient in? Frisian
(speaking and understanding)
Dutch
English
French
German
Biltsk
Stellingwarfs
Stedfrysk
Other
Age of onset
What age were you when you started
0-3 | 4-6 | 6-12 | 12-18 | 18learning Frisian?
Language preference Which language do you prefer
1st or 2nd preference
speaking?
Frisian
Biltsk
Stellingwerfsk
Stedfrysk
Dutch
Other
Language proficiency How proficient are you in Frisian?
Very well | Well | Fairly well | With effort
Understanding
Speaking
Reading
Writing
Language training
Have you had any language training
in Frisian?
Language use
How often do you speak Frisian?
Every day
A few times a week
A few times a month
Never
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Table 2 Questions regarding participants’ backgrounds – Original Frisian version
Underwerp
Geslacht
Leeftyd
Regio
Oplieding

Fraach
Ik bin in
Wat is jo bertejier?
Yn hokker (eardere) gemeente wenje jo?
Wat is de heechste oplieding dy't jo
ôfmakke hawwe?

Regio

Yn hokker (eardere) gemeente hawwe jo
it grutste part fan jo bernejierren (oant
18 jier) wenne?
Hokker talen behearskje jo?

Talen

Leeftyd Frysk leard
Taalfoarkar

Taalbehearsking

Fryske les

Taalgebrúk

Antwurdmooglikheden
Man/frou
Universiteit (WO)
Heger beropsûnderwiis (HBO)
Middelber Beropsûnderwiis (MBO)
Leger of Tariedend Beropsûnderwiis
(bgl. LBO, LTS, VBO)
VWO
HAVO
MAVO
VMBO
Legere skoalle, Basisûnderwiis

Frysk
Nederlânsk
Ingelsk
Dútsk
Frânsk
Biltsk
Stellingwarfs
Stedfrysk
Oars
0-3 | 4-6 | 6-12 | 12-18 | 18-

Fan hokker leeftiid ôf hawwe jo Frysk
praten leard?
Hokker taal prate jo it leafst?
Earste of twadde foarkar
Frysk (ynklusyf Wâldfrysk, Klaaifrysk en
Súdhoekefrysk)
Biltsk
Stellingwerfsk
Stedfrysk (lykas Liwwarders, Snekers, …)
Nederlânsk
Oare taal
Hoe goed behearskje jo it Frysk?
Hiel goed | Goed | Reedlik | Mei muoite
Ferstean
Prate
Lêze
Skriuwe
Hawwo jo Fryske les hân?
In soad
Reedlik wat
In bytsje
Net
Hoe faak prate jo Frysk?
Alle dagen
In pear kear yn ‘e wike
In pear kear yn ‘e moanne
Noait
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Appendix C: Test items questionnaire I: Class II verbs
Table 2 Verbs questionnaire I
Verb

1sgprs 3sgprs plprs 1sgpst 2sgpst

Wachtsje 1sgprs 3sgprs
Face1sgprs 3sgprs plprs 1sgpst 2sgpst
bookje
Yn1sgprs 3sgprs
1sgpst
formearje
Twitter

1sgprs

1sgpst

Wurkje

1sgprs 3sgprs

1sgpst

Helje

1sgprs

Boartsje

1sgprs 3sgprs

Fervje

1sgprs 3sgprs

1sgpst

Ergerje

1sgprs

1sgpst

Rolje

1sgprs 3sgprs plprs 1sgpst 2sgpst

Chill-

1sgprs 3sgprs

Kreakje

1sgprs

Tsjinje

1sgprs 3sgprs plprs 1sgpst 2sgpst

Tútsje

1sgprs 3sgprs

plprs

2sgpst

1sgpst
plprs

2sgpst

Stichtsje 1sgprs 3sgprs
Sabotearje

1sgprs 3sgprs

Rilje

1sgprs

1sgpst
plprs

2sgpst

Bibberje 1sgprs

1sgpst

Jokje

1sgprs 3sgprs

1sgpst

Skjirje/
skuorje

1sgprs

Snobje

1sgprs 3sgprs

plprs

2sgpst
1sgpst

pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart
pstpart

Similarity
to Dutch

Monosyllabic/
polysyllabic

ID

Mono

ID

Poly

ID

Poly

Ear

ID

Poly

Schwa+
sonorant

SIM

Mono

SIM

Mono

DIF

Mono

ID

Mono

ID

Poly

ID

Mono

ID

Mono

SIM

Mono

SIM

Mono

DIF

Mono

ID

Mono

ID

Poly

ID

Mono

ID

Poly

SIM

Mono

SIM

Mono

SIM

Mono

Foreign/novel

Schwa+
sonorant

Foreign/novel

Ear

Schwa+
sonorant
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Table 3 Test items questionnaire I
Verb
stichtsje
bakke (filler)
fervje
kreakje

Form
1sgprs
2sgprs
pstptcp
pstptcp

Prime
sticht
bak
ferv
kreak

snobje

1sgpst

snob

facebookje

1sgpst

facebook

ergerje

1sgprs

erger

chille

1sgpst

chill

sabotearje
bibberje
ynformearje
fleane (filler)
boartsje
tsjinje
skjirje/skuorje
snobje
wurkje
fervje
rôlje
tútsje
snobje
lêze (filler)
stichtsje
twitterje
chille
sabotearje
wachtsje
wurkje

3sgprs
pstptcp
pstptcp
pstptcp
3sgprs
1sgpst
plprs
pstptcp
1sgpst
3sgprs
1sgpst
pstptcp
1sgprs
1sgpst
pstptcp
1sgpst
1sgprs
1sgprs
1sgprs
3sgprs

sabotear
bibber
ynformear
flean
boart
tsjin
skjir/skuor
snob
wurk
ferv
rôl
tút
snob
lêz
sticht
twitter
chill
sabotear
wacht
wurk

sabotearje

pstptcp

sabotear

jokje

3sgprs

jok

wachtsje
sette (filler)
facebookje
helje
ergerje
tsjinje
jokje
facebookje
fervje
rôlje
kreakje
swimme (filler)
tútsje
rilje
ynformearje
rôlje
tsjinje
bibberje
facebookje

pstptcp
pstptcp
3sgprs
plprs
1sgpst
pstptcp
pstptcp
1sgprs
1sgpst
1sgprs
1sgprs
inf
3sgprs
2sgpst
1sgprs
3sgprs
1sgprs
1sgprs
2sgpst

wacht
set
facebook
hel
erger
tsjin
jok
facebook
ferv
rôl
kreak
swim
tút
ril
ynformear
rôl
tsjin
bibber
facebook

Sentence
As ik letter grut bin … ik in gesin
Do … altyd hearlike taarten
Hy hat fan 't simmer it hiele hûs …
Dat gebou is … troch in pear hippys
As beppe my froeger net yn de gaten hold dan … ik sa
de hiele pot leech
Froeger … ik hast alle dagen, no noch mar ien kear yn
'e wike
As ik myn dei net haw, dan … ik my oan alles
Foarhinne … ik altyd mei myn freonen op freedtejûn,
mar no moat ik dy jûns wurkje
Ast der net om tinkst dan … hy dyn plan moarn wer
Op de tribune waard flink … fan de kjeld
Wy hawwe al efkes by de baly …
Ik haw noch noait sa heech …
Sy … moarn mei ús buorfamke
Yn myn jonge jierren … ik yn it leger
Wy … earst altyd goed foar't wy begjinne mei skilderjen
Hy hat al fan de taart …
Froeger … ik by de bakker
De skilder … hjoed de muorre
Doe't ik noch jong wie … ik moarns it kafee út
Do hast jierren lyn dochs wolris mei har … ?
Ik … net sa'n soad mear want ik bin op dieet
Juster … ik in hiel moai boek
De Blokhúspoarte yn Ljouwert is … yn 1499
Yn it begjin … ik alles wat yn my opkaam
Moarnier … ik mei myn freonen by de Tsjûkemar
Ik … moarn it plan fan myn freon
Ik … wol efkes op dy hear
Hy … dochs foar de telefyzje?
It live-optreden fan Mariah Carey gong net goed en wie
neffens har …
Ik bin fannacht hielendal lek stutsen, en no … it my
oeral
Hy hat wol jierren op dy promoasje …
Hy hat fannemoarn syn wekker net …
Hy … sa'n soad dat er gjin tiid oerhâldt foar wat oars
Wy … dy op
Ik … my froeger altyd dea oan ús buorman
Pake hat yn it leger …
It setten fan dy tatoeaazje hat wol hiel bot …
Ik … altyd op myn telefoan
Juster … ik myn hier, hjoed haw ik der al spyt fan
Ik … de poster op
Moarn … ik dy klûs en bin ik ryk
Sy kin … as de bêste!
Myn buorjonkje is ferlegen, hy … noait op jierdeis
Do … juster fan de kjeld
Wêr moatte wy ús melde? Ik … wol efkes by de resepsje
Aanst … hy dy de bal ta
Nimsto de drankjes mei? Dan … ik de hapkes op
Moatst sjen, ik … fan de kjeld
Do … froeger hast alle dagen
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sabotearje
wurkje
e-maile (filler)
chille
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2sgpst
1sgpst
1sgprs
3sgprs
pstptcp

rôl
sabotear
wurk
e-mail
chill

jokje

1sgpst

jok

helje

2sgpst

hel

skjirje/skuorje

pstptcp

skjir/skuor

facebookje

pstptcp

facebook

helje
ergerje
tútsje
ynformearje

pstptcp
pstptcp
1sgprs
3sgprs

hel
erger
tút
ynformear

kreakje

2sgpst

kreak

begjinne (filler)

pstptcp

begjin

facebookje

plprs

facebook

twitterje

1sgprs

twitter

wurkje
boartsje

pstptcp
pstptcp

wurk
boart

rôlje

plprs

rôl

kreakje
rilje
skjirje/skuorje
snobje
boartsje
fiere (filler)
rôlje
rilje
fervje

plprs
pstptcp
1sgprs
3sgprs
1sgprs
3sgprs
pstptcp
plprs
1sgprs

kreak
ril
skjir/skuor
snob
boart
fier
rôl
ril
ferv

rilje

1sgprs

ril

helje
twitterje
tsjinje
jokje
stichtsje
ynformearje
sitte (filler)
chille
tsjinje

1sgprs
pstptcp
plprs
1sgprs
3sgprs
1sgpst
3sgpst
3sgprs
2sgpst

hel
twitter
tsjin
jok
sticht
ynformear
sit
chill
tsjin

skjirje/skuorje

2sgpst

skjir/skuor

wachtsje
bibberje
tsjinje

3sgprs
1sgpst
3sgprs

wacht
bibber
tsjin

Do … juster allinnich it hiele flierkleed op
As bern … ik altyd ús besiten oan de toskedokter
Ik … graach mei minsken
Hy … altyd gelyk werom
Ik haw dêr wol faak …
Sy sei dat se sjen koe dat ik liigde omdat ik my oan de
noas …
Do … my altyd fan skoalle doe't ik noch lyts wie
Ik haw it houtwurk al … , we kinne begjinne te skilderjen
Minsken hawwe de ôfrûne jierren in soad … mar hjoedde-dei brûke sy faker Instagram
Ik haw myn diploma …
Wy hawwe ús wol sa … oan dy blaffende hûn
Ik … dy jûns foar it sliepengean
De minister … jim nije wike wol oer de stân fan saken
Do … dat skoalgebou mei dyn maten yn de sechstiger
jierren
Ik bin op myn 6e al … mei tennisjen
Wy sitte te wachtsjen en ûnderwilens … wy op ús telefoan
Ik … oer ûnderwerpen dy't ik nijsgjirrich of wichtich
fyn
Der wiene wat problemen, mar dêr hawwe wy oan …
Wy ha as bern in soad op it skoalplein …
De grutte bern binne oan it fuotbaljen en de lytskes …
de bal hinne en wer
Wy … moarn dat leechsteande gebou
Sy hat hiel bot … fan de pine
Ik … earst de tafel, dan kinsto him dêrnei skilderje
Piet … noch hieltyd fiersten te folle, seit de toskedokter
Ik … noch altyd wolris mei myn neefke mei de Lego
Sy … alle jierren har jierdei
As bern binne wy faak fan it dún ôf …
Fine jimme it ek sa kâld? Wy … fan de kjeld
Ik … de treppen altyd fan boppen nei ûnderen
Ik bin net gau bang mar ik … fan eangst by it idee dat
hjir ynbrutsen wurde kin
Ik tink dat ik dit jier myn diploma …
De presidint hat wer wat frjemds …
Wy … meastal om 6 oere it iten op
As ik liich dan … ik my oan de noas
De barman komt der tusken en … frede
Juster … ik by de kassa nei de priis
Ik miende dat hy ek op de HAVO …
Moarn … Piet yn 'e sinne
Do … froeger dochs yn it leger pake?
Do … earst noait foar it skilderjen, mar dat hast wol
ôfleard
Dat hûntsje … netsjes op syn baas
Ik wie juster sa senuweftich dat ik derfan …
De ober … aanst it iten op
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Appendix D: Test items questionnaire II: Alternative past participles
Table 4 Test items questionnaire II
Verb
barste
melde

Type Prime
IA Hy barste oars gau út yn lilkens
IA Jo hearre je siik te melden

meste
prate
rêste
sette
skatte
spotte
switte

IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA

tsjette
bite
ferjitte
frette
ite
moatte
sitte
slute
smite
ride
stride
boffe
brûke

IA Foarhinne tsjetten wy mei elkoar op
facebook
IC Dy hûn byt elkenien
IC Ik ferjit altyd alles
IC Friet hy juster sa folle?
IC Hy yt altyd alles op
IC Moatsto net nei skoalle?
IC Sit hy op de HAVO?
IC Woesto de doar slúte?
IC Hy smyt altyd alles fuort
IC Ryd hy no foar it earst yn dyn auto?
IC Hy stried altyd foar de oerwinning
IB Ik bof mar mei dy as broer
IB Brûksto wol ris drugs?

diele
dreame
keatse
krasse
sile

IB
IB
IB
IB
IB

sjouwe

Syn hynder mest er net fet
Juster praatte hy net tsjin my
Rêste hy wol goed?
Juster sette hy syn wekker net
Ik koe noait goed minsken ynskatte
Ik spotte him noait mei syn lange noas
Ik switte as in baerch

Wy diele de koeke
Ik dream wol faak oer him
Piet keatst de bal werom.
Ik kraste froeger altyd op de muorre
Woesto no de boat noch werom sile?

IB Ik wol net wer de hiele dei mei dyn spul
sjouwe
snappe
IB Ik snap neat mear fan wiskunde
stjoere
IB Woesto dy foto no noch stjoere?
bedjerre IIA Dat fleis bedjert net sa gau
begjinne IIA Begjinsto no krekt mei tennis?
biede
IIA Wat bied hy op dat skilderij?
bine
IIA Tink erom dast de hûn goed fêst bynst
bliuwe
IIA Hy bliuwt dêr noait lang
dwaan
IIA Ik doch de ôfwas wol
ferlieze
IIA Ik ferlies oars noait fan him
fine
IIA Kinst dyn skuon net fine?
fleane
IIA De fûgel fleant hiel heech
hawwe
IIA Ik haw in hiele moaie auto
kenne
IIA Ik koe him noch fan skoalle
kinne
IIA Myn broer en ik kinne beide goed reed ride
priuwe
IIA Priuwdesto de knoflook yn de pasta?
sjen
IIA Seachsto him sa krekt noch?
slaan
IIA Ik sloech myn suske froeger noait
stean
IIA De trein stiet noait lang stil
stjerre
IIA Hy stoar foarich jier hiel plots

Sentence
Hy wie net bliid, mar út… is hy dit kear net.
Hy is wol nei hûs gong, mar siik … Hat hy
him net
Mar hy hat syn baerch wol fet …
mar hy hat hjoed al wer tsjin my …
Hy lei wol op bêd, mar … hat hy neffens my net
mar hy hat him hjoed wol …
mar ik haw him wol goed …
mar hy hat my altyd mei myn earen …
Hy draafde ek hurd, mar… hat er neffens
my net
mar wy hawwe no al hiel lang net mear mei
elkoar …
Ik bin juster ek troch him …
Ik haw myn tas juster ek alwer …
Ik wist net dat hy sa folle … hie
Ik tink dat de koeke ek troch him … is
Ja, dat hie ik eins wol …
Der haw ik ek op …
Dat hoecht net. De doar is krekt … troch Piet
Ik tink dat de taart ek troch him … is
Ik tocht dat hy al wol ris yn dyn auto … hie
Hy die juster wol syn bêst, mar … hat er net
Do hast ek … mei my as dyn sus
Nee, ik haw der wol ris oer tocht mar … haw
ik it noch noait
De koeke is … troch ús
Hy wit net dat ik oer him … haw
De bal is werom …troch Piet
Heit wit net dat ik sa faak op de muorre … haw
Do wist dochs wol dat de boat al troch my
werom … is
Juster haw ik der ek al de hiele dei mei …
Oait haw ik it wol …
Wisto net dat dy foarige wike al troch Piet … is
It leit hjir al in wike en it is noch net …
Ik bin op myn 6e al …
Ik haw der krekt 1000 euro op …
Ik haw him lêsten net goed fêst …
Mar hy is juster liuw ik noch wol lang …
Do hast it wer net …
Mar ik haw juster wol fan him …
Ik haw se al …
Hy hat noch noait sa heech …
Ik haw noch noait san moaie auto …
Do hast him dochs ek wol …
Mem hat it froeger ek goed …
Ik haw it wol rûkt, mar … Haw ik it net
Ik haw him wol heard, mar … Haw ik him net
Mar sy hat my wol faak …
Hy hat krekt ek mar twa minuten stil …
Syn frou is juster samar …
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lyn
(fer)lyn
ferbanne
bekenne
bjinne
liene
meane
miene

IIA
IIA
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC

Wannear wie dat?
Wannear hiesto dyn jierdei?
Sy woenen him al langer ferbanne
Juster woe hy syn skuld noch net bekenne
Ik bjin de flier
Ik lien myn boek oan him
Moast it gêrs noch meane?
Ik mien it hiel goed mei dy

reine
seine
skine

IIC It reint hjir hast alle dagen
IIC Sy seint him altyd yn
IIC De sinne skynd hjir hast altyd

toane

IIC Sy toande altyd folle respekt foar him

falle
grave
kieze
lêze
melke
merke
sinke
stjonke
swerve
treffe
lizze
sizze
sille
wolle
komme
nimme

IIB
IIB
IIB
IIB
IIB
IIB
IIB
IIB
IIB
IIB
IIA
IIA
IIB
IIB
IIB
IIB

Ik foel fan de treppen
De hûn graaft in gat
Ik kies foar him
Ik lês in boek
Ik molk de ko
Murk hy dat Els fuort gong?
De boat sonk
Dyn hûn stjonkt
Hy swurf froeger troch de strjitten
Hjoed treffe wy elkoar dêr
Dy bank fan him leit sa lekker
Sis it noch mar in kear tsjin him
Hy soe dat juster dwaan
Hy wol dat wol meinimme
Hy komt altyd mei ús mei
Sy nimt noait wat foar him mei

Dat is hiel lang …
… jier
Sy hawwe him juster einlik …
Mar hjoed hat hy syn skuld …
De flier is wer … troch my
It boek is troch my oan him …
Kinst wol sjen dat it gêrs noch net … is
Ik tink dat ik it noch noait sa goed … haw
mei dy
De loft wie hjoed wol griis, mar … hat it net
Ik wit dat sy no ek wer troch him … is
Mar hjoed wie de sinne fier te sykjen, en …
hat er hielendal net
Wy witte wol dat sy folle respekt foar him
… hat
Gelokkich hat hy net sjoen dat ik … bin
Hy hat juster ek al in gat …
Hy wie bliid dat hy troch my … wie
Het boek is … troch my
De ko is … troch my
Hy hat wol oplet, mar … hat er it net
Net ien hie yn 'e gaten dat de boat … Wie
Juster hat myn hûn ek sa …
Syn frou wit net dat er … hat
Juster ha wy elkoar dêr ek …
Ik haw der al faak op …
Ik haw it no al sa faak …
Hy hie dat juster dwaan …
Hy hie dat wol meinimme …
Hy is juster ek mei ús mei …
Sy hat juster wol wat foar him …
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Summary: Changes in Modern Frisian
verbal inflection
In this dissertation, I study what is changing in Frisian verbal inflection and
why. Frisian is a minority language that is spoken in the province of Fryslân,
in the north of the Netherlands, in addition to Dutch, the majority language.
Around two-thirds of the population of Fryslân is a speaker of Frisian and, as
such, is Frisian-Dutch bilingual. Frisian has quite a weak tradition as a written
language (Fryske taalatlas, 2019). As such, it has neither a very strict nor a very
clear norm and the majority of Frisian speakers does not use a standardized
‘Geef’ Frysk, but a dialect variant of Frisian.
Like any other language, Frisian changes too – it might actually change more
than most, because of its bilingual situation and many dialects and because norms
are not widely embraced. This raises the question why that is. To answer this question, I have mapped certain (proposed) changes in Frisian verbal inflection in the
course of this dissertation, using two questionnaires, and analyzed these changes.
To account for such changes, we first need some insights into language
change in general and into inflectional morphology specifically: How do people inflect their verbs? There are a number of ways to look at this, but for my
research I have limited my scope to one specific perspective, which I have presented in Chapter 2. At its core, this perspective is built around the notion that
language changes as language is acquired (Andersen, 1973; Anderson, 2015) and
that acquiring inflectional morphology (verbal inflection) largely boils down to
learning rules like the example in (1), which describes how regular past tense
verb forms in English are formed: ‘realize the morphosyntactic feature [past] by
adding -ed ’:
(1)

[past] 

-ed

Here, I follow the Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz, 1993) paradigm,
which claims that the morphology of a word is a result of syntaxis.
Rules such as in (1) can be productive; this means they can be applied to
create new forms. Within this perspective, irregular verb forms that cannot be
constructed with such a productive rule are assumed to (somehow) be stored and
remembered. To establish productivity status, I rely on the Tolerance Principle
(TP) (Yang, 2016), which states that a rule will be productive as long as it does
not have too many exceptions and offers tools to calculate exactly how many
exceptions a rule can tolerate and still remain productive. I formulated these
theoretical basics in more concise form in i) – iv):
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i)
Language change happens when language is learned
	If a later generation arrives at a different generalization on the basis of the
output of the former, change may occur (Andersen, 1973; Anderson, 2015).
ii) Distributed Morphology as a theory of morphological knowledge. Inflectional morphology is the result of the application of rules that spell out
abstract features provided by a hierarchically organized syntactic structure
(Halle & Marantz, 1993).
iii) Acquiring morphology comes down to learning multiple productive and
non-productive rules (what we referred to as the TP-approach (Yang, 2016))
iv)	
Morphological productivity is defined by the Tolerance Principle (Yang,
2016), which describes how many exceptions a rule can tolerate in order to
still be productive
Together, these statements predict that changes in Frisian verbal inflection are
the result of new generations of language learners that derive different productive and non-productive rules from the linguistic input than their predecessors
did. In this dissertation, I test this prediction, by mapping and analyzing a number of changes. As such, the more specific question I am trying to answer in this
dissertation is:
(2)	Can we explain developments in, or the status quo of, the Frisian system
of verbal inflection using a model of categorical productivity, such as the
Tolerance Principle?
After thus having constructed a theoretical framework in Chapter 2, I present
a description and analysis of the Frisian system of verbal inflection in Chapters
3 and 4. In Chapters 5, 6, and 7, I discuss what is happening in this system and
whether we can explain these developments using the principles formulated in
i)-iv). Chapter 8 offers a discussion and concludes the book.

The Frisian system of verbal inflection

Chapter 3 offers an overview and analysis of the Frisian verbal inflection system
from a Distributed Morphology perspective. Frisian has not just one, but two
regular methods of verbal inflection: class I (verbs in -e, such as bakke (‘to bake’)),
and class II (verbs in -je, such as wurkje (‘to work’)), as well as a large group of
strong and irregular verbs4, which in turn also features its own sub-regularities
(Strik, 2015). I formulate the rules that are at the core of these inflections and
4	In this sense, I follow Taalportaal (Dyk, 2015) and consider verbs with only regular past
tense inflections as weak, verbs that get additional stem changes and a nasal suffix as
strong, and verbs with more irregularities as irregular.
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demonstrate that agreement rules (the rules for person and number) are classneutral and apply to all verbs, whether they are strong, weak, or irregular and
whether they belong to class I or class II. The (past) tense rules, on the other
hand, do differ. Most irregular and strong verbs do not have a past tense suffix,
weak class II verbs get the suffix -e, and weak class II verbs get the dental suffix
te/-de . In addition to the past tense suffix, there is a difference between verbs of
the two classes in the present tense, which also applies to strong and irregular
verbs: all class II verbs get either -j (1sg ik wurkje, and pl jim wurkje) or -e (2sg do
wurkest, and 3sg sy wurket).
Based on these considerations, I propose a morphosyntactic structure of
Frisian verbs that features ‘class’ as an arbitrary, lexical feature of the root of
the verb. This feature determines which past tense rules apply to the verb and
whether the verb gets the class II thematic element j/e (an analysis based on
Embick & Halle, 2005 and largely in line with Hoekstra (2013)).
In Chapter 4, I use the TP approach to study whether the rules I formulated in Chapter 3 are productive according to the Tolerance Principle. The
agreement rules, which apply for all verbs, are obviously productive: There are
no exceptions. The rules concerning the thematic element, the simple past and
the past participle, however, are class-specific. This leaves us with the question
whether these class-specific rules are productive, and whether one of the class
specific rules might provide the default type of inflection for Frisian verbs. The
TP approach predicts three possible scenarios. A coordinating scenario, where
the rules of both classes apply to two separate groups and are productive within
these groups, and two subordinating scenarios where one of the two rules serves
as the default for all Frisian verbs, while the other (productive or non-productive)
rule applies to a subset of Frisian verbs.
The results show that the rules are productive for both classes and that it
is impossible to answer the question whether one of the two classes provides the
default rules for Frisian verbal inflection: Both rules are productive in both the
subordinate and the coordinate scenario.
Changes
In Chapters 5, 6, and 7, I discuss several changes in Frisian verbal inflection, covering roughly the past 100 years. The three case studies are based on two online
questionnaires, in which people were asked to fill in the inflected verb form in
a sentence. The first questionnaire (n=271) covers the inflection of class II verbs
(Chapters 5 & 6), while the second questionnaire (n=321) is set up to study variation and change in past participles and is discussed in Chapter 7.
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Class shift prompted by Dutch?

In Chapter 5, I report the results of questionnaire I, which I used to study
whether class II verbs demonstrate a tendency to shift to class I. Earlier studies
(Feitsma, 1982; De Haan, 1990,1997; Hoekstra, 1993) do express this expectation, based on the observation that class I inflection is very similar to the inflection of regular Dutch verbs and class II inflection is not.
The results show that class II verbs are generally inflected as such by the
participants pretty consistently. Whenever a class I inflection is used, this tends
to be exceptional. In these cases, it typically concerns an individual verb form,
rather than the entire paradigm for that verb. Moreover, these are often found
in individual verbs and individual participants. The only pattern that can be
discerned from the data, is that a class shift matching the expectations described
above is more likely to happen for verbs that are very similar to their Dutch
counterparts (FR wachtsje – NL wachten) and least likely for verbs that are very
different from their Dutch counterparts (FR boartsje – NL spelen). Additionally, the data show that class shifts are least common for high-frequency verbs.
Nevertheless, despite the fact that total numbers of class I inflections in class
II verb paradigms are very low, the data do show a slight trend where younger
participants and participants who are less skilled at writing Frisian use more
class I inflections than participants who are older and more proficient in writing
Frisian.
New rules for 2nd person singular past?

In Chapter 6, I delve deeper into one of the most striking outcomes from questionnaire I: young participants inflect the 2nd person singular (2sg) past form as
a class I verb significantly more often than other forms of class II verbs in that
study. This results in forms like wurk-te-st instead of wurk-e-st for the verb wurkje
(‘to work’).
This ongoing change is a result of earlier changes in 2sg past forms in
Frisian, as well as more intensive linguistic contact with Dutch. With regard to
earlier changes, I first highlight a historical change within class I verbs, demonstrating that 2sg past forms in class I have lacked the typical -te/-de suffix in the
1600-1900 period, approximately. This suffix only resurfaces in the beginning of
the 20th century, because of phonological and morphological developments in
Frisian. Next, I draw a parallel to changes in 2sg past tense forms in strong and
irregular verbs, as studied by Hoekstra (2013a). Strong and irregular verbs typically do not have a past tense suffix, but, ever since the 1950s, various verbs have
demonstrated the regular class I suffix -te/-de . Do sei-st (you said), for instance,
would be inflected as do sei-de-st (you said). This change is occurring in stages,
where the change for the final group of strong and irregular verbs appears to be
a recent development (Hoekstra, 2013).
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In the second part of this chapter, I try to find an explanation for these
changes that started in the 1950s. The most striking similarity between the class
II verbs and some of the strong and irregular verbs is their homophony in the
2sg forms. Without the -te/-de suffix, the 2sg past tense forms for these verbs are
homophonous to the 2sg forms in the present tense. This homophony is resolved
by adding the -te/-de suffix to the 2sg form in the past tense.
This homophony explanation does not form a stand-alone solution, as it
does not apply to all strong and irregular forms and because it does not resolve the
actuation problem (Weinreich, Labov & Herzog, 1968): Why do forms change
at a specific point in time, rather than earlier or later? And why in this order?
Next, I test the hypothesis whether the changes taking place at this point
in time, in this order, could be the result of new or other productive generalizations. This does not appear the full answer either. In turn, this leads me to sketch
a scenario where three interrelated factors serve to explain the various changes
when considered together: the homophony, pressure from Dutch, and productive alternate rules. Pressure from Dutch explains why changes are occurring
in this order and why they have taken place in the past 150 years; a timespan
wherein Frisian has become less isolated and the role of Frisian-Dutch bilingualism became more influential (Klinkenberg, 2017).
Successful rise of south-western past participles?

In Chapter 7, I study two alternative dialect forms of past participles. Type I concerns a subgroup of weak class I verbs, while type II forms a subgroup of strong/
irregular verbs. Typically, the past participle of weak class I verbs is inflected
with the -t or -d suffix (pakke - pak-t, ‘taken/grabbed’). In the south-west of the
province, verbs that already have a stem in -t or -d often receive an additional
-en. So, for instance, instead of ik ha praat (I have spoken), we see the form ik ha
praten. I refer to these as type I alternatives. Strong/irregular verbs typically have
a past participle that is inflected with an ending in -(e)n (helpe - holp-en, ‘helped’).
In the south-west of the province, monosyllabic past participles in -(e)n, like sjoen
(‘seen’), fûn (‘found’), or stoarn (‘died’) receive the -t/-d suffix, which results in
forms like sjoend, fûnd, and stoarnd. These are the type II alternatives.
When studying the historical distribution of these forms, we see that both
variants have co-existed in the west and south-west of the province ever since the
late Middle Ages. The results of questionnaire II show that the type I alternatives
have spread across the rest of the province, while the type II alternatives remain
dialect options, whose use even seems to be in decline.
I study which rules might form the basis for these two forms and use the
Tolerance Principle to show a difference in productivity between these rules.
This difference can explain the difference in geographical spread. The rule for
type I is, as a result of increasing contact with speakers using the south-western
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form, able to achieve a productive status outside the dialect region, while the
type II rule cannot. As such, I demonstrate that the Tolerance Principle is very
useful in predicting these types of change in a dialect contact situation.
Discussion and conclusion
In the discussion and conclusion section of this book, I answer the question
whether we can explain the developing Frisian verbal system using the principles
described in i)-iv). In this section, I explore two focal points for discussion, I
draw conclusions about changes in Frisian verbal inflection, and I offer suggestions for further research.
Generally, the developments I discuss in this dissertation illustrate how
Frisian develops as it is passed on from one generation to the next and how new
language learners come to different conclusions than the generation that came
before them. I also demonstrate that the TP approach is a useful one to study
such developments. The Tolerance Principle is an accurate measure to judge productivity of Frisian rules and rules achieving productive status is an important
driving force behind the changes described in this book.
The Frisian case studies also bring two theoretical weaknesses to light: one
related to morphological theory, the other related to cross-linguistic influence.
Stem changes, double marking and morphological theory

The theoretical framework of this dissertation, as condensed into i)-iv), uses Distributed Morphology as a theory of morphological knowledge (‘what do we need
to know to be able to inflect a verb?’) and the Tolerance Principle as a theory of
how this knowledge is processed (‘how do we inflect verbs?’).
These theories form an extension of each other, but they take a different
approach to dealing with stem changes as a possible way of spelling out the
past tense, as well as to how they analyze so-called double-marked forms, which
feature both a suffix and a stem alternation.
Both Distributed Morphology and the TP approach work on the basis
of what is called a realizational model of morphology that assumes that any
morpho-syntactic feature (such as past tense) is realized only once. This implies
that the rules that can realize such a feature are competing, and this essentially
also means that two rules cannot realize the same feature on one form. However,
sometimes past tense forms do not have a suffix, but only a stem alternation. And
sometimes past tense forms have two markings: a suffix and a stem alternation.
An example of this is found in the past participles of type II in Chapter 7 (sjoend)
and the changing strong and irregular 2sg past tense forms from Chapter 6
(kochtest). Distributed Morphology and the TP approach deal with such stem
changes and double markings in different ways.
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I demonstrate that this difference has implications for any analysis of Frisian
verbal inflection. Chapter 4 shows that the productivity of the class I rules depends
on the existence of productive subrules for strong and irregular verbs. From the
perspective of a Distributed Morphology analysis, however, it is hard to identify
productive subrules for these verbs, which typically display a stem alternation, a
combination of a stem alternation and a suffix, or no visible marking at all. The TP
approach can discern such productive subrules among the strong and irregular verbs,
but is forced to capture both markings in one and the same rule, which means this
approach lacks the potential to differentiate between stem change and suffixation.
It was this last caveat that proved particularly problematic for the TP approach in Chapters 6 and 7, which featured double-marked forms where the
stem change appeared to be the basis for a productive suffixation rule. The TP
approach cannot generate such a rule, because it is incapable of differentiating the two types of markings. Note, however, that such a rule is incompatible
with Distributed Morphology too. Within Distributed Morphology, secondary
markings like stem change are triggered by the suffixation rule. This implies that
secondary markings are only generated after any suffixation rules, which means
that they can never be the context that triggers the suffixation rule.
As such, productive strong and irregular verbs in Frisian pose a problem
for realizational theories in multiple ways. The case studies demonstrate that
a framework should ideally be able to differentiate between stem change and
suffixation as two separate processes that are both capable of realizing a morphosyntactic feature, such as the past tense, in a productive way. This is why I
recommend further research into how we can integrate the notion of ‘derived
stems’ in a realizational theory of morphology.
Influence of Dutch

My analysis in Chapter 6 demonstrates that the theoretical perspective described
in i)-iv) alone is not sufficient to explain the change in Frisian 2sg past tense
forms. It seems there is an external factor at play: the Dutch-Frisian bilingual
context. The fact that Frisian speakers also have knowledge of Dutch appears to
exert an indirect influence on the kind of generalizations they make about their
language. How such an influence should be operationalized within a model like
the TP approach warrants further research.
At the same time, the other chapters show that the influence of Dutch is
limited. The characteristically Frisian class II verbs are not being replaced in large
numbers by class I verbs more similar to Dutch. The past participles discussed in
Chapter 7 are the result of dialect contact, not of influence from Dutch. Quite
the opposite: that change is leading to forms alien to Dutch morphology. More
research will be needed to establish more clearly where Dutch does and does not
exert an influence, both within the context of verbal inflection and beyond.
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Feroarjend Frysk: Looking forward

Taken together, the recent developments I discussed in this dissertation provide
an idea of how Frisian verbal inflection has changed over the past 100 years: As
the world got smaller, Frisian became less isolated and forms changed under the
influence of contact with both different dialects and Dutch. The case studies
offer an impression of an ongoing dynamic where variation and change lead
to ever more variation and change. This dynamic can prove a lasting source of
information and a benchmark for theories on language change and linguistic
contact. Taken together with the occasionally elusive influence of Dutch, this
makes it interesting to see how Frisian verbs will develop going forward into the
future.
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Samenvatting: Veranderingen in Friese
werkwoordsvervoegingen
Dit proefschrift gaat over wat er verandert in Friese werkwoordsvervoegingen en
waarom. Het Fries is de minderheidstaal die – naast de meerderheidstaal Nederlands – gesproken wordt in de provincie Fryslân, in het noorden van Nederland.
Zo’n tweederde van de inwoners van Fryslân spreekt Fries, en is daarmee tweetalig Fries-Nederlands. Voor de meeste sprekers is het Fries vooral een gesproken
taal. Mede daardoor heeft het Fries geen sterk ontwikkelde norm en spreekt het
merendeel van de sprekers geen gestandaardiseerd ‘Geef’ Frysk, maar een eigen
dialectale variant.
Zoals elke andere taal verandert ook het Fries, des te meer vanwege deze
tweetalige situatie vol dialectvariatie en een niet zo bekende norm. De vraag is
natuurlijk: waarom? Om die vraag te beantwoorden heb ik in dit proefschrift een
aantal (vermoedelijke) veranderingen in Friese werkwoordsvervoeging in kaart
gebracht met behulp van twee questionnaires en ze vervolgens geanalyseerd.
Om dergelijke veranderingen te kunnen verklaren, moeten we eerst meer
weten over taalverandering in het algemeen en over inflectionele morfologie in
het bijzonder: hoe vervoegen mensen werkwoorden? Er zijn verschillende manieren om hiernaar te kijken, en voor mijn onderzoek heb ik me beperkt tot één
specifiek theoretisch perspectief, dat ik uitgewerkt heb in Hoofdstuk 2. De
strekking van dit perspectief is dat taal verandert als taal geleerd wordt (Andersen, 1973; Anderson, 2015), en dat het leren van inflectionele morfologie (werkwoordsvervoeging) voor een groot deel neerkomt op het leren van regels zoals
in (1), die de vorming van regelmatige verleden tijden in het Engels weergeeft:
‘realiseer het morfosyntactische kenmerk [verleden tijd] door -ed in te voegen’.
(1)

[verleden tijd]



-ed

Ik volg daarin de theorie van Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz, 1993),
die claimt dat de morfologie van een woord gebouwd wordt door de syntaxis.
Regels zoals in (1) kunnen productief zijn; ze zijn dan vrij toe te passen op
nieuwe vormen. Van onregelmatige werkwoorden die niet gemaakt worden met
een dergelijke productieve regel wordt aangenomen dat die (op enigerlei wijze)
opgeslagen en onthouden moeten worden. Als maat van productiviteit gebruik
ik daarbij het Tolerance Principle (TP) (Yang, 2016), dat stelt dat een regel productief is zolang die niet te veel uitzonderingen heeft, en precies berekent hoeveel
uitzonderingen een regel kan tolereren. In i) – iv) zijn deze theoretische uitgangspunten meer specifiek verwoord:
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i)	
Taalverandering vindt plaats wanneer taal geleerd wordt (Andersen,
1973; Anderson, 2015)
ii)	
Distributed Morphology als theorie van morfologische kennis. Inflectionele morfologie is het toepassen van regels (Halle & Marantz, 1993)
iii)	
Het verwerven van morfologie komt neer op het leren van productieve en
niet-productieve regels (De Tolerance Principle-benadering (Yang, 2016))
iv)	
Morfologische productiviteit wordt uitgedrukt door het Tolerance Principle (Yang, 2016)
Gezamenlijk voorspellen deze uitgangspunten dat de veranderingen in Friese
werkwoorden toe te schrijven zijn aan nieuwe generaties van leerders die andere
productieve en niet-productieve regels afleiden uit het taalaanbod dan de generaties voor hen. Deze voorspelling toets ik in dit proefschrift door een aantal
veranderingen in kaart te brengen en te analyseren. De meer concrete vraag die
ik in dit proefschrift probeer te beantwoorden is dan ook:
(2)	Kunnen we de ontwikkelingen in, of status quo van, het Friese werk
woordsysteem verklaren met behulp van een model van categoriale productiviteit, zoals het Tolerance Principle?
Na het schetsen van bovenstaand theoretisch kader in Hoofdstuk 2, volgen een
beschrijving en analyse van het Friese werkwoordsysteem in de Hoofdstukken
3 en 4. Hoofdstukken 5, 6 en 7 gaan over wat er verandert in dit systeem, en of
we deze ontwikkelingen kunnen verklaren met behulp van de uitgangspunten in
i)-iv). Hoofdstuk 8 bevat de discussie en conclusie van het boek.

Het Friese werkwoordsysteem

Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een overzicht en een analyse van het Friese werkwoordsysteem vanuit het perspectief van Distributed Morphology. Het Fries kent niet één,
maar twee regelmatige manieren van vervoegen: klasse I (-e werkwoorden zoals
bakke (‘bakken’)), en klasse II (-je werkwoorden zoals wurkje (‘werken’)), en vele
sterke en onregelmatige werkwoorden5 waarbinnen ook subregelmatigheden te
ontdekken zijn (Strik 2015). Ik formuleer de regels die aan de vervoeging hiervan
ten grondslag liggen, en laat zien dat de agreement-regels (de regels voor persoon
en getal) klasseneutraal zijn en van toepassing zijn op alle werkwoorden: of ze
nu sterk, zwak of onregelmatig zijn en of ze tot klasse I of klasse II behoren.
De (verleden)tijdsregels daarentegen verschillen. De meeste onregelmatige en
5	Ik volg Taalportaal (Dyk, 2015) en beschouw werkwoorden met enkel regelmatige
verledentijdsvervoegingen als zwak, werkwoorden met daarbovenop stamveranderingen
en een nasaal suffix op het voltooid deelwoord als sterk, en werkwoorden met meer onregelmatigheden als onregelmatig.
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sterke werkwoorden hebben helemaal geen verledentijdssuffix, de zwakke werkwoorden van klasse II het suffix -e, en de zwakke werkwoorden van klasse I
het dentaalsuffix te/-de . Naast het verschillende verledentijdssuffix is er nog een
verschil tussen werkwoorden van de twee klassen in de tegenwoordige tijd, dat
ook opgaat voor sterke en onregelmatige werkwoorden: alle werkwoorden van
klasse II krijgen ofwel een -j (1sg ik wurkje, en pl jim wurkje) of -e (2sg do wurkest,
en 3sg sy wurket).
Op basis van bovenstaande stel ik een morfosyntactische structuur van het
Friese werkwoord voor waarbij ‘klasse’ een willekeurige, lexicale, eigenschap van
de root van het werkwoord is. Deze eigenschap bepaalt welke verledentijdsregels
van toepassing zijn en of het werkwoord wel of niet het thematisch element j/e
van klasse II krijgt (een analyse gebaseerd op Embick & Halle, 2005 en grotendeels in lijn met Hoekstra (2013)).
In Hoofdstuk 4 onderzoek ik vervolgens met behulp van de TP-benadering
of de regels zoals ik die in Hoofdstuk 3 geformuleerd heb productief zijn volgens
het Tolerance Principle. De agreement-regels, die voor alle werkwoorden van
toepassing zijn, zijn natuurlijk productief: ze kennen geen enkele uitzondering.
De regels voor het thematisch element, de onvoltooid verleden tijd en het voltooid deelwoord daarentegen zijn klasse-specifiek. Het is de vraag of regels behorende bij beide klassen productief zijn, en of één van de twee klassen wellicht
voorziet in een default manier van vervoegen. De TP-benadering voorspelt drie
mogelijke scenario’s. Een nevenschikkend scenario, waarin de regels van beide
klassen van toepassing zijn op twee afzonderlijke groepen en daarbinnen beide
productief zijn, en twee onderschikkende scenario’s waarin één van beide regels
de default vormt, en de ander (productief of niet) van toepassing is op een subset
van de default regel.
Uit de resultaten blijkt dat de regels voor beide klassen productief zijn,
en dat er geen helder antwoord te geven is op de vraag of een van beide klassen voorziet in de default regels voor het vervoegen van Friese werkwoorden.
De regels zijn namelijk beide productief in zowel het onderschikkende als het
nevenschikkende scenario.
Veranderingen
In de Hoofdstukken 5, 6 en 7 bespreek ik enkele veranderingen in het Friese
werkwoordsysteem van ongeveer de afgelopen 100 jaar. De drie casestudy’s zijn
gebaseerd op twee online invulvragenlijsten, waarin mensen de vervoegde vorm
van een werkwoord moeten invullen in een zin. Het onderwerp van de eerste
questionnaire (n=271) is de vervoeging van klasse II-werkwoorden (Hoofdstuk
5 & 6), en het onderwerp van de tweede questionnaire (n=321) is variatie en
verandering van voltooid deelwoorden en wordt besproken in Hoofdstuk 7.
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Klasseverschuiving onder invloed van het Nederlands?

In Hoofdstuk 5 doe ik verslag van questionnaire I, waarmee ik heb onderzocht of klasse II-werkwoorden geneigd zijn te verschuiven naar klasse I. Deze
verwachting is wel geuit in eerdere studies (Feitsma, 1982; De Haan, 1990,1997;
Hoekstra, 1993), gebaseerd op de observatie dat klasse I qua vervoeging sterk
lijkt op de regelmatige Nederlandse vervoeging en klasse II niet.
De resultaten maken duidelijk dat men klasse II-werkwoorden over het
algemeen vrij consistent als zodanig vervoegt. Wanneer er wel een klasse I-vervoeging gebruikt wordt, is dit over het algemeen uitzonderlijk. Het betreft veelal
een individuele werkwoordsvorm en niet het gehele paradigma van het werkwoord in kwestie. Daarnaast betreft het vaak individuele werkwoorden en individuele participanten. Het enige patroon dat duidelijk wordt uit de data is dat
klasse-verschuiving in overeenstemming met eerdergenoemde verwachtingen
vaker gebeurt met werkwoorden die sterk lijken op hun Nederlandse equivalent
(FR wachtsje – NL wachten) en het minst met werkwoorden die sterk verschillen
van hun Nederlandse equivalent (FR boartsje – NL spelen). Daarnaast maken
de data duidelijk dat klasseverschuiving het minst gebeurt met hoogfrequente
werkwoorden. Ondanks het feit dat de totale aantallen klasse I-vervoegingen
onder de klasse II-werkwoorden erg laag zijn, is er toch een voorzichtige trend
zichtbaar waarin de jongere participanten en ook de participanten die niet goed
Fries schrijven vaker klasse I-vervoegingen gebruiken.
Nieuwe regels voor de tweede persoon in de verleden tijd?

In Hoofdstuk 6 ga ik in op een van de meest opvallende resultaten uit questionnaire I, namelijk dat de tweede persoon (2sg) in de verleden tijd vooral door
jonge participanten veel vaker als klasse I-werkwoord vervoegd wordt dan de
andere persoonsvormen van de bevraagde klasse II-werkwoorden. Dit resulteert
bijvoorbeeld in vormen zoals wurk-te-st in plaats van wurk-e-st voor het werkwoord wurkje (werken).
Deze ingezette verandering is het gevolg van eerdere veranderingen op
Friese 2sg-verledentijdsvormen en van intensiever taalcontact met het Nederlands. Wat die eerdere veranderingen betreft wijs ik allereerst op een historische
verandering binnen de klasse I-werkwoorden en laat ik zien dat op de 2sgverledentijdsvorm van klasse I tussen ruwweg 1600 en 1900 het gangbare suffix
-te/-de ontbrak. Pas in het begin van de 20e eeuw komt het terug, door fonologische en morfologische ontwikkelingen in het Fries. Vervolgens trek ik een
parallel met veranderende 2sg-verledentijdsvormen van sterke en onregelmatige
werkwoorden, zoals onderzocht door Hoekstra (2013). Sterke en onregelmatige
werkwoorden hebben gewoonlijk helemaal geen verledentijdssuffix, maar op de
tweede persoon van sommige sterke en onregelmatige werkwoorden kan ruwweg
sinds de jaren 50 bij verschillende werkwoorden het regelmatige klasse I-suffix
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-te/-de gesignaleerd worden. Do sei-st (jij zei) wordt dan bijvoorbeeld do sei-de-st

(jij zei). Deze verandering voltrekt zich in fases, waarbij de laatste groep sterke
en onregelmatige werkwoorden pas recent lijkt te veranderen (Hoekstra, 2013).
Het tweede deel van dit hoofdstuk zoekt naar een verklaring voor de veranderingen vanaf de jaren 50. De meest opvallende overeenkomst tussen de klasse
II-werkwoorden en sommige van de sterke en onregelmatige werkwoorden is
hun homofonie in de 2sg. Zonder het -te/-de suffix, is de tweede persoon van
deze werkwoorden in de verleden tijd homofoon aan de tweede persoon in de
tegenwoordige tijd. Door het -te/-de suffix toe te voegen aan de 2sg-verledentijdsvorm wordt deze homofonie opgeheven.
Deze homofonieverklaring alléén voldoet niet, omdat hij niet voor alle
sterke en onregelmatige werkwoorden opgaat, en omdat hij het actuation problem
niet oplost (Weinreich, Labov & Herzog, 1968): waarom veranderen de vormen
op een bepaald moment, en niet eerder of later? En waarom in deze volgorde?
Vervolgens test ik de hypothese of de veranderingen op dit moment en in
deze volgorde het gevolg kunnen zijn van nieuwe of andere productieve generalisaties. Dat blijkt niet het hele antwoord. Ik schets daarop een scenario van
verandering waarbij drie op elkaar inspelende factoren gezamenlijk de verschillende veranderingen zouden kunnen verklaren: de homofonie, druk van het
Nederlands en productieve alternatieve regels. De druk van het Nederlands
verklaart waarom de veranderingen in deze volgorde plaatsvinden, en waarom
ze de afgelopen 150 jaar plaatsgevonden hebben; een periode waarin het Fries
minder geïsoleerd geraakt is, en waarin de tweetalige relatie met het Nederlands
intensiever werd (Klinkenberg, 2017).
Succesvolle opmars van zuidwestelijke voltooid deelwoorden?

In Hoofdstuk 7 bestudeer ik twee dialectvarianten van voltooid deelwoorden.
Type I betreft een subgroep van zwakke klasse I-werkwoorden, type II betreft
een subgroep van sterke/onregelmatige werkwoorden. Gewoonlijk wordt het
voltooid deelwoord van zwakke klasse I-werkwoorden vervoegd met het suffix
-t of -d (pakke - pak-t, ‘gepakt’). In het zuidwesten van de provincie wordt hier
in het geval van werkwoorden die al een stem op -t of -d hebben vaak -en aan
toegevoegd. In plaats van bijvoorbeeld ik ha praat (ik heb gepraat) wordt dan ik
ha praten gebruikt. Dit zijn wat we noemen de alternatieven van type I. Sterke/
onregelmatige werkwoorden hebben gewoonlijk een voltooid deelwoord dat
vervoegd wordt met -(e)n (helpe - holp-en, ‘geholpen’). In het zuidwesten van de
provincie wordt aan eenlettergrepige voltooid deelwoorden op -(e)n, zoals sjoen
(‘gezien’), fûn (‘gevonden’) of stoarn (‘gestorven’) het suffix -t/-d toegevoegd, resulterend in vormen zoals sjoend, fûnd en stoarnd. Dit zijn de type II-alternatieven.
Bestudering van het historische taalmateriaal van het Fries door de tijd
heen laat zien dat beide varianten al sinds de late middeleeuwen voorkomen in
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het westen en zuidwesten van de provincie. De uitkomsten van questionnaire
II geven aan dat de type I-alternatieven zich verspreid hebben over de rest van
de provincie, terwijl type II-alternatieven dialectische varianten blijven en hun
gebruik zelfs af lijkt te nemen.
Ik onderzoek de regels die ten grondslag zouden kunnen liggen aan beide
alternatieve vormen, en toon met behulp van het Tolerance Principle een verschil
in productiviteit tussen die regels aan. Dat verschil kan verantwoordelijk worden
gehouden voor het verschil in hun spreiding. De regel voor type I is als gevolg
van toenemend contact met sprekers van de zuidwestelijke variëteit in staat om
ook buiten de dialectregio een productieve status te krijgen, en die van type
II niet. Het Tolerance Principle blijkt daarmee erg geschikt om een dergelijke
spreidende verandering vanuit een dialectcontactsituatie te voorspellen.
Discussie en conclusie
In de discussie en conclusie van dit boek beantwoord ik de vraag of we het Friese
werkwoordsysteem en de ontwikkelingen daarbinnen hebben kunnen verklaren
met behulp van de uitgangspunten in i)-iv). Daarbij ga ik dieper in op twee
punten van discussie, trek ik conclusies over de veranderingen in het Friese werkwoordsysteem en doe ik suggesties voor toekomstig onderzoek.
In het algemeen schetsen de ontwikkelingen zoals besproken in dit proefschrift hoe het Fries verandert wanneer het van generatie op generatie overgedragen wordt en hoe nieuwe leerders tot andere conclusies komen dan de generatie
voor hen. De TP-benadering blijkt een geschikte benadering om dit in kaart
te brengen. Het Tolerance Principle zelf is een nauwkeurige maatstaf voor de
productiviteit van de Friese regels en het productief worden van regels is een
belangrijke drijvende kracht achter de waargenomen veranderingen.
De Friese casestudy’s brengen ook twee theoretische zwakheden aan het
licht waarvan er een de morfologische theorie betreft, en de ander de cross-linguïstische invloed.
Stamveranderingen, dubbelmarkering en morfologische theorie

Het theoretisch kader van dit proefschrift is, zoals geschetst in i)-iv), dat van
Distributed Morphology als theorie van morfologische kennis (‘wat moeten we
weten om een werkwoord te kunnen vervoegen?’) en het Tolerance Principle als
theorie van hoe deze kennis verwerkt wordt (‘hoe vervoegen we werkwoorden?’).
De theorieën liggen in elkaars verlengde, maar er is een punt waarop ze verschillen, namelijk hoe ze omgaan met stamveranderingen als mogelijke manier
om de verleden tijd uit te drukken en de analyse van zogenaamde dubbel-gemarkeerde vormen, die zowel een suffix hebben als een stamverandering.
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Zowel Distributed Morphology als de TP-benadering gaan uit van een
zogenaamd realizational model van morfologie waarin wordt aangenomen dat
een bepaald morfosyntactisch kenmerk (zoals verleden tijd) maar één keer gerealiseerd wordt. Dit impliceert dat de regels die zo’n kenmerk kunnen realiseren
met elkaar concurreren, en het sluit in principe uit dat twee regels hetzelfde
kenmerk realiseren op één vorm. Soms hebben verledentijdsvormen echter geen
suffix, maar alleen een stamverandering. En soms hebben verledentijdsvormen
twee markeringen: een suffix en een stamverandering. Dit is bijvoorbeeld het
geval bij de voltooid deelwoorden van type II in Hoofdstuk 7 (sjoend), en de
veranderde sterke en onregelmatige 2sg verledentijdsvormen uit Hoofdstuk 6
(kochtest). Distributed Morphology en de TP-benadering kiezen verschillende
manieren om met zulke stamveranderingen en dubbelmarkeringen om te gaan.
Ik laat zien dat dit verschil implicaties heeft voor de analyse van het Friese
werkwoordsysteem. De productiviteit van de klasse I-regels hangt af van het
bestaan van onderschikkende productieve subregels voor de sterke en onregelmatige werkwoorden. Vanuit een Distributed Morphology-analyse zijn er echter moeilijk productieve subregels voor deze werkwoorden te onderscheiden,
omdat ze veelal een stamverandering bevatten en Distributed Morphology een
stamverandering in talen zoals het Fries niet kan analyseren als een productieve
manier om de verleden tijd te realiseren. De TP-benadering kan dat wel, maar
is gedwongen om beide markeringen in één regel te vatten, waardoor het de
mogelijkheid verliest te differentiëren tussen stamverandering en suffixatie.
Dat laatste bleek met name problematisch voor de TP-benadering in de
Hoofdstukken 6 en 7, waarin dubbel gemarkeerde vormen voorkomen waarin
de stamverandering de basis lijkt voor een productieve suffixatieregel. De TPbenadering kan een dergelijke regel niet genereren omdat deze benadering geen
knip kan maken tussen beide markeringen. Distributed Morphology kan een
dergelijke regel overigens ook niet maken. Binnen Distributed Morphology
worden secundaire markeerders zoals stamverandering getriggerd door de suffixatieregel. Dit impliceert dat secundaire markeerders dus pas ná suffixatieregels
komen. Ze kunnen daarom onmogelijk de context vormen waarop de suffixatie
regel van toepassing is.
De Friese productieve sterke en onregelmatige vormen zijn dus op meerdere manieren een probleem voor ‘realizational’ theorieën in het algemeen. De
casestudy’s laten zien dat je het liefst in staat zou willen zijn om te differentiëren
tussen stamverandering en suffixatie als twee afzonderlijke processen die beide in
staat zijn om op productieve wijze een morfosyntactisch kenmerk zoals verleden
tijd te realiseren. Als aanbeveling voor vervolgonderzoek suggereer ik dan ook
om te onderzoeken hoe we de notie van ‘afgeleide stammen’ in een realizationele
theorie van morfologie kunnen integreren.
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Invloed van het Nederlands

Uit mijn analyse in Hoofdstuk 6 blijkt dat het theoretisch perspectief in i)-iv) alleen niet genoeg is om de verandering op de 2sg-verledentijdsvormen te kunnen
verklaren. Er lijkt een externe factor een rol te spelen, namelijk de NederlandsFriese tweetalige context. Hun kennis van het Nederlands lijkt op een indirecte
manier de generalisaties die sprekers van het Fries maken over hun taal te beïnvloeden. Hoe zo’n invloed geoperationaliseerd zou kunnen worden in een model
zoals de TP-benadering, moet nader onderzocht worden.
Uit de andere hoofdstukken blijkt tegelijkertijd dat de invloed van het
Nederlands beperkt is. De voor het Fries kenmerkende klasse II-werkwoorden
worden niet massaal vervangen door de op het Nederlands lijkende klasse Iwerkwoorden. En de voltooid deelwoorden uit Hoofdstuk 7 zijn het gevolg van
dialectcontact, niet van Nederlandse invloed. In tegendeel: deze leiden tot vormen die vreemd zijn aan de Nederlandse morfologie. Om een beter beeld te
krijgen van wanneer het Nederlands wel en wanneer het geen invloed uitoefent,
ook in andere domeinen dan alleen werkwoordsvervoeging, is meer onderzoek
nodig.
Feroarjend Frysk: vooruitblik

Gezamenlijk schetsen de recente ontwikkelingen die in dit proefschrift worden
besproken een beeld van hoe de Friese werkwoordsvervoeging de afgelopen
100 jaar is veranderd: naarmate de wereld kleiner werd, raakte het Fries minder
geïsoleerd en veranderden vormen onder invloed van zowel dialectcontact als
contact met het Nederlands. De casestudy’s geven een indruk van een voortstuwende dynamiek waarin variatie en verandering leiden tot variatie en verandering, enzovoorts. Deze dynamiek kan een blijvende bron van informatie zijn
en een toetssteen vormen voor theorieën over taalverandering en taalcontact.
Gecombineerd met de niet altijd even grijpbare invloed van het Nederlands zal
het daarom interessant zijn om te zien hoe de Friese werkwoorden zich in de
toekomst zullen ontwikkelen.
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Gearfetting: Feroaringen yn Fryske
tiidwurdsbûgingen
Dit proefskrift giet oer wat der feroaret yn Fryske tiidwurdsbûgingen en wêrom.
It Frysk is de minderheidstaal dy’t – neist de mearderheidstaal Nederlânsk – praat
wurdt yn de provinsje Fryslân, yn it noarden fan Nederlân. Sa’n twatredde fan de
ynwenners fan Fryslân praat Frysk, en is sadwaande twatalich Frysk-Nederlânsk.
Foar de measte praters is it Frysk benammen in sprutsen taal. Mei dêrtroch hat
it Frysk net in sterk ûntwikkele noarm en praat it meastepart fan de Fryskpraters
gjin standerdisearre Geef Frysk, mar in eigen dialektale fariant.
Lykas alle oare talen feroaret it Frysk ek, nammerste mear troch dy twatalige situaasje fol dialektfariaasje en in net sa bekende noarm. De fraach is fansels:
wêrom? Om dy fraach te beäntwurdzjen haw ik yn dit proefskrift in tal feroaringen (dy’t nei alle gedachten besteane) yn de Fryske tiidwurdsbûging yn kaart
brocht mei help fan twa questionnaires en se dêrnei analysearre.
Om soksoarte feroaringen ferklearje te kinnen, moatte wy earst mear witte
oer taalferoaring yn it algemien en oer ynfleksjonele morfology yn it bysûnder:
hoe bûge lju tiidwurden? Der binne ûnderskate wizen om dêrnei te sjen, en foar
myn ûndersyk haw ik my beheind ta ien spesifyk teoretysk perspektyf, dat ik
útwurke haw yn Haadstik 2. Dat perspektyf komt derop del dat taal feroaret as
taal leard wurdt (Andersen, 1973; Anderson, 2015), en dat it learen fan ynfleksjonele morfology (tiidwurdsbûging) foar in grut part del komt op it learen fan
regels lykas yn (1), dy’t de foarming fan regelmjittige doetiden yn it Ingelsk werjout: ‘realisearje it morfosyntaktyske skaaimerk [doetiid] troch ed yn te foegjen’.
(1)

[doetiid]



-ed

Ik folgje dêryn de teory fan Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz, 1993),
dy’t claimt dat de morfology fan in wurd boud wurdt troch de syntaksis.
Regels lykas yn (1) kinne produktyf wêze; se binne dan frij ta te passen op
nije foarmen. Fan ûnregelmjittige tiidwurden dy’t net makke wurde mei sa’n
produktive regel wurdt oannommen dat dy (op ien of oare wize) opslein en
ûntholden wurde moatte. As mjitte fan produktiviteit brûk ik dêrby it Tolerance
Principle (TP) (Yang, 2016), dat stelt dat in regel produktyf is salang’t dy net
te folle útsûnderingen hat, en krekt berekkenet hoefolle útsûnderingen oft in
regel tolerearje kin. Yn i) – iv) binne dy teoretyske útgongspunten mear spesifyk
ferwurde:
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v)	
Taalferoaring krijt syn beslach as taal leard wurdt (Andersen, 1973;
A nderson, 2015)
vi)	
Distributed Morphology as teory fan morfologyske kennis. Ynfleksjonele
morfology is it tapassen fan regels (Halle & Marantz, 1993)
vii) It winnen fan morfology komt del op it learen fan produktive en netproduktive regels (De Tolerance Principle-benadering (Yang, 2016))
viii)	
Morfologyske produktiviteit wurdt útdrukt troch it Tolerance Principle
(Yang, 2016)
Mei-inoar foarsizze dy útgongspunten dat de feroaringen yn Fryske tiidwurden
ta te skriuwen binne oan nije generaasjes fan learders dy’t oare produktive en
net-produktive regels ôfliede út it totaaloanbod as de generaasjes foar harren. Dy
foarsizzing toets ik yn dit proefskrift troch in tal feroaringen yn kaart te bringen
en te analysearjen. De mear konkrete fraach dy’t ik yn dit proefskrift besykje te
beäntwurdzjen is dan ek:
(2)	Kinne wy de ûntjouwingen yn, of status quo fan, it Fryske tiidwurdsysteem ferklearje mei help fan in model fan kategoriale produktiviteit, lykas
it Tolerance Principle?
Nei it sketsen fan boppesteand teoretysk ramt yn Haadstik 2, folgje in beskriuwing en analyze fan it Fryske tiidwurdsysteem yn de haadstikken 3 en 4. Haadstikken 5, 6 en 7 geane oer wat der feroaret yn dat systeem, en oft wy dy ûntjouwingen ferklearje kinne mei help fan de útgongspunten yn i)-iv). Yn Haadstik 8
stean de diskusje en konklúzje fan it boek.

It Fryske tiidwurdsysteem

Haadstik 3 jout in oersjoch en in analyze fan it Fryske tiidwurdsysteem út
it perspektyf fan Distributed Morphology wei. It Frysk hat net ien, mar twa
regelmjittige wizen fan bûgen: klasse I (-e tiidwurden lykas (bakke), en klasse
II (-je tiidwurden lykas wurkje), en in macht oan sterke en ûnregelmjittige tiidwurden6 dêr’t ek subregelmjittichheden yn te ûntdekken binne (Strik 2015). Ik
formulearje de regels dy’t oan de bûging dêrfan te’n grûnslach lizze, en lit sjen
dat de agreement-regels (de regels foar persoan en tal) klasseneutraal binne en
fan tapassing binne op alle tiidwurden: oft se no sterk, swak of ûnregelmjittich
binne en oft se by klasse I of klasse II hearre. De (doe)tiidsregels dêrfoaroer
binne oars. De measte ûnregelmjittige en sterke tiidwurden hawwe hielendal
6	Ik folgje Taalportaal (Dyk, 2015) en beskôgje tiidwurden mei allinnich regelmjittige
doetiidsbûgingen as swak, tiidwurden mei dêroerhinne stamferoaringen en in nasaal
suffix op it folsleine mulwurd as sterk, en tiidwurden mei mear ûnregelmjittichheden as
ûnregelmjittich.
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gjin doetiidssuffiks, de swakke tiidwurden fan klasse II it suffiks e, en de swakke
tiidwurden fan klasse I it dentaalsuffiks te/-de . Neist it ûngelikense doetiidssuffiks is der noch in ferskil tusken tiidwurden fan de twa klassen yn de notiid, dat
ek opgiet foar sterke en ûnregelmjittige tiidwurden: alle tiidwurden fan klasse
II krije of in -j (1sg ik wurkje, en pl jim wurkje) of -e (2sg do wurkest, en 3sg sy
wurket).
Op basis fan boppesteande stel ik in morfosyntaktyske struktuer fan it
Fryske tiidwurd foar dêr’t ‘klasse’ in eigenwillich, leksikaal skaaimerk fan de
root fan it tiidwurd by is. Dy eigenskip stelt fêst hokker doetiidsregels fan tapassing binne en oft it tiidwurd wol of net it tematysk elemint j/e fan klasse II krijt
(in analyze basearre op Embick & Halle, 2005 en foar it grutste part neffens
Hoekstra (2013)).
Yn Haadstik 4 ûndersykje ik dêrnei mei help fan de TP-beneiering oft de
regels lykas ik dy yn Haadstik 3 formulearre haw produktyf binne neffens it
Tolerance Principle. De agreement-regels, dy’t foar alle tiidwurden fan tapassing
binne, binne fansels produktyf: se hawwe gjin inkelde útsûndering. De regels
foar it tematysk elemint, de ûnfolsleine doetiid en it folsleine mulwurd dêrfoaroer binne klasse-spesifyk. It is de fraach oft regels hearrend by beide klassen
produktyf binne, en oft ien fan de twa klassen faaks foarsjocht yn in default wize
fan bûgen. De TP-beneiering foarseit trije mooglike senario’s. In njonkenskikkend
senario, dêr’t de regels fan beide klassen yn fan tapassing binne op twa aparte
groepen en dêr’t beide produktyf yn binne, en twa ûnderskikkende senario’s
dêr’t ien fan beide de default yn foarmet, en de oare (produktyf of net) fan
tapassing is op in subset fan de default regel.
Ut de resultaten docht bliken dat de regels foar beide klassen produktyf
binne, en dat der gjin helder antwurd te jaan is op de fraach oft ien fan beide
klassen foarsjocht yn de default regels foar it bûgen fan Fryske tiidwurden. De
regels binne nammentlik beide produktyf likegoed yn it ûnderskikkende as it
njonkenskikkende senario.
Feroaringen
Yn de Haadstikken 5, 6 en 7 besprek ik guon feroaringen yn it Fryske tiidwurdsysteem fan likernôch de lêste 100 jier. De trije casestudy’s binne basearre
op twa online ynfolfragelisten, dêr lju de bûgde foarm fan in tiidwurd yn ynfolje
moatte yn in sin. It ûnderwerp fan de earste questionnaire (n=271) is de bûging
fan klasse-II-tiidwurden (Haadstik 5 & 6), en it ûnderwerp fan de twadde
questionnaire (n=321) is fariaasje en feroaring fan folsleine mulwurden en wurdt
besprutsen yn Haadstik 7.
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Klasseferskowing ûnder ynfloed fan it Nederlânsk?

Yn Haadstik 5 doch ik ferslach fan questionnaire I, dêr’t ik mei ûndersocht
haw oft klasse II-tiidwurden oanstriid hawwe om te ferskowen nei klasse I. Dy
ferwachting is wol utere yn eardere stúdzjes (Feitsma, 1982; De Haan, 1990, 1997;
Hoekstra, 1993), basearre op de observaasje dat klasse I kwa bûging sterk liket
op de regelmjittige Nederlânske bûging en klasse II net.
De resultaten meitsje dúdlik dat klasse II-tiidwurden oer it algemien frij
konsistint sa bûgd wurde. As der wol in klasse I-bûging brûkt wurdt, dan is dat
oer it algemien útsûnderlik. It belanget fakentiids in yndividuele tiidwurdsfoarm
oan en net it hiele paradigma fan it tiidwurd yn kwestje. Dêrneist belanget it
faak yndividuele tiidwurden en yndividuele partisipanten oan. It iennichste patroan dat dúdlik wurdt út de data is dat klasse-ferskowing neffens earderneamde
ferwachtingen faker bart mei tiidwurden dy’t sterk lykje op harren Nederlânske
ekwivalint (FR wachtsje – NL wachten) en it minst mei tiidwurden dy’t sterk
ferskille fan harren Nederlânske ekwivalint (FR boartsje – NL spelen). Dêrneist
meitsje de data dúdlik dat klasseferskowing it minst bart mei heechfrekwinte
tiidwurden. Nettsjinsteande it feit dat de folsleine oantallen klasse I-bûgingen
ûnder de klasse II-tiidwurden tige leech binne, is der dochs in hoedene trend
te sjen dêr’t de jongere partisipanten en likegoed de partisipanten dy’t net goed
Frysk skriuwe faker klasse I-bûgingen yn brûke.
Nije regels foar de twadde persoan yn de doetiid?

Yn Haadstik 6 gean ik yn op ien fan de meast opfallende resultaten út questionneaire I, nammentlik dat de twadde persoan (2sg) yn de doetiid benammen
troch jongere partisipanten folle faker as klasse I-tiidwurd bûgd wurdt as de oare
persoansfoarmen fan de klasse II-tiidwurden dy’t befrege binne. Dat resultearret
bygelyks yn foarmen lykas wurk-te-st yn stee fan wurk-e-st foar it tiidwurd wurkje.
Dy ynsette feroaring is it gefolch fan eardere feroaringen op Fryske 2sgdoetiidsfoarmen en fan yntinsiver taalkontakt mei it Nederlânsk. Wat dy eardere
feroaringen oanbelanget, wiis ik alderearst op in histoaryske feroaring yn de klasse
I-tiidwurden en lit ik sjen dat op de 2sg-doetiidsfoarmen fan klasse I tusken rûchwei 1600 en 1900 it gongbere suffiks -te/-de ûntbriek. Net earder as yn it begjin
fan de 20e iuw komt it werom, troch fonologyske en morfologyske ûntjouwingen
yn it Frysk. Dêrnei lûk ik in parallel mei feroarjende 2sg-doetiidsfoarmen fan
sterke en ûnregelmjittige tiidwurden, lykas ûndersocht troch Hoekstra (2013).
Sterke en ûnregelmjittige tiidwurden hawwe ornaris hielendal gjin doetiidssuffiks, mar op de twadde persoan fan guon sterke en ûnregelmjittige tiidwurden
kin rûchwei sûnt de jierren 50 by ûnderskate tiidwurden it regelmjittige klasse
I-suffiks -te/-de sinjalearre wurde. Do sei-st wurdt dan bygelyks do sei-de-st. Dy
feroaring krijt syn beslach yn fazen, dêr’t de lêste groep sterke en ûnregelmjittige
tiidwurden net earder as resint by liket te feroarjen (Hoekstra, 2013).
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It twadde part fan dit haadstik siket om in ferklearring foar de feroaringen
fan de jierren 50 ôf. De meast opfallende oerienkomst tusken de klasse II-tiidwurden en guon fan de sterke en ûnregelmjittige tiidwurden is harren homofony
yn de 2sg. Sûnder it -te/-de suffiks, is de twadde persoan fan dy tiidwurden yn de
doetiid homofoan oan de twadde persoan yn de notiid. Troch it -te/-de suffiks ta
te foegjen oan de 2sg-doetiidsfoarm wurdt dy homofony opheft.
Dy homofonyferklearring allínnich foldocht net, omdat er net foar alle
sterke en ûnregelmjittige tiidwurden opgiet, en omdat er it actuation problem net
oplost (Weinreich, Labov & Herzog, 1968): wêrom feroarje de foarmen op in
bepaald stuit, en net earder of letter? En wêrom yn dy folchoarder?
Dêrnei test ik de hypoteze oft de feroaringen op dat stuit en yn dy folch
oarder it gefolch wêze kinne fan nije of oare produktive generalisaasjes. It docht
bliken dat dat net it folsleine antwurd is. Ik skets dêrop in senario fan feroaring
dêr’t trije opinoar ynspyljende faktoaren mei-inoar de ûnderskate feroaringen by
ferklearje kinne soene: de homofony, druk fan it Nederlânsk en produktive alternative regels. De druk fan it Nederlânsk ferklearret wêrom’t de feroaringen yn
dy folchoarder harren beslach krije, en wêrom’t se de lêste 150 jier harren beslach
krigen hawwe; in tiidrek dêr’t it Frysk minder yn isolearre rekke is, en dêr’t de
twatalige relaasje mei it Nederlânsk yntinsiver yn waard (Klinkenberg, 2017).
Suksesfolle opmars fan súdwestlike folsleine mulwurden?

Yn Haadstik 7 bestudearje ik twa dialektfarianten fan folsleine mulwurden. Type
I belanget in subgroep fan swakke klasse I-tiidwurden oan, type II giet om in
subgroep fan sterke/ûnregelmjittige tiidwurden. Gewoanwei wurdt it folsleine
mulwurd fan swakke klasse I-tiidwurden bûgd mei it suffiks -t of -d (pakke - pakt). Yn it súdwesten fan de provinsje wurdt dêr yn it gefal fan tiidwurden dy’t al
in stam op -t of -d hawwe faak -en oan tafoege. Yn stee fan bygelyks ik ha praat
wurdt dan ik ha praten brûkt. Dat binne wat wy neame de alternativen fan type
I. Sterke/ûnregelmjittige tiidwurden hawwe gewoanwei in folslein mulwurd dat
bûgd wurdt mei -(e)n (helpe - holp-en). Yn it súdwesten fan de provinsje wurdt oan
ienwurdliddige folsleine mulwurden op -(e)n, lykas sjoen, fûn of stoarn it suffiks
-t/-d tafoege, resultearjend yn foarmen lykas sjoend, fûnd en stoarnd. Dat binne de
type II-alternativen.
Bestudearring fan it histoaryske taalmateriaal fan it Frysk troch de tiid
hinne lit sjen dat beide farianten al sûnt de lette midsiuwen foarkomme yn it
westen en súdwesten fan de provinsje. De útkomsten fan de questionnaire II
jouwe oan dat de type I-alternative harren ferspraat hawwe oer de rest fan de
provinsje, wylst type II-alternativen dialektyske farianten bliuwe en harren gebrûk sels liket ôf te nimmen.
Ik ûndersykje de regels dy’t te’n grûnslach lizze kinne soene oan beide
alternative foarmen, en toan mei help fan it Tolerance Principle in ferskil yn
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produktiviteit tusken dy regels oan. Dat ferskil kin ferantwurdlik holden wurde
foar it ferskil yn harren sprieding. De regel foar type I is as gefolch fan tanimmend kontakt mei sprekkers fan de súdwestlike fariëteit by steat om ek bûten
de dialektregio in produktive status te krijen, en dy fan type II net. It Tolerance
Principle docht dêrmei bliken tige gaadlik te wêzen om sa’n spriedende feroaring
út in dialektkontaktsituaasje te foarsizzen.
Diskusje en konklúzje
Yn de diskusje en konklúzje fan dit boek beäntwurdzje ik de fraach oft wy it
Fryske tiidwurdsysteem en de ûntjouwingen dêryn ferklearje kinnen hawwe mei
help fan de útgongspunten yn i)-iv). Dêrby gean ik djipper yn op twa punten fan
diskusje, lûk ik konklúzjes oer de feroaringen yn it Fryske tiidwurdsysteem en
doch ik suggestjes foar takomstich ûndersyk.
Yn it algemien sketse de ûntjouwingen lykas bepraat yn dit proefskrift hoe’t
it Frysk feroaret as it fan generaasje op generaasje oerdroegen wurdt en hoe’t nije
learders ta oare konklúzjes komme as de generaasje foar harren. De TP-beneiering docht bliken in gaadlike beneiering te wêzen om dat yn kaart te bringen. it
Tolerance Principle sels is in sekuere mjitstêf foar de produktiviteit fan de Fryske
regels en it produktyf wurden fan regels is in wichtige driuwende krêft efter de
feroaringen dy’t waarnommen binne.
Mei de Fryske casestudy’s oppenearje harren ek twa teoretyske swakheden,
dêr’t ien de morfologyske teory fan oanbelanget, en de oare de cross-linguïstyske
ynfloed.
Stamferoaringen, dûbelmarkearring en morfologyske teory

It teoretysk ramt fan dit proefskrift is, lykas sketst yn i)-iv), dat fan Distributed Morphology as teory fan morfologyske kennis (‘wat moatte wy witte om in
tiidwurd bûge te kinnen?’) en it Tolerance Principle as teory fan hoe’t dy kennis
ferwurke wurdt (‘hoe bûge wy tiidwurden?’).
De teoryen lizze yn inoars ferlingde, mar der is in punt dêr’t se op ferskille,
nammentlik hoe’t se omgeane mei stamferoaringen as mooglike wize om de
doetiid út te drukken en de analyze fan saneamde dûbelmarkearre foarmen, dy’t
sawol in suffiks hawwe as in stamferoaring.
Sawol Distributed Morphology as de TP-beneiering geane út fan in saneamd realizational model fan morfology dêr’t yn oannommen wurdt dat in beskaat
morfosyntaktysk skaaimerk (lykas doetiid) mar ien kear realisearre wurdt. Dat
ymplisearret dat de regels dy’t sa’n skaaimerk realisearje kinne mei-inoar konkurrearje, en it slút in prinsipe út dat twa regels itselde skaaimerk realisearje op ien
foarm. By tiden hawwe doetiidsfoarmen lykwols gjin suffiks, mar allinnich in
stamferoaring. En by tiden hawwe doetiidsfoarmen twa markearringen: in suffiks en in stamferoaring. Dat is bygelyks it gefal by de folsleine mulwurden fan
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type II yn Haadstik 7 (sjoend), en de feroarjende sterke en ûnregelmjittige 2sg
doetiidsfoarmen út Haadstik 6 (kochtest). Distributed Morphology en de TPbeneiering kieze ûngelikense wizen om mei sokke stamferoaringen en dûbelmarkearringen om te gean.
Ik lit sjen dat dat ferskil ymplikaasjes foar de analyze fan it Fryske tiidwurdsysteem hat. De produktiviteit fan de klasse I-regels hinget ôf fan it bestean
fan ûnderskikkende produktive subregels foar de sterke en ûnregelmjittige tiidwurden. Ut in Distributed Morphology-analyze wei binne der lykwols dreech
produktive subregels foar dy tiidwurden te ûnderskieden, omdat se fakentiids
in stamferoaring hawwe en Distributed Morphology in stamferoaring yn talen
lykas it Frysk net analysearje kin as in produktive wize om de doetiid te realisearjen. De TP-beneiering kin dat wol, mar is twongen om beide markearringen
yn ien regel te fetsjen, dêr’t it de mooglikheid troch ferliest om te differinsjearjen
tusken stamferoaring en suffiksaasjes.
Dat lêste die bliken benammen problematysk te wêzen foar de TP-beneiering yn de Haadstikken 6 en 7, dêr’t dûbeld markearre foarmen yn foarkomme
dêr’t de stamferoaring de basis yn liket te wêzen foar in produktive suffiksaasje
regel. De TP-beneiering kin sa’n regel net generearje omdat dy gjin knip meitsje
kin tusken beide markearringen. Distributed Morphology kin sa’n regel boppedat ek net meitsje. Yn Distributed Morphology wurde sekundêre markearders
lykas stamferoaring triggere troch de suffiksaasjeregel. Dat ymplisearret dat
sekundêre markearders dus net earder as néi suffiksaasjeregels komme. Hja
kinne dêrom mei gjin mooglikheid de kontekst foarmje dêr’t de suffiksaasjeregel
op fan tapassing is.
De Fryske produktive sterke en ûnregelmjittige foarmen binne dus op
ferskate wizen in probleem foar ‘realizational’ teoryen yn it algemien. De case
study’s litte sjen dat men it leafst by steat wêze wolle soe om te differinsjearjen
tusken stamferoaring en suffiksaasje as twa aparte prosessen dy’t beide by steat
binne om op produktive wize in morfosyntaktysk skaaimerk lykas doetiid te
realisearjen. As oanbefelling foar ferfolchûndersyk suggerearje ik dan ek om te
ûndersykjen hoe’t wy de noasje fan ‘ôflate stammen’ yn in realisasjonele teory
fan morfology yntegrearje kinne.
Ynfloed fan it Nederlânsk

Ut myn analyze yn Haadstik 6 docht bliken dat it teoretysk perspektyf yn i)-iv)
allinnich net genôch is om de feroaring op de 2sg-doetiidsfoarmen ferklearje te
kinnen. Der liket in eksterne faktor in rol te spyljen, nammentlik de NederlânskFryske twatalige kontekst. Kennis fan it Nederlânsk liket op in yndirekte wize de
generalisaasjes dy’t praters fan it Frysk meitsje oer harren taal te beynfloedzjen.
Hoe’t sa’n ynfloed operasjonalisearre wurde kinne soe yn in model lykas de TPbeneiering, moat neier ûndersocht wurde.
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Ut de oare haadstikken docht tagelyk bliken dat de ynfloed fan it Nederlânsk beheind is. De klasse II-tiidwurden, dy’t krekt foar it Frysk skaaimerkend
is, wurde net massaal ferfong troch de klasse I-tiidwurden dy’t op it Nederlânsk
lykje. En de folsleine mulwurden út Haadstik 7 binne it gefolch fan dialektkontakt, net fan Nederlânske ynfloed. Krektoarsom: dy rinne út op foarmen dy’t
nuver binne neffens de Nederlânske morfology. Om in better byld te krijen fan
wannear’t it Nederlânsk wol en wannear oft it gjin ynfloed útoefenet, likegoed
yn oare domeinen as allinnich tiidwurdsbûging, is mear ûndersyk nedich.
Feroarjend Frysk: foarútsjen

Mei-inoar sketse de resinte ûntjouwingen dy’t yn dit proefskrift besprutsen
wurde in byld fan hoe’t de Fryske tiidwurdsbûging de lêste 100 jier feroare is: alneidat de wrâld lytser waard, rekke it Frysk minder isolearre en feroaren foarmen
ûnder ynfloed fan sawol dialektkontakt as kontakt mei it Nederlânsk. De casestudy’s jouwe in yndruk fan in opdriuwende dynamyk dêr’t fariaasje en feroaring
yn útrinne op fariaasje en feroaring, alsahinne. Dy dynamyk kin in bliuwende
boarne fan ynformaasje wêze en in toetsstien foarmje foar teoryen oer taalferoaring en taalkontakt. Kombinearre mei de net altyd like taastbere ynfloed fan it
Nederlânsk sil it dêrom nijsgjirrich wêze om te sjen hoe’t de Fryske tiidwurden
harren yn de takomst ûntjaan sille.

